Harrogate Show Report
Gerald Finzi's music on record
nd level meter

The first hi-fi you bought probably seduced you
with its good looks.
Maybe it looked and sounded great in the showroom, but once you'd got it home and listened to
it afew times, you realised
it wasn't the one for you.
The honeymoon was
over.
The second time
around, chances are you'll
be afew years older, a
little wiser and, hopefully,
several pounds richer.
You'll pay more attention to technical details:
Does the amplifier
have agood dynamic
range,70wpc output with
0.005% distortion and a
'Direct ADC servo circuit?

Is the cassette deck metal compatible,
with separate drive and take up motors and full
logic touch controls? Does the FM/AM
tuner have linear phase ceramic filters and servo
lock tuning?
Is the record deck
direct drive with aspecial
turntable speed monitor
and an optoelectronic
end of record sensor?
Of course, none of
these features are unique
to System 70.
But together,
coupled with Denon's 70
years experience in
professional sound
reproduction, they make
it the perfect second
choice.

Please send me details of Denon System 70.To: Eurnig (UK) Ltd,14 Priestley
Way, London NW2 7TN.
Name
HFN/10
Address
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Although we have
featured acoustic gramophones and other audio antiquaria on the
cover from time to time, it's four years
now since we even dared to offer a
glimpse of athermionic valve, and more
than 18 years since part of avalve circuit
diagram showed its face. At that time
(April 1963) we noted that ' the long
awaited transistor revolution does not
seem to have arrived', but now we are in
the middle of a minor counter-revolution
favouring good old-fashioned tubes. The
EAR model reviewed in this issue gets a
little hot around the bottles, but we
sincerely hope that protagonists in the
transistor/valve debate will avoid getting
too hot around the collar. Anyway, it looks
interesting.
Photo: Roger Philips
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Most shattering experience at the Harrogate hi-fi show (see p. 38) involved the breaking of an endless succession
of wine glasses in the Memorex room, where Ken Talbot tuned Ins oscillator—Ella Fitzgerald not being available— to
each glass's resonant frequency and turned up the power fed to asmall compression horn speaker until the adjacent
glass disintegrated. The one in our picture is caught at the moment of shatter, though it made no difference
whether the tone came direct or via tape— which only goes to show that one can break a glass with a tape
recording But so what?
..
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John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell,
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Violin Concerto ( Perlman/Giulini)
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BRITTEN
Sinfonia ( Previn)
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COPLAND
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Rhapsodies etc ( Jordan)
Piano Music ( Paraskivesko,
Queffélec)
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MOZART
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Concertos ( Stoltzman/Schneider)
Serenade 10 ( Vienna Wind)
Piano Music ( Schiff)
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Arabella ( Sawallisch)
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Serenade ( Karajan)
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TIPPET
Ritual Dances ( Davis)

SAINT-SAENS
Piano Concertos etc ( Rogé/
Dutoit)
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In Windsor Forest ( del Mar)
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SCHUBERT
Winterreise ( Gehrman/Walker)
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VIVALDI
Flute Concertos ( Petri/Brown)
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SCHUMANN
Stücken ( Michejew/Parsons)
Piano Music ( Brende))
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WAGNER
Tristan & isolde ( Goodall)
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SIBELIUS
Symphony 2 ( Karajan)
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J. & J. STRAUSS
Waltzes etc ( Boskovsky)
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WE
Introduction, Theme & Variations
(New Vienna)
WE ILL
Dreigroschenoper ( Rennert)
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Classical Collections
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Vocal
RICHARD CROOKS

93

Not Vocal
DRAWING- ROOM CLARINET

ELEANOR JONES- HUDSON

FANFARES

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL

GERMAN CHAMBER
MUSICAL CLOCK
OBOE FANTASIA

CHRISTCHURCH CARTRIDGES ( Dept N)

Access

5 Bodovven Close, Burton, Christchurch,
Dorset.
Mail-order ONLY
Tel. 0202-471654 ( Weekdays until 7.30 plus some Sate 8i Suns)
Prices correct 1/8/1981. E & OE. All prices INCLUDE P&P.
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ADC:

ORTOFON

Astrion
POA
ZLMimp
POA
XLMIll Int. . . . f35-80
XLMIllimp. . . . £28.75 •
ClLM36111imp.. . £14-50

SME3OH. .
VMS30E II
VMS20E II
VMS10E II
VMS5E II
Concorde 3C
Concorde 20
Concorde 10
LM30/30H
LM20/20H
LM15
M20ELSuper
F15E Mk2.
FF15E Mk2 .

GOLDRING
G900IGC
G910IGC
G920IGC

£47-00
POA
POA

GRADO
G2+
G1+
F1+
F3E+
FCE+1
FTE+1

POA
POA
£25-00
£14-75
£12-20
£9-45

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

PICKERING
£75-00
£30-00
£25-00
£15-45
£9-65
£3715
£28-90
£19-20
£31-90
£22-15
£15-45
£24-50
£14-00
.£9-00

XLZ7500S.
XSV5000 .
XSV4000 .
XSV3000 .
XV15-625E

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

£103-75
. £92-70
. £75-90
. £51-70
. f24-75

STANTON
98OLZS
881S
681 EEES
681 EEE
680EE
500EE
500E
500A

£93-70
£55-00
£44-20
£33-00
£19-00
12-75
£11-00
£9-75

New products—the excellent Walco range of induced.
magnet cartridge. ES30EX ( Parabolic) 29-60, ES30E
(elliptical) £19-40, ES3OS ( conical) £9-20.

All other models, styli, A- T, Empire, JVC, Nagaoka. Shure-P0A.
Moving- Coil cartridges, transformers, headamps.

AUDIOTECHNICA

Speaker cables are very important
too, so replace the gossomer thin
bell wire you're using now with at
least 1.5mm sq. mains cable ( two
core). The best cable Ihave found
is QED 79 strand ( 2.5mm sq.). It
looks reasonably attractive and
unobtrusive and is not expensive.
Don't waste your money on esoteric
sound cables which boast extremely low impedance. Ihaven't
heard an amplifier that's stable in-

to them yet. They change the frequency balance of the music without making it better at all. Make
sure that the connections at both
ends are as good as they can be;
use the highest quality plugs and
solder connections for preference,'
HiFi Answers, December 1979

PRICE: 70p/metre inc. VAT ® 15%
WARNING
Beware of cheap imitations, genuine QED 79 strand cable is
embossed " QED AUDIO PRODUCTS".

QED AUDIO

PRODUCTS LIMITED

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate,Shield Rood, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236
-1

AT32
£63-10
AT3OE
£25-95
AT650 Trans
£89-20
AT630 Trans
£29-00
AT32+650 .
£136-00
AT32+630 . . £87-25
AT30+630 .£44-00

ADCOM
X-C Van Den Hul
£245-00
X-C Linetrace. £135-00
X-C Elliptical . 09-00

ADCOM

DYNAVECTOR

L- C Linetrace . . £99-00
H- C Elliptical . £90-50
L- C Elliptical . f77-00

DV6A Trans

DYNAVECTOR

MCA- 10 headamp
£58-50

Karat Diamond .
Karat Ruby .
2082
20A2
10X2
10X ..
DV6X Trans

. POA
£79-50
£93-25
£72-10
£49-50
£27-00
£63-40

£147-40

ORTOFON
QED
MCA1 headamp £27-75

STANTON
BA26 headamp

POA

TRIO
KHA-50 headamp
£49-95

Other models, Cotter, Denon, EMT. F-a, JVC, Koetsu, Mark Levinson,
Ortofon, Supex POA. Dynavector exchanges POA.
TURNTABLE ARMS ADC. A- T. Dynavector, Hadcock, SME-POA
ACCESSORIES A- T, ADC ( LMG-1 headshell £4-25), Nagaoka, Ortofon.
QED, etc POA.

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station—Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/3/4/5

AZIOT

WORLDWIDE EXPORT
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
AMPLIFIERS
P.O.A.
Akai
Denon
£99-00
PMA400 .
PMA540
80W x2 . .
£159-00
JVC
AS10
Inquire
AX1
for
AX2
Best
AX3
Prices
AX4 . . . . . £158-00
Nakamichi
410
420

}

Inquire for
Best Prices

Pioneer
SA420
SA520
SA620
SA720
A-7 •
A-8
Sansui
A40
A60
A80
AU217 Mk 2
AU317 Mk 2
AU719
AUD5
AU D7
AU D9
Sony
TAAX2
TAAX3. .

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

£54-00
£92.00
£110.00
£104-00
£150-00
£238-00
Inquire
for best
Prices
£81-00
£108-00

TAAX4
Best
Inquire
Prices
for
TAAX5 )
Technics
SUV3
Inquire
SUV5
for Best
SUV7
Prices
Yamaha
P.O.A.
TUNERS
Inquire
Akai
for
Denon
Best
TU200
Prices
TL1300
JVC
£80-00
TX1L
£125.00
TX2L
£89.00
TX3L
£142-00
TX6L
Pioneer
Inquire
TX520L
for
TX720L
Best
F-7
prices
F-9
Sony
Inquire
STJ55
for
STJX2L
Best
STJX4L
Prices
STJX5L
P.O.A.
Technics
STS4
Inquire for
STS6
jBest Prices
RACK SYSTEMS
Pioneer
X330
Inquire
for
X550
Best
X770
X990
Prices
Sansui
System 1000 . . £279-95
System 5000
Inquire for
System 7000
Best
System 9000
Prices
Denon
System 50
System 70
Technics
Z-11
Z-22
) Inquire for
Best Prices
System 80
£760

ORDER
BY
USE
ACCESS

RECEIVERSMINER AMPS
Aiwa
JVC
. £146-00
RS33L
Pioneer
SX600 ) Inquire for
SX700
Best Prices
Sony
£110-00
STRVX2L
STRVX3L
Best
STRVX4L
Prices
STRS5L
Inquire for
Technics
Yamaha
Best Prices

TURNTABLES
P.O.A.
Akai
P.O.A.
Aiwa
. £132-00
APD50
Denon
£186-00
DP33
Inquire for
DP60
Best Prices
DP55
JVC
£56-00
LA21
£66-00
LA31
£87-00
LF41
£92-00
CILA5R
Inquire for
QLY5F
Best Prices
QLY3F
Pioneer
PL120X
PL320
Inquire
PL620
for
PL720
Best
PL2
Places
PL4
PL6
Sansui
FRD25
£66-95
FRD35
£79-00
FRD45
£131-00
FRD55
£161-00
Sony
PST22
£66-00
PST33
£76-00
PSX55
£113-00
Technics
SLB202
£62-00
SLD202
SLD303
Inquire
SLQ303
for
DL1
Best
(3L1SL7
Prices
SL10
SL15

Denon
DL103
DL103D
DL103S
AU 320
DL303
HA500
Ortofon
Complete range
SME
300911IS
3009/111
3009 Mk 2
FD200
3009
non DT )
Shell S2

ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica
AT1100
£85-00
AT1010
P.O.A.
Signet XK50
P.O.A.
AT605
£13-00
AT606
£15-00
AT620 sp cables £15-00
ATMS
£11-00
MG10
£5-00
MG9
£8-00
Arm- lift
£9.50
AT30 ) Inquire for
AT32
Best Prices

PHONE
OR
POST
OR
BARCLAYCARD

Delivery charge £ 5-00 per item in U.K.
Credit facilities available

Pr ices
est
£85-00
P.O.A.

M75EJ
£14-00
M95ED
£20-00
M95EJ
£17-00
V15MK111 HE
£49-00
V15MKIV .
£68.00
M95HE
£22-00
M97EJ
£21-00
M97HE
£38-00
Platter Pad . . P.O.A.
Glass Ma*
P 0.A.
SPEAKERS

for
Inquire
Best
Prices

Mayware
Formula 4
£57-50
Mx-k Ill
Mayware cart.
Moving coil
£49-95
Shure
M75ED
£15-00

SALE
TECHNICS
SLB2
£63-00
SLB3
£78-00
SLD2
£82-00
SLD3
£95-00
SLQ2
£118.00
SL17001I
£171-00
SUV2
£95-00
SUV4
£119-00
SUV6
£159-00
SUV8
£215-00
STS3
£ 110-00
STS7
£155-00
STZ1L
£53-00
SU8011
£60-00
SU8022
£79-00
NAKAMICHI
680ZX
£499-00
482
£249.00
480
£210.00
DENON
DP3OL
£89-00
JVC
LA11
£49-95
SONY
TAF3A
£55-00
TAF40
£89-00
PSX55
£95-00
STR242L
£94-00
TAF55
£140.00
STJ55
£124-00
TCK61
£125-00
TC399
£199-00
AR
AR91
£350-00
PIONEER
SA410
£49-00
SA710
£99-00
PL100X
£ 56-00
PL400X
£110-00
ADC
1500FG
£ 55-00
170000 . . . . . .
£94-00
MONITOR AUDIO
MA16
£67-00
MA9
£89-00
MA6
£140-00
SANSU I
R50
£92-00
R30
£79-00
TEAC
A5508 . .....
£159-00
MICRO SEIKI
0050
£114.00
HAFLER
Pre Amp with ) Inquire for
MC input
Best Prices
CASSETTES
TDK Cassettes
090 85p AD90
£1.15
Ammar

1

Thorens
TD104 Mk II
TD105 Mk II
Inquire
TD160 BC/II
for
TD115 Mk II
Best
TD160 Super
Prices
TD126/III/C
T0126/III/BC
Please Inquire Thorens
10160 fitted with arm.

£59-95
Inquire
for

(PAIRS)
Audiomaster
Inquire
for
Best
Prices
Full
Range
A.R.
AR18
£79-90
AR25
£105-00
AR28S
AR:38S
Inquire
for
AR91
Best
AR92
AR93
Prices
AR94
AR915
JBL
55VX
99VX
) Inquire for
77XV
Best
Prices
L50
£330
L110
£390
JR
Metro
Magna
} Inquire for
Best Prices
KLH
331
£87-00
317
£134-00
Mini Monitor
£199-00
MA84
£254-00
MA2
£138-00
MA18
MA83
Inquire for
Best Prices
Tannoy
Cambridge I Inquire for
Oxford
Best Prices
Ascot
£245-00
Chester . . . . £245.00
Dorset Sp.Off. £245-00
Mayfair . . £327-00
Barkley Mk 11. . P.O.A.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£60-00
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
Laser 200
Inquire
Laser 400
for
E20
Best
E30
Prices
E50
E70
E90
£499-00
TSR Range Inquire
for Best Prices
Yamaha
615
P.O.A.
655
P.O.A.
NO44 ) Inquire for
NS1000M
Best Prices

)

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CS MO2
£82.00
CS11
£ 99-00
GX1V135 . .
£140.00
Aiwa
ADM 800 .
£224-00
ADR 500 . .
£179.00
ADL 450 .
£135-00
AD3100
Inquire
AD3200
j
for
AD3500
I
Best
A133600
fi
Prices
JVC
KDA11
Inquire
KDA22
for Best
KDA33
J
Prices
Nakamichi
480
£210-00
one month only

Specialists in Export
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

481 ZX
482 ZX
580 ZX
581 ZX
582 ZX
660 ZX
670 ZX
580 ZX
Special offer
this month
1000 2. L3
Pioneer
CT320
CT520
CT720
CT4
CTS
CT8R
CT9R
Sansui
095
0150
D300M
D350M .
0550M . .
Sony
TCFX2 )

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Inquire for
Best
Prices

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

£78-00
£86-00
£116-00
£165-00
£198-00

Inquire for
Best Prices
TCFX3
£89-00
TCFX5C
Inquire
TCF7X6C j
for
TCFX7
Best
TCD5M
J
Prices
TCK81
£256-00
Technics
RSM205
Inquire
RSM215
for
RSM225
Best
RS801230
Prices
RSM250 . . £145-00
RS10260 . £160-00
RSN12700XX Inquire for
RSM280
Best Prices
REEL TO REEL DECK
Akai
GX4000D
GX4000DB .
Sony
TC399
Technics
Teac
X7
X3
)
X10

£196-00
£229-00
£240-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Inquire for
Best prices
£399-00

Buy it with Access
• 1(

1

VISA

VI DE 0
Akai
9700EK £489.00
9800EK
£510-00
Panasonic
NV7000
P.O A.
NV3000 Portable Inquire
WV3000 camera for Best
WV3200 camera
Prices
Sony
SLC7
P0 A
SLC5
P0 A
HVC3000 camera
£548.00
Sony TV
KV1400
£249-99
KV1612
Inquire for
KV2204
Best Prices
JVC
HR2200
portable
P0 A
AR3320EK . .
£472-00
HR7700
P0 A
Video Cassettes
Panasonic
E180
£8-00
Minimum quantity 5
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If you care for the life of your recorLs -care with Permostat.
Only Permostat can guarantee the free of charge protection
needed to eliminate permanently dust-attracting static.
Applied in seconds Permostat acts as an invisible shield to both
preserve and protect your treasured records against undue
wear and tear.
Just one application of Permostat stops dust attraction and
prolongs the life of both record and stylus.
Permostat - the safe, sure way to keep your good sounds
sounding good. Available in kit form and refill packs,
Permostat can be found in all good hi-firecord and department
stores.

The Norths Great New
HiFi and Video Show!

*Over 30 of the world's top manufacturers and
representatives in attendance.
*All the latest models and new technology on show.
*Racked HiFi, HiFi seperates, Loudspeakers,
Video Recorders and Cameras, Music Centres,
Television, HiFi Accessories, In-Car HiFi,
Video Games. * Free-to-Enter competition—
win afabulous HiFi prize. * Free admission
*Free car parking * EXTRA discount for
equipment bought from Cleartone HiFi.

Milty — record care technology that works
Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road
South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
061-480 8142/3 Telex:667700
am ma um am
IMM
Min MN
It you have difficulty obtaining supplies please complete this coupon.
To: Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
1b1: 061-480 8142/3 Telex: 667700
State quantity required.

Just some of the manufacturers in attendance
*Acoustic Research*ADC*Alcai*A 8z RCambridge*Aiwa
*Ariston*Beyer*Crimson Elektrik*Dynavector*Exposure
*Elite*Heybrook*Linn*Marantz*Meridian*Mission*Mordaunt
Short*Optonica*Osawa*Panasonic*Pioneer*Profi*Rotel
*Sansui*Sony*Tannoy*TDK*Technics*Wharfedale

The Last Drop Village,
Bromley Cross,Bolton,Lancs.
Friday October 2nd 12 noon-8pm
Saturday October 3rd 10am-8pm
Sunday October 4th 10am-7pm
6

Permostat Kit

PRKE
P P
INC.VAT EXTRA

Ienclose
chequeiPO. value

£ 5.75 +

Permostat Refill £3.92 + .
13p
Permostat Jumbo Refill £ 7.94 •t- 46p

(Please do not send
postage stamps.)

NAME
ADDRESS

•

POSTCODE
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.) Prices only apply to the U.K. HFN/1 9/81
1•13

Mal

MIR

OM

Ma

MI

ANY CARTRIDGE THAT OFFERS YOU
A FLATTER RESPQNSE IS FLATTERING ITSELF

If you know anything about cartridges, you'll
know that flat frequency response is the holy grail
of all hi-fi manufacturers.
At Technics, were delighted to say our quest
has now ended.
Our EPC-2,
25 CMk3 isn't just abetter cartridge
It delivers atotal response range of-8o kHz
with no more than -± o.5dB deviation.
In plain terms, the flattest response yet.

diamond stylus and ahigh energy samarium-cobalt
magnet.
Net result: astylus assembly adding up to just
o.149m.g.
Or the smallest effective mass ever achieved in
aphono cartridge.
AFLAT CHOICE

As you'd expect, our EPC-2,o5 CMk3 is designed to fit into aTechnics deck.
After all, the world's finest cartridge deserves
A RADICAL CONCEPT
to move in the best circles.
Achieving this level of frequency response
But we've also designed aversion without an
meant drastically reducing the effective moving
integratedheadshellto fit awide variety oftonearms.
mass of the armature and cantilever..
It's called the EPC-U2o5C Mk3.
Which in turn meant breaking new ground in
Fit one and we can promise you aresponse
audio engineering technology.
that will flatter the humblest of decks.
The breakthrough was fashioning ahollow
tubular cantilever out of pure boron, amaterial of
extraordinary rigidity and lightness.
(On the Mohs scale Boron has ahardness of
EPC-2o5C Mk3 Stereo Cartridge
9.5 compared with io for diamond).
300/318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL16JB.Tel: Slough 34522
To this we added atiny omm square-cut

Technics
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Over the past decade, equipment for the
reception of radio signals has advanced
technologically to such an extent that today,
even quite modestly priced tuners, receivers and
indeed portables are capable of alevel of
performance which would have been labelled
'state of the art' in the sixties.
At Laskys you'll find atruly enormous
range of radio-based products to choose from —
over 100 tuners and receivers and over 70
portables — embodying the very latest
technology at prices that are really down-toearth. Features like quartz- locked tuning, digital
frequency readout, auto station search, memory

N

presets and LED signal strength meters
combine with highly sophisticated electronic
engineering to provide the purest possible
sound with the greatest user convenience.
And there's an extra dimension to
'convenience' when you lend an ear to the latest
in radio at Laskys. Friendly, expert staff to help
you choose, 2year Guarantee ( 1year on video
and portables), Interest Free Credit on
purchases of £300 or over until October 31st.
Just ask for written details.t
When it comes to radio, you'll find Laskys
are right on your wavelength. Call in to your local
store and find out why.

Major stockists of over 50 manufacturers including Aiwa, Akai, Celestion, Hitachi, JVC, Kef, Mission, Panasonic, Pioneer, Quad,

Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 • Birminghaa021-632 6303 • Bristol 0272 20421 Chester*0244 317667 Edinburgh*031 ,-556 2914 Glasgow 041-226 3349 • Kingston 01-546 1271
Liverpool 051-236 2828 • Luton 0582 38302 Manchester*061-832 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 Preston 0772 59264 • Sheffield0742 750971 • Slough 0753 24401.

Microcomputer departments at these * branches. Ring 01-200 0200 for details.

tThrough Tricity Finance Ltd.

1 INFINITY INTIMATE
personal stereo radio/
cassette player Complete with
plug-in cassette sized FM stereo
radio tuner with easy to read dial,
LED stereo indicator and stereo/
mono switch. Cassette section
features Dolby — afirst in
personal cassette players — and
metal tape compatibility. Includes
micro headphones and carrying
case. Laskys Price £ -119.90
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2 PIONEER TX720 tuner
Digital readout voltage
synthesised MW/LW/FM tuner
with up to 7AM and 7FM
memory presets. FM Capture
Ratio of 1.0dB and Alternate
Channel Selectivity of 60dB
ensure clarity of stereo
reproduction. The features
include auto- scan push button
tuning, LED function and signal
strength indicators and FM ,
local switch.
Laskys Price £-139.90
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3 JVC RS55L receiver
High- integrity radio reception
thanks to sensitive MOS FET
front end, Capture Ratio of 1.0dB
and Alternate Channel
Selectivity of 65dB. MW/LW/FM
digital frequency readout with
electronic servo- lock auto
search tuning or manual tuning
in mono; 7AM and 7FM
memory pre-sets. Amplifier
section delivers 42 watts per
channel RMS at no more than
0.003% THD.
Laskys Price £199.90

o

4 TECHNICS STS4L tuner
Slimline digital MW/LW/FM
quartz synthesiser tuner with
push button tuning of up to 8AM
and 8FM stations, plus autoscan tuning. Normal/Super
narrow IF band selector, quartz
lock indicator, digital preset
channel indicator and signal
strength display.
Laskys Price £129.90
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5 SONY STJX2L tuner
Excellent value new slimline
MW/LW/FM design. Long-scale
analogue tuning with soft-light
frequency pointer, LED's for
signal strength, stereo beacon
and FM station indicator and
interstation muting control.
Laskys Price £74.90
6 HITACHI SR2000 receiver
Analogue MW/LW/FM tuning
scale with Vector tuning system
for accurate station location and
LED stereo beacon. Amplifier
rated at 25 watts RMS per
channel with loudness control
and centre defeat tone controls.
Really good value for money.
Laskys Price £99.90

7 TANDBERG TR2030
receiver
Smart Norwegian design. FM
tuner with analogue scale, 5
station presets, centre tuning
and signal strength meters. The
30 watts RMS per channel
amplifierfeatures twin tape deck
connection, loudness, low and
high filter controls.
Laskys Price £149.90

Sansui, Sony, Technics, Toshiba, Trio, Wharfedale.

The leaders in Hi-Fi.

And Nationwide: London: 6branches— ring Teledata 01-2000200 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 . Chatham 0634 407104 Colchester0206 62636 . Croydon
01-6813027 . Dartford 0322 73481 Leicester 0533 537678 Maidstone 0622 678165 . Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 • Oxford 0865
722870 . Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond 01-948 1441 • Romforct 0708 20218 • Southend 0702 612241 . Watford 0923 47488 . Wolverhampton 0902 23384.
PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING 10 PRESS. ALI OFFERS SUBeCT TO AVAILABIUTY

Laskys, the retail division ot the Ladbroke Group.
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OUR EARS CAN'T APPRECIATE MORE.

It's unlikely there will ever be abetter
sound producing and reproducing system than
the new Tandberg 'Series 3000:
The only possible alternative will be to
re- design the human ear to receive sounds it is
incapable of appreciating at present.
The sound quality of the 'Series 3000' is in
fact so astonishing it will without doubt become the reference standard by which all others
are *udged.

Judge for yourself- by giving your own ears
the pleasure of appreciating this exceptional
system at your local Tandberg appointed dealer.
The 'Series 3000' comprises: acassette deck with
Tandberg's patented Actilinear' and Dyneq' recording systems; the world's finest tuner; apre-amp that has
less than 0.004% THD; a150W power amp with immeasurable transient overload recovery time; and elegant
Studio Monitor loudspeakers for perfect
sound reproduction.

TANDBERG
'SERIES 30001
THERE IS NO ALIERNATIVE.

r8\fet

FOR FURTHER SPECIFICATION AND DETAILS OF YOUR LOCAL DEALER CONTACT TANDBERG LIMITED,
REVIE ROM) , ELLAND ROAD, LEEDS LS11 8JG. TEL: LEEDS 774844.
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performance from any cartridge

e

STEREO DISC A1111e,g
Line level RIAA
Jutputs
from movircartridge
inputs.
RP"

e° .ip Ifier for all low impedance

Used by broadcasters and recording
studios. Thoroughly researched and
specified units for superlative disc
playback. Please ring or write for
comprehensive leaflets.

SOUTHPORT
for sun, sea, sand and the
amazing
ESOTERIC VALVE
AMPLIFIERS
at
Audio Corner
117, PORTLAND ST

10

( 0704) 37332

AYWARE. MC-2V+ MC -3L

An Invitation to all Music-Lovers:

Best value in state-of-the-art pickups

COME AND LISTEN TO
THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUDSPEAKER

MkIll Stereo tone arm geometry
optimised for 12" LP discs

It is over twenty five years since we, at MUSIC IN THE HOME, acclaimed
QUAD's original Electrostatic Loudspeaker, and this remarkable design
remained our automatic top choice for a very long period. More recently,
however, although loudspeakers of a more conventional kind have shown
significant progress, not only in performance but also in terms of compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to the
QUAD ELS. At last, after agestation period of some 18 years ( which ought
to secure it aplace in 'The Guiness Book of Records'!), QUAD have unveiled
their ELS 63 and we invite you to spend some time in its company at our
studio, where we are sure you will agree it was worth waiting for.

The only variable mass damped arm
for high or low compliance styli

M C - 3L High

Output moving coil cartridge. NO Step up
required.
Super- polished Namiki line contact nude
diamond.

MC- 2V

NEW low output MC cartridge with Ogura nude
'Vital' stylus ultra low tip mass 0.1 9mg.

The QUAD ELS 63 is the most truthful and most musical loudspeaker so
far produced, even if our delight in it cannot blind us to the realisation that, for
many music-lovers, it will prove impracticable for reasons of size and/or cost.
But you will continue to find our studio an oasis of practical, good sense,
where the advice we offer takes into account all their individual requirements,
and where the equipment which we supply and instal is tailored to your
pocket, your home and your musical tastes.

T-24 Mk11

These days, moreover, our service extends beyond the audio field (equipment, discs and tapes) to the realm of video, for we supply and instal the finest
Colour TV sets and Video Recorders. We have also decided, after aquarter of
acentury, to discontinue LIVE RECORD REVIEW, our regular Saturday
afternoon recital. Instead, you can 'listen at leisure' to the QUAD ELS 63 and
to other loudspeakers, not least the magnificent little, BBC-designed
LS3/5A which has been our 'best-seller' for the past six years and continues to
astonish all who visit our studio.

Improve your stereo image. Enables ,
correct setting up of all pickup arm
and cartridge combinations.
Measures tracking accuracy over
entire disc surface with Stevenson

Heinitz ék Kirk Ltd
35 M OSCOW Road

Alignment Protractor Mk11

zero error points for minimum
distortion.

Devised by Percy Wilson MA.
Original '
Hi- Fr News' Review
available.

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2
%

Telephone 01-229 2077

CUT ME OUT

«9

Universal. Transformer suitable any
low output cartridge Azak to Zen.
Automatically adapts for correct source
impedance without switching.
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MAYWARE LTD ( Dept HFN10)
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH. Tel: 01-958 9421

TO BUY AT 57, LESS THAN OUR NORMAL (UNIT) SHOP PRICES

woo/

All offers subject to stocks at bone of goJog to press being unsold.

OCTOBER 1981

UT 'RICE TAPES FREE' 1;e-Yrne
with every order over £10
(mall order customers 0/74/j

Attach this advert to your order or bring it with yu to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
CLEO LAINE y
RECOMMENDS LI
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NO DEPOSIT
NO TIME LIMIT
OVER 1200 TITLES
BETA or VHS
BASF
C46
Agfa Ferro Colour

-

Agfa Super Ferro ISFDI) -

FUJI HITACHI
C60
62p

C90 C120
84p £ 1.25

90p £ 1.20 £ 1.60

Agfa Carat

- £ 1.08 £ 1.47

Agfa Superchrorne

- £ 1.25 £ 1.69

BASF
BASF
BASF
BASF

52p
889
96p
- £ 1.16
- £ 1.30

LH
Super
Ferro Super I
C,O,

BASFSuper Chrome

BASF F.C,
£ 1.44
FUJI FL
53p
58p
FUJI FX.I
71p
97p
FUJI FX-Il
91p £ 1.14
1-11tach1LN 589
Hitachi UD
94p
Hitachi UDER ( UDXLI) - £ 1.26
Elnachi UDEX IUDXLII) - £ 1.26

eAaxellUL
LONDON

W1

e, • yv . PE
PICCADILLY SIN

(Haymarket
Entrance)
101-930 55661

-

LONDON SW1
Uneag):11121
330 VAUXHALL
BRIDGE ROAD
(By Victoria Stn.)
(01-834 3171)

69p

H

'TV,/,\SHlkMi

blank cassette tapes
"When Irecord something for my own
personal pleasure Ialways use Yaçhima
cassettes. Completely reliable - they
give crystal-clear, faithful
reproduction. The sound is really
alive! If you want the best
verformance. Ican recommend
Pk,
YASHIMA".

70p
£ 1.18
£ 1.28
r1.24

£1.17
£1.55
£1.71
£2.19

£1.75
£1.87
80P
£1.15
£1.39
82p
£1.09
£1.58
£1.58
79p

LONDON EC.2
MASONS AVE.
30 COLEMAN ST
101 - 606 4102)

£1.22

£1.18
£1.54

£1.29

111.7-4/15-715-a-44 11
Agfa PE
•
5"
900'
5j" 1200'
7"
1800'
5"
1200'
5." 1800'
✓
2400
103" 4200'
tor 4200'

LP PE36
LP PE36
LP PE36
DP PE46
DP PE46
DP PE46
Cone PE36
NAB PE38

£2.08
£2.40
£3.45
£2.47
£3.45
£4.26
£8.97
£10.32

Agfa PEN1Imattl
•
900' LP £ 2.90
✓
1800' LP £ 4.25
105 - 3600' Cone
£9.35
£1.29
10L" 3600' NAB
5"
1200' DP
£3.55
7"
2100' DP
£5.96
104" 4200' Cine
£10.76
10)" 4200' NAB
£12.91
7"
180q BASF
£4.50
2400' BASF
E5.80
7
1800' TOK LX £ 3.45
7" • 1800' T0K LX Elt 3.77

✓

LONDON N5 . LONDON WC2
If IGHBURY STN.
RIG//BURT CORNER
(01-60705441

LEICESTER SQUARE
SIN Ticker Hall
(Cranbourn St Exit)
(01 - 439 9210)

UFO I
IUF0 I- S

C60
65p
96p
1.04

C90 C12()
79p 1.09
1.28 1.64
1.44 -

1.25 1.98 -

Buy any 3YASFIIMA UFO I, UFO I-S. or UCD and ask for 1
(same size and type) absolutely FREE. ( Not applicable to UFO.).
1112=Elj FREE! Ask for 1set De.Lux; Stereo Headphones with
every £ 16 worth of Yashima you pay for! ( This offer supereedes all
previous offers) . ONLY VALID WHEN YOU BUY AT THESE PRICES.

TOP QUALITY FAMOUS BRANDS
VHS Format: ESO E5.95; E90 £ 6.25;
E120 C6.75; E180 £ 7.95
BETAMAX Format: L500 £ 6.50: L750 £ 7.50
VCR Format .VC 100 E8.50: VC130 E9. 50: VC 150 E10 50
If any of our prices are not already the lowest, we will
supply at 7p per tape less thanGENUINELY AVAILABLE
I
ion» any other advertiser. Limit 20 per customer.
Please quote our competitor's price when ordering

Despatched in 7days by RECORDED
DELIVERY. Post, Pkg, Ins: E1.35 per order.

BONUS OFFER!

TO MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS ONLY,
1C90 UFO I- S ( normally f1.44) FREE if you
spend DO or more ( limit 1per order).
Mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, ( Dept. HFN),
HIGHBURY STATION, LONDON N5.
BIRMINGHAM

_

UCD Ultra Chrome Dioxide - -

VIDEO

LONDON SEW

C30 C45
45p 49p
_

UFO +

LEEDS

NEW CROSS GATE ) BOLL RING SUBWAY
62 WELLINGTON ST
STATION ( Moor St. Station exit I ( off City Square)
101-69172941
1 - off Clpen Market/
1021-64317661
(0532-444 692/

MAXELL MEMOREX soNnr. TDK
C46

Moved UD
EOP
Mesa UDXLI
Ma cell UDXLII
Maxell XLIS
Maxell XLIIS
MaxelIMX
£2.25
Memorex Normal Bias Memorex MRX3
Memorex Hogh Bias Memorex C,O,
Sony CHF
Sony BHF
74p
Sony AHF
Sony CD Alpha
£1.01
Sony F..C,
54p
TDK Dynamic
TDK AD
87p
TDK OD
MK SA
TDK SAX
TDK MAC
TOO MARC

SHEFFIELD 2 MANCHESTER 3
206 LONDON Rd
(0742 -587726)

6VICTORIA STN.
APPROACH

C60

95 0
£ 1.29
£ 1.35
£ 1.49
£1.59
£2.55
75p
99p
£1.25
£1.09
55p
75P
85p
£ 1 15
£ 1.26
65p
95p
£ 1.06
£ 1.17
£1.52
£2.35
£3 65

C90 C120

£ 1.15
£ 1.39
£ 1.49
£ 1.89
mug
£ 3.20
79p
£ 1.139 £ 1.55
£ 1.39
£ 1.29
75p£1.05
869 £1.12
E1.05
£ 1.50
£ 1.64
89p El 22
£ 1.29
£ 1.55
£ 1.59
£ 2.09
£ 3.48
£ 4 99

BRISTOL

ESSEX

29 DENMARK ST.
(Balund thppedrame)

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON- SEA

(0272-296900)
(061-832 4592)

10702-7128611
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Aminor
operation could
bring major
improvements
to your hearing
When the symptoms are lifeless
reproduction and tone deafness, it's all
too easy to rush out and seek acure in
the form of apower oozing amplifier
or sophisticated speakers. Which in
many cases is quite the wrong
medicine.
So often, it's the cartridge that's at
the root of the problem.
Because unless this vital component is sensitive enough to faithfully
follow the very complex contortions of
your record groove, you can never
hope to hear your favourite music the
way it was recorded.
ADC cartridges, on the other
hand, are built with absolute precision
1
2

and incorporate some very advanced
features to ensure highly accurate
tracking ability, superb reproduction
and yet minimal record wear
And with arange of ten available,
there's one to suit all listening tastes
and equipment.
Changing your cartridge is easy.
Your local ADC specialist dealer will be
pleased to prescribe the right unit for
your system and give all the help you
may need to perform the operation.
Call in and talk to him. His
address is listed overleaf.
And should you feel in need of a
second opinion about the quality of
ADC cartridges, read on.

"For my taste and system Iremain loyal to the
ADC's, particularly in terms of value for money':
Paul Messenger in HI-FI NEWS 8t RECORD REVIEW.
"It is well detailed and very refined where
appropriate, and its dynamics are good, but all in a
very musical way':
Alvin Gold reviewing the ADC XLM MkIII Improved in
WHAT HI-FP
"Very good sound quality for the price is coupled
with afine lab performance':
HI-FI CHOICE reviewing the VLM MkIII Improved.

"This cartridge was universally liked for its clear
natural rendition of voice which allowed each
inflection to come over clearbe
Dave Berriman reviewing ADC QLM 36 MkIII Improved
in PRACTICAL HI-FI
ADC VLM MkIII Improved — HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC QLM 34 — HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC XLM MkIII Improved —
HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC ZLM MkIII Improved —
HI-FI CHOICE
RECOMMENDED

Music to your ears.
Audio Dynamics Corporation, Powke Lane,
Warley, West Midlands, B64 5QH. Tel: (0384) 65191.

The ADC
cartridge
range
featuring ADC Induced Magnet System
and revolutionary Omni- Pivot System.
ASIR ION
The best cartridge ever made!
No compromise_design with extended
contact diamond stylus fused by laser
onto asapphire crystal cantilever
and located in an Orbital Pivot
Suspension block.
(a development of the
Omni- Pivot System).
Ultra-low distortion
over full frequency
pq
range and
remarkable spacial
sound characteristics
Tracks at 1.2 grams ± 0.2 grams. °
ZLM IMPROVED
State of the Art low mass cartridge
with nude aliptic stylus on atapered
cantilever. Ruler-flat frequency
response and superb tracking ability
at 1.0 grams ±0.25
grams.
XLM MK III IMPROVED
Widely acclaimed low mass design
with nude mounted
Ii---elliptical stylus
1-1-W111
on atapered
cantilever.
Tracks at
1.2 grams
±-0.3 grams.
VLM MK III IMPROVED
As XLM but with straight cantilever
for applications requiring amore
robust stylus assembly without loss
of performance. Tracks at 1.2 grams
±0.3
grams.

e

QLM 36 MK Ill IMPROVED
Unique Diasa elliptical stylus nude
mounted onto straight cantilever.
Reduced tendency to
--11
resonance, lower
mass and better
tracking ability
than similarly
priced convenventional cartridge
with bush mounted
stylus. Tracks at 1.2 grams ±0.3
grams.
QLM 34 MK III AND QLM 32 MK Ill
For medium to high mass arms.
Bushed elliptical stylus on straight
cantilever.
QLM 34 tracks at 1.5 to 4grams.
QLM 32 tracks at 2to 4grams.
INTEGRA RANGE
Low mass combined cartridge and
headshell which plugs into International tonearm sockets. Carbon
fibre construction and finely adjustable
for overhang and vertical tracking to
optimise tonearm geometry. Option of
nude elliptical, nude Diasa elliptical
or bushed elliptical stylus.

ALT- 1TONEARM
One of arange of three, easy to
install, low mass tonearms. Aluminium
arm tube with interchangeable carbon
fibre headshell. Effective arm mass
7grams. Cartridge Weight range
4to 11 grams.

YOUR ADC SPECIALIST.
Agood place to talk hi-fi.
ADC dealers are carefully selected for their helpful, knowledgeable approach to the business
of choosing hi-fi. They won't attempt to blind you with science, they'll listen to your questions, and
provide facilities for you to make auseful comparison between various manufacturer's products.
Don't settle for anything less.
LASKYS - all branches
R.S.C. - all branches
AVON
Bath: Paul Green Hi-fi. Tel: 316197
Bristol: Radford Hi-fi. Tel: 422709
BEDFORDSHIRE
Dunstable: Target Electrical. Tel: 67750
Kempston: Bedford Audio. Tel: 854133
Luton: B & B Hi-fi. Tel: 27758
Luton: Technosound. Tel: 30919
BERKSHIRE
Maidenhead: D. Coles & Son. Tel: 26755
Newbury: B & B Hi-fi. Tel: 32474
Reading: B & B Hi-fi. Tel: 583730
Slough: Audiomart. Tel: 37021
Windsor: Radford Hi-fi. Tel: 56931
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury: Chiltern Hi-fi. Tel: 31020
High Wycombe: B & B Hi-fi. Tel: 35910
High Wycombe: Hughes Hi-fi. Tel: 30138
Milton Keynes: Technosound. Tel: 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge: Campkins Audio. Tel: 312240
Cambridge: Renbro Audio. Tel: 51234
Cambridge: Steve Boxshall Audio. Tel: 68305
Chesterton: Spetchley & Co. Tel: 358611
Peterborough: Hi-fi Consultants. Tel: 51007
Peterborough: Soundsense Hi-fi. Tel: 41755
St. Ives: St. Ives TV Centre. Tel: 66380
CHESHIRE
Birkenhead: Studio Electrics. Tel: 051-647 5382
Chester: Newdawn Hi-fi. Tel: 24179
Northwich: Nordis, Tel: 3691
Wallasey: Armstrong Smith. Tel: 051-639 9257
Warrington: Cobalt Hi-fi. Tel: 36215
Wilmslow: Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 24766
Wilmslow: Swifts. Tel: 26213
CLEVELAND
Billingham: Gilson Audio. Tel: 557420
Bishop Auckland: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 2266
Darlington: Gilson Audio. Tel: 61922
Darlington: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 65590
Middlesbrough: Gilson Audio. Tel: 248793
Middlesbrough: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 248345
Redcar: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 483829
Stockton: Bond & Mason. Tel: 67582
Stockton: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 69995
CUMBRIA
Barrow: Barrow Hi-fi. Tel: 20473
Barrow: Searle Audio. Tel: 21233
Carlisle: G.D. & M. Dunglinson. Tel: 24918
Kendal: Kendal Hi-fi. Tel: 25728
Ulverston: Sound System Audio. Tel: 53596
DERBYSHIRE
Derby: Bucklands. Tel: 48425
r DEVON
Exeter: Homesound. Tel: 72814
Exeter: KJB Electronics. Tel: 37888
Newton Abbot: KJB Electronics, Tel: 60188
Paignton: Upton Electronics. Tel: 551329
Plymouth: Peter Russell HiFi. Tel: 669511
DORSET
Bournemouth: Bush & St. Clair. Tel: 34796
Bournemouth: Direct Vision. Tel: 877371
Christchurch: H ATV. Tel: 742706
ESSEX
Barking: Hyperfi. Tel: 01-591 6962
Barkingside: Audiotime. Tel: 01-550 2856
Chadwell Heath: Audiotime. Tel: 01-590 3286
Chelmsford: Rush Hi-fi. Tel: 57593
Cranham: Cranham Hi-fi. Tel: 29937
Epping: Chew & Osborne Tel: 74242
Ilford: Prot Enterprises. Tel: 01-553 0144
Ilford: AT. Labs. Tel: 01-518 0915
Leigh on Sea: Soundtrack. Tel: 79150
Romford: Rush Hi-fi. Tel: 26840
Saffron Walden: Chew & Osborne. Tel: 23728
Waltham Abbey: Kendor Assoc. Tel: 715985
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel: 583960
Cheltenham: Robbs. Tel: 513195
Cheltenham: Spa Vision. Tel: 23439
Cirencester:TV & Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 4756
Gloucester: Robbs. Tel: 419777
Stroud: Robbs. Tel: 2753
HAMPSHIRE
Chandlers Ford: Hampshire Audio. Tel: 6.
5232
Denmead: Denmead Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 50312
Fareham: Sounds of Fareham. Tel: 233544
Southampton: Parkers Audio. Tel: 45926
Stubbington: W. FWaite. Tel: 4335
HEREFORD & WORCESTER
Bromsgrove: Downing & Downing, Tel: 72976
HERTFORDSHIRE
Barnet: Portogram. Tel: 01-449 4183
Hemel Hempstead: Hi-fi Markets. Tel: 40999
Hitchin: Spectrum. Tel: 52248
Letchworth: Spectrum. Tel: 79548
Letchworth: Spectrum. Tel: 79571
Radlett: Radlett Audio. Tel: 3773
Watford: Herts Hi-fi. Tel: 40633
HUMBERSIDE
Beverley: Simply Hi-fi. Tel: 882696
Bridlington: Quay T.V. Tel: 72870
Grimsby: Grimsby Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 43539
Grimsby: G.E. Menders. Tel: 51391
Hull: Simply Hi-fi. Tel: 29240
Scunthorpe: Les Wright. Tel: 67738

Audio Dynamics Corporation
Powke Lane, Warley, West Midlands,
B64 5QH.

KENT
Beckenham: Hi-fi Connections. Tel: 01-658 3450
Beckenham: S.M.Electronics, Tel: 01-650 4701
Bromley: Sound Systems. Tel: 01-460 4000
Bromley: Halcyon Electronics. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury: Canterbury Hi-fi. Tel: 65315

How would
you like to
improvise with
John Dankworth?
EREO
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300

EQUALIZER
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≤100

1600
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and turntable rumble, help overcome
Not quite the wild dream it might
seem. With an ADC Sound Shaper you can speaker limitations, and adjust for a
variety of other system weaknesses.
enjoy music the way you like to hear it.
The end result: music that sounds
Unlike the tone controls on your
amplifier, which operate over avery broad better than you've ever heard it before.
There's arange of 5,10 and 12 band
frequency spectrum, aSound Shaper
Sound
Shapers to choose from and your
enables you to pick out frequencies and
apply boost and cut to suit your listening local ADC dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate.
taste precisely.
We guarantee you'll be impressed
A Sound Shaper can also
by what they
help compensate for less than ideal
can do for
room acoustics.
your system.
It can reduce
record surface
ititiit 1
I
i
!lilt
till
II
noise, tape hiss
SOUND SHAPERS by
!!!! it ttFI

musictoyourears.
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Complete hi-fi systems tend to cut corners
Laser 120 —The exciting new addition to the highly
on the speakers to keep the price do-wn.Why?
successful Wharfedale Laser range of seven different
loudspeaker systems. 2-way Infinite Baffle system with
Because its impossible to tell what's inside a
120 watts (programme) power handling. Matched
speaker by looking at the outside. And as complete
veneer cabinets with detachable acoustically transparent
systems are made by specialists in electronics—
grilles (as shown right). •
not in acoustics—they naturally make any savings
on the speakers.
Which means that perfectly adequate
electronic equipment often ends up being 'Played
through thoroughly inadequate loudspeakers.
Fortunately it also means you can improve your
system out of all proportion simply by substituting
the speakers.
And the best speakers to replace them with
are made byWharfeclnle.
BecauseWharfedlle don't cut corners.
To make good speakers today is adifficult
and expensive specialist business, depending as it
does on the increasingly complex science of
acoustic engineering.
The resources it needs are numerous. As well
as money this involves time, avery specialist expertise and the accumulated knowledge of ateam
of experts dedicated to excellence.
Wharfedale have just such ateam of pioneering engineers who have constantly made
major advances in acoustic techniques.
One instance is Laser Holography— asystem which builds three dimensional pictures of a
speaker's behaviour in action enabling imperfections to be exposed and corrected.
Even as others begin to learn the technique so\X/harfeUe have already developed further
refinements and new uses.
Wharfedale's sophisticated use of computer optimization in speaker design produces
loudspeaker systems which give the best possible performance for agiven outlay.Where existing
materials cannot cope with the demands of our advanced designs we develop entirely new ones
to meet their exacting needs and performance specifications.
An example of this is the mineral-filled homopolymer—
exclusive toWharfednle and now used in many bass and midrange drive units—infinitely superior to the paper cones
still found in most speakers.
Our leadership in acoustic engineering and our
constant striving for improvement gives us confidence that
anyWharfeclale speakers will outperform any other
speakers in their price range—and often far above.
And that means any speaker in the entire Wharfedale
collection—from the Laser 20 at around£50 per pair,
through the powerful ESeries, right up to the supreme
TSR 112's at over ten times that price.
Let us share our confidence with you.Whether you
are thinking of up-grading your existing systern,building
your first or going for
acomplete rack system, listen to your choice of electronics W[HARFEDALE
on apair oMharfedale speakers before you buy.
Then you'll be pleased to have us in your corner.
Britain's most famous speakers
•

Rank Hi Fi, Highfield Road, Idle, itradford,Yorkshire.Tel: 0274 611131.
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CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS (
TR)
(P & P 3.50)
Aurex. . . .
. PO.R.
Aiwa 3100. .
£99-00
Aiwa 3200. .
£129-00
Akai CSMO2 £89.00
Akai CSMO1 £69-00
Altai GXM50. £229-00
Akai CX620D £390-00
BIC
P O.R
B & 0
PO.R.
Dual C812
PO.R.
Dual C822
PO.R.
Ferrograph
PO.R.
JVC
PO.R.
Mitsubishi . . PO.R.
Nakamichi N480 . PO.R.
Nakamichi N482 . PO.R.
NAD . . . ..... PO.R.
Pioneer CT200 . . £82-00
Pioneer CT300 . £101-00
Rotel RD400 . £74.90

Rotel RD1000. £169-90
Revox. . ..... P.O.R.
Sansui SC1300 . £139.00
Sansui SC3300 . f189-00
Sansui D95M .£84-00
Sansui D300M . . . L13111
Sansui 0100. . . . £92-1:10
Sony TCU2 . . . .£92-00
Sony TCK35. . . F105-00
Sony TCK81. . . P.O.R.
Sony TCK61. . P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD420 P.O.R.
Tandberg 1C0440 P.O.R.
Tandberg TD20. . P.O.R.
Teac
PO.R.
Technics RSM45 . P.O.R.
Technics RSM250 P.O.R.
RSM 14
POR.
Trio KX550
POR.
Yamaha
PO.R.

EADPHONES
i(P & P £ 1 - 95)
AKG
Koss K6A
Koss K6ALC . . . .
Koss PRO4AAA. .
Micro Seiki . . . .
Pioneer
Sansui
Stax

PO.R.
Ll 5-95

eeso
014-00
P.O.R.
POR.
PO.R.
P0.R.

Sennheiser
HD414
HD400
HD420
HD430
HD424
HD222

£20-00
flew
£25-00
£35-00
£27-00
£30-00

1.111MEEMMERIMIIIM
(P & P £ 350)
Akai APQ50C . £127-00
Aiwa APD35. . . . £59-00
Aurex . . . . . . P.0 R
ADC 1500/Q34. . £67.00
ADC 1600/Q36. . £86-00
Connoisseur . . . P.O.R
Dua CS505 . . P.O.R.
Dua CS506 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua C5606 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS626 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS714 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS731 . . . . P.O.R.
Garrard
GT250/255 . . . £52-00
00130/65E0. £89.00
DD131 /75ED . £89.00
DD132/75ED. . £99.00
DD450/455. . . P.O.R
000550 £92-00
DDQ650 £99-00
JVC
PO.R.
Lux
PO.R.
Marantz
PO.R.
Michell
POR.
Micro Seiki . . . P.O.R.
NAD
P O.R.
Pioneer PL200 . . P.O.R.

Pioneer PL400 . P.O.R.
Rotel RP1000 . £80-00
Rotel RP9400 £149-00
Rotel RP6400 . £83-00
Sansui . ...... P 0 R
Sony PS333. . . . £89-00
Sony PSX35. . £99-00
STD305S. . . . . P.O.R.
STD305SS/SM El I
IS
£227-00
Technics SL7 . . . P.O.R.
Technics SL10 . . P.O.R.
Thorens TD115/2. P.O.R.
Thorens 10104/2, P.O.R.
Thorens 10105/2. P.O.R.
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens 160S/SMEIII
£263-00
Thorens 160/BC/3009
S2 ....... £171-DO
Thorens TD160BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD160BC
Super. ...... P.O.R.
Trio KD1033S . . £55.00
Yamaha
PO.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & PE2-50)
Aurex
PO.R.
Aiwa
PO.R.
ADC SS1
£63-00
ADC SS2
rmo-oo
Akai AMUO1 . . £71-00
Akai AMUO2 . . . £82-00
Cambridge P80 . . P.O.R.
Crimson
POR.
Dual CV1150 . . . P.O.R.
Dual CV1250 . . . P.O.R.
JVC AX1
PO.R.
Lux
P O.R.
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Marantz
PO.R.
Mitsubishi
POR.
NAD
on dam
Quad . . . .... . . .
Pioneer SA706 . £154-00
Pioneer SA410 . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510 . . P.O.R.
Revox ..... . . . P.O.R.
Rogers A75/A100 P.O.R.
Rotel RC1000. . £109-90
Rotel RB1000. . £109-90
Rotel RA1000. . £109-90

Sanyo. ..... P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 . . P.O.R.
Sansui AU317. . £165.00
Sansui A5
M -00
Sansui Al . . . . £104410
Technics SUV2 . . P.O.R.
Technics SUV3
P.O.R.

Technics SUV4
P.O.R.
Technics SUV5 . . P.O.R.
Technics SUV6 . . P.O.R.
TEAC
PO.R.
Trio KA405 . . £119-00
Trio KA305 . . . . f91-00
Yamaha A450. . P.O.R.

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYU (
S)

IIIIMICE1111=11111M
(P & P f1 75)

ADC LMF1 . £60-00
ADC ALT1
£33-00
Connoisseur
SAU2
£25-00
Hadcock
P0.R.
Hadcock 220 . . . P.O.R.
Last
. P.O.R.
Le Mat .
POR.
Mayware
POR.

Ortofon
£64-00
SME 3009/S2. £65-00
SME 3009/ND . £ 59-00
SME Series Ill. • £109-00
SME FD2000 . . . £ 24-00
SME Series IIIS. £79-00
Thorens MAT . .
P.O.R.
Thorens 160KIT. . P.O.R.

(P & P £ 1.20)
AKG P8ES . £ 57-00
AKG P7E
£28.00
A/Technica AT
POR.
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . . . £39.00
ADC VLM Mk 3 . . .£28-00
ADC 036 Mk 3 . . .£113-00
Decca Gold
£61-00
Dynavector 20A/2 . . £68-00
Dynavector 2013/2 . . £79-00
Dynavector 10X/2 . . . £49-00
Empire
P0 R
Grado FTE+1
£10-00
Grado SCE + 1
£14-25
Grado S3E
£20-50
Goldring G800
£68-88
Goldring G850
£5.00
Goldring G800E . . £11-00.,
Goldring G900SE/2 . D11-00
JVC
PO.R.
Mayware ........ P.O.R
Ortofon Concord 10. . £27-00
Ortofon Concord 20. . £37-00
Ortofon Concord 30. . £49-00
Ortofon M20E Super . £49.50
Ortofon FF15E/2. . . . £13-00
Ortofon VMS10E/2 . . £15.75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 . . £24.00
Ortofon VMS30/2 . . . £32-00
Ortofon F15EX/2. . . £19-90
Ortofon MC10
£43.50
Pickering XV15 £6-25
Pickering XV15 £12.00
Pickering XV15 £30.00
Shure M55E
£9.70
Shure M75/b2
£15-24
Shure M75G
£16-20
£15-50
Shure M75ED
Shure M95ED
£20-30
Shure M75EJ/2 . . . £14.20
Shure V15 Mk 3 . . . £47.00
Shure V15/IV £65-00
Shure M95HE
£24-00
Stanton 681/EE . . £48-00
Stanton 500EE
£22-50
Stanton 680EE
£31 . 00

MUSIC

£35.00
C14-00
.
.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
. . P.O.R.
. P.O.A.
. .£3-95
.£2-95
.£7-87
. £11-71
P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
. £23-00
P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
. .£8-60
£7-815
£9-75
£13-95
£16-95
£10-10
£20-95
£34-00
PO.R
£27-00
P 0 R.
£20-94

CENTRES ( MC)/RACK
SYSTEMS

Aiwa M302
Aiwa M502
Aurex
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony LH MK3000
National SG3200/SC4200
Mitsubushi MC8000
Technics ZII
Technics Z22

£239-00
£299.00
PO.R.
PO.R.
£263-00
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
POR.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.

Please include post and packing
(Send large SAE for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VATat 15°o and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
BARCLAYCARD •

Access
Barclaycard
accepted

Quad equipment

Callers only

111IIMEMIE=2111111
(P & P £ 3.50)

Akai AAR30 . . £117.00
Akai AAR20 . . _£99-00
Akai ATKO2 . . £82-00
Aiwa Micro 30 . _ P.D.R.
Armstrong 625 . £185-00
Aurex
PO.R.
Goodmans
POR.
Harman Kardon . . P.O.R.
JVC
POR.
Lux ......
P.O.R.
Marantz
PO.R
Mitsubishi . . .
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX600
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX700
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX410
P.O.R.
Quad Fai13 .
P.O.R.
Revox
P OR.
Rogers T75 . .
P.O.R.
Rogers T100. . P.O.R.
Rotel RX1000 . £139-90
Rotel R1'1000 . . . £89-90
Rotel
P O.R.

Sansui T5 . £ 77-00
Sansui 17 . £99-00
Sansui TUSO
P0 R
Sansui TU317. £118.00
Sansui R30 . . £92-00
Sansui R50 £110-00
Sansui R70 £139-00
Sansui 160 £69-00
Sony STRV55L .
P.O.R.
Sony STA3OL . .
P.O.R.
Sugden. . . . . .
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2030 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2045 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2060L P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080 P.O.R.
Technics SA202. . P.O.R.
Technics SA303. . P.O.R.
Technics STS3 .
P.O.R.
Technics SA313. . P.O.R.
TEAC . .
P.O.R.
Trio KT313L . . « 5-00
Yamaha
PO.R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS (
U)
(P & P £ 3.95 each)
Altec
P O.R.
AR 18S
faseo
AR
POR.
B & W DM 2/2 .
PO.R.
B & W DM14
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio . P.O.R.
Chartwell PM110/2
P.O.R.
Chartwell Pa/f210. P.O.R.
Celestion. Ditton
121. . ..... £70-00
Ditton 322 .
£240-00
Ditton 130. .
£119410
Ditton 150. . £149-00
Ditton 200 .
L199-00
Ditton 442. . £299-00
County. . . .
£95.00
IMF ....... POR.
Jordan Watts
P.O.R.
JBL. . ...
P.O.R.
KEF 103/2.
P.O.R.

KEF 0139 . £29.00
KEF 13200 . . £12-75
KEF 8110
£11-20
KEF DN12
£9.50
KEF 727
£ 8.70
KEF 101
£169-00
KEF Celeste 4 £119-00
KEF Concord 4 . £199-00
Monitor Audio. .
P.O.R
Mordaunt Short . . P.O.R.
Rogers LS3/5A . . P.O.R.
Rogers Studio. . : P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
£ 53-00
S/Triple . £100.00
Tannoy
PO R
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£65.00
Laser 60
£82-00
Laser 80 . . . . £100-00
Glendale XP2 £104.00

Era

Limited Quantities
Akai APQ 50C. £110.00
Technics
Akai GXF80 . . £230.00
SA5460 ( S/H) £169-00
Akai GXM50. .
89-00
Technics system 80
ADC SS2. . . £120-00
£759-00
Armstrong 625 £170-00
SBR3
£139-00
& W DM2/II £275.00
SLB2 . £67-00
& W DM/I1 . . £98-00
SLB3
£ 82-00
&O
SLD2
£86.00
/Master 1900 . £219.00
SLD3
£100-00
/Master 2000 . £254-00
5133050
£89-00
/Audio P80 . £159.00
Sansui
otel RD1000. £149-00
AU317
£139.00
otel RP1.000 £89-00
SC1300 . .
£115.00
ony TCK35. . . £105-00
SC3300 . . . £160-00
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The System
that beats the system.
Arguments over which system is
best (or worst) for which type of
distortion have been raging
for years.
But now, Sansui have
perfected asystem that
ends disputes once and for all.
Because their revolutionary
new Super Feedforward System
is designed to eliminate all kinds of distortion.
At all frequencies.
What Super FF does
Distortions such as harmonic,
intermodulation, cross over, switching, TIM
and envelope have been virtually eliminated.
And even the, as yet, unknown and
unquantifiable types of distortion are guarded
against. (TIM was once considered one of these.)
How Super FF works
The diagram shows how adistortion,
generated in A2, is returned to the input in
reverse phase, where it is added to Al. The
reverse phase signal is then amplified by Al

and sent to A2. Thus distortion
is reduced at the output of A2.
This is the working principle
of NFB.
42 ---0 In the Super Feedforward
OUT
system, areverse-phase
signal at the output of Al is
also sent to error correction
amp A3, where it is amplified
and then sent on to the output
(rather than the input) of A2.
In this way the feedforward circuit removes
what little distortion NFB fails to eliminate.
The Super FF Unit
For some time Sansui have been considered
the pacesetters in advanced audio technology.
The development of the Super Feedforward
system confirms this.
But the new Ali-D9 Super FF amp is not only
aremarkable improvement that makes your
music sound better— it is also remarkable value
for money.
Write for details and we'll tell you about our
matching tuners as well.

The end ofdistortion disputes
Sansui Information Centre P.O. Box 26C Esher Surrey KTIO 9QZ.

YOU KNOW
WE DID AROU
AND 45. LOOK
WE'VE DONE
.... ......
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,Aerard

9L Tuner, CD4000 Cassette Deck, 366 Amplifier and D35 Turntable.

We hardly need tell you that the
name Garrard has always been found
on the finest turntables.
Well that's no longer the case.
That is, our name no
longer represents turntables alone,
but complete Hi Fi systems.
To begin with there are five new
Garrard amplifiers.

Model 86 Amplifier.

First the 20+ 20 watt Model 86,
providing an astonishing level of
performance at avery competitive
price.
The 30+30 watt Model 126 is a
stereo integrated amplifier with dual
power indicators and ahi-cut filter.
Then the 42+42 watt Model
166. You've heard of aclass A amp,
well this is asuper A amp — the
closest approach to pure sound yet
devised.
Next the 60+60 watt Model
246. Everything the 166 has plus a
recording.selector which allows for
the total independence of recording
and playback functions. It permits
for example playing of aprogramme
being reproduced by aturntable
whilst the signal from an FM tuner is
recorded, without any chance of
interference.
At the top of the range, our
Model 246 and 366 amps bring you
alevel of technology unattainable

'HAT
33
ATHAT
IN 81.
only ayear ago. Super A of course.
Complete wireless assembly. Ultra
precise flourescent power meters
developed by Garrard, with a
—20dB selector which increases their
sensitivity one-hundredfold.
" The Model 246 gives you
60+60 watts and the 366 packs a
powerful 85 + 85 watts together with
amicrophone pre-amplifier and
phono mixer.
To go with our amps we've
developed two tuners: the 7L and
9LC.

7LTuner.

Both are slimline. With stereo/
mono and AFC switching. They also
have an FM mute switch which cuts
out all background noise and easy to
read tuning scales.
The 9L Model has ahigh blend
switch and asignal strength LED
indicator in addition to the tuning
LED indicator.

GL 3100 Speaker vv;th GL 235, GL 245, GL 350 and GL 360 Speakers.

The CD 2800 Model has VU meters
whilst the CD 4000 has peak RMS
flourescent meters.
You \re probably already noticed
those handsome speakers above
Five completely new systems
designed by Garrard and containing
some of the most up-to-date features
available. For example the GL 3000
series have computer tuned ducts.
Overload protection circuitry, power
level displays and power handling of
150 watts RMS.

Now for those cassette decks —
metal stereo to compliment the range
naturally, with switchable Dolby.

garrard

7-7daTraTlririnJ,

Marketing Department, Cheney
Manor Industrial Estate, Swindon
SN1 2QQ.
Please send me acopy of the
new Garrard HiFi brochure.
B20 Turntable.

CD2800 Cassette leck.

resonance down to nil. Ultra low mass
arms enable the finest cartridges to
track flawlessly, and aparticularly
ingenious innovation: the cartridge
mounting is adjustable up or down.
As you'll appreciate, there's
much more we've got to say about our
new range, and we've said it in afact
filled brochure.
Complete the coupon and acopy
is yours.

And that's almost all, apart, that
is, from our six new turntables. 75
years experience has gone into these,
and it shows.
Stone resin cabinets cut

Name
Address
HFN/10/81

B 780 MICROCOMPUTER

CONTROLLED

SYNTHESIZER

S'GtqA1._ STRENGTH

eDL,C DGN

FM

"Every Revox component is designed and
built according to the most modern
engineering ideas and technology. This
results in equipment of the highest quality
that will retain its original performance
excellence throughout avery long useful
life". Willi Studer Dr H.C. sc. tech.
The Revox B780 Receiver is afully
digital FM Synthesized Tuner Amplifier.
Its microprocessor control ensures absolute
accuracy throughout the entire FM band in
25kHz increments. Station selection may be
made either manually or from the 18-station
electronic memory.
The B780's amplifier is rated at
70w/channel min. RMS into 8Ohms from
20Hz - 20kHz with no more than 0.03% total
harmonic distortion and virtually no TIM.
With such refinements as
continuously adjustable mono and stereo
muting thresholds and ahigh blend switch
that does not affect the frequency response,
the B780 is areceiver for those who truly
appreciate the value of Revox precision.
•

,NPUT

TUNER

PHONO

Aux

TAPE I

TAPE 2

POWER ON • STANDBY

R EVOX

Precision builtbeautifully made.

O

d-IIGH
• , LOW
HIGH

ILTER

BASS

PRESENCE

TREBLE

Use this coupon to obtain your free
copy of the latest Studer Revox
colour brochure together with the
name of your nearest Appointed
Stockist.
Name
Address

LCUIDNE,BG

LEVEL - 2tH13 -

TONE DEFEAT

PHONES

Town

1

Post Code
Post to Revox at the address below

FWO Bauch Limited,
49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ.

Why Sony changed theil

If some Japanese speakers sound alittle
oriental in tone, it's not that they're any less wellengineered than their European counterparts
but simply because they're tuned to different
tonal values.
What sounds ideal in Japan, however, can
sound rather off-key to aEuropean ear and vice
versa.
Which is why Sony have taken the rather
unusual step of buildingtheir loudspeakers in

Europe and tuning them to the ears of a
European listening panel, ratherthan those of a
Japanese engineer
The result is atonal balance of which any
European loudspeaker would be proud,
together with an enviable level of engineering
designed to optimise sound performance and
not merely flatter the eye.
In our SSG series all three cones are
"plumb- in- line" so that the sound waves travel

:une about loudspeakers.

the same distance to the ear, thus minimising
phase distortion.
An acoustic grooved baffle removes
unwanted waves and gives aclearer, cleaner
sound, while specially designed stands reduce
"floor bloom )
;and position the high frequency
units at their ideal level, ear height.
The true test of our loudspeakers, however,
is to listen to them yourself. That way we think
you'll find they're playing your tune.

Sony SSG1 mk II
loudspeakers.
From £ 225 ( including standF)

SONY:
Tuned to European ears.
Demonstrations ; rom Sony Showroom,134 Regent Street.WL
Further information: Sony UK Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames, Middx. TVV16 7AT.

Worth
waiting f
or...
Reaction from press,
trade and public to the Quad
ESL-63 has been rapturous.
Hardly surprising since the
virtues of the '63 are so
readily apparent to all but
the most jaundiced listeners.
Orders are pouring in
from all over the world and
demand far exceeds initial
supply. It is an enviable
position for amanufacturer
to have afull order book, but
frustrating for potential
customers.
To alleviate the problem,
we have devised an ordering

system which ensures
fair and orderly
distribution.
Your Quad
dealer has full details.
We are increasing
production as quickly as
possible but to do so without
compromising product
quality necessarily limits the
rate at which this can be
done. We have allocated a
major portion of
production to meet
the requirements of
eUU.KK.. market
Of course we have
to export Quad needs
the prestige and
Great Britain needs the
currency

th

You will have to wait to
acquire apair of Quad
ESL-63s, but in these
gloomy days it is comforting
to be associated with another
Quad, hence British, success
and your patience will be
rewarded by many years of
listening pleasure.

...oran
pology for
success.

The Quad ESL- 63
is well worth waiting for.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB. Telephone: (0480) 52561.
QUAD is aregistered trade mark.
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It is an accepted fact that the turntable
is the single most important component
in your HiFi system, for no matter how good
your amplifier is, it cannot reproduce signals
that the turntable fails to pick up.
Which is why we have placed the Dual CS 505-1
turntable at the head of our new Dual " Rack System
Two". With its gimbal mounted arm and fully floating
suspension chassis, it is a superb turntable, just
like the CS 505, of which the HiFi press said
"... Ican think of no other similar deck that
even approached it for sound quality..."
Alvin Gold, Practical tliFi, January 1981
"... Operationally the Dual is one of the best
semi-automatic turntables Ihave come across...
and has a sound quality Ican describe as second to ,
none ..." Gerald Park, What HiFi, November 1980

But the quality of " Rack System Two" does not
stop with the turntable. The slimline amplifier and
tuner, together with the cassette deck which has
metal tape compatibility and electronic tape speed
monitor, have all been designed in West Germany to
form an integrated system.
"Rack System Two" is presented in a
sophisticated satin metallic finish, and stands
in an attractive dark charcoal cabinet. The good
looks and superb sound quality will bring a smile to
your face, and with a price of around
£350 ( excluding cartridge), you are
bound to come out on top.

Dual

RECOMMENDED

Hill CHOICE
TURNTABLES&TONE AIMS
Dual CS 505- Iturntable

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LIMITED îAY )
ET1 110.

E, CilfITERN,1111,3., CHAI.f911T ST. MAI

CIERKARDS CROSS, BUCKS. ‘)
1.() (AI (1. 1E 1:PtIONi.: GERKARDS CROSS ( 028

88447/892

This is Pioneer's most advanced
cassette deck, one of anew range of Communication Components. Revolutionary
separates created specifically to bring high
technical innovation to anew level of
personal understanding and convenience
of use.
The radical design and champagne
gold colour are both strikingly different to
the usual predictable
look.
The reason is
not change for itself,
but the addition of a
visual dimension
that relates and informs.
Aprominent central information panel
communicates at aglance the exact
working condition of the deck.
Every feature in use is illuminated, the
directional movement
of the tape is shown and
the exact settings for
perfect reproduction are
indicated.

MenreeDE
-- raFteo

DBragacet Orqvce
fflainduet H@E)d
CASSE -TTE TAPE OECK Cl

CONSTRUCTION OF A RIBBON SENDUST HEAD

THE

CT-9R CASSETI
MOVE YOU MAKE

RIBBON SENDUST' HEAD.
An ingenious technical advance from
Pioneer makes it possible to produce
ahead made from adozen fine sendust
ribbons laminated together.
Each ribbon is only 55 microns thick,
one-fourth as thick as conventional sendust
laminates.
This gives an increase in the electric resistance and decreases high frequency loss.
Leading to amuch higher bias efficiency
which considerably lowers the
heat generated.
Thus establishing Ribbon
Sen dus tTM as the ultimate
head for use with metal tape.
THREE MOTOR
RELIABILITY
Not only are there three
heads but also three motors.
One direct drive motor
each ;for driving the capstan,
the feed reel and the takeup reel.

This means there is an immediate response to directional changes in tape
movement and much higher speed control.
The capstan has abrushless Hall
motor with aQuartz PLL servo system
offering wow and flutter amounting to a
lowly 0.03%.
NEW RECORDING FEATURES.
Once acassette is inserted for recording, in about ten seconds the built-in
microprocessor automatically
sets three levels for the tape
to achieve its maximum
potential.
Bias is accurately set at
an optimum level for low
distortion and high output ;
recording level is matched
to tape sensitivity to achieve
precise Dolby operation.
Equalisation is adjusted to
produce the flattest possible
playback response.

THE F-9 TUNER, A-9 AMPLIFIER AND
CT- 9R CASSETTE DECK COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS,

re re fl PI
LI Li Li Li

i.L123,

TqPE

EDECK WILL WATCH EVERY
AND REMIND YOU OF IT.
It's probably true to say that one of the
CT-9R's most tempting features is the new
Dolby ' C' system, which produces aclear
audible improvement to Dolby 'B.'
An achievement which has to be heard to
be believed.
The new system promises up to 10dB
greater noise reduction and an increased
wide- dynamic range of 90dB.

AUTOMATIC CONVENIENCES.
Another built-in microprocessor
enables various unusual facilities to be enjoyed.
For instance, on auto-reverse, the tape
ignores all the blank sections at either end
of the tape and rapidly progresses to the
start of the recorded part on the reverse side.
At the touch of abutton any one
programme can be indefinitely repeated.
Or the first five seconds of each and every
programme can be heard until you find the
track you want.
You can even find the exact beginning

of apiece of music you are listening to or
the start of the next piece without resorting
to random guesses. And locate the end of
one side's recorded section, while the deck
prepares itself to record further.
There's also adigital counter that
indicates the amount of blank tape remaining in minutes and seconds. And awired
remote control facility allows you another
convenience. Operation from the comfort
of anearby chair.
When the CT-9R is used in combination
with other Pioneer Communication
Components they are aperfect match technically.
However, looking to the left, what is
even more obvious is the A-9 amplifier and
F-9 tuner are also aperfect match visually.

el) PIONEER®
Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd.,The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL.

Significant improvements in analogue
recording techniques have been made
with the PCM digital process and direct-todisc method of manufacture.
The immediate effect of these advanced systems is ;vastly improved fidelity with
wider dynamic range and considerably
lower distortion.
Another result is the increased
demands placed on each link in the hi-fi
chain, notably speakers and record decks.
In their quest to satisfy these new
demands, Pioneer engineers discovered
Polymer Graphiterm
An astonishing new material that can
be easily pressed into nearly any shape,
size or thickness. It also displays high specific modulus of elasticity and high internal
loss. In other words, it is strong and rigid
while having ultra-low mass.
ALMOST NO TRACKING ERROR.
Under tests, Polymer GraphiteTM
proved to be
ideal for
loudspeaker
cones, as it was
initially intended.
Fortunately, its
inherent propertiesalso
made it the perfect material for atone arm.
And nowhere is this better demonstrated than on the new PL-L800 record deck.
The new tangential tracking
Communication Component turntable, from
Pioneer's revolutionary range of component separates.
It uses agearless, non- contact linear
motor with stationary coils and inter- acting
magnets, providing lateral movement to
the tone arm through magnetic induction.
Thus almost completely eliminating
skating force, horizontal tracking error, excessive vibration and undue record wear.

THE

PL-1800 TONE 1
3
IT CAN EVEN BE A

EFFECTIVE LOW MASS.
The Polymer GraphíteTM tone
arm has exceptionally low mass and
an impeccable tracking ability.
It faithfully traces high-modulation grooves found in widedynamic range recordings and is
capable of successfully tracking
the most warped records.

The shortness of its effective length
also reduces partial or multiple resonance
And since the arm travels across,
rather than operates from afixed pivoting
point, no inside force is generated which
in turn effectively reduces cross-talk and
inter-modulation distortion.
Wow and flutter are practically
immeasurable. A Quartz PLL servo system
is teamed with Pioneer's remarkable
Stable Hanging RotorTm coreless DC motoi
for atrue musical pitch.

THE PL-L80b TURNTABLE COMMUNICATION COMPONENT.

PM IS SO REMARKABLE
LOUDSPEAKER CONE.

terminals, as well as having its stylus
COAXIAL SUSPENSION SYSTEM.
replaced.
Then there is Pioneer's elaborate
The distinguished champagne gold
Coaxial Suspension System which supports
colour and central
the entire cabinet
STABLE HANGING
TONE
ARM
information panel
on four springEXTERNAL CABINET.
ROTOR" DC MOTOR.
ASSEMBLY.
easily identify the
coupled insulators.
PL-L800 as a
Housing an
Communication
independent
Component.
structure inside, on
Pioneer's new
which sit the tone
DIRECT INDUCTION LINEAR MOTOR.
FLOATING SPRING.
line of component
arm, platter and
separates created to
motor.
CROSS SECTION OF THE COAXIAL SUSPENSION SYSTEM.
integrate, visually
Even aslight
and technically ;from turntable to amplifier,
jolt won't budge the tracking stylus.
to tape deck, to tuner, to loudspeakers.
So it's understandable why the
A range so advanced in design and
PL-L800 boasts ahigh signal-to-noise ratio
original in concept that it has established a
better than 78dB (Din B).
new level of personal understanding to high
The moving coil cartridge supplied is
technical innovation.
Pioneer's newly developed PC- 4MC.
Its unusually high output means you
don't need astep-up transformer or ahead
amp.
Communication Components.
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd.,The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO
It can be plugged into normal MM

PiONEER®

Aqii/MOVI

SIX ADVANCED COMMUNICATION COM
As separates they are remarkable.Together they are unrivalled. PUL800 Tangential tracking turntable. F-9 Digital quartz synthesizE

NENTS. ONE REVOLUTIONARY SOUND.
_men CT- 9R Microprocessor controlled cassette deck. A-9 Non- switching amplifier. HPM - 1100 Polymer Graphite loudspeakers.

PioNcen®
Communication Components.
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd.,The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SEO 9JL.

Ahead of our time.
The KEF Reference Series.
Unchallenged. Unequalled.
Speaker systems to match the
highest demands of digital
techniques.
Models 101, 103.2, 105.2 and 105.4.
Great speakers of our time.
Hear them.

EF

Ifyou'resvrion-,Lthotitouild

KEle EIcecInmics U11111(41,140, Maidslime, Kent MI1i 6QP.

Mitidsloit ( 0(122) 672261..
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READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
I' Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve
the right to print such letters later in our Readers'
Problems feature.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1981 are each
covered by two binders (January-June and
July-Oecember). Price: £ 3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5.50 for a pair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.
CIRCULATION
HFNIRR is Britain's oldest hi-fi journal, also the only
one devoted equally to audio and music. Average net
circuFation: 43,980 copies per issue at the last count
(January-December 1980), each copy typiçally seen
by four persons.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING

S these columns on the subject of

everal times last year we ruminated in

musical dynamics, initially to remind alland- sundry that even the most massive
concert- hall music seldom needs more
than 70dB of accommodation between
background noise at the bottom and
equipment overload at the top, and later to
remark on the potential of digital recording
to make such a range more readily
available in the home. Regarding the
latter, in December we reported on a KEF
demonstration of arecording in which a
few simple snare- drum rolls were concluded by arim- shot that needed nearly a
kilowatt of power ( into two R105 loudspeakers) to give the same acoustic level as
that achieved by the instrument itself.
As noted at the time, the reproduced
drum didn't seem particularly loud—
certainly no louder than agreat deal of
percussive music heard in countless
homes from systems with nothing like the
power capacity that was needed in a hotel
room with that particular recording. But it
was adigital recording, one in which the
true absolute peak of the original acoustic
waveform was unadulterated by any sort
of clipping or compression. Unlike most
sources of wide- range music normally
available to the domestic consumer, this
had suffered neither an overall squeezing
of dynamics, nor—as we put it ten months
ago—had its ' spikiest peaks trimmed off
by conventional analogue tape saturation'.
Looking back again at our mammoth
July 1966 report on a performance and
recording of Mahler's eighth symphony,
and also at the types of sound- level meter
(and their various weightings) employed
from time to time when assessing musical
dynamics, we begin to wonder whether
that comfortable ' 70dB covers all' thesis is
as valid as we had thougtn. We added
10dB to the measured 99-99dB climaxes
noted at modestly placed Albert Hall seats
during Mahler's Symphony of a Thousand
(1966) and Berlioz's Requiem (
1980) in
order to arrive at 'true peak readings on
complex tones', then subtracted the 40dB
registered during silences to give an
approximate 70dB range. But the expression ' peak' was defined rather crudely
as an indication ' lasting half asecond or
less', which could still encompass an
unnoticed but substantial handful of
cycles of several milliseconds duration
when dealing with an HF transient. So it
could be that another 10dB should be
allowed for spikes, and then another five
or so for aseat nearer the performers,
which eases the real range much nearer to
90 dB.
Short-lived high-level HF sounds have
been treated rather perfunctorily in the
past, partly because they are difficult to

register on meters, partly because they
then get lost through HF squashing in
analogue tape recording, and partly
because the ear is in any case fairly
tolerant of clipping distortions if they are
of short enough duration. But how short
is ' short enough'? There are plenty of
opinions and impressions to be quoted on
this, but the emergence of a recording
technology which really does permit those
short-term spikes to be captured should
encourage some proper research into what
various listeners can detect on various
types of program- material under controlled
conditions, with varying degrees and types
of waveform clipping. It could be that the
top 10dB or so of any transient- laden
music is subjectively expendable, in which
case an appropriate ' soft' clipping circuit
should precede all digital recording. On
the other hand, those previously suppressed peaks may make all the difference
in the quest for fidelity.
We were prompted into penning these
thoughts by John Atkinson's article in this
issue describing the design and construction of apeak- reading sound- level
meter ( p. 50). John's device, featuring a
time- constant of only 2ms, certainly
registers agood deal more in the way of
spikes than our run-of-the-mill office
SLM, so we shall retire from pontification
on the subject of musical dynamics for a
few months while the real levels reached
in the RAH, RFH, Fairfield Hall and the
odd recording studio are noted down for
use in future homilies.
If it transpires that the peaks are indeed
of consistently higher amplitude than
previously assumed, and if subjective
reactions to the effects of short-term
clipping turn out to be an uncertain
quantity ( abroad- based statistical curve
with significant insensitive and ultrasensitive fringes) where should the line be
drawn? Should we accommodate the 0-5%
of listeners ( or whatever the figure may
be) who can just detect when the top
3dB of cymbal clashes are squashed, or
should the line be drawn at the 5% who
can discern a loss of 6dB? And if the
various qualms which have been expressed about the audibility of digital quantizing distortion at low levels turn out to be
justified, should the 1% ( or whatever)
who are troubled by this overrule the
opposite minority who are distressed by
clipping at the top end?
Alternatively, will it be reasonable
anyway to employ digital recording to
convey completely unrestricted dynamics
in large-scale music when the vast majority of ordinary homes couldn't accommodate such arange? Or should we all go
over to headphones in order to enjoy the
peaks and troughs of musical reality?
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Tube Bible
Coincidentally with the organisation of this month's valve amp
review, we received an interesting
booklet from the States. The 'Tube
Bible', essentially concerned with
the design of high quality solidstate power supplies for both
heaters and HT supplies of valve
amps, is written not unsurprisingly
by 'Tube God' and published at 33
North Riverside Avenue, Crotonon- Hudson, NY 10520. Details on
both the ' bible' and a new
bimonthly magazine devoted to
valve equipment, the ' New Testament'($30 per year), from the above
address.

Tone controls from Sony
Sony introduced awide new range
of hi-fi products at Harrogate, far
too numerous to list here. One item
particularly catching our eye, however, was their TA-AX5 65 watt
amplifier. It offers a push-button
choice of three turnover frequencies for treble and bass, as well
as level up/down buttons for both,
and a graphic display of the tonal
balance selected. Nothing unusual
about that, you might think, but the
wrinkle is that, due to the use of

logic- controlled controls, the settings can be memorised. Two different tone control settings can be
stored and then recalled by two
buttons labelled 'Acoustic Flavor 1'
and 'Acoustic Flavor 2'. Ideal for
those who aren't certain whether
tone controls are necessary, we
think. Details on the TA-AX5 and
all the new gear from Sony ( UK)
Ltd, 134 Regent St, London W1.

Denon/Compact Disc
Denon are the latest hardware company to endorse Philips' digital
Compact Disc system. Interesting
point is that Denon were the first
record company to get into digital
mastering and thus now have a
catalogue of over 400 digital titles
which presumably will appear with
the launch of the player. The sad
thing about the advent of Compact
Disc, however, as was pointed out
to us at Harrogate, is that it represents what will probably be a
successful attempt by the large
multi- national electronics companies to elbow aside all the small
enthusiast companies who have
been keeping the hi-fi candle burning all these years. Business is business, as they say, but it is a shame
that no UK company has yet announced support for the system.

this, in absolute terms, could be
regarded as a retrograde step, but
many consumers, particularly in the
USA ( Dual's major market) are put
West German company Dual, who
have been making waves at the off by the ' bounciness' of sprung
budget end of the market with their decks. The solid plinth design,
excellent £75 belt- drive, suspended although less elegant, is also ideal
sub- chassis CS505 model, have in- for the incorporation of other current
troduced several new models. The design trends such as front panel
CS505-1 is identical to the CS505 controls. Top models in the range,
apart from a satin silver finish: the the automatic CS728Q (£ 186.95)
belt- drive CS506-1 at £92-95 and and CS7410 (£ 239.95) return to
direct- drive CS606 at £ 99.95, both the sub- chassis format, but of a
fitted with a ULM arm, continue in rather over- damped nature, and
the range, but the other models both incorporate an excellent loware new. The belt- drive CS508 mass arm fitted with a Shure low(£79.95), DD CS607 (£ 109.95), mass moving—magnet cartridge.
Dual have also introduced an interDD ( quartz) csei7a (£ 122.95)
and
DD (quartz)
CS627Q esting line of cassette decks: details
(£153.95)
unfortunately follow on all the new gear from Hayden
market trends in that they abandon Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,
the sub- chassis construction for a Chiltern Hill. Chalforrt St Peter,
solid plinth with resilient feet. Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 9UG.
Dual's engineers frankly admit that Tel: 02813 88447.

Dual decks

Protectionist fears must also explain the interest shown at Harrogate
by companies such as Mitsubishi
It would appear that the Japanese and Hitachi in the Mullard range of
are getting worried about the possi- OEM drive- units and designs made
bilities of protectionist policies at their Belgian factory_ The prices
being implemented by govern- being quoted by Mullard must have
vision of an RMS detector which ments in Europe, and are increasing undercut anything the Japanese
deals more effectively with tran- their involvernent in the setting up of could do ( including shipping costs)
sients and tonebursts, the use of manufacturing bases within the so it wiM be intriguing to see if many
high precision resistors, and the in- EEC. JVC, for instance, have been of the 1982 ' European Sound'
corporation of high quality FET having meetings with Thorn EMI, Japanese models use Mullard
input op- amps rather than older AEG Telefunken and Thomson- drivers. ( See also p. 40.)
National Panasonic have long
models such as the 741, 301A etc. Brandt concerning the formation of
Details of the new dbx gear from a joint venture to manufacture since established their own such
BSR Ltd, Powke Lane, Cradley video products in Europe, including base: in July the 500,000th ' PanaHeath
Warley,
W.
Midlands aVHS VCR plant in Berlin. Presum- sonic' loudspeaker rolled off the
B64 5QH.
Tel:
Cradley
Heath ably part of any deal would be a production line at R. E. Ingham &
commitment from Thorn EMI to Co Ltd in Yorkshire. Ingham, who
65191.
continue their support for the were acquired by the Rank OrganJapanese company's VHD disc isation 18 months ago, won the
Dolby-C IC
system. The VHD launch itself has Nat. Pan. contract to produce
It was announced in Tokyo in July been held back, but intriguingly, this music- centre loudspeakers four
that Pioneer, in cooperation with is so that the same player can be used years ago. So far the deal has been
Hitachi, and with the assistance of to playback any software—PAL, worth £4m to Ingham who employ
Dolby Labs, had completed the NTSC,
or
SECAM — effectively aworkforce of nearly 400 and who
design of a single chip Dolby- C resulting in a world standard manufacture over one million pairs
noise reduction IC. The 28 pin chip disc system.
of OEM speakers per ann um.
will be manufactured by Hitachi
termed the TVA- 10 Super, is still
and Pioneer have agreed that it can
the same price le £398. Details on
be made available to all Dolby
licencees. Currently more than 30 Amplifier manufacturers Michael- the range from Michaelson &
companies have more than 80 son & Austin,' now run by Kevin Austin, 140 New Bond St London
consumer products incorporating Austin alone, introduced a new W1Y 9H F. Tel: 01-607 3517.
Dolby- C, while Dolby themselves range of valve equipment at Harhave developed a professional enrogate. Apart from the flashy
coder for use in cassette dupli- chrome- fronted TVP-X preamp,
cation which is currently being with its separate power supply,
evaluated by record companies in which we first saw at the Paris
the US. Japan and Europe.
show ( see May ' 81 p.22), the

Business News

dbx
Despite aquite considerable degree
of interest aroused in the dbx tape
noise reduction system when it was
introduced in the mid '70s, this
interest waned as users became
aware that the system, in domestic
form at least, could and did introduce undesirable side- effects, the
audibility of which depended on
program. The advent of the dbxencoded disc and the type II dbx
circuitry, however, combined with
the incorporation of the system into
cassette decks by several Japanese
companies, lead to a general reawakening of interest. dbx distributors BSR Ltd, who acquired the
American company in 1979, released two new encoder/decoders
at Harrogate to join their Model 21
dedicated disc decoder ( reviewed
by Trevor Attewell in HFNIRR
June'81).
The Model 224, suitable for 3head recorders, and Model 222,
suitable for 2- head recorders, are
basically similar in that they give up
to 30 dB of noise reduction on tape,
but can also be used as a disc
decoder when connected between

an amplifier's
tape loop sockets and
the tape deck. Detail changes over
the old 122/124 series include pro36

Michaelson & Austin

centre of attention at the UK show
was their M100 watt amp, derived
from the outrageous M200 ' monoblok'. Using four EL34s in parallel
push-pull, the M100 will be sold in
pairs for £650. Michaelson &
Austin have updated the TVA- 10
power amp and the new version,
with increased power output,
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Andhemble

ASC cassette
West German open- reel tape recorder manufacturer ASC have introduced a sophisticated cassette
deck, the model AS3000. A 3motor
dual capstan 3 head design, it
features microprocessor controlled
functions, High-Com noise reduction, two bias presets for both

Audio Standards
John Woodgate of ITT Consumer
Electronics gave a lecture to the
AES on July 14th on the general
theme: Hi -Fi Standards—Towards
International Agreement. This is a
more complicated subject than
often realised, mainly because of
the involvement of human preference and subjective reaction.
Mr. Woodgate emphasised the
difficulties met in evolving an international test standard by reference
to IEC 581, dealing with recommended tests for high fidelity
equipment. Its preparation had required some 16 persons over 10-12
years to prepare a draft, this being
sent to 100 national sub- committees for approval before the final
document could be prepared. Only
parts of IEC 581 have currently
been issued.
Taking requirements and the dividing line, the speaker compared
the extreme example of a telephone, where speech was only intelligible and no listener would
think it the original, to ' next year's
hi-fi', where the realism achieved
was such that all listeners would
think it live. Between these limits
lay actual systems and, after some
warning about the pitfalls of
making direct comparisons, the
possible goals of hi-fi were considered. If the aim was to re-create
the original sound, then objective
assessments were feasible if the
'original' sound ever existed; on the
other hand, possibly only apleasing
experience was required and hence
no comparisons possible. It was
estimated that only 10% of recordings fell into the former category.
Considering an analogue system,
the relevant defects were thought
to be: 1 non- linearity distortion; 2
restricted/uneven frequency response; 3 pitch variation ( drift,
wow, flutter); 4 noise; and 5 phase
shift/dispersion ( variation of time
delay with frequency).
In assessing system requirements
it was instructive to look at the
characteristics of the ear. Particularly relevant was its non- linearity
and results ( after Zwicker and Feldkeller) were shown. For example,
tones at 90 dB at 1kHz gave audible
intermodulation
products,
whilst crossover distortion giving
1% third harmonic was detectable.
In this light the IEC 581 practice of
measuring output at 0.7% THD
seems reasonable.
Regarding frequency response, it
was stated that insertion of a
16 kHz low-pass filter was hard to
detect and preference not always
certain for in or out ( I), whilst the
extreme LF limit needed was uncertain; the standard was limited to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

chrome and metal tapes, as well as
one each for ferric and ferrichrome
tapes—all under the control of
'RALF', a microprocessor- aided
lining up device—and a unique
fluorescent peak meter which can
be used 'flat' or used to indicate the
actual signal going onto tape.
Details from Audio System Components Ltd, 32 Crown Lane, Theale,
Berks. Tel: 0734 302108.
40 Hz at present. On irregularities,
notches were found more tolerable
than peaks eg, for
octave
bandwidth a10dB peak was about
as detectable as a20 dB trough. But
this is difficult territory, since apeak
damped to aG of 1in the mid- band
can be detected.
Considering
pitch,
where
listener's acuity could be categorised as absolute, relative, obscure
or tone deaf, it was felt that 1%
tolerance should suffice; surprisingly, it was claimed that errors up
to a semitone ( 5.9%) were commonplace on commercial recordings. Wow and flutter become more
noticeable above about 80dB spl
and with a pure tone of 4kHz
modulated by 4Hz 1-% is noticeable
and 0.1% audible to moderately
experienced listeners. However,
other tests using white noise in the
band 70 Hz-1kHz have suggested
a much higher threshold around
2.5%. In either case, presence of
wow or.flutter is thought to be a
major factor affecting acceptability.
Phase is still a vexed subject; it
was shown that two pulses of
similar spectral content could give
very different aural characteristics.
Although IEC 581 limits system interchannel gain differences to
1-5-3 dB, depending on frequency,
the overall phase differences permitted could rise to 45° in the midband, although obviously most
receivers/amplifiers are much better
in this respect, also passing the
minimum separation requirement of
30 dB in the mid- band and 10 dB at
40 Hz.
Looking to the future, the lecturer
hoped
to
see
resolution
of
headphone/coupler measurement
problems and reduction in the time
required to test combinations of
equipment. This itself was always
influenced by where to draw the
line in the gulf between the percentage of those who can't tell the
difference and 99% satisfaction.
Although
signal/noise
ratio
featured little in the lecture itself, it
prompted some comments in the
discussion period. It was felt that
acceptance of 50 dB S/N ratio in a
tuner by 50% of listeners was hardly
believable and this contrasted with
64dB S/N not being adequate in
quiet country conditions. Taking
this even further it was suggested
that a desirable aim was to take
noise 10-20dB below ambient
because of the ear's discriminatory
powers, but the lecturer warned of
the difficulties of indulging in designing for the most critical [see also
'Editorial' p.35].
Finally, there
seemed to be general agreement on
the need for a standard listening
environment for audio testing.
Rex Ba/dock
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An interesting rummage sale is
taking place on October 10th in
London. Termed an ' audiojumble',
this bargain hunt through 'amplifiers, chassis speakers, disco equipment, empty cabinets, AM/FM/
MW/SW/CB, gramophones, high
fidelity, jack plugs, sockets, tape recorders, valve sets, vintage wireless,
mikes, speakers—and bicycles ( II )'
is being held in aid of Help the
Aged. Admission is 90p; time is
1.30 pm to 5.30 pm on October
10th; venue is Coram's Fields Band
Room, 93 Guildford St, London
WC1. ( Nearest
tube:
Russell
Square). Details from 01-837 7811
or sae to the Organiser, Ed Lord, 67
Liverpool Road, London N1 ORW.

Shows
Two shows take place in the North
this month, one in Bolton and the
other in Edinburgh. Cleartone Hi- Fi
of Bolton are sponsoring the
second ' Sounds ' 81' exhibition, to
be held at Last Drop Village, a
rather nice country hotel complex a
few miles to the north of Bolton on
the A666 Blackburn road. Over 30
exhibitors will be there and the
show runs from 10-8 Friday 2nd
and Saturday 3rd October and from
10-7 on Sundays 4th.
The fifth ' Scottish Hi- Fi Exhibition' is being held at the Post
House Hotel, Corstorphine Road,
Edinburgh from Friday 23rd to
Sunday 25th October. Show times
are 1.30-8 ( Friday), 11-8 ( Saturday), and 11-6 ( Sunday). Last
year's show attracted more than 30
exhibitors and this year looks at
least as promising.

November sees the second hi-fi
and video show organised by
Rediffusion South West in Bristol.
Many of the big names have agreed
to turn up and there will be various
special attractions, notably in video
and computer games. Dates are
November 6, 7and 8and the times,
5-9 on the Friday, 11-9 Saturday,
and 11-6 Sunday. The event takes
place at the Grand Hotel, Broad
Street, Bristol.
Following the demise of the
January Manchester show, the first
important show of 1982 will be
'Audio 82' at the Holiday Inn,
Swiss Cottage which runs from
Thursday 4th-Sunday 7th February, aday longer than previously.
Trade only times are 3-8 on the
Thursday, 10-3 Friday. The show
opens to the public on Friday afternoon 3-8, Saturday 10-8, and
Sunday 10-6.

Calrec Soundfield Hire
Mike Skeet has severed his long
standing connections with British
Telcom (
née PO Telecomns). and is
pursuing
various
activities
as
Whitetower Records. Apart from
various Real Time cassettes and the
Calrec 600 series microphone promotion he is to operate, on behalf
of Calrec, the hire service of the
Soundfield microphone to professional users. This microphone,
the basis of Ambisonic recording
techniques, will be available in a
package with or without a UHJ
2CH Ambisonic encoder. The latter
will also be separately available for
continued on p. 41
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John Atkinson ponders and
Ivor Humphreys peruses the scene
'up north' in August

AWAY from Harrogate at the end
COMING
of this year's hi-fi exhibition, we were
struck by the thought that this might well have
been the last Harrogate show of the traditional
kind. In the absence of any national show, Stan
Smith's and Peter Hainsworth's regional event
has become the British show almost by default.
The date coincides with the arrival of the new
generation of Japanese equipment shown to
the trade in May; manufacturers thus can make
the most mileage out of their promotional
budgets; there is ample hotel space, both for
demonstrations and for accommodation in the
spa town; and Harrogate is conveniently centrally placed within the great Northern
conurbations.
So, an ipso facto recipe for success: this year,
however, with the worsening recession, cracks
in the facade were only too readily apparent!
Most importantly, we were reminded more
forcefully than ever that the ' hi-fi industry' in
the UK is not the homogeneous entity that it is
often represented as being. It consists of three
distinct groupings of manufacturers and
although all may advertise in a magazine such
as HF/VIRR, and all may show their wares at Harrogate, their desires and needs are not necessarily the same.
The mass audio market, served predominantly by the Japanese companies first with
music- centres and now with rack systems, and
derived from what was once called the radiogram market, is the largest in economic terms.
However, it is only coincidentally ' high fidelity'
and don't you believe otherwise.
The second grouping is the 'true' hi-fi market,
evolved from the desires and dreams of enthusiasts back in the ' 50s, and which split off
from the radiogram market two decades or more
back. It is served mainly by UK manufacturers,
from Linn to Quad, with some interest from the
more committed ( and small) Japanese companies such as Dynavector and Lux. This
market has been—and always will be—small,
and thus companies such as KEF, who
although nurtured in the enthusiast world are
large enough to require more turnover than can
be generated from it, are facing an economic
crisis.
Thirdly—and possibly unexpectedly—is the
video market. Dyed-in-the-wool audiophiles
may pour scorn on it, and they are quite right
that both video cassette recorders and the
television medium are notorious technological
underachievers. However, if the scornful were
to come down from their ivory towers, they
would observe that the man in the street appears to be much more impressed by video than
38

audio. It is salutary to realise that although most
people—apart from HFNIRR readers, of
course—wouldn't dream of spending more
than £ 500 in total on their hi-fi system, avery
large number of people will part with at least
that for aVCR. Unless he is exceptional, to stay
in business your local friendly hi-fi dealer has to
start paying attention to, and tying up his
financial resources in, video—to the detriment
of hi-fi.
As a national show Harrogate has served
these groupings ( uneven bedfellows, sometimes even within the same company) reasonably well. The reasons are complex, but amajor
factor has been the diversity of demonstration
and exhibition facilities that the show has to
offer. The restricted size of the exhibition hall
proper, even with a 'temporary' marquee added,
though ideal for the purposes of the massmarket/video companies, has meant that companies serving 'true' hi-fi needs have effectively
had the neighbouring hotels to themselves. The
latter, being old, and hence both idiosyncratic
and substantial, offer such awide range of dem.
rooms that virtually everyone finds himself
with asuitable site with minimum aural overlap.
For a company to justify the expense of
attending ashow ( and with the gradual opening of Harrogate's new conference and exhibition centre this expense is bound to rise) it
needs two things. Firstly, the public must attend.
This may seem obvious, but strictly speaking, as
far as the industry is concerned, the desires of
the public run behind the second show requirement, that dealers, brandishing their cheque
books, should attend so that the new gear will
quickly find its way into their showrooms and
hence into the consumer's home.
Both requirements are essential and interdependent. For the general public, an exhibition remains the prime source of information on
both hi-fi and how the new gear performs.
Magazines, after all, only influence the enthusiast. Without a jolt of public stimulation,
the dealer will find it harder to sell the gear he
has just ordered.
At Harrogate, however, the two trade days
were the quietest in memory, with only companies offering products with a guaranteed
market, such as video machines, attracting
what business there was around. Unfortunately, the show also failed to make the grade as far
as the public days were concerned. The attendance figures were reasonable on the Saturday
and Sunday, but some things were apparent. A
common complaint was that it was impossible
to see and hear everything in just two days:
there were too many exhibitors too widely
spread. More than in previous years, it was
apparent that the people attending, despite
their undoubted enthusiasm, particularly on the

Saturday, were local and that there was a lack
of visitors from the Midlands or the rest of the
North.
The show was thus arelative failure on both
counts. As a hi-fi trade show it proved
unnecessary, as in the main the dealers didn't
have the available financial resources left after
stocking up with Japanese audio and video at
the big London trade shows in May. As a
national public show, it failed because two
days are not nearly enough to attract enough
people to justify the expense. As one manufacturer put it ' It's still the best show but it is too
short and it is 200 miles too far up the Al l'
Changes must doubtless be on the way, if the
1982 International Festival of Sound is to prove
as successful in business terms as it still is in
terms of public enthusiasm. A return to the old
system, whereby Thursday and Friday could be
devoted to the trade, with Friday evening,
Saturday, and Sunday—and Bank Holiday
Monday if possible—given to the public, might
prove abetter formula. This might not allow the
firms with large stands enough time to set up,
but it would give the necessary emphasis to the
public side of the show.
Unfortunately, no matter how the timing is
changed, it is probable that in order to keep the
exhibition profitable and to best use the space
offered by the new conference centre, the organisers will have no choice but to steer it
towards the areas with the greatest nonenthusiast appeal ie, the audio, and in particular
the video, markets. ( It was significant that the
companies who had spent the most on their
stands, including Sony and Pioneer, were the
companies most involved in fields removed from
hi fi— video, ICE, and 'Walkman' players. Both
companies put on hi-fi demonstrations in hotel
rooms remote from their main stands.) What
appeared to the last true audiophile show, the
inheritor of the mantle of the Hotel Russell
shows, will be inevitably transformed into
another successful regional consumer electronics show, to the detriment of true hi-fi
ideals •
Despite, and in some ways because of, the
gloomy state of affairs throughout the biggest
sector of the hi-fi industry, there were afair few
new products on show for the first time; and
these reflect the different ways in which the
recession is affecting trade. The giants change
emphasis, exploiting those areas of their product range which remain in vogue and backing
off on their esoteric gear—biding their time, as
it were. The small companies are coping all right
too, generally speaking. Having few mouths to
feed and comparatively little tied up in the way
of production outlay or accommodation, they
can afford to tailor their output to what demand
there is—and for anumber of these the demand
has remained notably consistent. It's the
medium sized, specialist companies, often
those veritable pillars of our industry, who are
suffering most. Many are more or less committed to compact ranges of gear aimed at or
towards the top of the market and have little or
no flexibility regarding achange of tack.
Some have changed of course. Many will
have noticed Celestion's attempt to change
their public image over the last year or so—
certainly no-one can have avoided their advertising campaign. This seems to have paid off
though, since despite heavy losses in the last
financial year the product is now very much in
the public eye, while in the background their
work on laser- assisted speaker development
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Clockwise from top left: The prototype new Celestion 'flagship '; new active Ouestar;
Chart well PM55; she Swedish OLN Model 1pyramid; KEF replacement for the 10488, the
Carlton II; bargaie priced AR8S at L'691pair; IMF Compact Monitor II.

New electronics technology (clockwise from top left): A & R
Cambridge's impressive new C200 preamp. Elite's budget
slimline 30 watt power amp. Interior of TVA.'s new TVP-X
preamp, which was used in the IMF room for good Ambisonics
dem. Other companies demonstrating the increasingly effective
Ambisonics system (more next month) included Minim,
Keesonic, Shure and Wharfedale. Raters add-on Dotby-C

Top to bottom: Colin Walker'swlendid CJ55 turntable; Kit deck
DIY turntable; John Michelle esoteric GyroDek; forthcoming
(300 Sansui dynamically balanced XR-07 deck.

decoder.

looks like producing designs for the future
which will re-establish the marque in the mind
of the purist. New to the public were the two
smallest speakers in the restablished Ditton
range, the 100 and 110 two- unit designs. Trade
visitors were able to hear the new expected- tobe- under-£200 'flagship' model which JA
mentioned in his Chicago report in August.
Both analogue and digital sources were to hand
(the latter courtesy of Tony Faulkner who'd
lugged his digital system up specially) and all
who heard it noted the exceptional imagery and
HF smoothness. Bass was goodly too, with
remarkable ' urge' from such a small ( LS3sized) enclosure. Certainly among the very best
sounds at the show.
That goes, too, for Peter Walker's new
electrostatic which was on public show for the
first time in the UK. Once again Quad showed
the world the way to put on a dem, with a
comfortable, quiet room in the Cairn and the
minimum of hassle ( once you'd got into the
room, that is—the sessions had to be regulated
by a ticket system). Wonderfully opensounding. the ESL- 63 is ruthlessly revealing of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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any other system fault, none more so than the
state of so many recordings. With good'uns,
though, it really does deliver new standards of
clarity, transparency and depth.
In terms of new product, speakers were probably the most conspicuous area, some 30 brand
names coming to mind as having something
special to show. The appearance of Mullard on
the scene in their own right, as opposed to their
previous background role as an OEM supplier
(to their parent Philips in particular), is bound
to have wide repercussions, especially in the
mass- market areas. Philips themselves were
showing two new passive speakers in addition
to more items in their Black Tulip range. AR
were presenting two new bookshelf designs,
the three- unit AR48s and two- unit 8s, and a
replacement for the AR93 and 94 floor standing
models, the AR925. Sensibly looking towards
the budget to mid- price areas, KEF have done
remarkably well with the introduction of the
four latest models in their names- beginningwith- C series. Offering anicely balanced sound
quality together with a high standard of finish
at remarkably competitive prices, the range

seems well placed.
In addition to the latest model in their Laser
range, the 120, Wharteciale were enticing ' professional'
users
with
their
heavyweight
E9OPRO 300 watt system which is designed to
give all you could need and more. Truly in a
class of their own, Bose were showing two new
models as well as some impressive in- car set
ups iri the forecourt of the Crown Hotel. 901s
and 301s formed the centre of their indoor dem,
enveloping bystanders in an ' amorphous
wodge' of direct/reflecting sound. Tannoy were
proudly demming their latest £ 100/pair Stratfords, a two- unit design of notable power
handling capabilities as visitors to their room
quickly discovered. Tannoy are also marketing a
new anti- static record sleeve, the E-Stat. Made
of acarbon- loaded conducting plastics material
said to be 10 1°times more effective at dispersing static than any other sleeve, it sorts your
records out while they are being stored. Goodmans is another British manufacturer that has
undergone some essential restructuring in
recent times. Harrogate saw the deja -vu of
several names from the past—the Magnum, the
39

Discovering accessories for
needs one didn't know
existed, OED introduced an
effective new range.

The 'World'sFirse micro stereo radio cassette recorder from Aiwa.
(Who needs it ?.'—we felt tempted to ask.)

Optonica RT-7070 twin stereo cassette deck, above; the highly
regarded American Grodinsky preamp, below.

Mullard(above)gota surprisingly good sound
out of these dustbins—one could say 'canned
music', no less, or even 'garbage in, garbage
out but we won't. Millard, although part of
the monolithic Philips organisation, were
pushMg hard their drive- units at Harrogate for
OEM use. Particularly interesting was adedicated 12 in. subwoofer driver, which uses two
independent voice- coils to sum the low bass
information from both channels. Pickering 's
new XEV3001 (below) supplements their low
impedance m-m model.

Donald Aldous gets the lowdown on Koss from Michael Koss
(right, son of founder John Koss) and Sean Jennings.

Mezzo and Maxim, the latter being one of the
first truly capable booksheff models when it
appeared in the 60s, and aforerunner of many a
long- throw bass driver design. Goodmans are
also marketing the Danish Jamo speakers here,
the two ranges apparently co- existing in the
shops to neither's detriment as they aim at
different areas of the market Goodmans were
also showing the range of Cybernet CB radio
gear which they intend to distribute as soon as
the Government finally sorts itt all out.
One particularly sad bit of news was the
demise of RAM who went into liquidation just
before the show. RAM scored a number of
successes over the years and were all set to
show some new models at Harrogate. On a
happier note, it was good to see JR with aMkI I
version of the 149. Slightly larger in internal
volume, the new speaker also sports anew bass
driver, aheavier baffle and other improvements.
Main system resonance is lower, too, at 60 Hz
with a resulting gain in bass performance. The
other Rogers, ie, Swisstone Electronics, were
showing anumber of new goodies and putting
on a very pleasing dem to boot. The Rogers
Studio 1s were turning out the quality sound
we've come to expect of this fine BC1-type
design and joining them is the new Chartwell
PM55, a two-way reflex system of remarkable
efficiency and power handling for its miniscule
dimensions. Also new is the PM310, based on
the 210 but with a new Celestion tweeter and
revised cabinet work. There's some new
electronic bits too, which we'll return to later on.
Making its debut on these shores was the
AudioStatic electrostatic speaker, a finesounding Dutch speaker expected to retail here
for around £780 plus VAT. Driven by Tresham's
latest electronics, it was giving the kind of
openness you'd expect from afull- range doublet, with a particularly delicate top end we
thought. Lovely sounds at low levels. IMF were
putting on apretty nifty Ambisonics dem using
their latest Compact Monitor 2 and 3 designs
driven by WA valve amps. The model numbers
reflect the number of drivers used in each and
both speakers are designed to give the maximum of phase coherence needed for accurate
surround- sound. Over in the Prospect Hotel
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Absolute Sounds were showing a beautifully
made Swedish speaker from QLN Audio. A
two- unit, pyramid- shaped design of particularly rigid construction, it was making some promising sense of that excellent Cantate Domino
record ( from the Proprius catalogue). Downstairs was to be found the extraordinary ' Egliptic' loudspeaker from Armoldi Audio. Predictably, from its name, a cross between an egg
shape and an ellipse, this two- unit design uses
an 8in. bass/mid unit together with aMotorola
piezo-electric ( not horn loaded) tweeter in a
fibre glass box which reminds rather strongly of
the French Elipson designs.
Also in the aesthetic shock department were
the Proac ' Prostatic' speakers formed of an oldtype Quad ESL with a bass box and, stuck in
the middle of the ESL's grille, a shiny- looking
tweeter. The ESL covers the range from
500 Hz-5kHz with the m- cdrivers handling the
extremes. Crossover is passive. The system can
be supplied complete or without the Quads for
butéhers' who already own them. Seen for the
first time: at a publiç show were the Questar
açtive loudspeakers. Two models are available
botb with built-in electronic crossover networki ed high powered amps which use
power MO9FET output stages.
In the Cairn Hotel, Keesonic were putting on
an impressive Ambisonics dem using their latest
offerings, the Kub Super 3and KLS 701/A. Just
down the corridor the Infinity 4.5 speakers
were impressing many, although at around
£2300 few could afford to be impressed at
home. But then it's nice to dream. Back in the
main hall the Acoustat Model II full- range
electrostatics were on show. This is the first
passive model from the company and it certainly showed its transient abilities well despite the
cramped conditions. Castle were demonstrating their range in the Crown Hotel, the latest
offering, the Clyde, showing up very well despite its modest £85/pair tag. Richard Allan
were keeping their end up with anew enclosure
and, of course, their own drive units. The 851
seems good value at £85/pair.
On the turntable front there were several
items of home interest as well as the usual
overkill from the Orient. Particularly pleasing to

note was the great interest in Colin Walker's
new CJ- 55 turntable. With its Tufnol platter
and wooden subchassis, the design offers alot
of good sense engineering for its modest price
tag and its recommendation as a last minute
entry in the new Choice should give it a well
deserved send off. As asort- of DIY replacement
for the old Connoisseur BD1, the Kiideck also
looks like achieving aloyal following. Sensibly
thought out and reasonably professional looking, it requires only amodicum of good sense to
assemble correctly with no need for asoldering
iron. Incidentally, the man behind the Kitdeck,
Doug Hewitt, was one of several people sporting rather eye-catching badges connected with
the new British Active Loudspeaker Liaison
Society ( or BALLS for short!).
John Michell's latest turntable is certainly his
most elaborate to date and aims at the nocompromise, superfi bracket. At around £ 580
it seems well thought-out, retaining those
snazzy gold-plated weights around the perimeter of the platter, but now below it, leaving
the top flat for optimum disc coupling. Visually
striking as usual, the deck is impeccably crafted
and skeletal in a manner reminiscent of the
Oracle. On trade- only dem in the Old Swan,
Sansui had one of the best sounding systems at
the show using their own electronics and
KEF105 speakers. Front-end was their latest
top- end turntable, the XR-07 using a direct
drive motor with at ' Patent Pending Silent
Synchrotor System'. Beautifully finished, it
sports a sensible- looking straight arm. Cartridge was EEI's 700. Other decks of note came
from Aiwa and JVC with the new arms from
Hadcock and Audio Technica—the AT1120,
an economy version of the 1100 design.
There were a lot of new cartridges around.
ADC have been very busy and were showing
their new ' Phase' range comprising four models
all using a newly developed cartilever suspension system claimed to provide better definition
and separation. Very new is the MC1.5
moving- coil cartridge, joining the Astrion at the
top of their range. AKG were showing their
newish Micro Mass Technology range, while
Audio Technica have anew, budget, m- c unit,
the AT3100X. The Pickering range was getting
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its first real boost here on the Cambrasound
stand. The new Empire ' Dynamic Interface'
range comprises six models culminating in the
600LAC at £ 109. Shure's range includes four
new models, with two more options to the
75, a model specially designed for linear turntables (
eg Technics SL10) and aSME Series Ill
integrated cartridge/arm tube model similar in
spec to the V15- IV. The last two in particular
show their concern to keep abreast of the latest
thinking in top- end gear. Osawa had three new
m- cunits on display in the £ 100—£160 bracket
as well as three low-cost ( up to £ 30) m- m
models. New or improved versions of the
Grado, Dynavector and Glanz models were to
be seen as well as a new £345 Koetsu in the
Absolute Sounds suite.
There was a lot going on in the electronics
sector of the 'enthusiast' market—new amps
and tuners from a number of small specialist
companies.
Max Townshend's new and
inexpensive 30 watt amp should win afew over
with its clean sound and typically functional
EEI appearance. Power supply is very sensibly
downlead from the main unit in a kind of ' inflex' box. A & R ( Cambridge) have anumber of
new items including the very swish looking
C200/SA200 100 watt combination ( preamp
modules for m- m, m- c or line inputs) and
various derivatives of the renowned A60 amp,
including the A60AP split pre- and power version, the SA60 power amp and SA6OX power
amp with on- board active crossover. Sugden
have two versions of their thinking on digital
tuners to match the A28 and A48 amps.
Tresham were driving the AudioStatic
speakers with their new ' domestic' System 1
amps. At £ 517 the combination comprises a
100 watt power amp, simple preamp and separate power supply box. Rogers have a new
slimline tuner, the T100 and an m- c headamp
MCP100. The tuner has six presets and adigital

frequency readout. Both units are designed to
match the A100 amp. Denon had a number of
new products on display in the Old Swan, none
more spectacular than the POA-8000 zero
feedback, 200 W mono class- A amps. Spectacular indeed, but at around £ 1200 each probably not likely to sell too widely over here. New
from Amcron are the SL- 2, FM- 2 and PL- 2, 3
or 4 combination of preamp, FM tuner with 6
presets and various powered amps from
50-150 watts. Other goodies which struck us
were the Grodinsky preamp costing some
£545, the new Revox B739 tuner/preamp ( and
the PR99 open reel unit), the Tandberg
TR3030 receiver and TPT3011 FM tuner, the
Hitachi MOSFET amps ( not quite so new) and
the Marantz Esotec gear.
The usual plethora of new cassette decks
provides a list too weighty to reproduce here,
but there were notable contributions from Aiwa
(three new decks with Dolby- C and one with
HX), Dual ( especially the C814 and 804
models), JVC ( splendid new DD9 model with
Dolby- C and BEST, and its derivatives, the DD7
and — 5), Nakamichi (the familiar 1000ZXL and
the more approachable 700ZXL and ZXE),
Revox (
the cassette deck) and Tandberg
(TCD3034—much improved lookwise over the
3004). Sony, too, have a lot to say in the
cassettes area, again offering new machines
which are Dolby- C inclined.
All this overlooks the sheer muscle of the
bigger companies, particularly the Japanese,
but it is impossible to cover all their new items
even sketchily in what has already become
something dangerously akin to ashopping list.
Needless to say, there were countless items
from such as Aiwa, Akai, Hitachi, JVC,
Marantz, Optonica, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel,
Sansui, Scott, Sony, Tensai and Toshiba. Sanyo
were showing their diversity not only in audio
but in microwave cookers and cash registers—

capacity is increased to 8 litres and
the front baffle has been replaced
the reduction of B- format record- with a 16 mm resin- bonded board.
ings. His Milton Keynes base is The end caps are now stressed with
seen as being better situated than a stronger steel shaft, all these
Hebden Bridge for the new service. mods producing a lower system
Details from Mike Skeet: White- resonance of 60 Hz. New drivers are
tower Records, 2 Roche Gardens; used, the tweeter having hexagonal
Bletchley,
Milton
Keynes section wire in the coil windings, a
20mm ultra- light diaphragm and
MK3 6H R. Tel: ( 0908) 73969.
new magnet structure. The bass
unit is completely new and uses a
high temperature ' Neoflex' cone
material and an 'oversize' magnet.
The crossover has been re- vamped
too and Incorporates air- cored inductors, close tolerance resistors
and low- loss capacitors. A preset
control allows ± 2dB of adjustment
to the treble output. The new 149s
cost £ 165/pair plus VAT.
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continued from p. 37

BASI demise

New JR
Jim Rogers' highly successful
JR149 speaker gained a large and
loyal following during its five-year
history, being highly regarded, especially early on, for the quality of
its stereo imagery and reasonably
neutral sound quality. Harrogate
saw the introduction of its successor, the JR149 MkII. Retaining
the same basic concept, the new
model incorporates a number of
technical innovations. The internai
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Despite the Chancellor's assurances that the economy is on the
upturn, the casualties mount.
Amplifier manufacturers J. Sugden
went down before Harrogate but
were successfully rescued, but
loudspeaker company RAM have
not been so lucky. Despite a promising new range of loudspeakers
and, for the first time, electronics,
the company, one of the licencees
for the BBC LS3/5A design, were
forced to make their workforce redundant and were put into the
hands of areceiver just before Harrogate. The receiver, Norwichbased chartered accountant Martin
Page, has put up for the sale the
plant, stock, work- in- progress, designs, and trademark. Details from
Peat, Marwich, Mitchell & Co. Tel:
Norwich ( 0603) 20481.
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all on display, and not to be outdone in the
strictly irrelevant stakes, BASF were showing
off their BMW racing car. The accessories
market seems as inventive as ever, but QED's
Jetclean—a sort of fly spray minus the goop, for
shifting fluff from your stylus without actually
touching it, and ADC's natty 'digital' stylus
pressure gauge—the ProGram—stood out.
In addition to the main exhibition there were
also the now customary series of lectures and
discussion groups introduced and chaired by
Donald Aldous. In previous years these had
taken place in the St George Hotel, but this year
the proceedings were transferred to the Parliament Room in the Royal Baths. A generally
regrettable move, this, for the attendance levels
were poor ( rather lower than last year), and the
cavernous acoustics and tiresome PA made life
difficult for those who did turn up. Most successful were Barry Fox's talk on Video and Mike
Jones giving the low-down on tape. The two Q
& A panel sessions were disappointing, partly
because things took too long to warm up, but
largely because when they did, very little argument was allowed to ensue—a pity when
you've got chaps like Peter Walker, John
Borwick, Reg Williamson and our own John
Atkinson in the hot seats. Although not easy to
control, alively debate, such as we had last year
regarding record- pressing quality, does at least
give people the chance to air their views.
Hopefully a more congenial venue can be
sorted out for next year; that would help.
Once again the show was superbly organised
by Stan Smith and Peter Hainsworth, but all in
all it painted a rather gloomy, sadly all too
accurate, picture of the current state of the hi-fi
industry. Hopefully things will improve. A way
out of the recession has been predicted for long
enough, but if it doesn't happen soon some of
the key names will surely begin to tumble. And
life without them would be unthinkable6

New dealing
We have always felt that the relatively small specialist dealer is more
worthy of public support than the
giant discount chain, even though
the latter can offer more competitive prices. Which is not to say that
there are not bad specialist shops
and good discounters, but in our
experience you are more likely to
get good service, both before and
after sales, and a purchase more
closely fitted to your needs rather
than the needs of the shop to sell
whatever it requires to shift the
fastest. After returning from the
long faces at Harrogate, it was
therefore uplifting to hear that two
new shops have opened. Tonbridge
Hi -Fi Consultants opened their new
showroom at the end of August and
it appears that attention has been
paid to their listening room; a
Meridian/Linn system we heard in
it certainly sounded excellent.
Address is 19-21 Quarry Hill Road,
Tonbridge, Kent.
West country dealers Homesound also opened anew branch in
Taunton at the end of August.
Although there is a large comparator equipped demonstration area,
esoteric equipment can be auditioned in aseparate studio. Address
is 36-38 Station Road, Taunton,
Somerset.

cause intermodulation or similar
problems, so anew unit from H & T
Components could well be of interest to enthusiasts suffering from
particularly bad RF problems. The
Series 1179 mains filter offers suppression over the range 150 kHz to
300 MHz, meeting the requirements of BS.3456 Part 101 and
BS.613, and has acurrent rating of
1 amp ( continuous) or 3 amps
(peak) at 240V AC and 50 Hz.
Details on this and other devices
from H & T Components, Crowdy's
Hill
Estate,
Kembrey
Street,
Swindon, Wilts SN2 6BN.

Scott/Wren
Distribution and marketing of the
Scott range of hi-fi products has
been taken over by Wren Electronics. Details from Wren International Electronics Ltd at their
new address: 1-2 Denbigh Hall,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes M K3
7QT. Tel: 0908 71611.

Crossword Puzzle
Solution
ou

D

o

N

Mains Pater
It has become increasingly apparent at recent hi-fi exhibitions, particularly those abroad, that the
mains waveform can be particularly
'dirty', with considerable RF hash.
This may go right though the power
supply of your equipment and
41

THE ACTIVE REFERENCE
MERIDIAN Al2
The M2 active ioudspeaker is a 2 way integrated loudspeaker system. Careful alignment of the
enclosure and the electronic crossover with the two high power long throw bass- mid drivers has
resulted in a totally new low frequency system giving an 8order BesseII response. This provides a
smooth firm bass response down to 37Hz with accurate transients. The dome tweeter is time ad,usted
with respect to the bass drivers. This clever loudspeaker system benefits from our years of experierce
in the design of loudspeakers, amplifiers, and active loudspeakers and represents a true systems
approach. The M2 incorporates an adjustable stand for floor mounting but is equally at hone on a
bookshelf. The power amplifiers, power supply and crossover are contained withr the cabinet. The
M2 stands just 30 inches high, is 7inches wide, 15 inches deep and can be ordered in Black Ash or
aselection of veneers. The product is ideally driven from the Meridian 101. Control Unit or any other
suitable quality pre-amplifier.
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BOOTHROYD STUART LTD., 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON.
• CAMBRIDGE, PE18 7EJ, TELEPHONE (0480) 57339, TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN).

MAKE NO APOLOGY for returning again to
I digital audio for this month's column. It is
the key to the future of hi-fi for the next decade,
and decisions which are being made now will
radically affect the whole future of music in the
home. For starters Ishould make it clear that I
am not 'anti- digital' as such. Nothing would
please me more than to have a record player
capable of ' perfect' music reproduction with
none of the analogue problems of sensitivity to
set-up, risk of software damage, and all the
other irritants which one accommodates with
varying degrees of cheerfulness. What is distressing is that Iam becoming more and more
certain that the digital systems which are about
to be foisted upon us as replacements for the
analogue LP—and which are increasingly
being used for original mastering in studios—
are simply not up to the job required of them.
Digits will come in some form or other eventually, of that Iam sure: what must be avoided is
going off at half- cock—atradition now firmly
established in the hi-fi industry—in adesperate
attempt to save a failing record industry and
establish a universal world standard before
anyone else.
I mentioned last month a demonstration
mounted by Sony to give English journalists a
chance to hear Compact Disc. Their good intentions were much appreciated by all, but did
nothing to allay many peoples' fears that the
system is being designed down to acceptance
criteria, like atelephone network, both in terms
of public acceptance and manufacturing
abilities/prices. Any ideals, which, remember,
originally inspired a hi-fi industry to spawn
itself from the giants of consumer electronics in
the first place, clearly have no place in aworld
dominated
by
expediency
and
selfperpetuation. It is sobering to face up to the fact
that the hi-fi industry has always been parasitic
upon asoftware industry. Large sections of this
base grew fat ( for demographic reasons as
much as anything else) during the late ' 60s and
early 70s; .now that times have become hard
the record companies are showing signs of
senility, behaving like decapitated chickens
while the Japanese majors sit on the sidelines
waiting to begin plucking. Without its software
base the hi-fi industry and the hi-fi ideal are, in
a nutshell, doomed. And for a number of reasons digital audio is bringing us perilously
close to the brink.
So far I've done little but fly a few hot-air
balloons here, but there are already anumber of
indications that things may not be quite what
they seem. It was intriguing to read an article in
Wireless World recently, discussing the development of digital systems for speech transmission in telephone systems (WW July,
August etc. 1981, I. H. Witten, University of
Calgary). Research has shown that aS/N ratio
of 30dB should be sufficient to avoid poor
speech quality, loss of intelligibility and listener
fatigue. However, to give good results in
practice no less than 11 bit ( linear) quantisation was found desirable, which implies an S/N
ratio of 68 dB! This apparent discrepancy is
accounted for by the very ' peaky' nature of the
speech waveform itself, and by the need to
accommodate some variation in speaker level.
Controlling the latter can permit 8 or 9 bit
quantisation, but even with 11 some visual
indicator to help the user speak at the right level
is useful. Ishould point out that it is not really
possible to summarise Mr Witten's points without missing large parts of the argument and
risking being misleading, so Iwould urge those
the curious to try to search out and read the
original, even though the maths gets abit hairy.
'Telephone quality' is regarded as akin to the
bad old pre- electric recording days by the hi-fi
fraternity, and the difference between 11 and
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14 or 16 bits sounds distressingly inadequate.
This analogy leads me neatly to aphilosophical argument against digital which Ifeel has
considerable cogency. The only comparable
'cusps' in the history of recorded music are the
change from acoustic to electric recording 50
years or so ago, and the postwar change from
78 to 33 microgroove. ( One could argue the
inclusion of the introduction of the tape recorder and the development of multitrack techniques, but these have more to do with the
manipulation of the recording than with the
'end- user retrieval' system.) On both these
occasions, enormous ' order of magnitude' improvements were effected in many directions, at
the expense perhaps of some slight sacrifice as
a result of added chain complexity. But the
proposed digital systems offer no such dramatic
advances in fidelity, merely benefits in user
convenience and music business costs ( especially transport and production centralisation). In
fact, to my ears and to those of a number of
acquaintances, the sacrifices in terms of intelligibility and emotional communication may
well be immense. Furthermore, once the mathematical digital framework has been laid down,
it will be a fixed entity until such times as a
change of similar magnitude takes place. So the
advent of digital audio is really anti- rather than
pro- hi-fi as an ideal, in that it deliberately limits
the horizons in the interests of user and business convenience. It will also enable the
Consumer Electronics Industry to get its hands
back on the prodigal ( and prodigious) offshoot
that it let slip away through shortsightedness
back in the ' 50s. In the short term there are
undoubted benefits for the majority: Compact
Disc should transform the average nasty rack
system. But 'the greatest good for the greatest
number' is aphilosophy which has an unpleasant habit of ending in universal mediocrity
despite its humanitarian charm; hi-fi is almost
by definition an elitist concept.
Having been exposed to numerous demonstrations involving digital material of one form
or another in recent years, Ihave been unable to
avoid the conclusion that compared to my best
analogue experiences they make the music
sound uninteresting and boring, irrespective of
other observed minutiae. (This is not to deny
that mosf analogue systems produce similar
effects to varying degrees.) In an attempt to
come to terms once and for all, Iarranged for
Tony Faulkner to bring his Sony 14 bit digital
gear and meet me at Naim Audio for aday. Tony
is a highly respected freelance recording engineer, and an avowed advocate of digital
recording. Naim Audio were chosen because
they play some of the finest analogue sounds
Sony's CD
player—
inevitable?

around and are deeply suspicious of current
digital systems. Ihad hipped to record and
transcribe the discussions between TF and
Julian Vereker, but this idea was in fact quickly
abandoned, as it was felt that discussion would
be more open, informal and useful if kept ' off
the record'. Unfortunately neither the full 16 bit
Sony system, nor the 14 bit masters which were
made in parallel with some of Tony's analogue
Enigma releases could be arranged for the day
in question, so a ' return match' is probably
inevitable. But the comparisons we did make
did little to alleviate my fears that our digital
starting point, though better than many conventional analogue systems in many respects
(notably the loud bits) was inferior to the high
quality ( passive Linn/Naim) systems used that
day in other vital aspects ( notably the soft and
fast bits).
To avoid my probable bias, Imet with Tony
again acouple of weeks later and made afew
notes on our conversation. First, while he freely
admitted that he had been somewhat shocked
by the high replay quality of the conventional
analogue discs that we heard there, subject to a
little qualification concerning the unusual
speakers ( and the mistracking of a nasty
example of the Basik cartridge), he feels that
digital will be agood thing, if only because of
the horrible problems inherent in most analogue playback systems. Compact Disc should
effect significant improvements here. He
pointed out also that the steady increase in
digital studio mastering would gradually render
the really good analogue system obsolete as far
as newly recorded material is concerned, a
point on which JV rather resignedly agreed.
We were all in general agreement that
eventually some sort of digital system was
probably both inevitable and desirable, if only
to take some of the time and uncertainty out of
getting an analogue player properly set up ( and
keeping it that way). Julian's view was that in
order to get somewhere near the full capabilities of analogue we would have to start
experimenting with digital systems offering
some 24 bits of quantisation (
le, 224 level
resolution) and a 100 kHz sampling rate (
le,
50 kHz bandwidth); if such a system works,
digital audio might then have afuture.
My own feeling is that, in common with many
analogue systems, the digitals Ihave heard
show asurprising lack of 'real' dynamic range, a
concept which Ihave tried to discuss in the
past, and by which Imean that the overall
dynamic range of intelligible musical information available simultaneously has nothing much
to do with traditional specifications and measurement methods. To my ears at least, even
expensive analogue systems often fail to resolve much more than 20-25dB in this way,
although the best examples are probably
around 40-45dB. On such a rating, Isuspect
digital comes in around 25-30dB. Although
this glib and thoroughly unsupported assertion
lacks any firm basis, it does somehow express
the way Ihave perceived these things, and goes
some way to explaining why Ifeel digital is
meat for some and poison for others.
In conclusion, Ihave deliberately written this
as an 'anti' piece, making no real attempt to
examine the various claimed benefits of digital
audio. It is up to the new technology to prove
itself absolutely before we risk changing what
is after all the universal storage medium for the
human musical experience. The case for change
is musically far from proven, and will mean the
death of the hi-fi ideal as many of us perceive it.
To give Julian Vereker the last word on this
occasion: why should he bother to make
amplifiers so that all you can hear through them
is the things that are wrong with the storage
medium?
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Loudspeakers and rooms
Part 3—Absorbing Solutions by Peter Mapp
THE PAST two months Ihave
OVER
discussed some of the ways in which

the listening room affects the sound we hear.
As the discussion progressed Itried also to
indicate some solutions or ways around
particular problems.
In this third and final article ( for the time
being at least) on room acoustics Ithought it
would be useful briefly to summarise this
information and extend to ageneral discussion on possible ways of improving the
acoustics of the listening room. In the preceding two articles Ihave painted a pretty
bleak picture and one may be forgiven for
perhaps wondering why on earth we bother
with hi-fi at all if at the end of the day the
listening room can so completely destroy the
music. However, what the various graphs and
oscilloscope traces that Ihave presented do
not do is to take into account the remarkable
ability of the ear to ' listen through' many of
the irregularities and poor room responses
presented. At the present time measurements
of loudspeaker/room effects have to be made
using a 'single eared' microphone—yet the
listener has two ears and abrain which
continuously compares and correlates the
data which both ears receive. Furthermore,

listening room ( see ' Subjective Sounds' Oct
'80') did correlate with certain aspects of
what we were hearing. Furthermore, they
enabled us to make adjustments to the
positioning of the loudspeakers which
resulted in an audibly superior performance—
though not in the way one might necessarily
expect from the measured results, ie, we were
measuring an effect, but ascribing the cause
is quite another matter. A subject Ihope to
return to at a later date.
But to return to the matter in hand, how to
improve the listening room. Broadly speaking,
the whole thing boils down to room
reflections—their generation and control.
On Reflection
We have seen that reflections can increase
perceived loudness, confuse stereo imagery,
produce tonal imbalances and affect the
timbre and character of either one note or a
piece of music. However, it is also an unpleasant experience to live without them—within

F

IG.30 Repositioning loudspeakers to overcome
troublesome room resonances. Note the need to reduce sidewall reflections in a) if the stereo image is not to be degraded.

FIG.29

Loudspeaker/room response: b) and c)
sinewave sweeps of left and right loudspeakers and a)
; octave response corresponding to b).

whilst our ears are extremely good sound
analysers, they do have their limitations. For
example, in terms of resolution of tonal
balance our ears tend to act approximately as
1/3 octave analysers—thus many of the peaks
and dips ( dips particularly) of the ' in room
response' shown in fig. 29 are not as audible
as one might think. Perhaps 29a would be a
better representation of the perceived frequency balance—the analysis in this case
being carried out in terms of 1/3 octave
bandwidths.
Furthermore, the curves of fig. 29 were
determined from steady-state measurements,
whereas the ear tends to extract amajor part
of what it hears from the direct sound or first
arriving wavefront. Thus care must be taken
in not reading too much into the measurements presented—but neither can they be
totally dismissed. For example, some
measurements Itook in Paul Messenger's
Peter Mapp MSc MIOA is an acoustics consultant specialising in architectural and room acoustics and electro acoustics
system design. He is currently working at Essex University
investigating methods of active noise control and sound
cancellation techniques.
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the listening room, therefore, one must
achieve asuitable compromise.
We saw last month that loudspeaker/
boundary positioning could be very
critical: the first and easiest improvement
to make is to position the loudspeakers well
away from the room boundaries. In small
rooms this can be difficult. An alternative
approach in this instance is either to move
the room round—perhaps to listen across the
room rather than down its length ( fig. 30).
However, this can have other side effects. In
such an arrangement the listener usually ends
up being located closer to the loudspeakers—
this improves the ratio of direct to reflected
sound—but often requires more care to be
taken with exact loudspeaker positioning in
order to attain the best stereo image. In my
experience the sense of ' depth' within the
image is often lost or reduced, requiring one
to make the choice between a poor lateral
image with good depth or agood lateral
image and balance, but reduced depth!
Alternatively the increases in low frequency
power output can ( to acertain extent at
least) be overcome by using the bass tone
control. However, the response of this and
the way the bass output from your loudspeakers peaks up may often not match up. A
more sophisticated tone control such as a
graphic equaliser might be better, but the
filter shape on such devices is usually not
ideal—and may not necessarily give the
desired improvement.
It fascinates me when reading various
manufacturer's advertisements for graphic
equalisers to see just what claims are made
for such devices. Whereas an equaliser can
sometimes help, it cannot overcome many of
the problems associated with typical listening
rooms eg, poor control of low frequency
room modes or an overlong reverberation
time 2. ( Iwill be looking at just what graphic
equalisers can and can't do in afuture
article).

So if we now assume that we have correctly positioned the loudspeakers but are still
not happy with the sound, what's the next
step?
There are of course many possible alternative causes of the problem, but Ithink
these can be broken down into about four or
five main categories:
1. Location of the listening position
2. Arrangement of furniture
3. Reverberation time
4. Distribution of sound absorption within
the listening room
5. Control of room modes.
Listening Position and room
furnishings
The optimum listening position is of course
on the centre line running between the two
loudspeakers. Variations from this will affect
stereo imaging as discussed in John Crabbe's
articles on the stereo seat 3); the tonal
balance will also be affected depending on
the loudspeaker's off- axis response. But
assuming that you are at the theoretically
optimum position, what other factors should
be considered?
The first question is, what is the distance to
the wall behind you? if it is less than a metre
then you can expect some loss of definition
and clarity. If it is not possible to achieve this
minimum separation, all is not lost if you are
prepared to carry out some basic treatments
to this wall. In general, flat hard plastered
walls are the worst offenders. Some improvement can therefore be obtained by creating a
more diffusing surface eg, by ' breaking up'
the flat surface with book shelves or irregular
shapes. Alternatively, matters can be improved
by partially absorbing the incident sound
rather than scattering it; the end result is
basically the same—less directly reflected
energy arriving at the listening position. The
second feature to beware of is strong lateral
reflections from the sidewalls or furniture—
the best solution being to use patches of
absorbing materials to both absorb and
diffuse. Suitable absorbing materials could
include acoustic tiles, curtains ( not thin
lightweight ones) carpet or arug etc. Fig. 31
shows the improvements which can be
brought about úsing such treatments.
If this doesn't bring about the necessary
improvement then the next aspect one might
consider is the type and positioning of the
furniture within the room. For example, is
there aglass topped or other reflective coffee
table etc causing astrong reflection to be
received at the listening position? TV sets are
particular items to watch out for—particularly
if placed between the loudspeakers. Alter-

FIG,31

Reflections from wall behind listener. Bottom
trace before basic treatment, top trace, after. Note how direct
sound is completely obliterated by reflections—which have
greater amplitude. With treatment sound was clearer and better
defined. Stereo image was also improved.
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natively, is the floor carpeted? If not, try out
the effect of putting down afew rugs between the loudspeakers and listener.
Another factor which will affect the sound
heard is the reverberation time of the room.
Measuring the room RT is, of course, not
possible without afull set of acoustic
measuring gear, but some idea can be obtained subjectively eg, does the room sound
particularly lively? Are you, for example, more
aware of your own voice in this room than
others? Is the room sparsely furnished? Are
there large areas of flat reflecting wall surfaces? Is the floor carpeted? Do you hear a
peculiar sound when you clap your hands
(you should hear abasic ' clap' with no 'after
sound').
If the answer to any of the above questions
is 'yes', then it is likely that your listening
room is over- reverberant. The solution is to
introduce more sound absorption and break
up any large reflecting wall surfaces. ( Note
that most domestic rooms tend to have longer
than optimum reverberation times, requiring
the addition of absorbing materials rather
than reduction.) It is interesting that although
the reverberation time of aroom is basically
dependent on the amount of absorption
present, the exact distribution of the absorbing
surfaces significantly affects the result. To put
that another way: just by re- arranging the
furniture and furnishings within a room, it is
possible to affect the reverberation time, even
though the amount of absorption within the
room has remained the same!
Ideally, one aims to distribute the absorbing
surfaces equally throughout the room.
However, the surfaces do not need, nor
indeed do not want to be completely covered
in absorbing materials. Distributed patches of
absorbing/reflecting surface are much more
desirable and will give better sound
diffusion—though in ' real' living rooms theory
and practice are two very different things, as
fig. 32, an ' ideal' distribution pattern, readily
shows.
In many rooms it is typical to find all the
absorbing and diffusing elements concentrated at low level eg, carpets, upholstered
furniture, tables, chairs, etc, whereas the
upper wall reaches are left bare and reflecting.
This can lead to very poor diffusion and
irregular sound decay curves. Flutter echoes
are positively encouraged under such
circumstances—which can lead to very poor
sound reproduction—and yet the solutions
are relatively simple: putting up afew book
shelves or hanging up arug can bring about
quite dramatic improvements.
Fig. 33 shows the average absorption
characteristics for some typical domestic

materials. The graphs are plotted in terms of
the absorption coefficient and may be
thought of in terms of percent absorption. For
example, a material with acoefficient of 0.5
means that it will absorb 50% of the sound
energy incident on it, whereas one having a
value of 0.2 will mean that only 20% is
absorbed, 80% being reflected back into the
room.
As these figures clearly show, the way in
which sound is absorbed is highly frequency
dependent—most materials providing little or
no sound absorption at low frequencies. This
can often lead to asevere imbalance in the
reverberation time characteristic, resulting in á
poorly defined bass sound—which is often
described as ' boomy"woolly or loose'. The
stereo image can again also be degraded.

FIG.34

Dedicated listening room showing installation
of professional studioabsorbers— note that the ceiling mustn't
be forgotten.

suspended wooden floors, as the latter
inherently absorb more sound at low frequencies, brought about by the floor acting as
alarge membrane or panel absorber. ( Though
it is interesting that many people prefer a
solid concrete floor—as they find the bass to
be more dynamic or punchier). However, by
introducing some panelling into a particillarly
boomy listening room, the problem may be
reduced or overcome, but great care needs to
be taken. Figure 35 shows the construction of
abasic low frequency panel absorber. The
low frequency performance of ordinary sound
absorbing materials can, however, be improved by using an airspace—tuned or
otherwise. For example, hanging curtains
away from awall rather than right up against

FIG.33a

PANEL ( MEMBRANE) e.g.HARDBOARD

FIG.33b
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FIG

.32 Distribution of sound absorptive panels within
the listening room to produce good diffusion. ( Though to be
'ideal' the patches need to be more irregular sizes/shapes.)
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m = mass of Panel in Kg/m 2
d d = depth of Airspace in metres

The effective operating range of the
absorber can be adjusted by
i
o
altering the damping of the
membrane and/or by using a
0.8
perforated panel.

materials (a & b) and of professional studio absorbers (c).

Standing waves and bass performance
Achieving satisfactory bass performance in
small rooms is nigh on impossible without
resorting to fairly extreme measures. For
example, special low frequency sound absorbers could be installed—as per figure 34.
Whilst these devices can significantly improve
the bass performance they also tend to
increase the divorce rate when used in
domestic situations! Rooms with concrete
floors are often worse than those with
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FIG.33c Absorption characteristics of typical domestic
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FIG .35 Basic construction and performance ola tuned
membrane or panel absorbe,.
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Luxman write anew
chapter in turntables with
vacuum stabilisation
1. What is it?

7. What do the reviewers say?

A new method devised by Lux of creating avacuum
AIR SUCKING RESPONSE
between disc and
turntable surface,
which has the effect of
firmly bonding the two
together so that in
effect the disc becomes
t
.
part of the turntable.

HI-FI NEWS — "The Luxman PD300 Deck is
exceptional by any standards and offers the
most significant improvement in the quality of
disc reproduction that has been seen for along
time."
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE — "The Luxman
PD300 shines as awell- engineered turntable
with genuinely fresh appeal — avalid
innovation. It promotes a high standard of-disc
reproduction and stands very favourably
against other units in the upper price range."
HI-FI CHOICE — "Recommended".

2. What does it do?
It eliminates colouration caused by vibration and
resonance giving ameasurably cleaner signal than any
which can be obtained from ordinary turntables.

3. Can this effect be demonstrated?
Yes, simply place arecord on any turntable then rest the
arm and cartridge on the record without rotating the
turntable. Turn up the relevant amplifier volume control to
around half way and give the record asharp tap — you will
hear afairly loud boom through the speakers. Try the same
demonstration on the PD300 and you will note the boom
has been almost entirely eliminated. However with the
vacuum released the same boom can be heard.

4. Will the vacuum pump make anoise
during playing?
No — The vacuum is created prior to the commencement
of playing by the flick of abellows switch, and the vacuum
can be released when the record has finished.

5. Vacuum Stabiliser apart — is this
just an ordinary turntable?
Like most units from Lux, the turntable is far from
ordinary. We'll send you aleaflet on request showing just
how extraordinary they are and giving full specifications —
space precludes further details here.

6. Where can Ihear the turntable?
Nowhere! The turntable is practically noiseless in respect
of both rumble and the addition of unwelcome signal
modulations, but we will send you alist of the Lux dealers
who will be pleased to demonstrate the unique Lux Vacuum
Disc Stabiliser.

lid LuxmAN_
To: Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293.
Please send fill details and list of Lux dealers
Name
Address

S

OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
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OMEN and hi-fi: two fascinating subjects
of comparable complexity, both of
which Ihave studied over many years. Perhaps
by now Iknow alittle more about the latter than
the former, but it has been a stimulating
experience acquiring the knowledge.
During my recent sojourn in Harrogate, that
most attractive town, to cover ( with my colleagues) the International Festival of Sound—
created by Stan Smith and Peter Hainsworth—I
quizzed many ladies, young and of indeterminate age to the elderly.
Apart from the tight-jeaned young girls and
their Levi-trousered companions, who were
seeking louder noises with lots of ' boom' and
'tizz' from the latest loudspeakers, the bulk of
the females Ispoke to—bearing in mind that I
had to ask my questions carefully to avoid
getting asmack in the face—wanted compactness ( both in the system and the loudspeakers),
pleasing appearance, and the ' right' price.
You will have noticed that Ihave not listed
sound fidelity, flashing Jights, or the latest
noise- reduction circuit. All that most of the
ladies wanted was a pleasant ' musical' sound,
allied to simplicity of equipment operation.
One lady in the middle section of my grouping did comment on the Perspex lids to record
decks, etc, as with the demise of the radiogram
she had nowhere to put her pot plant! The
standard of cabinetry compared with the 'old
days' was also commented upon.
Happily this is not the whole story, as the
hearing acuity of many women seems to be
superior to that of men—after a certain age—
and if they have been exposed to the ' real hi-fi'
their critical standards are exceptional.
Again, it would seem that the musically
trained or knowledgeable, of both sexes, are
not necessarily in every instance capable of or
likely to select the ' best' hi-fi sound array, as
many regard domestic sound reproduction as
an inadequate substitute for ' live' sound, merely
serving as areminder of the concert hall.
My feature on becoming a hi-fi reviewer in
our August issue evoked some correspondence,
so if any of our female readers would like to
offer views on this topic we shall be glad to
hear from them. How many ladies read
HFNIRR, or do you just collect discs or cassettes? How many women have a grasp of
audio fundamentals and would like to be
known as audiophiles in their own right?
FEMINISTS' blood pressure may now be rising,
so let me hasten to add that none of these
remarks is meant to be patronising. Apart from
the vast numbers of women whose skills are
employed in wiring equipment, highly qualified
female engineers work in the electronic world.
One outstanding example was
Padmini
Sathiaseehan from Sri Lanka, of the Rank
Wharfedale laboratories at Bradford, whose
contribution to loudspeaker designs was significant. Her husband was at Bradford University, and she has recently produced some human
rather than audio offspring, we understand.
Researching this theme, Ifound that in the
early war years, with ashortage of engineers at
all levels, the BBC had to find or recruit trainee
engineering staff. In 1940 Mr. C. H . G. Millis,
then Vice- Chairman, asked whether there was
any reason why women should not be employed to compensate for the loss of men. Sir
Noel
Ashbridge ( then
Deputy
Director
General), while agreeing that there was no
objection to women in principle, noted that
there were certain problems. For instance, they
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would be unsuitable for life at the transmitting
stations! Iwonder what went on there?
In March 1940 it was agreed that women
operators at studio centres and in technical
recording were acceptable, but not for the timebeing at the transmitters. Later it was proposed
that asmall number between the ages of 21 and
35 would be recruited at a starting wage of
£3.5s. to f3.10s. per week, and the relevant
advertisements duly appeared in The Listener
and in London and provincial newspapers.
Seven operators joined the BBC in June, and
they went to the Engineering Training School.
The next batch of twenty-one women finished
their training in August and most of these were
sent to the Regions.
Later the ban on transmitter station appointments .was rescinded, and the women worked
in pairs, taking two out of three shifts. Of
special interest to me is the fact that in March
1942 two girls were working at shift by themselves at the BBC stations located at Torquay,
Brighton and Fraserburgh. My old friend the
late J. W. Godfrey, arecording instructor at the
time, summed up his feelings by commenting
'There is generally an exceptional keenness on
the part of the women operators and they are
anxious to learn faster than facilities allow'. I
need hardly add that there were some
Engineers- in- Charge who did not approve of
women in technical operating posts, and if the
ladies wore trousers ( at transmitters to avoid
getting tangled) they ' must be of a reasonably
quiet colour'.
To update this story, Ishall include some
notes on the Panel Discussions which formed
part of the 66th AES Convention programme at
Los Angeles in 1980. The introductory paper by
Pamela W. Peterson ( CBS Television Network,
New York) dealt with the history of women in
audio. The theme of the paper was that the
relative dearth of women in audio stems from
several factors, ranging from history ( going
back to the Industrial Revolution) to social
factors. The latter affect women's acquaintance
with technology. Some suggestions to extend
the acceptance of women in audio were outLoudspeakers & Rooms
it significantly improves low frequency
performance—but little can be done below
150 Hz or so. Professionally designed absorbers really are the answer Iam afraid—though
alternative ways round the problem are
currently being researched. Worthwhile
improvements can be achieved by careful
choice and positioning of upholstered furniture. Placing large, well upholstered easy
chairs or asofa well in front of awall again
improves the low frequency absorption
characteristic and hence control of LF standing waves. Furthermore, as we have already
seen, the listener needs to be well in front of

FIG.36

Variation of LP sound level in typical room.

lined, although from the list below it will be
apparent that many women are already deeply
involved in sound recording and reproduction.
The panelists included: Margaret Finn
(Engineer/President, The Audio Group, New
York); Nyya Lark ( Engineer, Fantasy Studios,
Berkeley,
California);
Jennifer
Mathes
(President/Freelance Audio Engineer, Python
Productions, New York); and C. A. Puddie
Rodgers ( Acoustic Consultant/Ph.D, candidate
in psycho- acoustics, Rauland Borg Corporation, Chicago). The fifth member of the team
was Pamela W. Peterson, Video Tape Maintenance Technician, CBS Television Network,
New York. She is writing a book entitled Your
Screwdriver, Sweetheart. Ican hardly wait to
see it!
IF THE REQUESTS Ireceive for a source of
supply of areliable turntable capable of revolving at 78 rpm are any indication of likely sales, a
manufacturer could find a worthwhile, even
lucrative market with such adevice, particularly
if it could be made slightly variable around the
nominal 78 rpm speed. Yes, Iknow that STD
have such a unit, but it is expensive, so Iwas
Intrigued to hear that Paul Palombi, Marketing
Director of Garrard Ltd. Swindon, had announced that a new deck would have a 78 rpm
speed. Alas, Mr. Palombi has left the company
and there are no signs of such aturntable being
manufactured. Pity!
The veteran audiophile will recall—indeed, is
probably still using—the Garrard 301 which
was introduced early in 1960, while the subsequent admirable 401 transcription model was
launched in 1965. Widely used throughout the
world by broadcasting authorities and enthusiasts, production of the model ceased in
1977, by which time more than 50,000 units
had been sold. May Isuggest that a501 design
be created, with avariable 78 rpm speed?
In November, 1979, Gradiente Electronica
Limitada, of São Paulo, Brazil, bought Garrard
from the Plessey Company. Gradiente are the
major manufacturers of audio equipment in
Brazil and employ some 5,000 people.

a rear wall in any case. So here the two
solutions complement each other—though for
best results the sofa etc should have a low
back so that the ear is not obstructed.
Low frequency room modes, apart from
producing a bass boom and general loose
sound can also produce the opposite effect,
an almost total lack of bass. Turning up the
bass control cannot compensate for this, it
can only be corrected for acoustically. Fig. 36
shows the sort of effect that can occur—and
was made by traversing a microphone along
the length of a listening room. As the figure
indicates, the bass sound in this typical
listening room varied considerably as one
moved around—finding the optimum position
for both loudspeakers and listener was no
easy matter! But that's what the loudspeaker
room interface is all about at present—trial
and error. In afew years time hopefully this
will not be the case, for not only will we have
abetter understanding of loudspeakers and
rooms but we will also have new ways of
overcoming some of the problems—the age
of the microprocessor- controlled loudspeaker
is nearly upon us!
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A psychologist's
view of the
lunatic fringe
by J. Zelinger

OF US are becoming increasingly
m ANY
aware of those audiophiles who show
an extraordinary preoccupation with hi-fi
equipment for its own sake. Contributors to
as well as readers of HFNIRR have expressed
irritation with this so-called lunatic fringe,
which has been repeatedly criticized for being
out of touch with reality.
The symptoms of this preoccupation are
well known: an inclination to attach
enormous significance to audio equipment's
capacity to induce sonic pleasure and an
inordinate emphasis on the sensuality of the
reproduced sound, with aconsequent tendency to relegate the music itself to a
secondary position. We can also recognize in
this obsessional interest a need to amplify
very small differences between audio components out of all proportion to their true value.
These audiophiles are prone to convert such
differences into preferences, and institute
them as rigid ideals.
It is easy enough to dismiss the lunatic
fringe, but it is more important to try to
understand it. With this purpose in mind I
wish to undertake abrief analysis of the
psychology of this group of audiophiles.
Iknow that some readers may feel uneasy
with psychology intruding upon the sphere of
musical reproductionbut perhaps they can
reassure themselves with the thought that
psychological knowledge has been partly
responsible for bringing some ' sanity' into the
controlled subjective assessment of hi-fi
equipment. What is more, techniques
evolved in the psychological laboratory have
been useful in solving avariety of psychoacoustical problems. However, while these
applications have been primarily directed at
the perception of reproduced music and
speech, Iam proposing now that we focus
our attention on some aspects of the personality of this special group of audiophiles.
Naturally this kind of investigation will require
adifferent approach and Iexpect some
readers will find the topic under discussion
unfamiliar. But Ihave made every effort to
draw upon our common experiences of
musical reproduction in arguing my case.
Some of you will wonder how Ihave
collected my data, but discretion requires that
Isay little. Ican tell you that Ihave had
discussions with members of this group and
have also observed auditioning sessions with
some of these people. In addition, Ihave
examined the linguistic content of their
magazines.
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FETISHISM

For most of us, listening to achosen disc
would involve placing the record on a
turntable and making the audio equipment
operational. Thereafter we are free to listen—
our focus of attention is on the music. Our
attention may drawn away from the music by
•the reproduction of an unexpected pressing
defect, which may prove irritating temporarily;
but we accommodate to this nuisance and reestablish the original focus of attention.
Another sort of non-musical sound may
prove more disturbing. For instance, our
attention may be drawn away from the music
by a loud hum issuing from the loudspeakers.
Perhaps this is due to an electrical fault in
one of our components, and as it is more
difficult to tolerate this kind of disturbance,
the faulty component may have to be repaired
in order to restore our musical pleasure.
In quite adifferent situation we may
actually choose to weaken our attention to
the music and shift the focus to some characteristics of an audio component. Iam thinking
of the situation in which one would audition
aselection of loudspeakers with the aim of
making apurchase, when some models may
produce disturbing colorations or other
undesirable sounds. At times such as these,
listening to the music, while still the main
justification of our activity, is relegated to a
subordinate position. The audible characteristics of the equipment are the matter at hand,

and it is these that we judge. We search for
differences and try to establish preferences.
Iam citing these examples in order to
underline the common basis of all listeners'
responses to musical reproduction. We should
recognize that the relationship between our
listening to music and our listening to the
characteristic sound of audio equipment is
not aconstant one. It can shift if the circumstances demand it but it is clear that members of the lunatic fringe have shifted an
unusually large proportion of their attention
over to the audio equipment.
This shift is not a temporary one. It is longterm. For this group of audiophiles hi-fi
equipment does not merely serve the purpose
of listening through, rather it has also become
something to listen to. We can say that
members of this group have relegated the
music itself to a position of lesser prominance. This view is further justified on the
basis of additional evidence: the lunatic fringe
insist that their access to musical pleasure is
dependent on the special characteristics of
the audio equipment that they own or aspire
to own. It is as if the real aim of musical
reproduction, to risten to an account of a
musical composition, is displaced. It is
displaced onto an object ( the audio equipment) which becomes at least as important a
source of pleasure for the listener. Iwill refer
to this phenomenon as hi-fi fetishism.

Mime,
Ifeel fully justified in employing aterm
which derives its meaning from an extreme
form of sexual behaviour; but Iam sure you
need to be convinced of the applicability of
this nomenclature. Typically, afetishist is
someone who has endowed an inanimate
object (
eg apiece of underclothing, a highheeled shoe) with sexual significance. He or
she requires the presence of this fetish in
order to become sexually aroused, and this is
the case regardless of whether a human
subject is present. Sexual pleasure is entirely
dependent on the fetish.
This form of sexual behaviour, while no
doubt extreme, is really agross amplification
of normal responses. We are all capable of
investing an inanimate object with sexual
significance, but what has happened for the
fetishist is that the usual source of sexual
pleasure, another human being, is replaced by
an object which itself becomes the source of
pleasure.
In the case of the hi-fi fetishist the true
object of his pleasure, the music, has been
displaced. Or to put it another way, this
pleasure has become dependent upon the
particular characteristics of the audio equipment. This is not to suggest that the hi-fi
fetishist likes music less, it is simply that a
shift of attention has placed the emotional
and perceptual priority firmly on the audio
equipment. This accounts for the equipment's
transformation into afetish.
We observed that the sexual fetishist
endows an inanimate object with powers not
normally assigned to it. Thus without any
alteration in its real nature that object is
aggrandized and exalted. It has magical
powers assigned to it which resonate on a
level of fantasy in the mind of the fetishist. I
think it is possible to explain the hi-fi
fetishist's attitude of over- estimation and
over- valuation by recourse to the same
process of idealization. Look at it this way. A
piece of music we love will have the power
to move us whether we hear it reproduced via
amusic- centre or a high quality system; this
is the power of art. Indeed, many of us may
describe this encounter with the music as
magical. But what happens in the case of the
hi-fi fetishist who has shifted the psychological priority from the music to the reproducing
equipment? Musical pleasure ( as with sexual
pleasure) becomes dependent on the magical
properties of the fetish, the audio equipment.
But audio components do not possess any
magical properties—they are under the
control of the laws of physics.
Like the sexual fetishist, the hi-fi fetishist
cannot fully bend to the demands of reality
for the simple reason that his relationship to
the fetish is active on alevel of fantasy. Of
course, the hi-fi fetishist is not completely out
of touch with reality, otherwise he would
need to deny the existence of the laws of
physics. Therefore, in order to ' accommodate'
his magical thinking to reality he modifies it
so that he can still enjoy the pleasure afforded
to him by his hi-fi system. We see these
modifications appearing in the hi-fi press in
the form of mystification. This reconstituted
form of magical thinking is transparent to all
those who are not under its power, but for
those who are, it is very convincing.
The form that this mystifying language
takes is quite evocative, which it must be in
order to maintain the imaginary intensity of
the fetish under review. The characteristics of
this language are well known: they are
ambiguous, motoric, sensual. Here are four
examples. Notice the way the audio equipment is assigned afetishistic value: it can
excite and arouse emotion, or fail to do so.

Pay attention to the implied sensuality and
physicality. No doubt you will recognize the
tendency toward over- estimation. Finally, try
to bear in mind that the fetishist can no
longer sustain a normal relationship to music
but needs audio equipment of acertain kind
to allow him access to musical pleasure. ( I
have retained the anonymity of the following
selected samples, but they are representative
of some of the popular British hi-fi press.
Brand names have been edited out.)
But given the right amp and speakers, the
speed and dynamics of xyz mean that a
whole gamut of musical emotions can be
reproduced.
Speed ... is very difficult to put into words.
The speed of asystem has an effect on the
overall perspective with which it is perceived and the level of excitement it can
generate...
The transformation of sound when switching to the xyz was mind-blowing. The
improvements in bass tightness and detail,
imagery and general low-level detail
resolution was of such amagnitude as to
make confirmatory A— B listening tests
redundant and pointless.... [With this pickup
arm] more emotion in vocals and in musical
expression was obvious, and it became far
easier to get into the music.
My conclusion after listening was that xyz
was more capable of conveying intangible
things like the degree of commitment
displayed by musicians in aperformance ..
At this stage Ithink we can claim to have a
better understanding of the hi-fi fetishist's
special relationship to his audio equipment.
Yet we need to go alittle deeper than this to
appreciate fully the psychological importance
of the fetish.
Let us turn to the sphere of sexual fetishism
again in order to get our bearings. As we
have observed, the fetishist has difficulty in
functioning in a normal sexual manner; his
natural responses have been distorted. He
cannot establish asexual relationship with
another person unless it is mediated by the
fetish, and sexual arousal is dependent on the
fetish. This indicates, and clinical studies
confirm this, that the fetishist feels sexually
inadequate in the presence of a human
subject. Being under his control, the fetish
does not pose this threat to its owner, and
thus allows to him the potency he would
otherwise lack.
Before Ibegin building the bridge between
this feature of sexual fetishism and hi-fi
fetishism Imust cite afew more familiar
examples, otherwise what Ihave to say may
meet with strong opposition. Iam sure we are
familiar with a particular remark that reviewers
sometimes make at the conclusion of their
test reports. Having assessed an excellent
audio component which is outside their own
financial reach, they say that they are sorry to
see it go. While the professional reviewer is
fully aware of the component's virtues he
does not feel compelled to purchase it—
because reality, financial reality, is a major
consideration.
As we would expect, financial realities are
not handled with such objectivity by members
of the lunatic fringe. Should avery expensive
'better component come onto the market
they will somehow find the means to acquire
it. For example, upon the appearance of a
new and very expensive audiophile product a
fetishist remarked: ' If it is better I'll have to
buy it'. This continual search for perfection, or
'up- grading' as it is sometimes called, can
lead to financial disaster. Under severe

pressure from debts many amember of the
lunatic fringe has been forced to sell his
highly prized system.
From our observations of the lamenting
reviewer we can predict the reaction of the
hi-fi fetishist to separation from his audio
equipment. Of course, in the latter case the
stakes are higher; consequently, the sense of
loss is far greater. He describes his feelings as
depression, asense of emptiness, depletion,
etc. Do not be surprized by the depth of his
feelings. Have we not observed that the
fetishist maintains his relationship to the
equipment on a level of fantasy? We should,
therefore, expect the same fantasy relationship
to operate in his separation from the fetish.
One more bit of evidence would be in order
before Ipresent my final interpretation. We all
know how hi-fi fetishists defend their choice
of components tenaciously. For example,
writing in the hi-fi press a ' reviewer' may
aggrandise and exalt a piece of audio equipment. He insinuates that his fetish is ' better'
or ' best', assuming its superiority and implicitly demeaning any competing products.
What is also evident here is awish to be envied for
the possession of an idealized object. One
can even discern asense of triumph ( see the
letters of Mr. Ted Meyer, HFNIRR April
1980). However, Ihave observed that when a
fetishist discovers that someone else's equipment is superior, his reaction is akin to
narcissistic injury.
We are now in a much better position to
understand the psychological significance of
the hi-fi fetish. Iwould like to suggest that
the fetishist treats the fetish as an extension
of himself. To be more accurate, we should
say that the fetish is arepresentation of his
ideal self. Does the fetish not give him the
powers he would like to have? Does it not
lend him the authority he needs? Surely his
passionate claims for sonic superiority and
audio perfectionism confirm this; as do his
establishment of rigid ideals. Indeed, he
tenaciously defends his choice of equipment
because he measures his ego against this
ideal. Thus the hi-fi equipment acts as a
mirror to the ideal self.
No doubt you are still wondering why it is
that among audiophiles only some become
fetishists, while the majority remain mere
enthusiasts. Here generalizations about
psychological dispositions become more
difficult, but perhaps one can go a little way
toward asolution by examining the effects of
fetishistic publicity in the hi-fi press. As Isee
it, this publicity—in the form of reviews and
test reports as well as paid advertising—is
partly responsible for leading young people
into the lunatic fringe. Study shows that this
publicity begins by working on one's natural
appetite for pleasure. But the pleasure it
appeals to is the pleasure of ownership. While
musical pleasure is held to be the ultimate
aim, this kind of publicity really glorifies the
pleasure of having acertain audio component. It proposes to offer us something better,
something better than we have now, and this
way it works on our insecurity or doubt and
'sets up an insidious form of envy.
As we would expect, rational assessment
can do very little against such feelings; it is a
poor weapon against the mystifications of
fetishistic publicity. Imight add that manufacturers who allow themselves to be exalted
and aggrandized by fetishists in the same
manner as their products are doing themselves adisservice. For they too are indulging
in aform of narcissistic gratification and are
lending yet further credibility to the lunatic
fringe •

A DIY sound level meter

John Atkinson describes a versatile CMOS design
of the device, it will be hard clipped, causing
momentary severe distortion.
We need, therefore, asound- level meter
capable of following the peak levels if the
dynamic range of live music is to be indicated
accurately. Unfortunately it would appear that
many of the measurements concerning live
music levels, published both in this magazine
and in others, have been made with averageresponding meters ( and with A- weighting,
more of which later). Conclusions based on
such measurements, typically along the lines
that 'the dynamic range of live orchestral
music is no more than 60-70dB' and that a
hi-fi system, in one's listening room, 'can
reach identical sound pressure levels as
existed in the concert hall', are erroneous
because they are based on wrong premises.
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TH EADVENT of 16- bit
digital recording
systems has caused arethink concerning
the practical concept of 'dynamic range' as
being the difference between the noise floor
and the loudest program passages. It has
been recently shown—and will be explored in
afuture issue of HFNIRR—that signal can be
resolved when it lies well below noise, ie, it
has a negative S/N ratio, and at the upper
signal limits things are not so clear-cut as
might have been thought.
Live music waveforms can be very spikey,
with brief peaks lying perhaps up to 20dB
above the 'average' signal level. Analogue
recorders are very forgiving when it comes to
accommodating these extreme excursions. If
you are setting recording level by monitoring
the signal with an average- responding meter
the peaks will be cut down to size by the
tape, but in such away that, apart from
sensing aslight loss of 'air' or 'space', you
will be unaware that this has happened. The
ratio of the peak/average levels, the so-called
'crest' factor, has been reduced. However,
with analogue recorders there is no point in
taking any notice of peak acoustic levels
which have no chance of finding their way
onto tape and eventually disc. Using the
average level as an approximate indication of
the maximum waveform amplitude—and the
eventual effective dynamic range—is therefore
not particularly misleading and can be of
great practical help ( as long as it is remembered that such an approximation is being
made).
However, when amusic waveform has to
be accommodated by adevice that is not so
forgiving of overload as the analogue recorder, then one can no longer assume that
such useful approximations will hold. A
digital recorder, for example, or even an
amplifier, has a limited effective dynamic
range within which the music waveform must
be fitted. There is no overload margin; if the
waveform tries to exceed the amplitude limits

MIRE

Sound level measurements
Before expanding on the arguments, it is
worth looking at sound level measurement in
detail. To measure the level of asound in dB,
one needs: one, areference level from which
to derive one's pressure or level ratio; two, a
suitable frequency response for the meter to
match the sensitivity of the ear; and three,
suitable ballistics for the meter. The first is the
easiest: the international convention is that
0dB, which is agreed to be the threshold of
hearing, is equivalent to a pressure of 0.0002
dyne cm" (
or 0.0002 Nm -2 ,apower level
of 10 - '2 Wm -2). Table 1 on page 55 shows
the level of typical sounds referred to this point
and it can be seen that the human ear has a
'dynamic range' of at least 120dB, a pressure
ratio of 10 6 :1.
The other two desired characteristics are
harder to derive, however. The human ear's
sensitivity to pure tones differs both with
frequency and with sound level. This is the
basis of the well known set of FletcherMunson curves ( fig la), which show that at
low levels the ear is much less sensitive to
low and high frequencies than it is to middle
2
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frequencies. Originally, it was intended that
sound or noise level meters should have a
switchable response, with one of aset of
weighting filters, termed 'A', 13' or ' C' ( for
'low', ' medium', and ' high' levels respectively,
fig. Ib) used to shape its sensitivity. This
proved not particularly useful or accurate and
so, for noise measurement, just the most
extreme network, the 'A' weighting, was
adopted for measurement at all levels. This
gives reasonable agreement with human
perception of noise levels. ( Although the
latest convention is to use a new weighting
curve—CCIR—Wireless World Aug. ' 78,
Studio Sound Nov. ' 80).
However, this is only true when the sound
having its level measured has aspectrum
close to that of random noise. If any strong
discrete tones are present, as in music, Aweighting no longer gives acorrespondence
with human level perception and its use
becomes invalid. Unfortunately, many people
continue to use such weighting to measure
music levels and this is inappropriate.
Timpani, for instance, are certainly perceived
as ' loud' in the concert hall, but as their
spectrum is rich in low frequencies, an Aweighted meter will give too low a reading.
Additionally, one doesn't notice the tone
colour of an instrument, an oboe for instance,
changing as it is played softer or louder as
might be expected from the Fletcher- Munson
curves. A- weighting, as it is based on these
curves, can't really be appropriate.
The third parameter, the ballistics of the
meter, is equally important. If a measurement is required which corresponds to the
'loudness' as perceived by the human ear,
then the meter should be sluggish- acting, so
that it will ignore brief peaks and indicate the
'average' level of the signal, equivalent to its
energy content. For noise level measurement
this gives the best correlation.
However, if one wants to measure the level
of live music in order to determine its maximum amplitude so as either to squeeze it
through an amplifier or to record it digitally,
one needs amuch faster acting meter. One
needs to be able to measure the amplitude of
even the briefest of peaks if they aren't sub-
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SOME BLANK CASSETTES ARE
MORE BLANK THAN OTHERS.

F
ERRIC

PREMIUM PSEUDO- CHROME

Go INTO THE AVERAGE HI-FI
DEPARTMENT AND YOU'RE FACED WITH
ABEWILDERING ARRAY OF BLANK
CASSETTES.
ATEVERY BRANCH OF W. H. SMITH,
THOUGH,YOU'LL FIND BASF CHROMDIOXIDII
CASSETTES IN ECONOMICAL TVVINPACKS.
As THE NAME
IMPLIES, IT'S AGENUINE
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
CASSETTE TAPE.
I
NORDER TO
MEASURE ITS BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL,
WE COMPARED IT WITH
ASTANDARD FERRIC
CASSETTE AND ONE
OF THE PREMIUM
PSEUDO-CHROMES.
As YOU'D EXPECT, THE PSEUDOCHROME WAS NOTICEABLY QUIETER THAN
THE FERRIC OXIDE.
BUT MORE SURPRISINGLY, PERHAPS,
THE CHROMDIOXIDE REGISTERED THE
SAME IMPROVEMENT AGAIN OVER PSEUDOCHROME.
THAT'S BECAUSETHE CHROMIUM
DIOXIDE PARTICLES ON THE LATEST
CASSETTE ARE NOW SMALLER AND MORE
UNIFORMLY ALIGNED.
THE RESULT IS ABASIC NOISE
SU BECT TO AVAI LABILITY WHERWH
YOU SEE THIS SIGN.
E

BASF chromdioxid It

LEVEL 2TO 3dB LOWER THAN THAT OF AN
OTHERWISE COMPARABLE CHROME
SUBSTITUTE.
THAT'S ENOUGH TO PUT THE
CHROMDIOXID If INTO ADIFFERENT
CLASS WHEN YOU'RE LISTENING TO MUSIC.
BUT IT'S
DESIGNED TO LOOK
AFTER YOUR HEAD AS
WELL AS YOUR EARS.
THE POLISHED
SURFACE AND PRECISE
ALIGNMENT OF THE
PARTICLES MINIMISE
HEADWEAR ON YOUR
PLAYER.
AND THE
UNIQUE BASF SECURITY
MECHANISM IN THE
CASSETTE HELPS TO
PREVENT IT FROM JAMMING.
I
NFACT, BY ENSURING ACCURATE
WINDING AND REWINDING, IT SHOULD
ACTUALLY LENGTHEN TAPE LIFE, ESPECIALLY IF YOU INTEND TO USE YOUR
CASSETTE ON MORE THAN ONE MACHINE
(IN YOUR CAR, FOR INSTANCE, AS WELL AS
ON YOUR DECK).
You CAN BUY THIS SPECIAL
MONEY SAVING 1VVINPACK AT W. H. SMITH.
AT £2.99 YOU'LL FIND THE PRICE
ALMOST AS LOW AS THE NOISE LEVEL.

SM
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voltmeter boards alone constitute a useful dB
scaled AC voltmeter which could be used for
other purposes, while if aconventional
mechanical meter is required, this can be
directly substituted for the LED voltmeter
board.
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1- DECIBEL SCALED LED VOLTMETER

sequently to have their tops clipped. The
meter ballistics must thus be suitably fast, and
with mechanical movements this tends to
make the meter expensive.
One therefore needs to think about what
one is measuring, and for what purpose,
before one can decide on what meter characteristics to use. Hence my previous comments
concerning erroneous statements. If one
measures the maximum level of live music
with an A- weighted, average- responding
meter, as one would do to assess the general
annoyance value of noise, one cannot then
draw meaningful conclusions concerning
dynamic range. For that one needs to
measure the unweighted peak level.
A sound- level meter
We can thus draw up aspecification for a
useful sound- level meter: it must have both
A- weighted and 'flat' frequency responses; it
must have both ' peak' and 'average' ballistics;
and ideally it must be battery- powered for
portability.
Simple sound- level meters are available
from both ADC and Tandy ( Radio Shack) but
neither is particularly inexpensive or accurate.
A meter would therefore make agood basis
for a DIY project.

The block diagram for the meter is shown
in fig. 2. A headamp with adjustable gain
takes the signal from a low output impedance
omnidirectional microphone. These generally
give an output of around 1mV at an spi of
74dB ( the reference level for microphones
equivalent, supposedly, to 'conversational
speech at 20 cm') so amplification is necessary. Once amplified, the signal is processed
by asecond amplifier with its gain switchable
in 10dB steps before being passed to a
DPDT switch which selects ' A- weighting' or
'Flat'. It is then full- wave rectified and the
'DC' is used to charge one of two capacitors
through aresistor. The values of the charge
resistor, capacitors, and discharge resistors
have been chosen to give typical ' peak' and
'average' settings. The resultant voltage on
the capacitor is fed, via avoltage follower, to
an LED voltmeter with 1dB LED spacing. The
whole meter runs off two PP3 Duracells,
which in practice appear to last areasonably
long time. The sound level is indicated by the
range switch setting and the number of the
LED lit.
For ease of construction, and also to
increase its versatility, the meter has been
designed around three printed circuit boards
which fit into aVerocase. The rectifier and

LED voltmeter
Starting, paradoxically, at the rear, the
voltmeter circuit ( fig. 3) is the heart of the
device. Although there are several
voltmeter/driver ICs now available, such as
the LM3914/5/6 series, which will accept an
analogue input to produce suitably scaled
outputs to drive an LED column, none of
these will give a 10dB range with 1dB steps
between LEDs. The LM3915, for instance,
has 3dB steps between its LEDs. The
LM3914 is more promising in that it has a
linear voltage step between LEDs. After some
headscratching and much playing around
with the soldering iron, however, it was
decided that asuitable matching logarithmic
amplifier was too temperamental a beast and
that a 'discrete' IC design, as well as being
more fun to build, wouldn't be any more
expensive! Although it is undoubtedly more
complicated than an LM3914-based design,
this wasn't thought to be adisadvantage for a
DIY project. ( After the prototype had been
finished, Analog Devices announced their
new AD636 IC which takes an analogue
input and produces adB scaled DC voltage
—3 mV/dB—representing the true RMS value
of the signal which is ideal for driving an LM
3914. Idecided to ignore the existence of this
killjoy chip!)
Back to the voltmeter circuit, the ' DC'
voltage from the processing boards is presented to the parallel non- inverting inputs of a
chain of 10 voltage comparators: each has its
inverting input connected to the appropriate
point in aresistor ladder, with the values
chosen to give 1dB steps. With the
preferred resistor values shown, the maximum
error in the reference voltages is no more than
0.5%, and this is swamped if 1% or 2%
resistors are used. Due to their usual nonavailability Iwas forced to use a mixture of
2% and 5% resistors in the prototype, but
even so, the voltages were not significantly
By mounting switches on the pcb (weighting!
rectification/ballistics
shown), it can be easily
fixed in place.
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out. The values were chosen so that an input
of 2.5V DC will give full-scale deflection
(top LED just lit), and aclamping diode
ensures that the input voltage can't go more
than 0-6V below ground. The LM339 chip
contains four separate comparators and is
used because of its low cost, low current
consumption, and the ability to drive CMOS
logic gates direct. The comparator outputs are
normally low until the input voltage equals or
exceeds that on the reference inverting input,
when they switch high. ( Unlike op- amp
comparators, LM339 comparator outputs
must be pulled up, by the 100k resistors
shown.)
In the 3dB scaled McArthur design
(HFNIRR April ' 80) each comparator output
drives an LED via an inverter/buffer. This
gives a 'thermometer' display where all the
LEDs below the highest one lit are also on.
For a battery- powered instrument, however,
this will result in an excessive current demand
and flatten the battery in next to no time at
all. For this design, therefore, although
inverter/buffers are still used to drive the
LEDs—with the polarity shown chosen
because the 4049 can sink more current than
it can source—exclusive- OR gates ( a4070
contains four) are used so that the highest
LED lit keeps all the LEDs below it turned off.
This gives a 'flying dot' display, which, with
only one LED lit and CMOS circuitry, has a
low enough current consumption that compact PP3 batteries can be used. It is also very
easy to understand under difficult conditions,
particularly if you use different colour LEDs,
as Ihave done. The ex- OR gate is rather
useful for this purpose in that its output is
only high when its inputs are different. If
both are either high or low, then its output is
low. For the LEDs above the highest one lit,
both inputs of their respective ex- OR gates
are low, thus the outputs are low. Each
respective inverter changes this to a ' high',
resulting in no voltage across the LED—
hence it stays off. For the LEDs below the
highest one, both inputs of the respective exOR gates are high, therefore these outputs are
also low and these LEDs remain off as well.
Only the LED with differing states on its exOR gate inputs will be lit.
An additional ex- OR gate and inverter is
used to drive an ' 0' LED: though strictly
unnecessary, it does act as areminder that
the instrument is on. The LEDs are driven
through 1kdropper resistors as shown. The
original prototype was more elegant in that it
used just one resistor, between + 9V and the
common anode point. However, this results in
around 7 volts reverse bias across LEDs that
are off and it proved too much for one or
two. Resistors being cheaper than LEDs, it
was decided to use one per LED.
It is worthwhile checking the performance
of this board before connecting it up with the
rest of the meter. Connect a PP3 battery to it
(after first making sure that there are no
solder whiskers bridging tracks etc.). The ' 0'
LED should light. If you then connect a 100 k
rotary pot. across the power supply rails and
connect the wiper to the input, you should be
able to light all the LEDs progressively as you
rotate the control.
Suitable microphones
The choice of microphone will, to some
extent, be dictated by the use to which the
sound- level meter will be put. Sound pressure
level measurement, strictly speaking, demands
an omnidirectional response mike, and in any
case it was shown in Angus McKenzie's
review of common cardioid microphones
(HFNIRR April, May ' 81) that these can have
their frequency response severely comproHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mised in order to obtain
the directional response.
(The Calrec CM652
proved an excellent
exception.) For frequency
response measurements,
as flat and quiet amicrophone as possible will
be necessary, and low
impedance omni electret
models give reasonable
results. The prototype
was used with a Sony
ECM150 'tie- clip' electret
mike, which is relatively
flat between 100 Hz and 12 kHz limits.
For general sound and noise level work,
however, it would be sufficient to use one of
the relatively inexpensive self-contained
electret capsules, such as the Philips LBC
1055/00, Eagle CI 200 or Tandy 270-092A,
which vary in price from £ 1-50 to around £6.
These include an FET voltage follower and
require three connections: ground, signal
output, and apositive supply via asuitable
dropper resistor. ( The Diamond Stylus
Company supply acomplete omni-electret,
the ECM1025, for around the same price as
the more expensive capsules.)
Head and range amps
A TL071 or 81 FET input op- amp, which
gives an adequately high S/N ratio, is used in
the non- inverting mode to amplify the
millivolt output from the mike: the 71 is quieter
but the 81 is cheaper. ( 741- type op- amps
can't give the necessary gain and bandwidth.)
A simple CR high-pass filter rolls off subsonic
frequencies and blocks off any DC that might
exist on the mike output ( as it did with one or
two cheap models tried). The op- amp gain
can be varied with the preset to accommodate mikes with differing sensitivities.
This headamp is followed by another
TL071/81, used this time in the inverting
mode for the range selection ( 60-70,
70-80dB etc). The use of equal value
resistors for negative feedback and to tie the
non- inverting input to ground minimises DC
offset on the output, while switchable gain
(10 dB steps) is obtained by altering this
amp's input resistor. The values chosen give a
gain of 40dB on the lowest setting and
—10dB on the highest, and 1% or handpicked
resistors are preferable.
Weighting/Rectification
The output from the range amp can either
be taken direct to the rectifier or via an A-

The three
pcbsfitneatly
into a
ubiquitous
Verocase.

weighting network. It would appear that
every designer in the world has contributed
his own weighting network to the literature.
Rather than join them, Iused one suggested
by John Earl in his Audio Technician's Bench
Manual (Fountain Press) which is perfectly
adequate if fed from asuitably low impedance, as it is here, and followed by a
suitably high impedance, as it also is here.
The op- amp feedback resistor can be
altered to give sufficient gain for the
network's insertion loss. Obviously aTL071
would be ideal, but unless you are getting a
bulk discount on them, a 741 is OK here, and
is cheap. Obviously the closer the tolerance of
components used in the network, the better it
will conform to the standard weighting curve.
However, at the time of building the prototype, the world seemed fresh out of 1%s—' I'm
sorry sir, we don't stock 1% resistors; not
much call for them as they are only used in
meters!'—so Iwas forced to use a mixture of
2% and 5% ones. However, as you can see
from the peformance of the prototype ( fig. 5),
the resultant curve is not too bad.
Rectification of the AC signal is carried out
with adual op- amp based full- wave rectifier
from Jung's Op- amp Cookbook (Howard
Sams). The prototype originally used a 1458
dual- 741, but the HF performance didn't
prove acceptable—rolling off at 3dB/oct.
above 3kHz—so Ireluctantly substituted a
pin- compatible TL072 which was somewhat
better, but more expensive of course. With the
polarity of the two diodes shown, a ' DC' voltage
on the appropriately positive side of ground
will be produced.
This type of rectifier has puzzled some
people in that they can't see why it should
work, so an explanation wouldn't be out of
place. The first op- amp acts as an inverting
half- wave rectifier. For positive- going input
to page 57

Bring your music
into focus...

with the
B&W
DM 23.

Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a
hazy clouded image will never make music sound real.
In a camera, exact optical focus is achieved by the combination of
advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers
achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced
technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone
inspection performed by laser interferometry. B&W's flawless construction is
evidenced throughout— from massive cast-alloy frames to exquisite wood
veneer finishes.
B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and
overtones of aperformance. By revealing the subtlest details of the music, they
add asense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience
of listening to alive performance. Serious music listeners use avariety of terms
to describe this elusive quality We at B&W call it focus.

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road

Worthing West Sussex BN11 2RX Tel.(0903) 205611

B&W DM is aregistered trade mark of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

DM23
The DM23 comes into the B&W family
as the rightful successor to the all-time
be selling DM4. With it come technological
advances that even B&W designers could not
have anticipated.
Here is athree- unit system delivering
exceptional clarity. The perfectly sealed
midrange unit employs anewly developed
8Orrirri Bextrene cone driver which uses
a26rrm voice coil to provide high power
handling.
DM23 has already been received
enthusiastically by leading audio critics.
and promises to live up to the success of
its cfistinguished predecessor.
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E
E
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150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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Pressure
( dyne cm -a)

Examples ( very approximate)
Jet engine

2000

0.002

Threshold of pain
Pneumatic deal
Rock group
Orchestral climax ( average), small car at
70 mph ( unweighted)
Shopping street, factory
Office
Conversational speech
Solo violin ( p) in RFH
Audience noise before upbeat in RFH
Suburban bedroom
Library
Still night in country

0.0002

Threshold of hearing

200
20
2.0
0.2
0.02
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An the proof you need
is right before
yourears.

No pick-up arm in the past decade has received so
much acclaim as the Syrinx PU2.
Not simply because its advanced design is different from
that of any other arm in the market.
But because it really does achieve an astonishing
improvement in reproduction quality.
Judge for yourself See it at your Syrinx dealer now.
Listen to it perform on any turntable of your choice.
It's arevelation.

Syrinx, 54a Castle Street,
Edinburgh EH2 3LU 031-226 4109
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Table 2: Parts List

DIY.sound level meter from page 55

signals, the output is negative going, holding
the feedback diode off and biasing the output
diode on, completing afeedback loop via a20 k
resistor. The op- amp thus acts as an ordinary
inverting amp with again of 20k/20 k = 1.
For negative- going input signals, however,
the output tries to swing positive, turning off
the output diode and biasing on the feedback
diode. This clamps the output to 0.6 V. The
output of the first op- amp, therefore, consists
only of the positive half cycles but inverted,
le, negative going ( fig. 6b).
This output passes, via a10k resistor, to
the inverting input of the second op- amp,
where it is mixed with the original input
signal which has passed via a20 kresistor. As
this summing op- amp has a20k feedback
resistor, the inverted rectified signal is subjected to twice the gain of the original. The
signal at the input of the second op- amp ( fig.
6c and d) thus consists of the original
negative- going half cycles, which occur
during the zero output from the first op- amp,
interspersed with the original positive- going
half cycle added to an identical, but double
sized, negative- going half cycle, le, another
negative- going cycle: this is then inverted.
Provided the resistors are closely matched
the original signal has been fullwave rectified
(fig 6e).
Ballistics/Peak Hold
This raw DC is used to charge one of two
capacitors via adiode ( to prevent leakage
back). Both capacitors charge via a9k1
resistor to give attack times of approximately
2ms or 200 ms with the values chosen,
corresponding to approximate ' peak' and
'average' settings, while the discharge resistor
can be switched to give arough decay time
of 1sfor both settings. Obviously, changing
the charge resistor value will alter the attack
times. The voltage stored by the capacitor
can't be fed direct to the voltmeter board
because the paralleled input resistances of the
ten comparators will be low enough to
provide apreferable discharge path and thus
affect the ballistics. The capacitor voltage is
thus taken to asimple non- inverting op- amp
voltage follower which then drives the
comparator chain. A 741, with its input
impedance of around 800 k- ohms, is barely
adequate for this purpose, but an FET input
op- amp, aTL071/81, is preferable. The
effectively infinite ( around 10 12 ohms) input
impedance of these devices means that, as
well as the discharge ballistics remaining
correct, apeak- hold function can be incorporated. This is simply apush- to- break
switch between the discharge resistors and
ground: when it is pushed, the voltage on the
capacitor will hold, not indefinitely, but for
quite long enough—around 40s to drop 1dB
in the prototype.
Construction
Make sure that diodes, LEDs and ICs are all
mounted correctly and remember that CMOS
chips are very fussy about static charges.
Don't wear man-made fibres whilst handling
them and ensure that you are earthed. It is
best to use IC sockets. If the printed circuit
boards are made to the recommended dimensions, all three fit quite neatly into one of the
common Verocases. ( Although, being plastic,
these don't provide any screening, hum and
noise pick-up don't appear to be aproblem if
the signal is taken from board to board via
screened cable.) The voltmeter pcb fits along
the bottom dark grey tray of the case, with
the LEDs projecting through holes in the end
wall. Two PP3 Duracells then fit neatly
between the pcb and the other end wall, and
can be held in position with scraps of foam.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Semiconductors

TL071 or 81 FET op-amp ( or 741 see text)
TL072 ( or 1458-see text) dual op- amp
LM339 quad voltage comparator
4070 quad CMOS exclusive OR gate
4049 hex CMOS inverter/buffer
IN4148/IN914 diode
LED ( red)
LED ( green)
LED ( orange)
Resistors
4M7' x2
1M5' x3
470k
1501C x3
100k x13
47 k' x3
20 k' x4
151C

10k*
9k1
4k7'
31e
2k7'
2k4'
2k2'
2k'

x4

x4
x1
x3
x3
x2
x4
x8
x1
x2

1k8'
1k5" x2
1k3'
1kr
1k x1,2
470
47k preset
100k preset

'1%, 2% or better tolerance if possible
If all the switches ( apart from the peak
hold) are mounted directly on to their respective pcbs, these remaining two boards
can be secured to the light- grey roof of the
case by the switch mounting hardware. It is
worthwhile drilling holes in the pcbs under
the presets so that they can be adjusted in
situ. If amike capsule is used, this can be
glued into asuitable size hole, or if aseparate
mike is to be used, there is just room next to
the batteries to squeeze in aphono socket.
Setting up and calibration
This aspect of the design proved to give the
greatest headache. With all commonly
available mikes possessing widely differing
sensitivities, and with the complete absence of
a 'standard' sound, it is unfortunately impossible to calibrate the meter absolutely. (
We
would be delighted to hear from readers who
can come up with a 'standard' sound.)
However, with care, or luck, it can be done
by arelative method to areasonable degree
of accuracy. Ideally, it should be calibrated
against acommercial high quality meter such
as those made by B & Kor lvie, but except
for those with audio engineer friends, this is
unrealistic.
Calibration involves two stages and the fact
that the unit includes avoltmeter make things
somewhat easier. A multimeter and asignal
generator do help, but for those with neither,

a)

b)

c)

d)

e

FIG. 6FULLWAVE RECTIFICATION
a) INPUT OPAMP 1
b) OUTPUT OP AMP 1: HALFWAVE RECTIFIED

&INVERTED

C) INPUT OP AMP 2 WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO d
e) OUTPUT OP AMP 2

Capacitors
100e
10v

22 pF
0.22 pF
0.1 pF

10v
x2
x4

Tant
elec.

47 nF
33 nF
22 nF

Miscellaneous
Verocase 65-2520-J
DPDT miniature toggle switch x3
PTB switch
PP3 battery clips x2
2P6W rotary switch
Electret mike or capsule ( see text)
14 pin DIL sockets x6
16 pin DIL sockets x2
8pin DIL sockets x5

There is apossibility that pcbs for this project will
become available. Please write to HFIVIRR for details.

acopy of the HFS 75 or 81 test record ( available
from Howland West) should suffice.
Initially, we need to adjust the gain of the
weighting circuit. Set the range amp on its
least sensitive setting and adjust the head
amp gain to its minimum with the preset. Set
the weighting switch to 'flat' and feed a1kHz
sinewave to the mike input, either from a
signal generator or from the tape output of
your hi-fi amp while playing the 1kHz band
on HFS 75. Hopefully an LED will lightl ( If
the ' 10' LED lights then you will have to
improvise some attenuation.) Switch to 'Aweighted' and adjust the gain with the preset so
that the same LED is lit. The meter should
have equal gain at 1kHz with the weighting
switched in or out.
Secondly, the sensitivity of the headamp
must be calibrated, and this is where it gets a
bit more complicated. In the absence of an
easily accessible standard noise, we need to
use something which we can assume is
'standard'. Now loudspeaker manufacturers
are relatively good at ensuring consistent
sensitivity matching between different
samples of their designs. So, if you look up
the sensitivity of your speaker in acomprehensive publication such as one of Martin
Colloms' HiFi Choice—Loudspeaker books,
it will give you the anechoic sound pressure level, at 1m for 2.83V ( 1watt into 8
ohms) pink noise input. Anechoic chambers
are thin on the ground, but it makes no
appreciable difference if, to calibrate the
meter, you play the pink noise track from HFS
75 through one loudspeaker in your back
garden, as high up as you can get it, and
away from walls. If you have agood multimeter, adjust the amplifier volume control so
that the AC voltage at the speaker terminals
equals 2.83V. If you haven't got amultimeter,
then you need to perform apreliminary
adjustment. Disconnect the headamp and
range amp board and connect instead the
input of the rectifier board ( adjacent to the
weighting DPDT switch) to the output of
your hi-fi amp in parallel with the speaker.
Switch the weighting to 'flat' and the ballistics to ' average', play the pink noise track
and adjust the volume control until the ' 10'
LED just lights. You will then need to subtract 1.1 dB from your speaker's published
sensitivity to allow for the fact that you are
using a2.5V rather than a2.83V signal.
From now on, it is simplicity. With the
weighting set to ' flat' and ballistics to
'average', place the mike 1m away from the
speaker. Set the range switch to the appropriate setting, play the HFS 75 pink noise
track with the volume control at the predetermined setting, and adjust the headamp preset
so that the LED equivalent to the published
sensitivity just lights. Your meter is now
calibrated—good sound- level huntingl •
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Direct drive is good enough for some decks.
But not for ours.
Just imagine, if you can, arecord deck that has the best of
everything - arm, pickup, speed accuracy, suspension etc. but no motor. Imagine that the turntable is moved by some
mystical means that involves neither heavy bearings,
moving parts, nor any physical contact with the platter. How
would this affect performance? You would get no motor
noise for astart. No motor vibration. No age-related
deterioration. No problems with the hum fields every
electric motor produces. Overall, an excellent net loss!
Now dismiss your dream and face reality Aclose second
to this ideal deck actually exists, with acontact-free drive
system that is fact, not fantasy.
The system - called tangential drive - uses the
elementary law of physics that says any current-carrying
Computerised control system
allows one-touch automatic
operation with pause and repeat
functions. Actual speed
registers on digital readout.
Fast and slow arm scan for
inner track play. Manual overrides for non-standard disc
speed/size and record cleaning.

object placed in amagnetic field will experience aforce that
will cause it to move. Like the wheel of an ordinary
electricity meter (which works by the same law) the platter
rotates, silently and accurately, for as long as the magnetic
field is maintained by current passing through two adjacent
coils.
Tangential drive is only one of several unique features
built into the Beogram 8000. Ultimate tracking precision is
ensured by the tangential arm and MMC 20 CL pickup, with
its contact line diamond and single crystal sapphire
cantilever. Microcomputer technglogy adds machine
intelligence that makes operation quick, easy and foolproof.
Apatented three-point suspension system eliminates
interference from external knocks and vibration.

OM=
MZSMI

01

Rumble > 70dB DIN weighted.
Wow/flutter <± 0.02% WRMS.
Speed deviation <0.02%. Pitch
control gives ± 3% speed variability. Vertical tracking error
<0.04°Channel separation
>30dB/1kHz. Frequency response 20-20,000Hz ± IdB.
ETM 0.3mg.

See and hear the Beogram 8000 in action by visiting your local Bang& Olufsen dealer (he's listed in Yellow Pages) or write
for free Design Story to Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept B, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 21591.
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Arnold Sugden: stereo pioneer
Roger Maude celebrates the 25th anniversary of
Connoisseur's first stereo disc demonstration
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T British hi-fi scene last year, but as the

he name Connoisseur disappeared from the

trade- mark of A. R. Sugden ( Engineers) Ltd
of Brighhouse in West Yorkshire it had earned
afine reputation over aspan of thirty years in
the field of high quality turntables and
pickups.' However, what is not so widely
known now is that in 1957 they nearly
entered the stereo record business, appreciably before the major companies. To remind
myself of this episode, Irecently used a
Decca ffss pickup connected in the
vertical/lateral mode to play Connoisseur
CLS2, and my room was filled with the
exhilarating sound of Brass Band music at its
best. Spread between the loudspeakers were
the bands of Brighouse and Rastrick, Black
Dyke Mills and Manchester CWS, all under
the baton of Alex Mortimer.
This experience led me on to enquire about
the background, and thus to Arnold Sugden,
founder of the business. Mr. Sugden told me
how his company manufactured machine
tools for ordnance factories during the war,
but with the coming of peace they looked
around for suitable products to manufacture
in the improved post-war conditions. Their
talents as precision engineers were put to
making a pickup for 78 rpm gramophone
records, and by the start of the 1950s he was
producing the Connoisseur range of pickups,
turntables, amplifiers, and disc recording
equipment.
However, around 1950 there appeared on
the horizon something which might well
supersede discs, the recording medium upon
which his business depended. This was the
magnetic tape recorder, which appeared to
offer a number of advantages over the disc
record, including the ability to record in
stereo. The German State Radio had refined
the tape recorder from 1936 onwards, and as
early as 1944 a Magnetophon machine had
been used by German engineers to record
music stereophonically. It was during avisit
to the 19th Radio Show at Earls Court in
September 1952 that Arnold, together with
Gilbert Briggs of Wharfedale, heard ademonstration of stereo sound on magnetic tape
given by GEC. !Here was amusical experience
by far exceeding that which could be heard
from the finest mono LPs.
The experience both excited and alarmed
him. Was this to be the end of discs and the
Some products from the Connoisseur range are still
available from: D. B. Audio Ltd. 8 Rochester Way,
Crowborough. Sussex.
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product range he had so carefully nurtured?
Or could the improvement of stereo reproduction be captured on disc and a new lease
of life be brought to the long playing record?
Back home in Brighouse he set about the
task of putting stereo on disc. First he obtained a magnetic tape recorder from
Morecombe Sound Services. This 15 i/s
machine was modified at his works by fitting
a pair of staggered half-track heads ( spaced
about 2ins. apart), and providing two
record/replay amplifiers to go with them.
After some early technical tests in the factory
lab, he set out to record musical performances. Armed with the recorder and a pair of
Neumann U47 microphones, he visited
nearby Town halls, Churches, etc, and made
his first experimental recordings, which, when
played back stereophonically, were avast
improvement on any single- channel material.
By about 1953 he had refined his technique,
using the Neumanns at 6ins, spacing angled
at about 100°, and was making first-rate
recordings—so he now turned to the problems of cutting astereo disc and making
suitable playback equipment.
He decided that it should be possible to
record both channels in one microgroove, by
driving the cutting stylus laterally with one
signal and vertically with the other, yet still
retain the independence of the two signals.
Such asystem seemed feasible, as modern
records were normally cut laterally while the
early phonograph cylinders were cut vertically, and both had been shown to be
capable of comparable results. By cutting
both signals in one groove, the playing time
of the stereo disc would be the same as that
of existing mono LPs. Furthermore, apickup
designed to play these stereo records would
also play the standard LP with an output
coming only from the lateral channel, which
could then be fed to both the amplifiers and
loudspeakers, giving more spacious
reproduction.
it was just after the Coronation in 1953
that Mr. Sugden constructed his first movingcoil cutter head, and the first experimental
lacquers were cut. The 150 coils required
only five watts to drive them fully, which was
well within the capabilities of the Connoisseur 20W amplifiers he was using. This cutter
head was continually refined to give good
separation and abandwidth extending up to
15 kHz, and after three years' work the
stereo disc was ready for
its first public
demonstration.
It was decided to
launch the system
at the 1956 BSRA
annual exhibition held
at the Waldorf Hotel
in London, and reports
in the audio press
at the time showed this
demonstration of his
lacquer discs and
equipment to be one of
the highlights of the show.
Tickets had to be hurriedly
obtained to regulate the
numbers attending each
demonstration, and queues
were to be seen outside the

audition room prior to each performance.
News of the demonstration soon reached
the major record companies, and the fact that
here was something to give anew lease of
life to their beloved disc was not lost on
them. Special extra demonstrations had to be
laid on for the benefit of the trade outside
normal show hours, and as aresult of the
demonstration Mr. Sugden was besieged by
representatives from the record companies, all
wanting sample discs and cutters. At the
following year's BSRA event commercial
pressings were used for the demonstration,
instead of test lacquers, providing firm
evidence that the stereo disc had arrived, from
tape master to mass-produced pressing.
Connoisseur now had apractical cutter, a
two- channel pickup and acatalogue of three
records, putting Brighouse firmly on the
stereo map.
By now the major record companies were
putting agreat deal of effort into avariety of
possible stereo disc systems, including
Sugden's vertical/lateral; but for once the
industry decided that in order to gain public
acceptance one system would have to be
adopted universally, rather than have arepeat
of the 1950s ' battle of the speeds'. In the
event an international committee agreed to
adopt the 45/45 system, which had been
proposed by Alan Blumlein of EMI as early as
1931, and all other systems were dropped in
the interest of unity. It is now generally
agreed that the 45/45 system is to be preferred, but having heard the Connoisseur
records and similar ones cut by Decca, Iam
sure that vertical/lateral discs would not have
been found wanting if that had been the
chosen system.
The pressings of Connoisseur stereo
records fell into three groups. The first were
from the experimental recordings and formed
part of the developments made to prove the
system ( see first list). The second group was
produced in co-operation with EMI, who sent
stereo tape material, recorder and staff to
Brighouse, where lacquers were cut by
Arnold Sugden. Back at Hayes, EMI processed the lacquers and made test pressings
for evaluation ( second list). The final group
(third list) were recorded by Sugden, and it
was hoped to offer them for sale if the vertical/
lateral system had been adopted.
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EVERYTHING IN STOCK FOR THE
SPEAKER
CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF.
LONG
FIBRE
WOOL,
FOAM,
CROSSOVERS,
FELT
PANELS,
COMPONENTS, SPEAKER STANDS &
BRACKETS ETC.. LARGE SELECTION
OF GRILLE FABRICS (send 30p in
stamps for fabric samples).

WILMSLOW1
LA
IE
,
Thefirm for Speakers
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

Audax 1-1012-9D25 . . £8.75
Audax HD100D25. . £8-75
Audax HD11P25EBC £7.50
Audax HD201325H4 . . . £14-95
Audax HD13D34H
112-95
Audax HD24S45C
£21-95
Audax WFR15S . . £23-95
Coles 4001
.
.
£7.65
Coles 3000
17-65
Coles 3100
17-95
Coles CE2000 8
£14.95
Celestion HF1300 II
113.60
Celestion HF2000
£13-60
Dalesford D10 ferrofluid
£ 8-95
Dalesford D30/110
£11-95
Dalesford D50/153
£12-95
Dalesford D50/153 polymer. . £15-25
Dalesford 050/200
£12-95
Dalesford D50/200 polymer. .
115-25
Dalesford 0100/250
£ 29-95
Dalesford D300
£ 35-75
Decca London horn
£ 89-95
Isophon KK8/8
£8-25
Isophon KK10/8
18-75
Jordan 50mm unit
131.50
Jordan Crossover pair
£ 31 - 90
Jordan Watts module MkIII. £28-50
Jordan Watts HF kit . . . £ 10-50
KEF T27
.
£9-45
KEF B110
.
£12-25
KEF 13200
.
£ 13-50
KEF 6139
.
£ 27-75
KEF DN12
£9-95
KEF DN13 SP1106
£7-75
KEF DN13 SP1017
£ 6-95
Lowther PM6
£63.00
Lowther PM6 Mkl. . £67.75
Lowther PM7 ..... £99-90
Peerless K010DT . . £11-50
Peerless DT1OHFC . . £10-95
Peerless KO4ONIRF £14-75
Richard Allan CG8T
£14-25
Richard Allan CG127 super . . £30-95
Richard Allan HP12B
£ 35-75
Richard Allan DT20. . . £ 10.75
Richard Allan DT30. . . £ 11-50
Seas H107
£8.95
Seas H211 ferrofluid
£ 10.95
Shackman ES units pair
1136.00
Shackman ES with cabs, pair £170-00
Tannoy DC386
1199-00
Tannoy DC316
£159-00
Tannoy DC296. . . £118-00
Volt B250
£ 58-00
Volt 10" ABR.
£32-00
Volt B220
149-00
Volt 8" ABR
£ 25.00
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
and are correct at 117181
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WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi Fi
5 Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire

£19.50
£24-50
£37-95
£38-50
£64-75
£81-75
£17.50
£15-75
£21.75
£29-75
£38-50
144-00
£47-95
£51-75
128.75
£26-75
£27.50
£26.75
£39-00
£45.50
1146-00
Gauss 12" models .
£162-00
Gauss 1e models .
£220-00
Gauss 18" models .
£22-50
Goodmans PP12 . .
£25.50
Goodmans DI12. . .
£24.95
Goodmans GR12 ..
£21-85
Goodmans Hitas 50HX. .
124-50
Goodmans Nibs 100HX.
£24-45
McKenzie C12/100GP . . .
£24-45
McKenzie C12/100TC . . .
£24.45
McKenzie C12/100 Bass.
£39.95
McKenzie C12/125GP . .
£39.95
McKenzie C12/125TC . . •
£54-25
McKenzie C12/200 .
£35.10
McKenzie GP15 . . .
£35-10
McKenzie TC15 . . .
£59.60
McKenzie C15 Bass.
£63-25
McKenzie C15/200
£22-50
McKenzie C10/100 . .
£4.50
Motorola Piezo 3/". . . .
£8.75
Motorola Piezo 2"x6" .
£63.50
RCF L12P24
£82-75
RCF Ll2P11C
£68-95
RCF L15P03
£85-50
RCF L15P/100A
£87-75
RCF L15P/06C •
£39-95
RCF TW101. . .
£21-95
RCF TW25
£18.75
RCF TW105
£8.75
RCF H2010 flare
£32-50
RCF H4823 flare
£21.25
Richard Allan HD8, HD8T. . .
£22.95
Richard Allan HDIO, HD1OT .
£31-25
Richard Allan HD12P
£41 - 75
Richard Allan HD12 super
£55-25
Richard Allan HD15
£99.75
Richard Allan Atlas 18"
Celestion G12/50TC
Celestion G12/80CE
Celestion G15/100CE
Celestion G15/100TC
Celestion G18/200
Celestion G18/250
Fane Classic 10/100
Fane Classic 12/50 .
Fane Classic 12/100
Fane Classic 15/100
Fane Classic 15/150
Fane Classic 15/200
Fane Classic 18/200
Fane Classic 18/250
Fane Disco 100/2 .
Fane Guitar 100L. .
Fane Guitar 10013 .
Fane PA 100
Fane Bass 100
Fane Studio 12L,12B

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
cIl S FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS
Kits include drive units, crossovers,
BAF/Iong fibre wool, etc. for a pair of
speakers
Carriage £ 3-95
unless otherwise stated
PRICES PER PAIR
Everyday Electronics EE70 . £144-00
Everyday Electronics EE20
£29-95
Hi -Fi Answers Monitor
£148-00
Hi -Fi for Pleasure Compact Monitor £116-00
Hi -Fi for Pleasure E.C.M. ( including
foam, felt panels etc.)
£77.50
Hi -Fi News State of the Art . £205.00
Hi -Fi News Midiline
1119-75
Hi -Fi News Miniline
49-00
£
Hi -Fi News Tabor with J4 bass units £69-00
Hi -Fi News Tabor with H4 bass units £73.50
Popular Hi -Fi Boxer
£299.00
Popular Hi -Fi Boxer cabinets, pair £109-00
Popular Hi -Fi Jordan system 1 . . £120-00
Popular Hi -Fi Mini Monitor
£84-00
Practical Hi -Fi PRO9TL inc. felt
panels and level controls . . £ 156-75
Practical Hi -Fi BSC3
£68-00
Wireless World T.L. Kef units . £125-00
Wilmslow Audio BA1
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit

£37.95
plus el-00 carriage

Flat- pack cabinet kits are available for LS3
micromonitor, BSC3, HFP compact monitor.
EE20, EE70, Wharfedale E50, E70, E90 ( also
E90 in Pro disco style).
Smart badges FREE with all the above kits ( to
give that professional touch to your DIY
Speakers). Reprints/construction details of
the above designs 10p each.
Wilmslow audio 8A1
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit
£37.95
plus £1-00 carriage

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Tweeters/Crossovers
70p each
Speakers
4- to 61-"
90p each
8" to 10"
£1.10 each
12%13
8,14
9" . £2.00 each
15"
£3-00 each
18"
£ 5.00 each
Speaker Kits
£3-95 pair
Meg. Design Kits
£3.95 pair
unless otherwise stated

SEND 50p FOR OUR 80 PAGE CATALOGUE(or price list only free of charge)
packed with pictures and specifications of speakers,
kits, cabinets, crossovers, mics, amps, mixers,
grilles, effects etc.
Export catalogue £*1or $ 3 U.S.

Tel: 0625-529599 for speaker drive units, kits, PA
equipment, mail order enquiries, and all export
enquiries.
Tel: 0625-526213 for HiFi equipment and complete
speaker enquiries.
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders
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SPEAKER
KITS
PRICES PER PAIR CARRIAGE £ 3.95
unless otherwise stated
Coles Nimbus ( mounted on baffle) £69-00
Dalesford including cabinets . . . £69-95
Dalesford D Major inc. cabinets. £139-00
Dalesfeed Rock kit inc. flatpack
cabinet kit
73-50
£
KEF Ref. 104AB (carr. £5) . . £133-00
KEF Cantata199.00
£
LS3 Micro Monitor
84-00
£
LS3 Micro Monitor inc. cabinets
etc
£103.95
Lowther PM6 kit
1132-75
Lowther PM6 Mk Ikit
£139-95
Lowther PM7 kit
£199-00
Richard Allan Tango Twin
£ 58-00
Richare Allan Maramba Triple 8 £ 83-00
Richard Allan Charisma Triple. £119-50
Richard Allan RA8
67-50
£
Richard Allan RA82 . •
1106-50
Richard Allan RA82L
116-50
£
Richard Allan Super Sarabande II
£169-95
Seas 223.
.
.
£42.50
Seas 253
.
.
£ 67.00
Seas 4CC3.
.
.
£ 79.95
Seas 603,
£134-95
Seas Disco 47
£167-50
Seas Disco 47 cabinets. Pair.
assembled ( carr. £15)
£167-50
Wharfedale Denton XP2 . . £ 31-45
Wharfedale Shelton XP2. . • £40-40
Wharfedale Linton XP2 . . £ 56-20
Wharfedale L60
£ 52-50
Wharfedale L80 .
172-00
Wharfedale L100
.
£87.00
Wharfedale E50
.
£ 129.00
Wharfedale E70
£160-00
Wharfedale E90
£249-00
Wilmslow Audio WE50 Total kitWharfedale E50 kit plus WE50 flatpack cabinet kit including reflex port
trims, acoustic wadding grille fabric,
nuts, bolts, terminals etc £182 pair.
carriage ea
Wilmslow Audio WE70 Total kit as
above but with E70 £220 pair. carriage a
Wilmslow Audio WE90 Total kit as
above but with E90 £330 pair. carriage £10
Wilmslow Audio WE90 Pro Total kitWharfecfele E90 kit plus WE90 flatpack cabinet kit including reflex port
trims, acoustic wadding grille fabric,
heavy duty handles, castors with
brakes,
protective corners,
black
vynide cabinet covering, input panels.
protective fuses, nuts, bolts etc.
An ideal high quality disco speaker for
amplifiers up to 150 watts ( disco) or
200 watts ( domestic HiFi) f187 each
carriage £8 or £369 pair carriage £10

WILMSLOW
The firm for Speakers
35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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AUDIO
PATENTS

Barry Fox

AS A RESULT of writing this column Ifrequently receive ' phone calls from people
working in the hi-fi industry, seeking patent
advice. I'm very sorry, but legal advice should
be obtained from apatent agent, and the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents ( Staple Inn
Buildings, London WC1V 7PZ) holds aregister
of British names. But note that patent advice,
like all legal advice, is expensive—a patent
agent can charge £40 or £50 an hour for his or
her time. However, it is possible to offer some
general advice.
It frequently happens that an inventor or
small firm new to the hi-fi business claims to
have apatent on an idea which those who have
spent their life in the industry believe to be as
old as the hills. There is then much consternation over whether the newcomer can or
cannot hold the rest of the industry over a
barrel. The simple answer is that if an idea was
known anywhere in the world before the newcomer filed apatent application, and if the prior
knowledge can be proved, then the patent
application is potentially worthless. The fact
that the Patent Office may accept and grant the
patent is ultimately irrelevant: it is impossible for
the Patent Office examiners to know about
everything that has previously happened.
The important point to remember is that
patenting is often agame of bluff, even though
the bluffer may not always know that he is only
bluffing! Sometimes ignorance of the law leads
an inventor to believe genuinely that he has
legal rights, when in fact he has none. At other
times he is just trying it on. Suppose, as recently
happened, a new firm claims to have a master
patent on some well- established or clearly obvious principle of circuit design or loudspeaker
Iwonder how many of those who heard
those first demonstrations at the Waldorf
Hotel in 1956 realised the importance of what
they had witnessed, and the effect it was to
have on the record industry for the next 25
years or so. As Ilisten to the glorious stereophonic sound of three great Brass Bands in
concert, Ireflect on the foresight, effort and
ability of Arnold Sugden, the modest Yorkshireman who in the mid 1950s was a
pioneer and acatalyst for so much that
followed •
THE CONNOISSEUR STEREO DISCS
One: Experimental
EXPI
Side One:
Parish Church choir and organ recorded
in Manchester.
Side Two:
1. Orchestra, Brahms Hungarian Dance
No. 6in D- flat.
2. Rehearsal.

construction. Either through cheek or ignorance he tries to warn off others in the
industry by talking vaguely about ' having a
patent'. Anyone approached with such awarning should immediately ask to see acopy of the
patent; he should also request aclear indication
of its legal status. As often as not it will turn out
that the ' inventor' has only filed apatent application which has not yet been examined by the
Patent Office. But anyone can file a patent
application on anything! If Iwished, and had a
few pounds to spare, Icould today draft and file
an application which broadly claimed, for instance, 'any loudspeaker with aplastic cone'. I
could then quite legitimately tell every loudspeaker manufacturer in England that Ihad a
patent application covering any loudspeaker
with a plastic cone, or Icould scare the more
gullible by talking more loosely about having '
a
patent on any loudspeaker with aplastic cone'.
Of course as soon as the patent Office
examiners started to investigate my application
they would refer me to a long string of previously published patents and published data
on loudspeakers with plastic cones. Iwould
then either abandon my application or modify
the wording so that it claimed some trivial
specific point of design, for instance 'a plastic
cone painted blue'. And very probably the
British Patent Office would then refuse my
application on the grounds that there is nothing
inventive in painting a plastic cone blue.
So what should afirm do when warned off by
an inventor with a patent application which
makes unreasonably broad claims? There are
three possibilities: consult a patent agent for
formal legal advice, contact the Patent Office
direct, or ignore the inventor and his claims.
There is nothing to be lost and much to be
gained from contacting the Patent Office direct.
Under the new, streamlined patent laws which
are now in force in Britain, anyone can complain direct to the Comptroller of Patents (The
Patent Office, 25 Southampton Buildings,
London WC2A1AY) if he believes that apatent
3. Beethoven Egmont. Recorded in
Huddersfield Town Hall by
Huddersfield Philharmonic.
EXP2
( i) Russian Dance—Nutcracker,
Tchaikovsky.
(ii) Modern Jazz—Clarinet.
(iii)Mexican Hat Dance.
Organ—Carillon de Westminster,
Vierne
(v) 4th Symphony—Pizzicatto,
Tchaikovsky.
Side Two: ( i) 5th Symphony—Beethoven.
(ii) Waltz of the Flowers—Nutcracker,
Tchaikovsky.
(iii)4th Symphony—Finale,
Tchaikovsky.
Material supplied by Pye—Nixa.
Side One:

Side One:
Side Two:

EXP2 (
different)
Bartok Concerto for Orchestra.
First and Second movements.
Third, Fourth and Final movements.
Two: Test Pressings

TEST No 4
Part of last Act Falstaff, Verdi.
TEST No 5
Scherzo Beethoven 7th Symphony in A- major, 3rd
and 4th movements
(Probably Philharmonia—Klemperer)

Connoisseur
cutter used for
verticalliateral discs, but
fitted with mono cutter
head here
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application claims something that is as old as
the hills. The letter to the Comptroller should
identify the patent application by number and
enclose whatever hard factual evidence is
available to dispute the inventor's claim to
originality. No fee is payable and no form need
be filled in. The letter will ( or should, if the
Patent Office bureaucratic machine is working
smoothly) simply be filed along with the patent
application. The Patent Office examiner delegated to handle the case will, if he sees fit,
throw it against the inventor. If proof of a
damaging prior publication is sufficiently firm,
then such a letter of notification could well
result in an unreasonably broad patent application being rejected. But note well that the
Comptroller of Patents will not be swayed by
vague personal recollections along the lines of
'I remember something similar being used
around ten years ago'. He will require dated
proof, for instance a page from a dated
magazine or book, to substantiate the claim.
RECENT BRITISH PATENT application 2038
139 reveals that Aaltjouk Van Den Hul of the
Netherlands is interested in more than the
design of gramophone styli. The document
describes a simple but apparently workable
system of cancelling crosstalk in agramophone
pickup cartridge. Van Den Hul acknowledges in
the patent that it is known to use auxiliary coils
in a pickup cartridge to produce a voltage
which cancels crosstalk from the other
channels, but he claims that previous proposals
have relied on indirect magnetic coupling between channels, le, a voltage produced in an
auxiliary coil produces amagnetic flux which in
turn generates acorrection voltage in the main
coil. This is obviously cumbersome and introduces atime- delay. Under the circumstances it
seems curious that no-one has previously proposed Van Den Hul's simple solution; this is to
make adirect mechanical connection between
the main coil of one channel and an auxiliary
coil in the other, so that there is instant corrective feedback to cancel crosstalk.

TEST No 6
1. Setting- up arecording studio for rehearsal.
2. Four people talking, with switching from stereo to
mono and back.
3. Sawing and hammering.
4. Horseguards on parade.

onnoisseur stereo grooves
5. Table tennis match.
6. Piano Solo.
7. Orchestral and Operatic items.
TEST No 7
1. Excerpt from Peter and the Wolf, Prokofiev.
2. Cello Concerto, Saint-Saëns.
TEST No 9
Easy- listening items of light orchestra and singer.
Programme includes such standards as Autumn in
New York and Lullaby of Birdland.
Three: Commercial I
CLS1
A Recital for Two Pianos by Eric Harrison and Iris
Loveridge. Recorded at St. Georges Hall, Bradford.
CLS2
Alex Mortimer Conducts the Bands of CWS.
(Manchester), Brighouse and Rastrick, Black Dyke
Mills.
Recorded at St. George's Hall, Bradford.
CLS3
Powder your face with sunshine, Organ recital.
Organist Stanley Tudor. Recorded at the Gaumont
Cinema, Oxford St., Manchester.
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THE TRUTH, TB
AND NOTHING

Sadly, seekers after truth in
sound reproduction are usually
disappointed.
True, most manufacturers
have managed to reduce the
nagging problem ofdistortion by
feeding back part ofthe output
signal into the input.
Acompromise solution, at
best. Which,to us at Technics,is no
solution at all.
So we've gone our own way
and come up with atotally new
concept in circuit design.
We call it Linear Feedback.
And, combined with New
Class A, it actually achieves the
theoretical ideal of nil distortion.
We'Ve now put theory into
practice by incorporating Linear
Feedback into our 80watts per
channel SU -V7 amp.
To hear its pure clarity is a
positive revelation.
The perfect match
Ofcourse, the perfect power
source needs the ideal input.
May we suggest our ST- S6

quartz synthesizer tuner as the
perfect match?
Needless to say, it's more than
amatch for your average hi-fi tuner.
Naturally you'd expect
features like auto-scan tuning and
random access memory for
pre-tuning.
(Though not necessarily on
up to 16 FM/AM stations).
But how about amulti
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WHILE TRUTH
1J'T THE TRUTH.

All that, mark you, in asleek
functional digital display showing
signal strength as well as broadcast unit only 5i mm high.
Frankly, there's simply no
frequency?
Or an IF band with switchable tuner/amp combination to touch
our ST-S6 and SUIR.
to "super-narrow" for bette
And that's the honest truth.
selectivity on the crowded FMdi ?
Or MPX demodulation for
better stereo separation?
Or a25 kHz signal instead of SU-V7 amplifier and ST- S6 tuner
3(01 318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.
the usual 5kHz to avoid noise
problems?
DC- peak sarnplina hold MPX
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BELGIUM (La Revue des
Disques de la Haute-Fidelite)
64 It is no longer recorded
music.The orchestra is there in
front, with the ambience of the
concert hall all around! lie
DENMARK (Hobby Bladet
& Lyd & Toue)
64 The 901 can produce deeper
bass than any other speaker
Ihave ever listened to. ee
UNITED STATES (Audio)
46 There is no doubt that the
much abused and overworked
term "breakthrough" applies to the Bose 901e,
HOLLAND (Toon En Beeld)
44 The Bose 901 will make
your amplifier sound 2,000
guilders more expensive. The
most natural sounding.system
on the market,'
ITALY (Audiovisione)
46 The high efficiency and
dynamic range of the Bose 901
will impress even the most
sceptical listener. ee
FRANCE (Hifi Stereo)
64 The Bose 901 may well be
the finest speaker in its class.ee

JAPAN (Swing)
44 This Bose loudspeaker
displayed the best performance,
not only in the purity of its
sound and realistic presence,
but also in its powerful
reproduction of high volume
sources.Pe
GERMANY (Stereo Play)
44In comparison with the 901
aconventional loudspeaker of
the same size sounds thin and
insubstantial.ee
UNITED STATES (IliFi
Stereo Buyers Guide)
66In ternis of sheer musicality,
this speaker ranks with the
finest, and in spaciousness of
sound is unsurpassed.ie
UNITED KINGDOM (HiFi
For Pleasure)jdy 1978
44I must admit Ihad some
preconceived notions of how
these speakers would sound.
Iexpected apoor and diffuse
stereo image in my room but
that was not the case. In fact
the 901s produced one of the
mosínatural sound fields
Ihave heard. ee

We've gripped the best ears in the world_
Judging from these reports we must be
doing something right.
Of course it hasn't been easy. The
controversial concepts of abalance of reflected
and direct sound, 9matched full range drive
units, active equalisation and uniform power
response, was bound to be greeted with some
scepticism. Even though the first 901 direct/
reflecting loudspeaker introduced in 1968 was
the result of 12 years research at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology under
the direction of Dr Amar G Bose.
But, as you see, the sound produced by this

new technology has gripped the ears
of some of the most hardened critics
in the world. Today, this performance
and technology is available across
awhole range of speakers for the
hi-fi enthusiast, professional musician
and now Bose in-car hi-fi for lovers of music
on the move.
Contact us at Trinity Trading Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD
Sound by
(Tel: 0795 75341)
if you want to
hear more.
Ill- Ft nod Pro- Audio Products

_Aspies---.

Sole distribution in Eire by Audio International Ltd., 71, Dame St.. (beside Olympia Theatre) Dublin 2.
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READERS LETTERS
... about
shop

choosing

the

right

From: V. Hegarthy, 134 Doyle Gardens,
London NW33SS
Dear Sir, In recent years there has been a
growing interest in the small 4- track studio type
set-up, which is proved by the sales of 4channel recorders, namely the excellent Teac
A3440, which is the first building block in such
asystem. Retailing at £ 1,000, its popularity has
meant that although it has only been on the
market for two years its serial numbers are well
into the thousands. use mine with dbx, which
gives astonishing results.
Before I discovered that specialist studio
shops existed. Ibought one such machine from
a so-called ' professional audio' establishment
in Charing Cross Road, London. When it went
wrong under guarantee the retailer should have
returned it to the manufacturer, obtained credit
on it, and given a new machine to the buyer,
which is standard practice by the specialist
shops. Yet they tried to fix it for afull six months
before Idemanded a refund. They stood their
ground, however, until court proceedings
forced them to refund the money. This was
done by ' sueing by default', which is the quickest way to sue. It means that you get back the
sum paid for the equipment, plus—and here is
the crunch—fixed court fees of only £47, which
is supposed to pay the legal costs. However,
this amount has long been insufficient, as the
solicitor's fee is likely to be £ 100+. ( One can
only sue this way if the value of the goods is
over £ 500.) It took me ayear and a half to get
my refund from this shop.
The point is this, despite Mrs. Thatcher
people are spending as much these days on hifi as they are a new car, so you should choose
your dealer as carefully as you choose your hi-fi
equipment. My experiences have opened my
eyes to the fact that most dealers think they are
selling ball-point pens, and care little if you
have trouble with your purchase. For instance, I
recently picked up a sales brochure from the
shop where Ibought my ill-fated Teac. Under
the heading of ' skilled back-up service', it says
this of the workmen who took six months to fix
a tape recorder: 'we have built our success on
fine service. Professionals need to, and can, rely
on us and be sure that we'll be there if equipment goes wrong. A team of fully qualified and
skilled engineers operate at our workshops. Our
service is FAST— EFFICIENT—RELIABLE.'
Ihope you get my point. Buy from specialist
shops, and if you do get into trouble don't act
by yourself, but see asolicitor quickly. You may
have to pay out some money, but you will also
get results.
Yours faithfully

. . about computerized pickup
alignment
From: J. R. Miller, 3 Benny's Way, Coton,
Cambridge CB3 7PS
Dear Sir, Ifollowed the method given by P.
Heidenstróm ( July, p. 23) to set up my cartridge and arm properly, and the results were
indeed startling, especially as Iuse the finest
pickup arm in the world, duff geometry and all.
But as apurist Ican't take anything on trust,
so Iprogrammed my computer to calculate all
the parameters to micron precision, just to be
sure! On receipt of an SAE I will run the
program for readers and return the printout. The
input data needed are: ( 1) the outer playing
radius, ( 2) inner playing radius, and ( 3) the arm
length, stylus to arm- pivot.
For £ 5 plus the above I'll also get my plotter
to draw out the alignment template corre HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sponding to the given data. Ihave no commercial interest in the matter. The £ 5is just to deter
the casual and to cover costs, and any surplus
will be given to charity.
Yours faithfully

.. . about design syndromes and
hi-fi research
From: B. A. Martin, for Mike Janosevic
and Moonlight Audio- Digital Ltd, 15 Grey
Mill
Close,
Shirley,
Solihull,
West
Midlands B904TE
Dear Sir, With ' audiophile' equipment now
supplanting mere ' hi-fi' machinery at the top
end of the market, we are curiously disturbed by
the lack of any apparent theoretical basis for the
emerging designs. Talking to abroad variety of
British, American, European and Japanese designers and engineers, it is apparent that the
usual progress from design to production is still
dominated by the ' drawing on the back of an
envelope' syndrome, and that the developers'
capabilities rarely encompass fundamental research on asound foundation of theory, mathematical calculation and knowledge of materials.
Consequently, the resultant design continues
to be a mere further refinement of existing
principles, and we would like to see John
Crabbe's plea ( March 1981 issue) for more
basic research in certain aspects of hi-fi reinforced by an additional appeal that the purely
mechanical aspects of reproduction receive a
great deal closer attention than has usually been
the case. Our own small article about a turntable modification ( page 52 of the same issue)
was but the tip of our own minor iceberg, and
did not contain the mathematics which supported the theory on which the platter- damping
was carried out. It is odd that the suggestion
has never received asingle reaction.
Over the last couple of years we have attempted to analyse the record-player from its
mathematics upwards, and within the constraints of conventional mechanical layout we
are now certain that a better instrument is
feasible. This particularly applies to the tonearm, where we believe we know a few additional quirks which have been totally neglected by other designers. Acoustic isolation
through the feet of the equipment has also
received our attention, and we believe our new
principle to be so cheap and effective that we
just have to find ways of getting arange of feet
produced.
Many years of involvement in industrial
design have convinced me that good design is
not expensive; the majority of designers possessing a reasonable background in engineering do a great deal of their theorising in their
own spare time—their job is also their hobby.

What is generally not understood by the buying
public is: how many good ideas and designs—
even products developed for production—are
suppressed at the management level of the
companies concerned.
Our dilemma is now one of how to get our
designs prototyped. My lathe isn't big enough
for turntables, and my only milling facility is the
lathe; a further problem concerns supplies of
certain exotic materials.
We felt sufficiently encouraged by our researches to have registered a limited company
and support our work with the acquisition of a
microcomputer, but are not certain of our next
move. As a part-time operation ( and without
conflict with our full-time employment) we find
'moonlighting' to be an extension of our own
essential enthusiasm for the hi-fi medium.
MOONLIGHT products now exist on paper, but
will they ever see the light of day?
Yours faithfully

.about
dead horses
creative tape recording

and

From: David Haines, 8a Southdown
Avenue, Hastings, Sussex
Dear Sir, Mr. Brown's all- too- short column on
tape matters is always the first page Iturn to in
your magazine. Yet Ioften think he is flogging a
dead horse in confining himself almost entirely
to the amateur tape recording movement.
Inevitably, the amateur movement has declined as far as 'creative' tape recording is
concerned. The novelty of producing imitation
radio programmes on tape—whether in the
form of plays or documentaries—was bound to
wear off. It was, after all, only the very crude
starting- point for far more sophisticated applications in the hands of semi- professionals—
people like teachers,
librarians, speechtherapists, theatre- technicians and the like.
In my experience these people throng the
various A/V courses in quite overwhelming
numbers. All tend to have their own audiovisual associations, their own publications and
their own jargon. It is these people who buy the
Revoxes and Teacs which Mr Brown still wistfully hopes are being bought by amateurs.
Probably the only purely amateur interest in
creative tape recording, outside communityservice recording, is among the amateur filmmakers. Ihave attended an amateur film festival
and found it to be thronged yet again with
plenty of people interested in ' creative' sound.
Idoubt if many of all these specialists read hifi magazines, which in any case don't have the
space to cater for them. But this is not to say
that creative recording itself is dying out, which
seems to be the conclusion from Mr Brown's
sad experiences and your magaziné.s survey.
Yours faithfully

'We find that it's auseful talking
piece, and the conversation leads on
naturally to the frequency response
of the new stereo'
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THE TAPE BY WHICH
OTHERS
SHOULD BE MEASURED.
If ahigh bias tape is to measure up to TDK SA, these are the qualities
it must have.
It must be recognised as one of the world's leading high performance
tapes on the high bias position. It should be formulated from TDK's own
highly sophisticated cobalt enriched ferric oxide powder.
It must live up to the frequency chart above and have an MOL of
+3.0dB at 333Hz and — 9dB at 101d-lz. It must also be sensitive to + 0.5dB
at 333Hz and + 1dB at 10kHz.
It must have asuper precision cassette 'en-OK
mechanism tooled to single micron
The great name in tape cassettes.
dimensions with perfectly circular
hubs, aunique pressure pad holding
system and TDK's exclusive dimple
and bubble surface liner sheet for
smooth, snag-free tape transport.
SAC90 TDK
Above all, it should be the
yard- stick for anyone who knows
anything about tape.
Your tape measures up? Good.
It must be TDK Super Avilyn.
SUPER AVILYN CASSE TE

HIGH RESOLUTION

3UPOF

Precision Cartt

Teechrenscr

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XVV. Eire: Peat's Wholesale Limited,Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.
The frequency response graph shown is astylisation using actual tape. OdB-250nWb;in

Gerald
fi

nzi 1901-1956

Diana McVeagh
outlines the
career of a
sensitive and
highly gifted
English composer

Top: Finn; the youngest of five.
Above: In 1950 (photo-Angus Mclean).
Left: With his two sons. (ell photos
from the collection of the composer's
widow, Joy Finzi)

ERALD WHO?", some people would
%-3 respond even ten years ago, when
Finzi's name was mentioned. Musicians
knew the name, of course, though many
could connect only Dies ',Mils with it,
and some wondered about his nationality.
That was across this most devotedly English
composer had to bear during his lifetime. The
Times critic who reviewed his Violin Concerto
in 1928 wondered why the last movement
was so frankly British, until the composer
appeared on the platform to take his bow.
Then there is acharming story of John
Coates, when Finzi was visiting him before
Coates was due to perform A Young Man's
Exhortation, laying out some Italian songs on
the piano to make Finzi feel at home. (The
researcher working through The Times index
for the 1920s and 1930s is more likely to find
Signor Finzi, politician, than Gerald Finzi,
composer.)
Despite all this, there could hardly be a
more determinedly English musician in his
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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work, his musical outlook, his tastes and recreations, his way of life, than Finzi. And what
is remarkable is how self-made that life was.
His father died just before his eighth
birthday. and from then on Finzi seems
largely to have taken command of his own
career. He acknowledged an Italian ancestry,
but his grandfather was a London dentist. His
father was a prosperous businessman who
founded ashipbroking firm and was highly
respected in the City; acultivated man, an
entomologist with the mind of ascientist. It
seems likely that had he lived he and Gerald
would have had much in common. But
cancer was diagnosed about 1906 and his
wife distractedly prepared to fend for herself
and her five children. The eldest, agirl, was
11 when Gerald was born. The three boys in
'between et died, in their teens. By the time
Gerald was 17, his close family comprised the
sister, whose society ways he strongly
disapproved of, and amuch- bereaved and over- •
devoted mother.

MUSIC on RECORD
He had been at a prep school at Camberley,
mainly for the sons of military men, where he
was the sole piano pupil. He contrived to get
himself taken away by pretending to faint.
Another brother was delicate, and their
mother took the two boys to Switzerland
where Gerald had aprivate tutor. The imminence of the 1914-18 war brought them
back, and they settled in Harrogate.
Finzi had already made up his mind to be a
composer. There was some music in his
background. His dentist grandfather played
the violin, his father sang, his mother played
the piano and even had some studies published. But Gerald's commitment was absolute. He refused to follow two of his
brothers to public school, and so from the
age of 13 he had no general education. He
reckoned he knew what he needed and
would learn it for himself. The great minds of
the past were open to him: he had only to
read their works.
But he needed a music teacher. He was
exceptionally lucky in that Ernest Farrar was
organist of Christ Church, Harrogate, and
took him for piano and harmony. Farrar was
thoroughly Stanford- trained, acquainted
through the RCM with Vaughan Williams and
Marion Scott, and himself an active composer. Moreover, he was only 30-ish, and his
delicious light-hearted side can be heard in
the recently recorded ' 0 mistress miner
(Hyperion A66015). He understood the
sensitive, stubborn teenager, who, had he met
at that early stage adry, orthodox teacher,
might easily have withered. When Farrar was
called up in 1916, Finzi hesitated before
going to E. C. Bairstow at York Minster, since
Bairstow's reputation as adisciplinarian
alarmed him. But the two found away of
working. Finzi was a private pupil but used to
attend Bairstow's rehearsals and concerts
with the York, Leeds and Bradford choral
societies, and also sat in on other pupils'
lessons. These included solo singers, among
them Elsie Suddaby. Almost certainly Finzi
learnt much of his skill in vocal writing this
way, for he never had singing lessons himself.
The earliest of his compositions on disc, ' Up
to those bright and gladsome hills', he
dedicated to Bairstow, who performed it at
York and at Leeds in 1925. Finzi later withdrew it as immature: it is firmly in the
Hoist—Vaughan Williams tradition and beautifully attuned to acathedral acoustic.
Holidays and festivals brought him southwest. The Glastonbury Festival of 1919 was
important in many ways. Rutland Boughton's
crusading spirit confirmed many of Finzi's
own tendencies. Both were vegetarians, both
earnest believers in the importance of
amateurs, both suspicious of the London
market- place and convinced of the superiority
of rural life, both dedicated to English music.
Both were idealists, both—by the standards
of Finzi's uncles, his mother's financial
advisers—no doubt insular, eccentric and
priggish.
Finzi set to, putting his ideals into practice.
He moved himself and his mother to a
beautiful, run-down mill house at Painswick,
Gloucestershire, where he could compose in
romantic seclusion. He planted a hedge for
greater privacy, a herb garden for greater
flavour, and for a time insisted that he and his
mother work the house, kitchen and garden
without help. Mrs Finzi, in all her 50- odd
years accustomed to servants, coped valiantly
if erratically, until her son came to the conclusion that menial tasks invaded composing
time, and relented. But he gave time to
stirring into existence a Painswick music club,
and his influence can be felt in their first
67

programme in 1924, On Wenlock Edge and
Elgar's Quartet.
His own first performance was of By
Footpath and Stile, acycle for baritone and
string quartet of six poems by Hardy, given at
a British Music Society concert in London on
24 October 1923, probably through the good
offices of Marion Scott. Finzi later withdrew
the cycle, but its importance as his first
published settings of Hardy cannot be
overlooked. Hardy was then acontemporary
poet— none of the verses Finzi chose had
been published ten years—and Finzi in time
came to set more of his poems than of any
other poet's, and more than did any other
composer. What was it in Hardy that attracted
him? First, a line of apoem—often not the
first—would spontaneously clothe itself in
music as he read it. Second, Finzi shared
Hardy's love for the enduring values of the
countryside and for the turn of the seasons.
Finzi had no belief in an afterlife and was
content to feel with Hardy that the physical
body is transmuted into ' things growing in a
churchyard' ( apoem he set in Footpath). Among the finest of all his settings is
'Proud Songsters', which ends with the quiet
acceptance that even nightingales are ' only
particles of grain, And earth, and air, and
rain', and its implication that into such
particles they will once again dissolve. Hatred
of intolerance and of war were other bonds.
Though there is nothing in Finzi's music to
match the fierceness with which Hardy drives
Tess and Jude to destruction against the rigid
code of society's behaviour. Finzi in his
outlook had the same detestation of narrowminded creeds and caste systems, whether
they were religious, political, educational or
social. As Hardy wrote ' Channel Firing' afew
months before the outbreak of the Great War,
so Finzi composed his superb setting of it as
the 1939 war began. Poet and composer
shared amistrust of theology to combat the
evil and stupidity in human nature.
Other songs belong to the Painswick
period. Among them is adrowsily contended
setting of Edward Shanks' ' As Ilay in the
early sun' ( 1921), though one or two awkward gappy phrases are, from the singer's
point of view, hard to negotiate. Finzi's
seclusion meant that he was not mixing with
performers, and it is acurious fact, for so
notable asongwriter, that he never composed
for aparticular singer, never had aparticular
voice in mind. Another Painswick work is the
Severn Rhapsody for chamber orchestra,
which Dan Godfrey brought out a Bournemouth in 1924, agentle piece very much of
its time. Finzi was averse to publishing single
songs and preferred saving them until he had
aset or collection. Also, he was aslow
worker who could spread the composition of
one movement over years. So it is hard to be
certain what later works may have been
begun at Painswick. All the same, the harvest
is small for the years 1922 to 1925 and Finzi
was wise to seek further stimulus.
R. O. Morris' Foundations of Practical
Harmony and Counterpoint was published in
1925, and that year Finzi went up to London
by the day for acourse of lessons from him.
Morris was ascholar and composer as well as
afine teacher. He was akind though shy
man, and understood Finzi's problem. He was
among those who persuaded the serious,
introverted young man to settle in London, to
move among people of his own age and
tastes. So in 1926 Finzi took asmall house
near Sloane Square. Through Morris, and
through Morris' brother-in-law Vaughan
Williams, Finzi's life broadened.
Vaughan Williams was at the time conductor of the Bach Choir, whose concerts
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included instrumental as well as choral music.
In 1928 he conducted the first complete
performance of Finzi's Violin Concerto. Yet
again Finzi withdrew most of this, leaving
only the meditative Introit. But he was .
gaining in confidence and his name becoming known. There were occasional performances of his Hardy songs, and in 1933 the
first complete performance of the tenor and
piano set, A Young Man's Exhortation.
A good deal of other music had been
composed by this time—many single songs.
parts of Dies nata/is, Farewell to Arms, the
Milton Sonnets, the Grand Fantasia and
Toccata. But Finzi generally found composing
slow music easier than fast, and was well
aware of the imbalance of such compositions.
For ayear he had been teaching one day a
week at the Royal Academy of Music. But in
1933 he married, and soon he and his wife
moved back to the country.
They lived first at Aldbourne in Wiltshire,
and two sons were born to them. Life was
pleasant, happy, and with his new-found
companionship and security Finzi was at
ease. Almost as if to compensate for this, he
took up the first of many causes his active
conscience led him to embrace during his life.
This was to sort, catalogue, publish and
publicise the poetry and music of Ivor
Gurney, the Gloucester man who at that time
was still living but, tragically, in an asylum.
Finzi had heard his song ' Sleep' when he was
Bairstow's student, and been bowled
over by its intensity. Marion Scott had
befriended Gurney, and as Finzi came to
know her he realised that though she idolised
Gurney the task of dealing with his muddled
autographs was beyond her. Finzi gathered
the support of friends— Herbert Howells,
Vaughan Williams, Howard Ferguson and
later Edmund Blunden—and gradually set
Gurney's affairs in order, prompting aGurney
'symposium' of Music & Letters for January
1938, two volumes of songs that year and a
third in 1952, and aselection of poems with
a memoir by Blunden in 1954. After Finzi's
death his wife carried on his work, which has
since been excellently furthered by Michael
Hurd.
The house at Aldbourne had never been
meant as a permanent home, and the Finzis
began looking for something to suit them.
Finding aplot of land south of Newbury in
the village of Ashmansworth, 600 feet up on
the Hampshire Downs with aview on aclear
day to the Isle of Wight, they decided to
build. It was a house to settle into and work
in, easy- to- run, with Finzi's music room,
where he could be undisturbed, at the
opposite end of the house to the nursery, and
his wife's studio, where she could—theoretically—be undisturbed, over the old stables.
There was room for Finzi's growing collection
of books and rare apple trees and for the
other crops avegetarian enjoyed. Joy Finzi at
that time sculpted ( later she turned to drawing portraits) as well as playing the violin,
singing in choirs and folkdancing.
Six months after they moved into
Ashmansworth in 1939 war was declared.
Finzi was 38 and was not drafted into war
service until summer 1941. He was in principle
apacifist but had watched with horror the
Nazis' persecution of the intellectuals through
the 1930s, and being of Jewish descent,
realised very keenly his privileged position.
The new house came into its own, though
not quite as its builders had intended. First
filled with evacuees, it later became acountry
refuge for tired friends, and the working base
of an orchestra.
The immediate result of the war was the
cancellation of the first performance of Dies

nata/is, scheduled for the Three Choirs
Festival. This cantata for high voice and
strings to words by Thomas Traherne had
been begun about 1926, the movement
'Wonder' added in the 1930s, and the fast
'Rapture' completed only in 1939. It was to
have been Finzi's first performance at a major
festival; instead, he thought himself fortunate
to secure a lunchtime performance at
Wigmore Hall on 26 January 1940. Elsie
Suddaby, whose singing of Gurney's ' Sleep'
had so entranced him, was the soloist. Dies
nata/is is quintessential Finzi. The spontaneity
of his writing for voice is in fact the result of
the most careful placing of stress through
rhythm and pitch, so that the meaning as well
as the inflection is illuminated and energised.
The gradual awakening of the child's soul to
the beauties of the world, his rejoicing, and
his final humble acceptance of his own part
in it, are shaped by Finzi in asequence of five
movements as satisfying as anything he
composed.
By the late autumn of 1940 Finzi, with
London concerts being cancelled because of
the Blitz, was driven to make his own music.
A small group of local string players was
gathered and an hour's music given in the
village church. A friend had suggested a
symphony by William Boyce for the
programme, and so began Finzi's interest in
18th- century English music. Newbury String
Players flourished in spite of petrol rationing
and wartime difficulties. Churches, schools,
village halls and camps welcomed them;
collections were taken for air-raid victims;
gradually the programmes grew beyond
Holberg. Capri& and St Paul's suites to music
sought by Finzi in second-hand shops or in
museums, which he arranged or edited,
copied, and made parts from himself, pressing
whoever he could into helping. In simple
surroundings with musicians playing mostly
for the love of it he could conduct music of
his own choice without self-consciousness.
Artists of the calibre of Sophie Wyss, Denis
Matthews, Henry Hoist, Kathleen Long,
Wilfrid Brown and William Waterhouse were
happy to play with them. Finzi's scholarship
grew, his industry was unremitting. In time
his research led to his reading a paper to the
Royal Musical Association on John Stanley,
and edking a Boyce volume in the Musica
Britannica series. With the Players he also
gave the first modern performances of works
by Capel Bond, John Garth, Richard Mudge
and Charles Wesley, and his sense of curiosity
and obligation towards these and other
neglected 18th- century figures led him into
considerable investigations. Apart from this,
young composers of his own time learnt of
his activities and began submitting scores.
Instead of becoming an ivory tower, as it
might have, Ashmansworth became avigorous centre. In energy, Finzi both spent and
gained much on the enterprise, for until then
he had been without active music- making,
and the stimulus enlivened him. He had kept
the Players going during the war on
weekends snatched from his London job at
the Ministry of War Transport, and afterwards
their concerts increased in number and range.
Soon after the war came acommission
from St Matthew's, Northampton, for a
festival anthem. Finzi welcomed the discipline
of acommission. There was astrong mystical
vein in him, and the lover of fine language
responded to the great 17th- century metaphysical writers. For Lo, the full, final sacrifice
(opus 26, 1946) he chose words from
Crashaw; he chose too to set Drummond in
Three Short Elegies and Vaughan in Welcome
sweet and sacred feast. Another invited work,
oddly enough also from Northampton but in
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Massachusetts, was a Magnificat (
opus 36,
1952).
For the 1947 St Cecilia's Day Festival, then
celebrated in some style, Finzi and the poet
Blunden were commissioned to collaborate.
With his double interest in words and music,
as composer and reader ( his personal library,
mostly of English literature, numbered around
3000 volumes at his death), Finzi enjoyed
working with Blunden on the text. Finzi had
strong views on 'words for music'. Earlier he
had come under attack when in 1936 he
dared to publish settings of Milton's ' When I
consider how my time is spent' and ' How
soon hath time'. Privately he made the
spirited reply that it was 'all bilge and
bunkum' that afine poem was complete in
itself; what mattered was whether the composer was moved by it, wished to identify
with it and share it. In the case of the Milton
sonnets, they contained at least two ideas
that ran like threads through Finzi's life. 'That
one talent which is death to hide': he saw the
cultivation of his own talent as an absolute
duty, and felt exactly the same about talents
he discovered around him—there were many
young creative artists who roused Finzi's
fierce encouragement. And 'Time, the subtle
thief of youth', was ever nagging him. The
deaths he had known as ayoung man
(Farrar's in action, as well as his family's),
perhaps too his own threatened tuberculosis
in 1928, all made him feel that life is short—
as, indeed, his was to be.
He recognised, then, when he took up the
setting of Wordsworth's Intimations of
Immortality, begun before the war, that he
would be criticised for treating such familiar
words. But it was an inevitable choice for
him. As in Traherne, the idea that achild's
vision is the fairest and purest, and that with
adulthood the freshness^fades unless consciously sought and sustained, brought out the
special delight and melancholy of Finzi's
music. Completed for the Three Choirs
Festival of 1950, it is Finzi's most ambitious
choral work.
The previous year Hereford had produced
his Concerto for clarinet and strings. In 1953
he revised and completed an early piano
work, astrikingly unusual Grand Fantasia and
Toccata, the Fantasia an almost claustrophobic, densely- worked piano solo which
finds a rather acid release in the Toccata for
piano and orchestra. It is atantalising glimpse
of a path Finzi explored and then retreated
from. His biggest instrumental work is a Cello
Concerto ( opus 40), completed at Barbirolli's
invitation for the Cheltenham Festival of
1955. By then Finzi knew he had not long to
live, for in 1951 he had been told that he
suffered from a rare form of leukaemia, and it
is tempting to hear in the first movement the
urgency and frustration of his predicament
and in the Andante his stilling of the busy
beat of time.
Finally there is In Terra pax, a Christmas
scene, in which abaritone soloist sings words
of Robert Bridges to enclose the message of
peace brought by St Luke's angel to the
chorus of shepherds. It is perhaps astrange
choice to come uncommissioned from an
unbeliever. Its origins are partly romantic,
reaching back to an early Gloucestershire
experience of midnight church bells; partly
practical, for in its simpler form it was within
the resources of Newbury String Players.
Fundamentally it was Finzi's final message—
'...on earth peace, good will toward men'—
from apacifist, a humanist, acivilised man
and an artist.
Finzi's music is easy to ' place' and hard to
evaluate. Obviously he is conservative, with a
fairly limited range, but for all his withdrawals
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List of currently available recordings of Finzi's music
Orchestral
Cello Concerto, Op. 40 ( 1951-55)
Concerto for Clarinet and String
Orchestra, Op. 31 ( 1941) .
Eclogue for piano and strings, Op. 10
The Fall of the Leaf—Elegy, Op. 20
Grand Fantasia and Toccata for piano
and orchestra, Op. 38 ( 1928-53)
Introit for violin and small orchestra,
Op. 6 ( 1925 rev. 1942)
New Year Music Nocturne, Op. 7
(c.1925, rev. 1940s)
Prelude for string orchestra, Op. 25 ( 1920s)
Romance for string orchestra, Op. 11 ( 1928)
A Severn Rhapsody, Op. 3 ( 1923)

Yo Yo Ma IRPO IHandley
Denman INew Phil IHandley
King IPhil Francis
Katin INew Phil IHandley
LPO IBoult
Ka fin INew Phil IHandley

SRCS112
SRCS92
A66001
SRCS92
SRCS84
SRCS92

Friend ILPO IBoult
Standage ICity of London Sinfonia IHickox
LPO IBock

SRCS84
ZRG909
SRCS84

LPO IBoult
LPO IBock
LPO IBoult

SRCS84
SRCS84
SRCS84

King IBenson

A66104

Goossens IFitrwilliam Quartet

RL25142

Exultate Singers
Carol Case IFerguson

DSL032
SRCS38

Chesterfield Parish Church Choir IBaker
Langridge ILSO and Ch IHickox
Cross IBoyd Neel String Orch INeel
Carol Case IFerguson
Luzon I Willison
Partridge INew Phil IHandley
Langridge ILSO and Ch IHickox

LPB788
ZRG896
ECM834
SRCS51
ZRG383
SRCS93
ZRG896

Gloucester Cathedral Choir
Paisley Abbey Choir IMcPhee
Exultate Singers
Carol Case IFerguson
Manning INoble IChorus INew Phil I
Handley
Burrowes IShirley Quirk IHickox Singers I
City of London Sinfonia IHickox
Partridge IGuildford PO & Choir IHandley

LPB783
LPB789
OS 1032
SRCS38
SRCS93

Chamber
Five Bagatelles, Op. 23 ( 1945) for
clarinet and piano
Interlude for oboe and string quartet,
Op. 21 ( 1936)

Vocal and Choral
All this night, Op. 33
Before and after summer—songs.
Op. 16 ( 1949)
The Brightness of this Day—hymn ( 1923)
Dies natalis—Cantata, Op. 8 ( 1939)
Earth and Air and Rain-10 songs for
baritone and piano ( 1936)
Farewell to Arms, Op. 9 ( 1945)
For St. Cecilia—Ode for tenor, chorus and
orchestra, op. 30 ( 1947)
God is gone up—Anthem, op. 27/2

Isaid to love—songs
In Terra Pax, Op. 39 ( 1954)

Imitations of Immortality—Ode,
Op. 29 ( 1950)
Let us Garlands bring-5 songs for
baritone and piano or strings,
Op. 18 ( 1942)

1-5 Carol Case INew Phil IHandley
1,5 Baker ,/ lsepp
5 Baker IMoore
1-5 Trew IVignoles
Lo, the Full, Final Sacrifice— Festival
Hickox Singers ICity of London Sinfonia I
Anthem, Op. 26
Hickox
Exuftate Singers
Magnificat for chorus and organ, Op. 36
Hickox Singers ICity of London Sinfonia I
Hickox
Exultate Singers
My Lovely One—Anthem, Op. 27/1
Durham Cathedral Ch ILloyd
0 fair to see, Op. 13b
Partridge IBenson
Seven Bridges Part Songs, Op. 17
Exultate Singers
Three Short Elegies, Op. 5
Exultate Singers
Toll earth outwears—songs, op. 19 ( 1955) 1-7 Tear IFerguson
6 Brown IMcNamee
To a Poet. Op 13a-7 songs
Roberts IBenson
Two Milton Sonnets, Op. 12 ( 1936)
Partridge INew Phil IHandley
Up to those bright and gladsome hills— Chesterfield Parish Church Choir IBaker
Psalm 121
White- flowering Days—part song ( 1953)
Exultate Singers
Young Man's Exhortation-10 songs for
Jenkins IFerguson
tenor and piano ( 1933)
3,8 Brown IMcNamee

ZRG909
SRCS75
SRCS93
Saga 5213
ASD2929
A66026'
ZRG909
DSL032
ZRG909
DSL032
LPB783
A66015
DSL032
OS 1032
SRCS38
600A5
A66015
SRCS93
LPB788
G 125062
SRCS51
600A5

Stage works
Love's Labours Lost—Suite, Op. 28b
(3 Soliloquies)
Two songs for Moth, Op. 28a

LPQ I (ern&

SRCS84

Trew IVignoles

A66026'

•This Hyperion record, 'Songs to Shakespeare', is due for review next month— Records Ed.

and late starts, quite sure of his own way. His
style is recognisably compounded of Parry,
Elgar, Vaughan Williams, a little Walton, and
Bach, some folksong and possibly the
lutenists: but his music is highly personal.
Maybe atougher practical apprenticeship
would have stretched him, taught him to
brace his extended structures and develop his
ideas more thoroughly; maybe it would
simply have quenched him. As it is, his music
is shot through and through with ' visionary
gleams'. There is nothing else quite like the
bated breath of 'everything was at rest, free
and immortal' in Dies natalis, or ' another race

hath been' in Intimations. His songs can take
in the sly, casual humour of ' The Market- girl'
or measure man's doubtful achievement
against the universe with thrilling tension in
'At a lunar eclipse'. His voice is absolutely his
own, and irreplaceable •
Finzi's Dies natalis, sung by Anne Dawson,
winner of the Gerald Finzi Song Award, will
be given by the City of London Sinfonia
under Richard Hickox at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall on the 19th of October. The programme
also includes Finzi's Clarinet Concerto,
Romance and Eclogue.
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BOOK
REVIEWS
THE NEW GROVE DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND
MUSICIANS edited by Stanley Sadie in 20 Volumes. Price
£850 Published by Macmillan and Co Ltd, 4 Little Essex
Street, London WC2.

£850 IS A SIZEABLE enough outlay to make
one think twice ( or stop thinking completely)
about investing it in a dictionary. The New
Grove, though, is adictionary in name only; in
every other respect it is an encyclopaedia. But
why The New Grove? Why not ' Grove's Dictionary 6th Edition'? The reason becomes apparent soon after one begins to study it, for this
is not asimple update of the formula invented
by Sir George Grove in 1878 and retained, with
embellishments, by Fuller- Maitland, Colles and
Blom through the four subsequent editions.
The new editor, Dr. Stanley Sadie, has taken the
bull firmly by the horns and, encouraged by the
publishers and his triumvirate of Senior
Consulting Editors, has set about the task of
reorganising it completely.
The past has not been wholly ignored. Some
articles have been transferred from earlier
editions, usually with emendations or, in the
case of composers whose importance has declined, curtailment. Grove's original groundplan is still discernible too, but it has been
heavily built upon and expanded in so many
new directions that to all intents and purposes
it has become a new work, not just another
edition of the old one.
The intensive pre- publication publicity campaign deluged us with statistical data of astronomical proportions—the millions of words,
the thousands of articles, the hundreds of contributors, the decade of preparation, to say
nothing of the cost and care taken to ensure the
scholarly and commercial success of this vast
enterprise. And astonishingly it looks like being
asuccess on both counts: the New Grove has
met its own criteria with resounding and deserved triumph, though there are a few who
have found cause to criticise it.
How does one criticise such a venture?
Nobody, not even the illustrious editor himself,
can encompass all the knowledge gathered into
these twenty volumes, and it would take a
polymath of superhuman accomplishment to
deliver a reasoned judgement on everything
they contain. The truth is that everyone who
uses such a work, unless he is idly browsing,
approaches it in the expectation that his enquiry will be exhaustively and authoritatively
answered, and his response to it will be
measured by the extent to which his expectations are met.
The reader instinctively puts himself in the
position of the editor, shaping the content and
approving or disapproving from the.standpoint
of his own knowledge the way in which a
subject has been dealt with, for it is part of an
editor's function to impose balance and decide
where emphasis shall lie. Inevitably such decisions reflect something of his own predilections, perhaps even prejudices, so that every
editor imprints on awork evidence of his own
style and personality.
In the present case this is indicated by ashift
away from the 19th and early 20th century
preoccupations of previous editors towards the
16th, 17th and 18th centuries. This has brought
many rewards and has harvested the fruits of
much recent research, particularly concerning
British and foreign composers and performers
of the second yank, though it has had the effect
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of inflating the claims of minor figures of these
centuries at the expense of similar claimants of
a later age. To quote one example: the Norwegian composer. Halvorsen is given twelve
lines of generalised prose, while the obscure
and scarcely more important Jean- Noël Hamel
(1709-78) receives a more detailed forty-six.
As is to be expected, the standard of content of
such articles varies, but there is room for the
argument that a more consistent level of
editorial requirement would have brought
about a more equitable assessment of those
chosen for inclusion.
In fact, apart from the obvious exceptions of
Grieg, Sibelius and Nielsen, Scandinavian
composers have been rather cursorily treated.
So have some of the Americans. Having one
eye on the American market, The New Grove
is pretty conscientious about the major transatlantic figures, though some of the other articles leave agood deal to be desired. That on
Gershwin for one, which is threadbare stuff and
offers no serious discussion of the music. Kern,
Berlin, Arten, and other Broadway composers
are fairly if superficially dealt with, so are the
principal Ragtime composers.
The approach to Jazz is still erratic. The main
article is an improvement on Blom's edition, but
the treatment and choice of individuals is very
variable. Armstrong, Ellington and Parker are
treated at length; Beiderbecke, Bechet, Omette
Coleman, Miles Davis, Monk, Mingus and
others of like importance are not given as much
space, and there is little attempt to analyse their
music, while some noteworthy figures— Lilian
Armstrong, Archie Shepp and Roland Kirk
among them—are not mentioned at all. The
Blues treatment, on the other hand, is uniformly
good, perhaps because most of the material

emanates from one source: Paul Oliver.
Such criticisms may seem niggling in themselves, but in the context of such an ambitious
project do assume importance. On the credit
side is the newly written and expanded treatment of all the major composers and the
exhaustive bibliographies attached to each article. A pity, though, that the old practice of
listing acomposer's works in detail is no longer
uniformly followed. There has also been a
conscientious and largely successful attempt to
bring into the Dictionary as many composers,
performers and conductors of our own time as
possible, as well as articles covering the peripheries of music—business, publishing and
literary persons whose work has musical
associations.
Most valuable too are the articles on collections, libraries, bibliographies and publications.
So are those on national musics and ethnomusicology, a new departure for Grove. And
insofar as one who is not atechnical expert can
appraise them, the extensive scientific essays
on the physics of sound, on instruments, and
on the mechanical and other means of making
and reproducing music embody much new
knowledge and research.
Handsomely bound—but will the covers
wear as well as earlier editions?—and beautifully printed, The New Grove is a pleasure to
handle, and one picks up each volume in the
eager anticipation of making new discoveries.
Usually anticipation is realised; sometimes it is
not— I looked in vain for Jiri Ignac Linek.
Perhaps no reference work is perfect, not even
The New Grove, and perhaps we should accept
with grace the relatively small number of errors
and omissions encountered in four month's
use. Kenneth Dommett
(
See also p. 113)

READERS PROBLEMS-

A Vexing Recorded Whistle

Dear Sir, The enclosed cassette carries a transcript of afault which intermittently occurs on
recordings made on aTandberg 3600 XD openreel machine. As you can hear, this takeà the
form of a loud whistle suddenly replacing a
previously correctly recorded signal. In this
case the organ music was taped about three
weeks ago and played back several times with
no trouble, but on a subsequent replay this
whistle was heard, on one track only you will
note. It lasted for 3-4 minutes then disappeared
just as abruptly, leaving the original signal from
that point onwards, and is obviously on the
tape itself.
Previously, on other recordings, it has started
in different parts of a tape and lasted much
longer. It is possible to re-record over this fault
and the new recording may then be satisfactory
for months before the whistle recurs in a different place. It has not so far simultaneously
affected the entire tape width. The recorder has
just been overhauled and worked correctly
during test, but the fault has recurred since,
while the amp used with the recording was
checked over in 1979 and given a clean bill.
Hoping you can shed some light on this very
vexing problem.
T. J. L., Lewisham

Basically, we are as puzzled as you are, but we
offer afew suggestions which may help. Since
a tape which has just replayed satisfactorily
must be OK as it winds onto the take-up spool
for storage, it follows that if the offending tone
appears during the next playing it must be
added to the tape during the actual process of
replay on that occasion. To check this, we
suggest that when the fault next occurs you
immediately switch off (noting at what points
in the music the tone started and was then

stopped) and transfer the tape to an entirely
separate replay machine. If the above hypothesis is correct the tone will now start and
(more importantly) stop at precisely the same
points in the music. Ideally this should be done
several times, allowing adifferent time- span for
the whistle whenever the fault condition arises,
and if the added tone always goes off at the
point in the music where the Tandberg was
switched off, it would become almost a certainty that it is being added during replay.

Although the service people failed to replicate the fault, it nevertheless seems highly
likely that it must arise from some malfunction
of the machine. Significantly, the 3600 XD not
only has separate record and replay heads, but
also asound- on- sound facility, which requires
that one set each of record and replay circuitry
be activated simultaneously, so that the replayed signal from one track may be recorded
on the other. Now, if there were afault in the
sound- on- sound switching which acted so as
to transfer the replayed signal from one track
back to its own record head instead of that
associated with the other track, this could produce an oscillatory situation. Thus not only
would the wrong erase- head be activated, but
the record- head would receive a continuous
Pee (due to an oscillatory loop from the
record- head via the tape to the replay- head and
then back via the replay and record amplifiers),
which, is exactly what you have.
We may be wrong, but it does look as if it has
something to do with the record/replay circuitry and/or associated switching. If it were possible to connect an AC voltmeter or oscilloscope across the erase head associated with the
track being replayed, and an erase signal appeared at the same instant as the offending
whistle, this would go along way to confirming
the above hunch.
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gate MOSFET RF amplifiers, 30
very impressive—and particuwatts per chaimel; noiselarly so at the price.
less program source
But in no way does it
SOONER OR LATER YOU'LL WANT
switching; separate field
convey that indefinable sound
ATANDBERG TUNER/AMP
strength, and centre tuning
quality that separates Tandberg
instruments; two tape
from the competition. Sooner
When you're thinking of
inputs (one with monitor
or later that's something you
buying Hi-fi, you usually
function); moving magnet phono
have to experience for yourself.
have to weigh what you want
At £199, the 3030 Tuner/
preamplifier and DC coupled
against what you can afford.
complementary power amplifier.
Amplifier makes it possible
This in the past has tended
The list above is of course
sooner.
to put Tandberg somewhat at a
disadvantage. People think
that because we're very good we
must be overly expensive.
We admit the former. And
deny the latter. And to prove
our point, here's the new Tandberg 3030 Timer/Amplifier
which offers so much for only
• 4. • • • • • •• • • • • • • •
£199.
NEW MODEL
Its many features include:
ONLY.£199
Long, medium and VHF wavebands with 4gang electronic
tuning and 4presets on FM; dual
TANDBERG

THE SOONER TUNER/AMP
.CJih -If•COk

e

e

TANDBERG LTD., REV1E ROAD, ELIAND ROAD, LEEDS LS11 8JG. TEL: (0532) 774844

Clearly
"Top End"

A REALLY GREAT NEW OFFER
HIRSCHMANN/STOLLE ROTATORS—£42-95
CORNELL DUBILIER ROTATORS ( USA)—£68.65
VAT IS INCLUDED IN ALL PRICES

aerials. Promotion offer 15% off " Maroon TV aerials"
MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY
Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.

10%

off

IMPORTANT. Quote HN 80.
For attractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
30p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials (Holland)
OPTIMAX FM aerials ( Malta)
A ntiference TV/FM aerials ( UK) Our 26th Jubilee Year

FUBA UKA8
Now in stock as
well
FUBA UKA9

ASTRA (QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
Backed by 26 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
*
*
*
*
*

ASTRA'S 5 STAR PLAN

IT SAVES HALF ANY AERIAL INSTALLATION COSTS.
EVERY IMAGINABLE ANCILLARY AERIAL PART STOCKED.
FREE BEFORE AND AFTER ADVICE ( WHAT NOT TO DO).
ADVICE ON RECEIVING ALTERNATIVE TV/FM PROGRAMMES.
ROTATING OR DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIED SYSTEMS PLANNED.
(PLUS SIMPLE SCHEMATICS SUPPLIED ON REQUEST).

Our golden anodised, hard wearing, continental aerial range are really something Both TV &
FM arrays have built in baluns. They're economical, effective, eye catching, atouch of class
in a plastic age.
Over 3.000 serials stocked: all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators; clamps; well
brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; !whine; low-loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax end 300 Ohm cable.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.
Open 9.00-5.30. Tues-Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
01-684 4300/5262
No lunch close - Sats.
Closed all day Monday.
24 hr. answering service.
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY
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System of
the month.
Sit back and
listen to this
11 one... Linn Sondek
LP12 Turntable, Linn Basil(
Arm, Elite 700 Cartridge,
A&R A60 Amplifier,
Heybrook HB2 Speakers.
Plus FREE Speaker Stands
and Q.E.D. Speaker Cable

• £799.

Now doesn't that sound good.

I
I

• "Top End" private listening studio, for personal
service and an appointment phone Dave Fitton.
•One of the largest ranges of real Hi Fi in he
North West • All Hi Fi carries the usual 2years parts
and labour guarantee.

lust aley of the quality names in stock. • Allison • Ariston
•Axak • ASH • Crimson • Diesis • Dynavector
• Electrocompaniet • Elite • Exposure • Glean • Grace
•He rbeth • Hadcock • Heybrook • Image • I
tt ok • IBE
•Lentec • Logic • LINN SONDEIC• Monster • Mordaunt Short
•MISSION•MERIDIAN• Nagaoka • NAD•Cmad
•Quantum • Rogers • Sansui• Sara • STD• Syrinx
•Systemdek • SME• Supex • Thorens.

156-158 Blackburn Road. Bolton . Tel: Bolton 31423/22636
52 Drake Street. Rochdale. Tel: Rochdale 524652

Angus McKenzie
last the long-standing dispute between
ATthe
BBC, the Home Office and the public
utility users of Band II has come out into the
open—at aconference given on July 8th to the
press at Broadcasting House by Aubrey Singer,
the BBC's Managing Director, Radio. Although
it has already been agreed by the WARC
Congress that Band II will be cleared of all users
other than radio broadcasting stations throughout most of Europe, the British Home Office
would not agree to dates before 1985 for one
part to be cleared of Police, etc, and 1990 for
another part of the band. However, the BBC
and IBA have been quietly pushing away at the
Home Office for more wavelengths, without
much success, so Iam very pleased to see that
they have now come fully out in the open with
their plans for future VHF broadcasting.
The BBC envisages separate VHF/FM
channels nationally for Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4,
and hopes that Open University, schools and
various other educational programmes will
eventually have a separate wavelength. The
BBC intend to expand local radio broadcasting
in England by an average of three new stations
every year, and there is aproposal for Radio 4to
be available on VHF throughout the UK, thus
giving separate opt- out stations, including
Radio Scotland, Aberdeen, Highlands, etc, on
separate frequencies. Long and medium wave
would become modes of the past, so all future
sound radio plans are associated with VHF.
There was also considerable discussion about
the recommendation for a national distribution
network in addition to local networks, so
that the BBC local radio stations could opt in
and out, thus keeping local radio more separated from network radio for much longer
periods during the day. Satellite broadcasting is
also under consideration, but it is much too
early to comment on this.
Considerably before any formal public announcements by the BBC, Ihave previously
reported the Corporation's realisation that if FM
is to gain more popularity there must be a
dramatic improvement in reception quality on
VHF transistor and car radio systems. The new
Wrotham transmitter mast is in the course of
being commissioned, and the extra transmitters
are being installed some time later this autumn.
It is hoped that the existing 100 kW erp radiated
on VHF horizontally will have its added vertical
component of the same power by Christmas
this year. This should dramatically improve car
radio reception, not just by increasing the received signal strength from avertical aerial, but
also by considerably reducing the multipath
reception which can be so annoying in a car.
Transistor radios should have a much better
signal, too, so perhaps the family will be more
encouraged to explain to Granny and Grandpa
how to tune in on the VHF band.
This is not quite so silly as it sounds, for I
have so frequently met people who simply do
not understand how to tune in VHF without a
meter of some kind. To put it very crudely and
untechnically, the following, simple procedure
is probably as good as any for readers to explain
to their friends and relatives. First find the
station at its located frequency, or by the
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programme content. Note the angle of turn of
the tuning knob which is required to tune out
the station in either direction, and then put the
tuning knob midway between these two
extremes. If you can appreciate the subtleties of
signal-to-noise and distortion changes, then
you can tune either side of this central position
for best results. It is often useful to listen to
consonant and sibilant sounds of speech while
tuning, as they are probably the most obvious
ones to deteriorate if the set is not properly in
tune.
ICHANCED to tune in to Capital Radio's Great
Conductors of the World series on Sunday 19th
July, half- way through the Beethoven 3rd
Piano Concerto, conducted by Ozawa. Iwas
extremely puzzled by the stereo image until I
realised that the problem was partly that left
and right had been reversed. Ilater listened to
Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique and heard a
complete mess of sound which almost seemed
to be sum- and- difference, rather than left and
right, but how much worse it was than even the
worst of the BBC's Matrix- H Proms of some
years ago. If aconcert is worth recording, then
surely it should be done by engineers who can
notice the difference between left and right, etc.
Iseem to be slamming Capital Radio quite alot
for their poor broadcasts of classical music, but
perhaps this is only because the BBC's
standard is in general so very high, and this
year's proms are excellent, with asound quality
as good as any Ican remember ( more of this
next month).
IHAVE delayed writing this month's column
until just before going on holiday so that Ican
include some comments on the Royal Wedding
broadcast, which Iam afraid are not going to be
very complimentary. Although the actual sound
inside St. Paul's was in all ways magnificent ( I
might even say stupendous) and the balance
was extremely well done, unfortunately the
maddening continual intrusion of commentary
throughout many of the musical parts of the
service was totally unforgivable. My heart sank
when Parry's magnificent Was Glad was faded
Seiji Ozawa

right down to enable the commentator to tell us
what was going on, when any sensible listener
would already have known. If this totally inept
production was really considered necessary,
then surely Radio 2 could have had the commentary whilst Radio 4 provided aclean feed,
allowing the service and participants to speak
for themselves.
One of my colleagues had a look at the St.
Paul's setup, and was pleased to see many
Calrec Soundfield mikes, as well as some
Neumann SM69s, and literally dozens of others
all over the cathedral. I understand that a
multitrack recording will have been made of the
wedding, and will be remixed for tapes and
discs of the event, which will have been made
available within two or three days of July 29th.
Ihear that the pressings are to be some of the
last pressed at the Pye Records factory in South
London before its closure, and Ihope to comment on the technical quality of these in alater
issue.
While Ifully realise the tremendous difficulties in organising personnel and equipment
for such amajor event, some of the background
effects en route between the Palace and St.
Paul's and back were reproduced either over
extremely duff stereo landlines, or the BBC had
run out of mikes and had to resurrect some very
old ones with apoor response, for some of the
crowd noises almost sounded as if they were
being mixed in from asharply HF limited playback of a worn 78! While much of the commentary showed a tremendous enthusiasm by
all who took part, including the public, Icould
not but feel that there was a little too much
flippancy, with too many inane remarks, and I
personally felt embarrassed every time the
scene was handed back to Richard Burton,
who seemed either lost for words or was heard
scrabbling papers in an attempt to find what he
meant to say. There was some technical trouble
outside Buckingham Palace, where for a long
time the right-hand channel content was virtually nil—but one could forgive an isolated technical problem if there had not been too many
other signs of bad radio production. However,
my family who were watching the TV all said
how marvellous it was on BBC 1, and when I
listened myself Ihad to agree.
My conclusion must therefore be that while
the technical standard of the mixing and sound
quality from St. Paul's was superlative, the
production was very poor. It had been so much
better nearly 30 years ago on the occasion of
the Coronation. ( I cannot comment on the
Silver Jubilee as Iwas abroad, but Princess
Anne's wedding was also better produced.) If
the BBC are not already having apost-mortem,
then they certainly should be. Ireceived one
phone call from aBBC engineer around 1pm in
which he actually admitted to me that he was
deeply shocked at the poor production.
IWAS recently given aspecial demonstration at
the BBC of their Nicam 3 digital contribution
and distribution system, together with their
new Wrotham stereo encoder, which should be
installed soon, as well as the new BBC standard
high quality receiver. Iwill have to comment
further on Nicam 3 next month, but the new
Wrotham encoder and BBC receiving system
were audibly extremely good, the encoder
being decidedly quieter than the ones we are
already used to. At the moment, the complete
Nicam 3/Wrotham encoder/receiver system is
only about 2dB quieter than what we have
now, and the mean noise contribution appears
to be in the new design of limiter, which should
be improved before going into service, so that
the overall potential noise improvement should
be between 41 and 5dB, which should give a
very marked widening of dynamic range on a
good FM tuner.
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'TRIO V7OX
Trio are happy to announce that they've just taken the
most agonising decision out of buying hi-fi.
Because now you don't have to decide between incredible
looks or incredible sound. You can have both.
Beautifully brought together in our new V7OX hi-fi rack
system. For as you'd expect from 'Rio, the V7OX isn't some jumped up music centre in disguise (like some rack systems we can't
mention). It's ahighly sophisticated package of thoroughbred
units employing some of the most advanced technology
available today.
KA70 Amplifiet
The powerhouse behind the V7OX system, the
KA70 delivers 65 watts per channel RMS of superb
quality sound with no more than 0.05% Total
Harmonic Distortion.
There's even aspecial phono pre- amp providing 79dB signal-to-noise ratio for brilliant disc
reproduction quality.
An accurate LED meter gives continuous
power readout, while touch- switches and large,
positive control knobs make this an exceptionally
easy unit to use.
KX-70 Cassette Deck.
Introducing the cassette deck that never loses
track of where you are.
The KX-70 incorporates aDirect Programme
Search System that advances or rewinds the tape
till it reaches the track you want to hear. Which
puts paid to the trial- and- error in attempting to
locate your favourite sections on acassette.
The KX-70's computer memory even allows.
you to repeat asingle track or the whole side of a
cassette as often as you want. And there's avisual
display to let you know exactly what's happening.
Other features include dual motor drive, soft
touch controls and anewly developed Amorphous
Alloy head that extends high frequency response
to 18,000 Hz and considerably reduces distortion.
KT- 50L limer.
Here at last is atuner that combines the ease
of conventional dial tuning with the precision of a
digital readout. An advanced phase- lock- loop MPX
decoder provides clean, clear stereo reception under really difficult conditions.
In addition, servo- lock circuitry automatically
gives`pinpoint'tuning after you've approximately
located the station you want.
KD-40R Turntable.
Asemi- automatic direct- drive deck, the ¡W40R performs at alevel that belies its price.
The low- resonance gyro- balanced tonearm
is specially engineered to 'ride out' record warps,
and thus avoid one of the most common sources
of degraded sound quality.
Adirect drive DC motor ensures wow-andflutter is kept below 0.03% WRMS and rumble to
an inaudible —73dB.
Precise speed adjustment is easy with the
LED display, and touch- switches combined with

an oil- damped cueing device guarantee precise and fuss- free
operation.
Find out more.
If you'd like to read more about the 'frio V7OX and other
Ili() systems write to Harman UK Dept. 15, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks. SL2 5DD for afree information pack.
Better still, call in to your local Tho dealer for alive demonstration.And convince yourself that the V7OX has left every
other rack system in the middle ages.
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WHO ELSE COULD STRETCH
A RACK SYSTEM THIS FAR?

losé Carreras
talks to Edward Seckerson
power- house roles. Notwithstand- case of a role like Don Carlos ( his
ing his dashing appearance, one other association with Karajan—
wondered if Carreras was really HMV SIS 5154), I know the
ready, vocally, to move into this Spanish story because Istudied it
particularly treacherous area. Appar- as achild. There is arole where you
ently he only accepted the assign- can not only sing but act; but again,
ment after assurances from Karajan only to acertain extent. The libretto
that he would be aiming for amore of Mr. Schiller adapts the character
lyrical approach to the score. It was to suit the operatic language. Don
a promise that Karajan plainly Carlos was a paranoid, a sexual
honoured, for Carreras repeated the maniac, an epileptic. You cannot
role the following summer ( and re- play that on the stage when you are
corded it, too, on HMV SIS 5e5). singing music by Verdi! Also in
his new recording with
Working with the charismatic Werther (
maestro was, he says, 'a fantastic Colin Davis appears this month—
experience. A privilege, I would see reviews), Massenet's version is
say. In my opinion he is agenius, as much
more
passionate
than
aconductor, as amusician and as a Goethe's, to suit the romantic opera
man of the theatre. When he con- idiom. So, you see, the whole charducts in the theatre you feel him in acter of the role must be determined
everything—he supports you, he by the music.'
follows you. He is quite demanding
Honest words—and how rarely
during the rehearsals, which is mar- one hears them. How rarely, too,
vellous, but during a performance one encounters a singer who
you could not ask for something openly enjoys, indeed values, lisbetter. You can like his productions tening to the work of other singers.
or not, but when you go to It amuses Carreras when artists
Salzburg, you have the world's maintain that they would never
greatest orchestras in the pit—the dream of doing so, '... and all the
Berlin or Vienna Philharmonics— time they are eating the recordings
and the finest technical possibilities of others! Ihave agreat admiration
N MAFiCH ot this year, a packed
tic heroies. Ican recall now the that money can buy.'
for anybody who has had a big
One or two comments there sug- career, and also because ( but not
melting legato line of Carreras'
I Royal Albert Hall audience sat
spellbound by what must surely 'Ingemisco tamquam reus' and, of gest an astute awareness of exactly only because Iam one of them) I
rank as one of the subtlest and most course, the veiled half- tones of his what goes towards making top- think the tenor voice is by far the
sensitive performances of the tenor 'Hostias', replete with elegantly class operatic theatre. On the other most difficult in the whole range.
negotiated trills. Such avoice could hand, Carreras certainly has no illu- We talk about Caruso or Gigli or
role in Verdi's Requiem Mass that it
so easily be abused by the big- sions about the limitations of some Bffirling—I have agreat admiration
has ever been London's good
fortune to hear. The tenor in questbusiness operatic circuit . . . all of opera in theatrical terms. His re- for all of them—but one artist who
which led me ta wonder just how freshing honesty as regards his own has had aparticular influence on me
ion was Spanish- born José Carreras, and when we met upon his difficult it had been resisting the preparation of a role touches upon is Giuseppe di Stefano; although
return to London for performances temptation to tackle certain roles many a home- truth. ' Some roles— Idon't know why, Ifeel especiat Covent Garden three months too early in the day. So far, the say, Don Carlos or Werther—are ally close to his interpretations.
pacing of Carreras' career has, in the psychologically important. Many When Iwas a boy and listening to ,
later, he was still clearly awed by
main, been a model of discretion. others, though, are much more his recordings. Ialways had afeelthe potency of that evening and, in
'Yes, of course, it has been very hard basic. I think the first thing the ing that one day Iwould like to give
particular, the size and response of
resisting, and sometimes you cannot singer must do is to follow the to others the thing that he gave to
the
audience—surprising,
one
resist and you make mistakes.' composer's advice—musically, of me at that time.' As, of course, he
might think, for an artist whose
(Needless to say he refused to be course, but also through the words. has—except that stylistically, he
short but spectacular career thus far
specific, offering a warm smile The words are very, very important. and his greatest influence could
has seen major triumphs at La
instead!) ' But even if Ihave sung Ithink, you know—and Itry always hardly be further apart—something
Scala, the New York Met and at
one or two heavy operas—maybe to be honest to myself and to that should confound those cynics
Salzburg under Karajan. But then,
in contrast to one or two of the too heavy, or, let's say, at the limit others—that many of my col- who still believe it is possible for an
of my possibilities—I have never leagues indulge a little bit about artist
to
copy
or
reproduce
bigger egos that stalk the international operatic circuits, Carreras forgotten to sing Donizetti or early going into arole; they talk of study- another's interpretative style.
It goes without saying that the
plainly looks upon his public as a Verdi. And though Ihave always felt ing it for three years before acceptchallenge and, ultimately, of course, that Iwas a lyiic tenor, there are ing, etc, etc. Ijust don't believe Carreras diary is now filling up well
as an inspiration. He respects their many different ways to sing arole, that. If you follow the instructions into 1985. Sadly he had to withjudgement and accepts their critand even if you do sing at the limit of the composer, at least seventy draw from his scheduled apicism. ' A dangerous audience like of your possibilities, you can do it per cent of the work is done for you, pearance at this year's Proms for a
La Scala can be very exciting for a using accent rather than volume; I and then it depends on your own performance of Rossini's Stabat
singer. It keeps you on your toes.
think that is important. You should talent, your own interpretation. I Mater, marking Giulini's return to
Otherwise going on stage gets to
never try to change the colour of don't want to give the impression the Philharmonia after a long abbe like going to the office.'
your voice. If the role is more that Iam asuperficial artist—not at sence. All the sadder since the
Nicely put. But to return to that dramatic than you are used to, you all—but Itry to be Wm-lee and I Rossini is awork he has never sung
Verdi Requiem performance for a can approach the drama through think it is very important to go into a before; apart from one aria, that is—
moment, my lasting impressions of interpretation rather than trying for role, but in another way—to fill it 'Cujus animam'—which appears on
out from the composer's intentions. a new album of Neapolitan songs it ( despite the fact that Carreras avocal size you do not have.'
was in the very distinguished comOne
significant
engagement, There is adanger, Ithink, of becom- due out shortly. Next season he
pany of MireIla Freni, Margaret which came as quite a surprise to ing too intellectual about much of returns to the Met for a new
Price and Nicolai Ghiaurov under many in this respect, materialised my kind of repertoire. We have such Zeffirelli production of La Bohème
Claudio Abbado) confirm, above back in 1979 when Karajan asked wonderful music but it speaks for under Levine. ' I am very much
all, just how immeasurably the him to sing Radames in his new itself; it must come naturally from looking forward to that. Honestly. I
tenor part gains in the hands of that
Salzburg production of Aida; asur- the heart. How can you afford to be don't know how Zeffirelli will be
rare animal, a truly lyrical latin
prise, because Radames is generally intellectual about Luisa Miller?! It is able to better the production he did
tenor; free of all those forced operaregarded as one of Verdi's heroic, simply beautiful music. Now in the for La Scala in Vienna in 1962. I
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must be the best buy
in budget turntables
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WHAT HI-FI NOVEMBER 1980

". . . . pretty well untouchable at or
near the price".
A. Gold FRSR PRACTICAL HI- Fl January 1981
". . it must be considered superb value for money".
Bernard Futter NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS 1st November 1980
"The turntable offers wide compatibility with cartridges,
has foolproof semi-automation, is resistant to problems from
use in less than ideal positions and has asound quality Ican
describe as second to none".
WHAT HI- Fl November 1980
". . . . no other similar deck that even approached it for
sound quality. Enthusiastically endorsed then, "
A. Gold FRSR PRACTICAL HI- Fl January 1981

Dual

RECOMMENDED
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For many years Dual, based in the Black Forest region of Germany the home of precision
engineering, have been acknowledged as one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi turntables.
In order to introduce good quality hifi products to agreater number of people, Dual have now
designed abudget priced turntable, the CS505.
The CS505 is asemi-automatic belt drive turntable incorporating many of the fine
engineerine facilities of the more expensive models in the range. Unusually for Dual, it is not fitted
with acartridge, thus giving you the freedom of choice on the type of cartridge you wish to use. The
straight line, gimbal mounted, low mass arm is capable of operating with awide range of cartridges
from the less expensive through to the more sophisticated performer — the choice is yours.
Selling at around £75 the Dual CS505 offers you the opportunity of incorporating agood
quality turntable into your budget priced system.
Now you've read what the trade press reviewers and we have to say, test the CS505 for
yourself at your local hifi dealer.

Please send me details of the Dual CS505 turntable:—
Name
Address
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HAYDEN

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross,
Bucks. 519 9UG

Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447/89221

Geoff Jeanes

LOOKING
BACK

IN SUCH acolumn as this, one inevitably tries
I to convey one's most enjoyable music- onrecord experiences to the reader, so just to
throw in ayea for the opposition it seems worth
mentioning the nastiest musical (?) experience
of my listening year so far. This was the Pilgrims' Chorus from Tannhäuser sung by 19
choirs in the Albert Hall, with brass band and
organ. Iwon't say any more about the record it
appeared on—being unwilling to encourage
bad taste, however spectacular—except that it
was digital, and not altogether unconnected
with a certain royal wedding of about two
months ago. Only one thing might have competed in the ' classical nastiness' stakes ( no, I
didn't say aword about the Wrrien rffrecle
Choir), and that was ' Ivow to thee, my country', with ' resolved' final chord, derived from
Hoist's 'Jupiter' in the Planets suite—
experienced a few months ago by Andrew
Keener in ' Deja Vu'—but fortunately Ididn't
hear that.
Which leads fairly naturally on to rather more
pleasant digital proceedings. Janacek's Sinfonietta first captured my attention with the
brassy splendour of Abbado's then- excellent
1969 Decca version—to which I owe too
my
love
of
Hindemith's
Symphonic
Metamorphoses—and next with Kubelik's
classic DG coupling ( 2530 075) with Taras
Bulba. The orchestral brilliance of the Sinfonietta and the gory plot of the latter ( with
movements titled ' Death of Andri'; ' Death of
Ostap'; ' Prophecy and death of Taras Bulba')
appear together again on digital Decca SXDL
7519. ' Stunning' is an overused, and in this
case barely adequate, word as regards both
performance and recording: definitely the recording, now, of these works. A tribute to VPO
precision ( though there seems to be amomentary pitch glitch in the Sinfonietta's Moderato)
and to Sir Charles Mackerras' stature as a
Janacekian, if that's the word. Sinfonietta's
brass fanfares, Bulba's restless string whirlwinds, are rarely heard with anything like this
clarity on record or, come to that, probably in
performance either.
Digital clarity too for only the fourth- ever
recording of Mahler's Tenth; like the rather
lumpen 1974 Wyn Morris ( Philips 6700 067),

Levine's Philadelphia recording on RCA RL
03726 ( 2 records) is Deryck Cooke's ' final
version' of the uncompleted score. Ormandy's
recording of the first performing version has
been, amazingly, fitted onto one ( now rather
coarse- sounding) CBS LP, and the drumbeat
that ends Scherzo 2comes discomfitingly close
to the one that opens the Finale: perhaps this
should now be edited to follow Simon Rattle's
performance practice of having two drumbeats
replaced by one, leading the Scherzo 2straight
into the Finale? But for now Levine's tworecord set has the traditional LP solution, retaining drumbeats both at the end of Side 3and
beginning of Side 4: which seems the best way
until the ' proper' PCM disc enables the two
movements to be run together without sidebreak. Levine's is a restrained and meticulous
approach, with clarity of thought, of playing
and of sound. Superb ( Teldec) pressings, too.
More digits for an unlikely recorded première:
Grieg's Symphony. ( Yes, that's right.) There is a
story that Mahler on his deathbed instructed his
wife to burn all the sketches of his Tenth, and a
more recent suspicion that this story originated
only in Alma Mahler's fertile imagination. Odd
in either case, since she didn't burn them
and the world now has the Cooke ( or
Cooke/Goldschmidt/Rattle) performing version. But Grieg left no doubt, writing ' must
never be performed' of his 1864 Symphony in C
minor. Nevertheless, here it is. There are some
pre- echoes of the Grieg we know, as well as
post- echoes of Mendelssohn and Schumann,
but this endearing work stands, like Wagner's in
C major, as a not- very- useful pointer to future
development and an extremely pleasant
exercise in its own right. Now if the matured
composer of Peer Gynt—as, indeed, the composer of the Siegfried Idyll—had turned back to
the symphony in later life, we might have seen
wonders. The Symphony Orchestra of Grieg's
own Bergen gives a smoothly brilliant performance under Karsten Andersen on Decca SXDL
7537, complete with admirably clear digital
recording of the conductor's score pages being
turned.
One of the most memorable early Deccas,
and one of the best for a long time since, was
Monteux's 1959 Ravel Daphnis & Chloé (now
on JB 69). Decca's latest crop of digitals are in
the business of superseding existing classics—
see under Janacek—and, yes, they've done it
again. Charles Dutoit and the Montréal SO are a
new Decca team, off to a good start with the
Lalo/Saint—Saëns
disc
with
Kyung—Wha

sing Manrico in Trovatore on stage
for the first time ( he has already recorded it for Philips with Davis and
the set is scheduled for release early
mean, that Bohème is unbelievable; .
next year). Finally, his first Calaf in
after almost 20 years it is still fresh,
still a wonderful production. So I Puccini's Turandot, scheduled for
the '83/84 season at the Vienna
can't wait to see where he goes
State Opera with Behrens as the icy
from there.' The Met organisation
princess, Ricciarelli as Liu, and
impresses him enormously. ' Iknow,
Raimondi as Timur, conducted by
for example, that Ihave a rehearsal
Vienna
Musical Director, Lorin
at 10 am, on the 1st of October
Maazel. By ' 83 he feels confident
1985, and Ialso know which room
that Calaf will pose no particular
it is going to take place inl'
problems for him. Though arduous,
Over the next three years, he will
it is only ashort role.
be bringing three new roles to the
Going back for a moment to his
stage. Don José in Carmen approwork at Covent Garden, Carreras is
priately comes first—anew recordthe second singer that I have
ing
for
Karajan
with
Baltsa,
spoken to in recent months ( the
Raimondi and Ricciarelli, followed
others being the British bass Robert
by stage performances next season
Lloyd, who appears with Carreras
in Zurich and Madrid, and in
on both the Werther and Trovatore
February 1983 at Covent Garden
recordings—interview to appear
with Baltsa and Colin Davis. In July
of the same year he returns yet soon) who has unreservedly sung
again to the Garden, this time to the praises of Sir Colin Davis. ' He is

JOSÉ CARRERAS
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Chung ( SXDL 7527), and their Daphnis &
Chloé (
SXDL 7526) is a marvel of shimmering
strings, LF impact and deep, transparent spaciousness. A sort of rich halo surrounds the twilit
scoring, its lucent magic never better conveyed.
Every half-light and shade is there, every
massive build-up well- shaped and true.
Looking back more than a year, a digital
'World of the Harp' on Delos ( Unicorn) DMS
3005 ( with one of those funny- smelling
American sleeves) features the virtuoso playing
of Susann McDonald—to whom we must
apologise for calling her ' Susan' in both our
April 80 review and July 80 ' QM'. Ms.
McDonald is a collector of harps, and three
sorts—concert, Paraguayan and Irish—are
played with stunning control and handfuls of
notes everywhere ( and have you ever heard
flamenco thuds and raps on a harp?). Susann
McDonald does it all brilliantly well in perhaps
the best harp recording ever, with one of the
most varied programmes one could imagine for
any solo instrument. Very quiet background ( as
so often on these American digitals) and warm
reverberance of Los Angeles' Immaculate Heart
College, frame a sound of great attractiveness
and aperformance to win over those poor souls
who would never dream of buying a record
with ' only' solo harp on it. ( See also J.A.'s
interview with engineer Stan Ricker, Nov. ' 80)
Tippett's First on Philips ( 9500 107) was
coupled with Suite for the Birthday of Prince
Charles, a less strange coupling than others
seen since ( Symphony 2, for example, or Vision
of St. Augustine), and here is his Fourth with,
again, the Prince Charles Suite ( CSO/Solti,
Decca SXDL 7546): a certain royal wedding
may have dictated the choice of coupling,
appropriate in view of the Midsummer Marriage
derivation of the Suite's middle movement. The
Symphony is the point of the exercise, however, and it has been served well. Tremendous
weight and richness, Brittenish xylophone
taking its place with pounding percussion and
string intensities. We know from the words of
his opera The Ice Break (* Ball her, Olympion';
'motherfucker' etc) that Sir Michael pays
attention to current trends—is the amplified
breathing at the beginning, middle and end
indication that he has heard Loi Creme and
Kevin Godley's Consequences? The characteristic pounding of Solti's feet as he leaps about
in the exciting bits sounds just as impressive in
digital as it always has in analogue, and it's nice
to have arecording that so clearly conveys the
stamp of greatness.

such aflexible conductor; and that
doesn't mean that he doesn't have
his own ideas, his own view of a
work. But he is so open to other
suggestions from the singer, and if
he feels that it is a good thing, he
is always willing to change his
mind. That, unfortunately, doesn't
happen very much with conductors
nowadays. Ifeel really very close to
him musically and it's fantastic to
have the opportunity to work with
him so much. He has this marvellous sense of rubato, you know. He
can be right and he can be wrong,
but at least when he conducts,
something happens. Most of all,
though, he is very human, very
warm—which is lovely to work
with.'
No doubt Carreras senses a
kindred spirit in Davis. As operatic
superstars go he is, as I have
already implied, refreshingly unaffected. He has no set working

routines ('sometimes you need alot
of practice before a performance,
other times five minutes will do,
depending on how your mood is,
how your liver is!'), he clearly
abhors preciousness and temperament for its own sake, and refuses
to wrap himself in cotton wool for
fear of what might happen to his
voice. ' On the day of aperformance
Imight go shopping and then have
a rest, but Inever feel that Imust
protect myself by hiding away in
the hotel. We singers are crazy, you
know; one day we might have a
particular salad and the performance is fantastic, so we try the
same salad again
next time!
Honestly, though, Ithink it's wrong
to become too obsessive—that's
the worst thing an artist can do.
Otherwise you begin acting as
though you are not anormal human
being.' And for José Carreras, that
would never do •
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K141 headphone

K140 headphone

An excellent combination of hi-fi sound and wearer comfort from
this headphone! Advanced acoustic
design guarantees total clarity across
the audio spectrum, coupled with
excellent separation and
imaging. Large padded
earpieces and self adjusting
headband for added listening
comfort over long periods.
Best buy at only £33.00*.

Rich bass, full mid range and absolutely clear treble from
these lightweights with pivoting earpieces and self
adjusting headbands for extra comfort.
Superb hi-fi sound for only £21.00*.

K41 headphone

1

K40 headphone

Another value for money
headphone. Offering extreme
comfort from the large foam
earpieces and padded headband, coupled with clear, natural
and undistorted sound. Recent
reviews in ' Gramophone' and
'What Hi Fi' have highly
commended the K41 making it
even better value at £15.00*.

Ideal for the budget conscious
hi-fi enthusiast who wants
good hi-fi sound from ahard
wearing, lightweight headphone. The cost is
at
£12.00* but K40's are even
used by recording studios
for monitoring.
*(average selling price).
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Selected models available from
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NIERVIEW

NUMBER
of
ANYcircumstances
can

different
bring the
members of an ensemble together
for the first time force of political
climate, as with the Amadeus in
1947 or, as with many a younger
group ( the Medici for instance), a
natural progression of contemporary students from college to concert
platform. Although indeed fellow
students, the Chilingirian Quartet,
ten years old this month, falls into
neither of these categories. Rare—
and surely possessed of a special
quality—is the leader who can persuade two former student col bagues now living as far afield as
Belfast and Rome to make London
their home. Yet this is what
Cyprus—born Levon Chilingirian set
out to do early in 1971, as second
violinist Mark Butler explained
during our conversation in London
last August.
'We had all played in student
quartets at college, and we all
became keen on chamber musicmaking—something of arevelation
to me since before college Ilived in
Canada, miles from anything in the
way of string quartets. Then about
a year after Levon left college he
decided he would form his own
quartet, various combinations were
tried over the next couple of
months, and that's how we started
off...' Cellist Philip De Groote ( reNEWS & RECORD REVIEW

laxed and humorously observant—
anice complement to Mark Butler's
soft-spoken, rapid manner) remembers the initial telephone call; it was
Levon asking, out of the blue,
whether he would like to play string
quartets on Saturday. 'We played
lots of late Mozart, Iremember, and
on the way back home that evening, Levon wondered whether I'd
be interested in forming - a longterm quartet. Isaid yes, and we
went on from there, doing exactly
the same thing with other players,
and finally deciding that Mareand
Simon ( Rowland- Jones, viola)
would have to be enticed back over
to this country! The combination
has evidently worked well: apart
from changes in the viola department ( currently occupied by Csaba
Erdélyi, ex- Philharmonia principal),
the Chilingirian's membership is
today as it was adecade ago.
The first year of existence was to
be anotably rich one, not so much
in terms of engagements ( though
these naturally followed their début
at Selwyn College, Cambridge)
as in the remarkably diverse
pair of coaching influences: Siegmund Nissel, second violinist of the
Amadeus, and Hans Keller, who
met the Quartet after their first appearance at the Dartington Summer
School in 1972. The difference between these influences—the one
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Andrew Keener meets
the Chilingirian Quartet

born
from
long
practical'
experience, the other from one of
the most fertile of musicological
brains and the keenest insight into
the problems and tensions of four
closely involved
performers—is
neatty summed up by Philip de
Groote: ' From Siggy you get the
inside
mechanics
of
quartet
playing, while from Hans you get
his insights into the music! Which is
very useful, as its an outside point
of view, very different from the way
we'd work at it'.
The Keller influence came about
in a less formal way than Philip de
Groote's words might suggest.
With the Quartet in Dartington to
illustrate his lectures on Schubert
chamber music, the process was
initially one of assimilation as the
players found themselves responding musically to the force of the
ideas coming from the lecture platform. 'After that we went to play to
him specifically to get an objective
viewpoint from someone who was
less interested and involved than
Siggy
in
the
mechanics
of
playing ..."... though [ P.D.G.] he
is a player. You know he once
played viola in a string quartet—in
Vienna Ithink—although so far he
hasn't told us the name of the
Quartet!'
Mention of Schubert. adominant
figure in the Chilingirian repertoire,

prompted talk of their recent disc of
the C major Quintet with Jennifer
Ward Clarke ( CFP 40355); it also
led to Philip De Groote waxing
lyrical about the 1951 Hollywood
Quartet version, one of a prolific,
now sadly defunct catalogue of
Beethoven, Mozart and Schubert—
'
a
terrific
Quartet'.
The
Chilingirian's disc, and their QEH
account with Robert Cohen last
July, struck me as among the
freshest, most acutely concentrated
performances Ihad yet heard of this
miraculous work ( wholehearted
agreement on that last adjective
from Messrs Butler and De Groote).
Ihad also heard the two performances in close enough proximity
to register two striking differences:
the first, of which more in a
moment, opened up the familiar
discussion
of
studio- versusconcert hall, while the second
raised a textual point of unusual
interest. Whereas in 1980, when
the disc was made, the Quartet
repeated the second half of the
Scherzo as directed in the printed
score, their GEH
performance
began the repetition on reaching
bar 186, some twenty-six measures
before the Scherzo's final double
bar. The result, convincing, I'm
bound to admit, is that these two
dozen bars are played only twice: as
apre- Trio codetta, and as acoda to
the movement as a whole. This
way, the second half repeat no
longer stands in danger of sounding
as if remembered in the nick of time.
What prompted the change of plan
between disc and performance?
Philip de Groote took the initiative:
'Well, this was first pointed out in a
letter to us—and, Ibelieve, to a lot
of other Quartets—by a gentlemen
who had become convinced that
Schubert had forgotten to put the
word " coda" or whatever over
those twenty-six bars. And Imust
say Ithink he's right, don't you?
'Well yes, the way we do it now
seems to make sense to us, but...'
(characteristically, perhaps, it was
Mark Butler who sought to present
both sides of the argument)
'... there are some people who
might say, ah yes, but Schubert
wanted to jolt us with that repeat,
to trip us up ... but Idon't know...'
P.D.G. again: '... oh, Ithink those
extra bars soundlike a codetta. At
the same time Ido think that it's
highly dangerous to assume something like that on a record, so perhaps it's a good thing that our
ignorance prevented the issue from
arising when we made that disc!'
Evidently the distinction of feeling between concert and studio
performance is, for these players, a
wide one. While acknowledging its
value—both as document and reputation builder—they feel, like so
many artists, faintly uneasy with a
medium which can too easily put
accuracy before the natural growth,
the beginning- to- end quality, of a
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performance. The illusion of aperformance. says Mark Butler, is especially difficult to create ' if you
come to, say, the Minuet of aquartet
after an hour-long lunch- break, or
if you decide to ' patch' a large
section of the first movement after
having played through the whole
piece. When you go back to that
first movement you'll be feeling it—
and playing it—differently from the
way you did before with the rest of
the piece in front of you'. As John
Atkinson
reported
in
January
HFNIRR, minimal such ' patching'
after the event is the policy of those
at Nimbus, and Philip De Groote
looks back with pleasure on the
two days in 1978 which the Quartet
spent at Wyastone Leys recording
the last three Schubert Quartets
(Nimbus 2301-3). ' They really
felt— and Ihope they sound-- like
performances. Inever mind the odd
wolf- note
or
whatever.
That
doesn't bother me. The only slight
disadvantage was that, as there was
no producer as such, we had to do
alot of to- ing and fro- ing to listen
for ourselves. But even so, the project took no time at all—two days
for three big pieces!'
If not all artists would wholeheartedly share Mark Butler's sentiment CI don't like making records
and Idon't like listening to the ones
I've played in!') many might, Isuspect, sympathise when he says 'the
best records I've ever heard are
records of concerts. The only record
of ours that Iwill ever listen to more
than once is a privately- made disc
of a concert we gave in 1977 in
Washington—our first visit to the
States, in fact. Two years later,
when we were in our American
agent's office, we saw this pile of
Ravel/Shostakovich
Chilingirian
records...
and
we
thought
"where'd they come from?". And it
was that concert. And it sounds like
a performance. Not hi-fi, not
always dead in tune, afew coughs,
but it's got atmosphere. Even the
silences have a quality you don't
get in the studio... You say you
thought the rests before the slow
movement reprise to be longer in
our QEH Schubert Quintet than on
the disc. There you have the issue in
a nutshell'.
Like several other young Quartets, the Chilingirian currently hold
a residency ('... well, not really a
.residency; we don't live in for one
thing') at a British unversity. Here,
for nine weeks in the year at the
Gardner Arts Centre of Sussex
University they coach, give masterclasses and open rehearsals, and
have recently completed a Beethoven cycle, currently paralleled on
Sunday evenings in the relaxed,
picture- gazing surroundings of the
Kenwood Orangery. With newcomer Csaba Erdélyi relatively unfamiliar to many of these works
'from the inside', there is no danger
here, as can often prove the case
with acomplete cycle, of responses
becoming dulled halfway through.
Even the layout of these six recitals
steers an inventive course between
the balanced and the strictly chronHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ological. It would not have been
wise, Philip De Groote suggests, to
have all three ' Rasumovsky' Quartets in asingle programme, so one
of these works ends each of the first
three programmes. Yet even with
this adjustment, the latter half of the
cycle presents everything from Op.
74 onward in chronological order,
offering the customary Finale of
Op. 130 as art encore. 'We play the
Grosse Fuge as the Finale " proper".
Why? Because Ithink we feel it
balances the whole piece rather
better. It's so closely bound to the
rest of the movements. Look at the
place where it goes into G flat, for
instance, just as it does in the first
movement.
It's
a tremendous
experience to play it like that,
although it's quite an ordeal suddenly to he faced with this Fugue
after five movements of pretty
tough playing!'
Naturally at Sussex there is unfamiliar repertoire too, something
reflected in the Chilingirian's commercial recordings ( Quartets by
Arriaga, Berwald, Korngold and
Wikmanson on RCA) and in BBC
broadcasts such as arecent Midday
concert
recording
of
Spohr's
Concerto for String Quartet and
Orchestra. ' Oh! That's going out, is
it?... it's really quite fun to play,
especially the Finale, which has
one of those "Turn- ti- turn- ti- turn,
Crash" tunes in it. Levon's trying to
interest us in Quartet's, which are
apparently very interesting to play'.
'For him', put in Philip De Groote.
'But there are others of course—a
Schoenberg arrangement of a
Handel Concerto Grosso; I've seen
the score, and Imust say it all looks
rather like too much hard work! But
there's a concerto by Benjamin
Lees which is interesting.'
An an ensemble actively involved
in university music- making—even
if only, in Philip De Groote's words,
for 'a couple of months in the
year'—there is naturally afair quota
of contemporary music to be
learned, played and discussed.
Interesting ( and,
I suggest,
healthy) that the Chilingirian's
approach to this repertoire, while as
open to suggestion as you would
expect from musicians familiar with
music department surroundings,
holds many of the reservations
shared by present-day performing
musicians at large. Mark Butler:
'The problem is to find new pieces
of music which can take more than
one performance, and which we
and our listeners would want to
hear again. That's the least you can
expect if you spend all the time
learning the notes. So often we get
a very highly worked- out, complicated piece of music which is
probally beyond analytical reproach. But because of such things as
the lack of bar lines, having to work
out unfamiliar sounds and so on, it
very often takes along time to work
up a proper performance.'
But wasn't this precisely what
people were saying forty years ago
about the Bartok Quartets? ' Oh, but
they still do'... But when you can
play those pieces, when you've
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worked up aperformance, it's obviously been worth it, because you
can really fee/something about that
music. You want to do it again...'
'... Yes, but its also aquestion of
musical language— whether you're
tuned in to this or that composer's
vocabularly, whether you find it
grateful to play and to listen to...'
This time it was Philip De Groote
who was presenting the reasoning
voice. ' Iremember when we had to
do Schoenberg 4 in four days—
which made life rather difficult. We
knew absolutely nothing about it. It
was aquestion of just trying to play
the right notes in the right order,
and hopefully at the right pitch. We
played it again soon afterwards,
and still it said nothing to us. Now
that's not to say that Schoenberg
Four's a poor piece, and we didn't
have a chance to get down to it
properly, but ... You're suggesting
that since The Rite of Spring presents few problems to orchestras
today, composers are relying on the
fact that their music will be more
easily playable in forty years' time.
A dangerous assumption, absolutely right. The bulk of the members of
today's
orchestras
have
been
playing the Rite for years and years,
and very often. But when you get
four players who are coming to a
piece such as Elliott Carter no. 3—
or the Scherzo of Bartok 5—it's
going to be just as difficult for them
in forty years' time as it is now. And
Idon't think that in terms of pure
technique quartets are now going
to get dramatically better'.
Looking into aless distant future
reveals a full diary for the Chilingirian, with visits during the coming
season to most of the Western
European countries, and an especially busy few weeks in Italy which
will include an energetic Mozart
series
in
Rome
and
Turin
'... brilliantly organised P.D.G.1—
one concert in Rome, the next in
Turin, and then another in Rome!'
Also to come is a Scandanavian
visit and a pair of concerts at the
Flanders Festival—an event which
carries family associations for Philip
De Groote, whose cellist father is
Belgian. Nowadays the De Groote
musical inheritance moves across

rather than down the family tree,
with younger brother Stephen
(currently teaching in Phoenix,
Arizona) asuccessful pianist. There
are tentative plans for a cycle of
Beethoven
Cello
Sonatas
in
Phoenix when the Quartet are next
in the States '... and [ MB] as a
Quartet we've already played the
Schumann Quintet in New York
with him, and made radio recordings of that and the Dvorak. It's
good that he's a pianist you don't
have to re-educate ( no, that's hot
too strong aword!) when it comes
to piano quintets. If apianist's been
used to playing Rachmaninov 2
with ahuge orchestra, then his idea
of pianissimo is liable to be
comparatively
hefty when
he
comes to play with a quartet. The
Brahms Quintet's probably one of
the most difficult from this point of
view—look how often you have
one string player counting bars
while the others are sawing away at
afortissimo! That piece is just about
the only chamber work I know
which reminds me of what it's like
to play in an orchestra. In chamber
music, unlike solo or orchestral, the
second violinist is playing almost
throughout the whole thing, which
makes him practically a different
instrument from the first violin. He's
got know how to project through
what is literally a wall of sound
overtipping the balance, or else it
sounds ridiculous.' Had the Chilingirian ever considered seating the
two violins opposite one another?
'No ...
( PDG.,
thoughtfully)
'... we haven't tried that. It would
certainly cause astir...'
And so, not for the first time, the
conversation had meandered off
into a productive siding. Just
enough time, perhaps, to ask briefly
about forthcoming records. There
are 'vague mumblings' of the
Mozart Quintets ( the G minor, with
Patrick Ireland, will feature in the
Chilingirian's Tenth Birthday concert on the 18th of this month) and,
still with Mozart, the last four quartets to supplement the set of six
'Haydn' works already available
(CRD 1062-4). What better opening to asecond decade?
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the
London
premiere of
his
Novelette in May and Abbado is
giving Erwartung and Oedipus Rex
as part of the BBC/LOCB ' Music of
Eight Decades' series. On top of all
this the orchestra has ahectic touring schedule between August and
Cetra, undertaking worldwide dis- September including Edinburgh
Mail Order
tribution outside the native country. again, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona,
Launched in September, Harper
The label carries a broad range of Switzerland, Germany, Flanders
Music is aspecialist Mail Order firm
classical music titles including a and various United States Summer
set up by two professional engineers
number of operatic ventures. One Festivals. In March the orchestra
from the hi-fi industry to provide a
of the debut releases is the first will give its first public debut in the
complete service for both the
recording of Mussorgsky's Salem- new Barbican Centre, marking the
classical record enthusiast and the
mbo—a Milan- based performance start of three separate months as
audiophile. The busi ness was started
featuring an ' international cast'. orchestra in residence—and it will
as a result of an increasing awareThis is released to commemorate thus become the first London orness that, with ever advancing
the 100th anniversary of the chestra to have apermanent home.
standards in the quality of playback
composer's death. For the future
equipment, the deficiencies in
CBS Masterworks and Fonit-Cetra
software were becoming increasColin Davis
have planned a number of coingly apparent. Harper Music intend
productions
including
several Sir Colin Davis has been appointo combine 'an appreciation of both
major operas.
ted
Principal
Conductor
of
the technical and artistic aspects of
the Bavarian Radio Symphony
recorded music in the marketing of
LSO
Orchestra in Munich, a post he
discs, tapes and closely associated
In his second year as Principal assumes from September 1983.
hardware'. The catalogue has secConductor Claudio Abbado has Although the appointment will
tions devoted to: Classical—selected traditional recordings chosen given no less than 60 concerts with inevitably restrict his appearances
with respect to musical performance the LSO as well as a number of as a guest conductor with other
and technical quality ( including important recordings and television orchestras, it will not involve any
a
crowded changes in his commitments as
cassette); Audiophile—rare imports, documentaries,
which
would
have Musical Director of the ROH at
digitals, direct- cuts, Ambisonics, schedule
Covent Garden.
etc; Hardware—front-end decoding daunted many others. The 1981/82
equipment such as Ambisonics de- season promises to be as adventucoders, dbx units, etc. Catalogue rous, with more Mahler, the five
Dutch Pressings
from Harper Music, PO Box 40, Beethoven Piano Concertos with
Brendel, two performances of The Your ever- concerned editorial team
Maidstone ME15 OJQ.
Dream of Gerontius with Svet- have been following the improvelanov,
Brahms'
Requiem
and ments in Decca pressings since the
Britten's War Requiem with Previn, Polygram takeover, and are happy to
Masterworks
CBS Masterworks have recently and VW and Bruckner with Rafael reportthat alarge number of the most
added two young soloists to their Kubelik. Arturo Benedetti Mich- important Decca releases are now
ranks. Both Cho -Liang Lin and elangeli is scheduled to make two available in Dutch pressings, with no
in
April
with degradation in sound and a conCecile Licad have signed exclusive appearances
recording contracts with the label. Celibidache. ( But will he turn siderable improvement in surface
up?—he hasn't quite managed it quality over the samples we had in
Lin, who was born in Taiwan in
since 1973.) Lutoslawski conducts our own collections. Solti Mahler
1960, has won wide praise in critical
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circles, having won first prize in
Madrid's Queen Sofia International
Violin
Competition,
the
1977
Aspen Music Festival Competition
and the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation's Concerts Competition in 1975. This year also sees his
debut with the New York Phil and
appearances in Europe with the
LSO and Rotterdam Philharmonic
orchestras.
The 20- year old Manila- born
pianist Cecile Licad has won similar
approval after being given the
Leventritt
Foundation's
Gold
Medal this year, the first time the
award has been made for 10 years.
Apart from $10,000 the prize includes guest appearances with
many of the world's top orchestras
including the Boston, Cleveland,
Chicago, Detroit and the LA as well
as the LSO and other European
orchestras. Licad studied privately
with Rudolf Serkin for three years
after a foundation course at the
Curtis Institute. We can expect to
hear a lot more of her—previous
winners of the Leventritt award include ltzhak Perlman, Pinchas
Zukerman, Kyung-Wha Chung and
Alexis Weissenberg.
CBS Masterworks have also
signed
a licensing
and
coproduction agreement with the
Italian based classical label FonitHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Karl Böhm
1894-1981
The death of Karl Böhm in Salzburg
on August 14th, just two weeks
before his 87th birthday, comes as
sad news to innumerable musiclovers and record- collectors. For
Bifihm, active as a conductor since
World War Iand still active in his
mid- eighties, seems always to have
been there, producing arichesse of
performances and recordings that
have withstood the changes of critical fashion through the traditional
strength of their unfussy and unaffected styling. Such an assessment
must not be allowed to suggest that
Böhm was a dull conductor,
'although at times he has been criticised for a certain Germanic
weightiness. He had never been
one of the eccentric individualists
like Toscanini,
Furtwängler or
Beecham. Nevertheless the careful
balance and intensity of his performances and his close links with the
great German and Austrian orchestras did produce adistinctive Bifihm
style that almost always left one
with a feeling of securely poised
drama.
He was born in Graz on August
28th, 1894 and always wished to
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follow amusical career. He studied
with musicologist ( and associate of
Brahms) Mandyczewski, and inherited from him atradition of interpretation that linked up with the
reality of 19th century musical life
and taste. After conducting during
the war in his native Graz he was
invited by Bruno Walter to conduct
in Munich in 1921. Our admiration
of Böhm as an orchestral conductor
almost makes us forget that he
was most deeply involved in operatic life and was musical director
successively
at
Darmstadt
(1927-31), Hamburg ( 1913-3)
and Dresden ( from 1934) where he
first began his extensive recording
career and became acknowledged as
a leading conductor of Wagner.
During the Second World War he
became director of the Vienna
Opera, continuing in 1954 after a
break. His operatic triumphs abroad
came surprisingly late: in New York,
Bayreuth
in
1962,
and
in
London in 1977. The supreme appointment came in 1964 when he
was appointed ' General Musical
Director' of Austria.
He was always awelcome figure
in
London,
becoming
closely
associated
with
the
London
Symphony Orchestra, which he
conducted at the Salzburg Festival.

symphonies we have tried are
the
Seventh ( SET518-9)
and
Eighth ( SET534-5), and Wagner's
Tannhäuser, Parsifal and Ring
Cycle ( SET506-9, SET550-4, 0100
D19)are among other Solti recordings vastly improved in this regard. A
large number of single Britten LPs ( a
composer whose recordings used to
give the New Malden plant more
trouble than most, for some reason)
have been Dutch- pressed—though
so far only one of the three Church
Parables, The Burning Fiery Furnace
(SET356), is Dutch- pressed—and
we have now sampled the following
boxed sets: War Requiem, Peter
Grimes, Midsummer Night's Dream,
Billy Budd,Death in Venice (
respectively
SET252-3,
SXL2150-2,
SET338-40, 379-81 and 581-3). In
all cases the improvement over our
own surfaces was remarkable.
Britten's recording of Purcell's The
Fairy Queen (
SET499-500) likewise, so that at last we could listen
to John Shirley- Quirk singing
'Hush, no noise... be silent, all' to a
background of hush, no noise, and
silence. The only case we came
across with degradation of sound
was Elgar's Dream of Gerontius
(again conducted by Britten) on
SET525-6, where on our sample the
'Decca Crackle' that ruined our
copies was certainly gone, but so
had much of the treble response and
therefore choral clarity. This one was
reported to Polygram and has now
been sorted out: current production
copies are OK. All in all, and especially considering arumour being
spread by one of the specialist record
dealers that Polygram would degrade the sound quality of all repressings—certainly not the case in
to page 109

His visits to London and to the
Edinburgh Festival in recent years
were momentous occasions. In
these days our visual and aural
memories are perhaps growing less
effective because of our reliance
upon and expectancy of recorded
evidence. It is on records that the
memory of Karl Böhm will be most
effectively imprinted. He will certainly be remembered for his recordings of Richard Strauss, acomposer with whom he was closely
associated, and for his Bayreuth
Tristan and Ring cycle. Great
Wagnerians don't often turn out to
be great Mozartians, but 1345hm was
exceptional in this: it is for his
Mozart that he may well be best
remembered; for thrilling and perfectionist recordings of the great
operas; finely balanced performances of all the symphonies—in the
older, substantial style that we associate with the Vienna Philharmonic and other great orchestras.
Schubert was also an object of his
loving attention. Balm recorded
mostly for the DG label, classically
etched in good, cultured sound. It
seems a proper marriage of special
talents; and it is hardly to be expected
that many will part with their
collectors' sets bearing his name.
Peter Gammond
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THINGS I
David Pickett HE AR
D EADERS WILL PROBABLY have heard by
now of the Government's recent Green
Paper on copyright laws and their reform ( see
September issue p. 37). The suggestions for
levies on the sale of blank tape and tape
recorders, which are not actually proposed in
the Green Paper, only discussed, naturally do
not look attractive to the man in the street, but
are said to be designed to protect manufacturers from loss of earnings due to illegal copying of records. If the statistics of the record
industry can be believed, the amount of levy
income required to recoup these losses is
enormous and could increase the cost of cassettes substantially. It is not certain that the
statistics presented actually do represent loss of
sales solely due to copying, or whether the
record companies partially refuse to recognise
the lack of interest in their product by the
public. At all events it is certain that many
people do copy records onto cassettes to
reduce costs. Ihave often thought that for the
non hi-fi collector of classical recordings the
best way of doing this is to wait until the BBC
broadcast the record and then take advantage
of the high quality ( by mass- market standards)
of the replay. In cases where the BBC have
been unable to find an adequate commercial
disc, it is not unknown for them to obtain a 15
i/s tape copy of the master- tape direct from the
manufacturer.
Maybe the new copyright laws when they are
eventually framed will improve the financial
situation of the manufacturers, but apart from

the worry that the Government may seek to
cream off its own cut from the levies, Iam not
sure that protectionist policies like this are a
good thing in the long-term. It does seem to be
attempting to close the stable door after the
horse has bolted, and in the case of much
foreign- owned material used without international reciprocal agreements could well result
in more money leaving the country than arrives
to pay for unauthorised copying perpetrated
abroad. The digital disc will not be immune
from superb ' illegal' copying, as home digital
recorders will certainly be marketed soon; but
perhaps the sale of really cheap digital disc
replay units would make the game not worth
the candle. Despite the existence of HFNIRR
with its influential readership, the vast majority
of the record buying public do not recognise
low noise or low distortion, so that a portable
digital playback unit at around £ 50 with a
frequency response only up to 8kHz and an
S/N ratio equivalent to 40 dB ( in analog terms)
could well do the trick if the software is not
priced too highly.
HAVING HEARD about the hundreds of high
quality opera houses in Germany, where they
have had an unbroken tradition of them since
the last century, Iwas pleased to have the
opportunity recently of sampling one in East
Germany. The town was Weimar, the one-time
home of Goethe, Schiller and Liszt where,
among other great works, Wagner's Lohengrin
and Richard Strauss' Don Juan had their world
premieres, and which today is for the most part
a rather uninspiring place boasting some
65,000 inhabitants. The opera was that
favourite of both Brahms and Debussy: Bizet's
Carmen (
translated into German by Felsenstein)

cHARPER GMUSIC
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and none of those taking part were big names,
even in the East. The Deutsches Nationaltheater
dates back to the eighteenth century, but the
inside has recently been restored following war
damage. It is riow a sumptuous theatre and all
seats have excellent sight lines. Iestimate that it
seats about 1000, so that the singers have no
difficulty in dominating a full-sized orchestra
(strings 14,12,10,8,6). A feature of theatres in
Eastern Europe is that there is always an adequate number of people around to man the
cloakrooms and bars, and everything is done to
make atrip to the theatre enjoyable for all.
There were one or two things not quite right,
like the door to Lilies Pastia's Inn which fell off
its hinges when Escamillo flung it wide open,
and had to be held up by two extras until the
end of the scene, while the first flute was more
often flat than not—but the ensemble taken as a
whole was outstanding. Everyone acted his or
her part at all times, the scenery and costumes
were magnificent, and the singers were superb.
The orchestra was even better, and was conducted by an elderly man who really knew his
stuff both as far as the score went and how to
wind up the orchestra. It was a spine- tingling
occasion, made even more surprising by the
fact that it was the last performance before the
summer break, with everybody obviously looking forward to their holidays. Perhaps Weimar
may be thought to be exceptional in its high
standards, but although I did not have the
chance to sample any, Iwas told that most of
the nearby towns ( like Eisenach a mere 50
miles away) were equally fortunate. Maybe in
100 years time the increase in the number of
opera houses which we have seen in Britain
over the last decade or so will also bear similar
fruit. Ihope so!
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Best d the month*
Bach Concertos for 1-4 Harpsichords: English Concert
Digital Bartok Quartets with sparkle: Lindsay Quartet
Digital Brahms German Requiem: musicianly Haitink
Digital Dvorak/Tchaikovsky String Serenades: Karajan
Haydn Quartets: exquisite balance from Orlando Quartet
Peter Maxwell Davies' Ave Maris Stella and Tenebrae
Digital double- starred Monteverdi Sac:red Vocal Music
Digital Rossini with dancing rhythms from Chailly
First digital Tristan & Is°Ide: Goodall with commitment
How Lovely Are Thy Dwellings: Salisbury Evensong
German Chamber Music before Bach: Musica Antigua Köln
Oboe Fantasia: marvellous showcase from Messiter

J. S. BACH: Cantata BWV 11 ' Lobet Gott in
semen Reichen' D Cantata BWV 34 '
0 ewiges
Feuer'
Marshall' Hodgson IHill IRoberts IKing's College
Choir IECO ILedger
HMV ASD 4055
BWV 11-the Ascensiontide Oratorio—has appeared
on Decca ECS 562 ( Oct. 1970), the complete Telefunken ( A:1, May 72), DG Archiv 2533 306, with BWV
68 and 175 (Jan. 1977, one of Richter's best), and
RCA ' Erato' STU 71099, with BWV 58, 78 and 198
(A:1/2, May 78), while BWV 34 is on Telefunken,
with BWV 31-3 ( Dec. 74; good, except BWV 31).
Both are superb works, with exciting, trumpety
choruses and beautifully reflective arias—notably
'Wohl euch' ( 34) and 'Ach bleibe doch' ( 11), better
known in its B Minor, Agnus Dei form, for solo alto.
EMI have laudably aimed at aconstant aural focus, no
easy matter in Kings, especially where Bach is concerned. All is well until we come to the opening chorus
of 34, which is little better than ablur. The reason lies
partly in the nature of the music; for although the
forces for 11 and 34 are practically identical-3 trumpets, timps, 2 oboes, strings and four-part choir ( 11
also has 2 flutes), the harmonic movement of 11 is
more clear-cut and measured, and its textures, though
active, are more homophonically conceived. Period
instruments ( and, particularly, crisp baroque timps)
would have done something to lighten the impact
(fewer strings, too), and the engineers might have
been encouraged to get nearer to the performers. In
this particular case, DG have the better solution, even if
the Munich sopranos are a little sharp! [
A/B:1/2]
Peter le Huray
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J. S. BACH: The Concertos for 1,2,3 and 4
Harpsichords
The English Concert I Pinnock, Gilbert, Mortensen,
Kraemer (hpds)
DG 2723 077 (
4 records) ( full price)
Each but one of these concertos ( the Concerto in C for
2 Harpsichords BWV 1061—and possibly not even
that one) is an arrangement of apre-existing work for
solo melody instrument. Only the Concerto for 4
Harpsichords BWV 1065 is not based on one of
Bach's own concertos, being an arrangement of one
of Vivaldi's in L' Estro Armonico. These concertos
have traditionally had a bad press, even given their
coverage on disc, but time and again musical performances such as these by Trevor Pinnock and the
English Concert have proved their intrinsic worth.
Despite his use of alow pitch frequency for a' and his
unequal temperament, Pinnock is here less unequivocal than performers like Leonhardt or Harnoncourt; but like them, he avoids very slow tempi and
points the rhythmic and kinetic energy which these
concertos have—the Concerto for 4 Harpsichords is
particularly vibrant—yet at the same time managing to
achieve considerable beauty of line (the slow movements of the C major BWV 1061 and D minor BWV
1052). Some very nice aesthetic decisions have to be
made over the recording of the harpsichord in these
works, particularly the solo concertos, where the
keyboard has to act as both soloist and as part of the
continuo group. Trevor Pinnock and Archiv have
obviously decided not to chop and change the focus
appreciably and this uniformity of distancing and
spotlighting Ifind more comfortable than recordings
where the keyboard sounds as if it is on wheels! There
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available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us, but
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relates price- range to label prefixes.
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is no dramatic difference in sound between one
harpsichord and four—perhaps alittle surprising—but
it is all digitally clean and precise. [
Afc:1/1*)
Roger Bowen
BARTOK: String Quartets 1 & 2
Lindsay Quartet
ASV DCA 510 (
PRT Sales)
My review of the Lindsay Quartet's performances of
Quartets 5 and 6 (July) can be applied more or less
exactly to this issue, which completes the series.
Throughout, the players have shown a remarkable
understanding of the logic of Bartok's often exceedingly demanding idiom, and that is no small achievement. To it they have added a controlled exuberance
that causes the music to take on added life, even, at
times, sparkle. If they have not yet mastered the most
rebarbative aspects of Bartok's language as evidenced
in their performance of the Fourth, or succeeded in
quite unravelling the arcane thought of No.3, some of
the fault lies with the composer; but for the rest, and
especially for the more introspective passages, one
can have nothing but praise. It was good planning to
issue the last two first and work backwards, for these
first two quartets are the most derivative and may not
have made the initial impact that the players' performances deserved. The recording has given a faithful
perspective to the performances: good lively presence
without being overbearing. Digital recording probably
makes no difference, but surface blemishes such as
afflict Side 1 of my copy seem to sound even more
devastating than before. [
11:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9 in d, Op. 125
'Choral'
Janet Price (sop) I Birgit ( con) I Horst
Laubenthal ( ten) IMarius Rintzler (bass) IConcertgebouw & Chorus (CM. Arthur Oldham) IHaitink
Philips 6769 067 digital ( 2 records) ( mid price)
Taken from live concerts in October 1980, this
Concertgebouw Ninth seems small-scaled when compared with Haitink's 1976 recording in the LPO Philips
cycle. The transfer levels are extremely low, but the
overall sound is as perceived in a concert- hall. The
playing is marginally finer, speeds are basically unaltered; Haitink's speed- changes are more free—for
instance, quickening the pulse in the scherzo. Marius
Rintzler is an excellent bass, but the soprano's final Bflats are unmagical. Like the Schmidt-lsserstedt 'a
Ninth to live with', and yet that 'Jubilee' version
sounds cataclysmic after Haitink's orderly performance. What do we expect of the Ninth in the Sony
Walkman era? Go to the 1954 Lucerne version, conducted by Furtwângler ( Cetra L0530 8), and contrast
the slow movement. That reflects how the civilised
world' has changed! [
13:2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 61
ltzhak Perlman ( yin) IPh//harmonía IGuilin,
HMV ASD4059 digital
Christian Steiner's warm- hued sleeve portrait captures
Perlman's confidence, his senses of responsibility and
humour: qualities reflected in this keenly awaited
Concerto recording (finer than those of fellow 'super
star' pupils of Galamian: Chung and Zukerman) in a
poised Larghetto, and in the breathtaking effortlessness of Kreisler's Rondo candenza. Arguably in the
context of Giulini's sombre- paced opening movement
a reduced version of the Joachim might have been
preferable—Perlman's affection for the Kreisler does
not disguise what is really something of acream- cake
confection.
Was it the 'wrong' cadenza choice which led to the
demise of the Suk/Boult recording? That 1971 production (same balance engineer) had the NPO seconds seated stage right, and if less well disciplined
than nowadays, under the hand of Muti, the players
gave Boult an accompaniment that struck me as more
individually expressive than here. Or does the digital
processing colour my assessment? Perhaps the sound
glowed in reality more than on the finished disc. The
sound is faultlessly detailed, but the reverberation is
chilling, and some tultis ( and solo fortes) take on
harshness (compression?). Giulini's exhortations can
be heard: almost a conversation takes place in bars
272-3, when the first movement really takes wing. But
he disappoints in the exposition by discounting the
sempre piano 50-60, so effective with Boult, and
Karajan: on DG the theme a poetic murmur on the
violins.
Incidentally, apropos my 'pre- Nirvana' Sept' 80
review of the Mutter disc: Imust now completely
withdraw my remarks 'frankly ugly' cadenza playing,
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and sound ' lacking range'. That Beethoven disc has
extraordinary individuality, making this new EMI seem
faintly marmoreal. Other options to consider are the
purposeful Thomas/Bournemouth Sinfonietta CRD,
and at mid- price the Grumiauk/Galliera, or the IMS
'Universo'
import,
the
excellent
Krebbers/
Concertgebouw. [A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig

characteristic. Surprisingly, the 1964 Karajan/DG has
the clearest technical quality, still; there too the soprano is Janowitz—and how astonishingly little her
voice has changed. But this time she sings with
greater depth of feeling. An outstanding ' Ihr habt nun
Traurigkeit in the context of a most musicianly and
involving account. [A:1*]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5 in E Op. 73
'Emperor'
Rudolf Serkin ( pno) IBoston SO IOzawa
Telarc DG 10065 digital (£8.80) ( Unicorn)

BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet in b. Op. 115 /
WEBER: Introduction, Theme & Variations
New Vienna Octet
Decca SDD575

At 78, Serkin responds to great music as keenly as
ever, bringing a sense of occasion to this first instalment in a Boston centenary year Beethoven project.
Yet this Telarc release disappoints. The essentials of
Serk in's ' Emperor'—features such as the strong projection of the declamatory passage from 35 in ( ii)—are
unchanged, but the earlier NYPO/Bernstein recording
has a technical brilliance now dimmed. The way
Serkin differentiates the 'espressivo' falling figure in
the rondo theme and its forte- crescendo counterpart,
or, even more jarring, the solo passage after the
orchestral exposition from ( i) Ill: more than anything
else these are pedagogic demonstrations of construction, a legacy for students. Additionally. Ozawa's
accompaniment is less sharply characterised than
Bernstein's, in the old CBS version, and the Telarc
sound is spongy, heavy, poor in stereo imaging. The
reverberant piano sound is not unrealistic, but Serkin's
breathing is oddly located. The review copy was
neither free of pressing rumble nor of surface damage.
[8:2/3]
Christopher Breunig

A fine Brahms performance—tempi particularly well
chosen, a strong sense of spontaneous enjoyment,
and key episodes such as the tragic outburst in the
Adagio eloquently done. The first violin, Erich Binder,
hints at a portamento here and there, is warmly
expressive without suggesting mannerisms. Balancing
anomalies and an ambitiously high transfer level mar
this release; generally the right channel seems underscored, and viola and cello parts ( locations?) are often
lost. The 'old style' 1962 recording by the Vienna
Octet, SDD249, is far more easily followed with the
score. ( And Boskovsky is clearly a greater artist than
the new clarinettist Peter Schmidl.) The aggressive
spotlighting of viola/cello at ( i) Letter A is as unwelcome as the focus on the cellist in the Bach- like
finale variation, also Letter A. He makes rather ameal
of the part; cf. Lovett on DG ( Amadeus). The high
level makes the sound raucous at times, unless played
at avery subdued volume.
There is an attractive short filler, although the attribution to Weber is thought to be incorrect. [ B/C:1]
Christopher Breunig

BIZET: L'Arlésienne— Suites 1 & 2 1:1 Carmen
(Prelude to Act 1; Entr'actes)*
LSO / Abbado
DG 2531 329 C)1978
Not, perhaps, as generously filled a disc as Maazel's
(L'Arlésienne I Jeux d'Enfants—SXL 6903, rev.
12/80), but one which offers abig, impressive sound
of wide dynamic range, discreetly helped, Isuspect, by
electronic means.
Abbado's tempi in L'Arlésienne are generally more
measured than Maazel's—occasionally no bad thing,
especially in the numbers which seemed, on Decca, a
shade on the brusque side. The Minuet of Suite 1trips
along most infectiously at Abbado's much steadier
pace, and its companion in the second Suite is delightful, with playing of great poetry and delicacy from
the LSO harp and principal flute. There is, too, real
character in the dance episode of the Pastorale (
with
light, stick-on-skin sounds in the ostinato drum
rhythm): just fractionally broader than Maazel, no
more, but what a difference in rhythmic subtlety and
lilt. Elsewhere on the new disc Imust admit to finding
one or two tempi which err towards sluggishness.
Comparison with Maazel's Carillon, for instance,
reveals the greater exhilaration of the Cleveland performance, and extra swing to the rhythm as trombones
bite magnificently through the texture. Some may also
find the Adagietto too introspective for what is, after
all, a wistful cameo portraying the meeting of two
childhood sweethearts now grown old. There is over a
minute's difference in respective timings here, and
Maazel's lighter touch is surely more to the point. And
there you have the essence: lightness of touch. Often
to be found on both discs, you find it throughout
SXLP 30276, conducted by Beecham in naturally
balanced and spacious 1956 stereo—and you come
away with two pounds to spare. [A/A*:1/2]
Andrew Keener
BRAHMS: A German Requiem, Op. 45 n Song
of Destiny, Op. 54
Gundula Janowitz (sop) ITom Krause (bar) IVienna
State Opera Chorus IVPO IHaitink
Philips 6769 056 digital ( 2 records) ( full price)
Some, few, records have a magical aura: a radiance
apparent wherever you dip in. This Philips set has that
rare quality. Who could resist Brahms' infrequently
heard Holderlin setting, the Schicksalslied, when the
Vienna Philharmonic play with such concentration,
such delicacy for Haitink?
The orchestra had not recorded the German
Requiem since 1947. Karajan/Legge now on
Japanese EMI EAC30103 ; as it happens the earlier
Philips version was taped, not in Amsterdam, but in
Vienna: Sawallisch conducting the VSO/Singverein.
The unique sweetness of the Philharmoniker strings,
however, is ravishingly apt for this ' message of consolation and hope'—the heading of a useful album
essay. Haitink's performance has a marvellous natural
flow, contrasting with the more self-conscious shaping in Solti's fine Decca set. The two recordings are
quite dissimilar, the Philips clean in detail, with good
separation but perhaps a slight ' haze' or soft- grained
86

BRITTEN: Sinfonia da Requiem / COPLAND:
The Red Pony
St Louis SO IPrevin
CBS 61167
This incongruous coupling must represent one of the
earliest appearances on record of Previn as resident
conductor of an orchestra. It was made in 1964,
shortly after he assumed command of the St Louis SO,
and it was surprising to find that this is its first
appearance here. Surprising because it already gives
clear indication of Previn's skill as an interpreter,
particularly under the dramatic stimulus of the Britten,
and a demonstration of his appreciation of British
music, for which he has since done so much. Despite
their apparently bizarre juxtaposition the two works
complement one another quite well, though the emotional gulf which separates them is very wide. It is
especially interesting to hear this account of Britten's
memorial to his parents, an objective view to set
beside the composer's own. Copland, of course, has
recorded his suite, but it is doubtful whether he would
make any great claim for it as a personal statement of
any kind. It is, nevertheless, abrilliant and varied score,
wholly original though often sounding folk- inspired.
The recording, typical of many American Columbia
issues of the time, is very bright with edgy strings and
congested climaxes, but it can be tamed and made
acceptable. [ C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
BRITTEN: Four Sea Interludes from ' Peter
Grimes' / TIPPETT: Ritual Dances from ' The
Midsummer Marriage"
Carlyle IRemedios IBainbridge IDean IROH Chorus
and Orchestra IDavis
Philips 'Sequenza' 6527 112 •(:) 1970
The 1970 Midsummer Marriage recording has lost
none of its depth and lustre. This is the second time
the ' Ritual Dances' have appeared separately from the
complete set (they are also available, coupled with
Tippett's Concerto for Orchestra, on Philips 6580
093), and they provide a vivid—and tantalising—
cross-section of the overall quality.
It was a logical idea to twin them here with the
popular ' Sea Interludes' from that other British 20th
century operatic classic Peter Grimes, and the two do
indeed make a happy coupling, if only to whet one's
appetite for the complete scores. The Interludes
originate from around the time of Colin Davis' 1979
recording of the complete opera ( 6769 014—a fresh, if
perhaps overly urgent account, marred for some by
Jon Vickers' mannered reading of the title role).
Davis' urgency pushes the 'Storm' interlude dangerously close to a scramble, but the Covent Garden
orchestra cope manfully and the fury of it all is
certainly electrifying. Otherwise, the ' Dawn' interlude
finds Davis at his most evocative: marvellously spacious, this, the recording beautifully resonant in the
swelling lower registers.
There are several splendid accounts of the Britten in
the catalogue now ( best of all, for my money. Britten's
own, with Previn aclose second for its sound), but if
the coupling here suits... [Tippett A:1*, Britten
A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson

DEBUSSY: Rhapsody for clarinet & orch
Rhapsody for alto saxophone & orch
Fantasie for piano and orch
Antony Mort
I Claude Dc/angle (sax) I Anne
Queffélec (pno) Monte Carlo National Opera Orch I
Jordan
Erato STU 71400 (£5.75) ( Conifer)
Some thin- toned violin playing apart ( and this only at
forte, a comparative rarity in this music), these are
highly
atmospheric
performances.
Even
the
Saxophone Rhapsody sounds abetter piece than it is,
with Claude Delangle a mellifluous and fluent soloist
(originally with apiano accompaniment, the work was
written out of duty for a hard- of- hearing lady whose
doctor prescribed tuition in awind instrument! In the
event, she was kept waiting for some eight years).
Also commissioned (for a competition at the Paris
Conservatoire), the better-known Clarinet Rhapsody
really is a lovely piece, full of darting solo lines and
textures both half- lit and vivid; open the score at any
page for an object lesson in how to handle afair-sized
orchestra with the utmost transparency and delicacy.
There is little to choose between this and the version
by George Pieterson and Bernard Haitink ( 9500 359);
both are models of refinement.
The early Piano Fantasie never quite recovered from
Debussy's fit of self-doubt at the first rehearsal: he
collected up the score and parts, forbidding any future
performance ( in the event. Cortot premièred the work
in London a year after Debussy's death). Painfully
aware that he had yet to achieve an entirely satisfactory form in a large-scale work, Debussy was
probably in no mood to appreciate the Fantasie's
compelling invention and consistently interesting,
concertante style piano writing. Anne Queffélec is an
imaginative advocate, and if Kars' Decca account
receives more distinguished orchestral support, his
coupling (the Delius Concerto) is both less interesting
and forms aless convenient package. Recommended.
[A:1/2]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Etudes, Books I & II
Théodore Paraskivesco (pno)
Calliope CAL 1836 ( 15.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Anne Queffélec (pno)
Erato STU 71384 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
Two discs of Debussy's Etudes, each with minor
failings and major virtues; either would grace any
collection. If Itend to favour the performances by
Anne Queffélec, it is because, notwithstanding her
generally faster tempi, she gives the greater impression
of having time to enjoy this or that passing detail, to
surprise the listener with an unexpected change of
colour, amomentary rhythmic
In many ways her
warmer recording helps, of course: Calliope's sound is
clean and bright but ashade more wiry than is usual
from this source (this is Volume 6 of Paraskivesko's
Debussy). Idare say that this is intentional: it well suits
Paraskivesko's satirical way with Debussy's ironic,
five- finger homage to Czerny, whereas Queffélec
offers an altogether lighter, darting account, the conclusion in her hands a positive whirlwind. In pour les
Quartes, it is Paraskivesko once again who, at a
comparatively steady pace, offers the more incisive
loud- soft contrasts, whereas for Queffélec these are
mobile, shifting colours with forte interjections as
vivid as asudden, brief flash of light and soft playing
which offers awhole range of remote, luminous half light.
Occasionally, and only that. Isuspected that such a
mercurial approach as Queffélec's stood in danger of
missing out on the more sombre reaches of this
fascinating and by no means easy music. In her hands,
pour les Tierces is, to be sure, a nimble affair, yet it is
Paraskivesko who, several notches slower, leads us
into the darker side, his skilful pedalling lending the
constant thirds a spectral, almost sinister quality; his
clarity here is remarkable. Similarly, while Queffélec's
pour les Accords impressed me with its rapidity and
assurance (though Iam less than wholly convinced by
her way of inserting a comma before the quiet alternations), it is Paraskivesko's steadier account which
builds the greater impression of unstoppable strength.
A difficult choice, then (though Isuspect my own
sympathies are obvious!). Neither disc will disappoint.
[Paraskivesko A/B:1, Queffélec A:1]
Andrew Keener
DELIUS: 'THE FENBY LEGACY': Songs of
Farewell D Idyll—' Once I passed through a
populous city' o Fantastic Dance D A Song of
Summer o Cynara o Irmelin—prelude O A Late
Lark D La Calinda D Caprice and Elegy o Two
Aquarelles
Felicity Lott (sop) IAnthony Rolfe Johnson (ten) I
Thomas Allen (bar) I Julian Lloyd Webber (vIc) I
RPO IFenby
Unicorn DKP 9008/9 digital ( 2 records) ( 111.98)
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dassicaL
There is always a special interest in musicmaking
directed by the composer or some similar authentic
force, even if all concerned accept that a full-time
interpreter can sometimes smooth the way towards a
satisfactory performance with greater skill and fewer
wasted words. Eric Fenby has always insisted that he
is ' professional' neither as conductor nor pianist, yet as
his previous modern recordings of Delius show, he
is to be taken seriously in both roles. All but two of the
works represented here (
La Calinda and the
Aquarelles) are to all intents and purposes late Delius,
which means that they were brought to fruition
through Fenby himself; no-one, therefore, living or
dead, possesses a deeper awareness of the creative
process behind this music, the more so since Beecham
was loth to include some of it in the Delius canon.
Aside from the Irme/in Prelude and La Calinda, none of
the works on these records is represented in the
Beecham discography, and stereo recordings by
Sargent and Meredith Davies of Songs of Farewell and
the Idyll are long deleted. The former—settings of
Whitman—are magnificent, hauntingly imaginative in
the hushed opening line of the second song, ' Istand
as on some mighty eagle's beak', and sustaining
throughout an uncommon beauty and concentration
of texture. The performance is excellent: it is beautifully paced and rather better sung than the 1964
Sargent account.
For me, however, the gem of this collection lies in A
Song of Summer, the long- abandoned sketches of
which, as Fenby reports in Delius as
knew him
(reprinted to coincide with the appearance of these
discs). Delius handed him with the words ' Iwant you
to look at the score ... take your time ... play it, and
then Iwill hear what you have to say'. A daunting first
mission (especially as the young Yorkshireman
thought little of the work as it stood) which, astonishingly, led to a unified, near- miraculous finished product. The work must occupy a special place in Dr
Fenby's affections; so much is reflected in the opening
of this performance, in which the RPO produce a
wonderfully remote quality and natural, flexible phrasing. Only Barbirolli's more expansive account ( ESD
7092) paradoxically conveys agreater ease of movement, the more acute quickening of the senses at the
final climax.
The Unicorn recordings are admirably focused,
deep-bassed pieces of work (sides 2-4 are Ambisonically encoded—amedium on which Iam unequipped
to comment). Quiet music registers uncannily against
abackground of silence which is preserved by flawless
pressings. Solo vocal balances are natural, which is to
say that words, especially at baritone pitch, are occasionally lost amid Delius' orchestration. Very occasionally the acoustic struck me as atouch on the dry
side, especially when it came to exposed brass writing
(in the Fantastic Dance, for instance— one of the few
things on these discs which sound as if they would
have profited from an extra rehearsal; there is, too,
some rhythmic unsteadiness in La Calinda).
With the Caprice and Elegy on Side 4 (JLW unashamedly lacing the solo part with an eloquent
portamento or two), Dr Fenby's recording career
comes full circle, for it was in 1930 that he entered the
studio for the first time to record the piece with
Beatrice Harrison ( SH224). Its inclusion here is
appropriate. If ever arecording was the outcome of a
labour of love, this one is. Christopher Palmer's
sleevenotes and his portrait of Dr Fenby further enhance the set's claims on every Delian. ' [A/A*1]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK:
Serenade
in
E,
Op.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade in C. Op. 48
BP° IKarajan
DO 2532 012 digital

22 /

The sheen of the Berlin Philharmonic strings is beautifully caught by this recording of two of the most
popular, and most frequently paired, serenades for
string orchestra. The sound has all the transparency
claimed for it and anaturalness in range and balance
which almost equals the clarity one would expect from
a live performance. To achieve that it would need a
shade more resonance; here the studio is inclined to
dampen down the liveliest upper frequencies.
Karajan's performances are impeccable, perfectly
judged tempi without over- accentuation—the famous
Waltz in the Tchaikovsky can seldom have sounded
better or the freshness of Dvorak's delightful work
been more fittingly captured. [
A:1*]
Kenneth Dommett

amateur chorus.' It certainly does that, though we are
given no details of its personnel. The music is littleknown: 'To her beneath whose steadfast star' was
written for the 80th birthday of Queen Victoria, and ' it
is unlikely that there has ever been another performance'; the Credo, in the unusual key of E minor,
exists only in manuscript in the B.M. There is, it seems
to me, no great music here—some of it being written
on request and even out of financial necessity, though
that it is true of much great music—but it is very
charming and well worth rescuing from neglect.
'Weary Wind of the West' ( 1903) twice hints at the
Enigma theme. Iwonder...
Full text is included, which is valuable with achoral
record, even of English singing. The standard of
singing is high, and this is well brought out by the
excellent balance and clarity of another of John
Shuttleworth's recordings. Eltham College provides a
very appropriate acoustic, supplying a pleasing air
round the music, without an oppressive echo. The
issue, recorded under the auspices of the Elgar
Society, will be welcomed by Elgarians, and should be
by all who enjoy the English part- song. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
ELG AR: From the Bavarian Highlands, Op. 27 /
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: In Windsor Forest
Bournemouth Sinfonietta & Chorus IDel Mar
HMV ASD 4061
Musical counterparts to the Bavarian postcards reproduced on the sleeve, Elgar's settings of poems written
by his wife commemorate a seven- week stay in
Garmisch. They were first heard in the original choruswith- piano form in 1896, the year in which Elgar made
these orchestrations. Later, he adapted Nos. 1, 3, 6as
the Bavarian Dances. (
The HMV sleevEL for Boult's
recording of that Suite, ASD 2356, reproduces Alice
Elgar's title- page and her Lullaby.) Elgar's carefree
music is backed by areworking of music from VW's Sir
John in Love, structured as a cantata—the practical
reaction to public indifference to his opera. The heady
Wedding Chorus ( No. 4) is the finest piece here, with
its characteristic solo violin part at the close; in the
Elgar, perhaps the charming On The Alm, recalled
many years later in Starlight Express. Spirited performances under Del Mar, and most credible recordings by
Brian Culverhouse, make this a worthwhile venture.
[A:1]
Christopher Breunig
FRANCK:
Sonata
in
A /
SCHUMANN:
Fantasiestucke, Op. 73 El Stücke im Volkston.
Op. 102
Alexander Michejew (v/c) IGeoffrey Parsons (pno)
Nimbus 2121 (
C4.85)
Alexander Michejew, anewcomer to the catalogue in
name alone (as Christian Hocks he has already given
us an authoritative Bridge/Kodaly coupling—Nimbus
2117), gives a sinewy, passionate account of the
Franck, helped by abright- toned and forward placing:
as might be expected of Nimbus, the cello emerges
from considerably closer quarters than the piano.
Iwould not like to say with any certainty whose
transcription Michejew uses, although his choice of
the upper octave in the reprise of the Allegro's second
theme ( among other things) would seem to suggest
the version by Leonard Rose. Occasionally more difficult than Delsart's, Rose's arrangement is nevertheless more faithful to the violin version in that it retains
more of the original width of compass; Delsart tends to
drop the octave, robbing certain passages of their
soaring quality. Michejew is certainly fully equal to the
upper alternatives. His sound expands impressively in
the Allegro reprise, and he is sweet- toned and true of
intonation at the opening of the Finale—no mean feat
with the extra distances involved in having to play so
much on the A string. While Imust admit to finding the
Finale alittle over- restrained in its steadiness, there is
much to be said for agentle approach such as this in
terms of cumulative effect ( though Michejew does
rather make ameal of the central minor theme).
The Schumann is equally successful, with flowing
tempi for the first two Fantasiestücke (
a pleasant
change from the sleepy treatment often encountered).
Here, as in the Franck, Isuspect that Nimbus' policy of
minimal editing has led to some minor mishaps which
Michejew would have preferred not to be granted
everlasting life on disc (and Ifind his resonating open
G in the Finale theme of Op. 73 an irritant), but these
are of small account amid so much eloquent musicmaking. [
A/B:1]
Andrew Keener

ELGAR: EVENING SCENE Part-songs
Keith Beniston (org) IPhilharmonic Chamber Choir I
Temple
Meridian E77040 (£4.99) ( Lugton's/Unicorn)

GERSHININ: Rhapsody in Blue' CI An American
in Paris
'Eugene List (pno) ICincinnati SO IKunzel
Telarc DO-10058 digital (£8.80) ( Unicorn)

'The aim of the choir is to perform to ahigh standard
small-scale works outside the repertoire of the large

It must be very difficult to justify this kind of price for a
bare 34 minutes of music when neither performance
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nor recording is in any way outstanding. With so many
alternatives to choose from the competition is considerable even though all the recordings are analogue,
and several of them are more spirited than this careful
pair of essays. In the Rhapsody, for instance, there is
the clever and successful sewing together of
Gershwin's piano roll with the Columbia Jazz Band by
CBS which had an equally effervescent account of An
American in Paris as coupling. Both were recently
reissued in agenerally well- received Gershwin album.
Gershwin's orchestration of the latter work is not
above criticism in the way it piles up sonorities that are
almost entirely destroyed by the heavy brass, but this
digital recording does little to spotlight the detail in
either score. List is an understanding pianist who has
recorded the Rhapsody previously, but here one feels
he is being unduly circumspect, and one misses the
loose-limbed performances of Reid Nibley, Katchen
and Previn. The conductor is moderately sensitive
though he throws little new light on the music, and the
orchestra seems unrelaxed. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
HARRIS: Piano Quintet 0 Quartet 3 '
Four Preludes and Fugues'
Johana Harris (pno) IBlair Quartet
Varese VC 81123 (£5.75) ( Unicorn)
Johana Harris, the composer's widow, recorded the
Piano Quintet with the Coolidge Quartet for RCA back
in the 1930s soon after it was written. It stands as one
of Harris' finest achievements, the writing spare,
almost unemotional and entirely functional. A
thoughtful, introspective work and, like the Piano
Sonata, the Symphony ' 1933', and the Piano Trio,
invaluable in any attempt to assess the early impact of
the composer on American music. The Quartet, which
is in the unusual form of four preludes and fugues, was
written in 1939 and offers another impressive aspect
of Harris' work while he was still wholly creative. This
recording is erroneously claimed to be the first: in fact
the Roth Quartet recorded it for American Columbia in
the days of 78s. It, too, is serious in intent and effect
and well set out for the medium. The Blair Quartet play
it with understanding, and in the Quintet are further
stimulated by the presence of the authoritative Mrs
Harris. The recording is nicely balanced and naturalsounding and free of extraneous noise. A welcome
addition to this valuable archive, which is being
sponsored by California State University. [
A:1/1*)
Kenneth Dommett
HAYDN: The ' Paris' Symphonies
BP° IKarajan
De 2741 006 digital ( 3records) (full price)
Surprisingly, there is currently no other complete
recording of the six ' Paris' Symphonies, apart from
Dorati's inclusion of them in abox containing 82 to 92
and the Concertante. It is some time since Karajan
recorded Haydn, Ithink, but his approach has changed
little. He uses a big orchestra ( but then the Paris
orchestra of Haydn's day was big), he drives the outer
movements hard (though gives broad slow introductions in 84-86), shapes the slow movements
affectionately ( and in 87 amazingly slowly), and
favours firm but slowish tempi for the minuets (sometimes slowing down for the trio). The only real
miscalculations, it seems to me, are the inordinately
slow Menuets of 82 and 87. Occasionally—eg,the first
movement of 86— Karajan is too rigid, strait-laced. In
general these are weighty, refined performances ( in 82
the bear- garden is only adistant memory). The most
controversial aspect of this set is the recorded quality.
DG's digital sound has delighted me in the past; here
at anormal volume setting it is unremittingly strident
at for above in tutti passages, with marked loss of
presence in the finale of 86. ( Elsewhere there are
patches of background rustle and the odd bang: 84).
But the clarity of detail is impressive, the sense of
being close to atrue three-dimensional performance
very strong. The BP0 provides superb playing, corporately and individually. But are these performances
to live with, if one has no other versions? Perhaps, but
Idoubt it. Challenging, but ultimately. Isuspect,
wayward. Difficult to rate, but overall (* B:2].
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Violin Concertos in C, A, G:
Concerto in F for Violin and Harpsichord O
Sinfonia concertante in Bt.
Salvatore Accardo (yin) IHeinrich Schiff (v/c) INeil
Black (oboe) IGraham Sheen (bsn) IBruno Canino
(hpd) IECO IAccardo
Philips 8769 069 (
2 records) (full price)
Although all these concertos have been available in
several versions, and most of them are still listed in at
least one version, it is excellent to have them all on two
discs in superior recordings and delightful performances. The three solo concertos—the only authentic
87

harmonia mundi
An attractive moneysaving opportunity
For those who have yet to know Harmonia Mundi, we offer aspecial
selection of new releases of some outstandingly beautiful music
performed on period instruments by world-renowned artists. A wealth
of ancient, renaissance, baroque and classical music awaits you in
the Harmonia Mundi catalogue our money-saving offer is open to
December 31st.

AIRS DE COUR

You
pay

Instead

Music by Couperin, Lully, Gaultier, De
La Barre, etc.
Concerto Vocale ( R. Jacobs, counter
tenor; K. Jiinghanel, baroque lute, W.
Kuijken, Viola de Gamba)
HM 1079/80 (2record set)
(Or on Two cassettes HM 40-1079180)

of

£11.00 £9.00

VIVALDI " Serenata atre"

First world-recording of ararely heard
chamber opera.
P. Grigorova and M. Vance sopranos; H.
Spanier, tenor; Clenenic Consort. cond. R.
Clemenic
HM 1066/7 (2record set)
(Or on Two cassettes HM-106617)

J. S. BACH

Virtuose Verzierungskunst um 1600
£11.00 £9•00

English Suites, BWV 805-811
Kenneth Gilbert, Taskin harpsichord
HM 1074/5 (2record set)
One cassette only HM 40-1074 £4.50
instead of £5.50

£11.00

Pastorale sur la naissance de Jesus Christ
Les Arts Florissants, cond. William
Christie
HM 1082
(Or on Cassette HM 40-1082)

£9.00

Symphonie de Clavecins, Deuxième
Quatuor àdeux Clavecins
W. Christie and D. Fuller Harpsichord
HM 1051
(Or on Cassette HM 40-1051)

FRANCE

Benedetto Marcello: The 50th Psalm
From the famous collection 'Estro PoeticoArmonico', 1724-1 726. With René Jacobs, Guy de
Mey, Kurt Widmer, Jaap SchrOder, SterMng Jones,
Rolf Junghanns, Yasunori, lmamura, Michael Jappe.
IC 065-99 899

£5.50 £4.50

. £5-50
Cantigas de Santa Mana

£5.50 £4.50

Affetti Musicali

COUPERIN, Armand- Louis

ci

Italian miniatures from renaissance to
baroque.
Montserrat Figueras, René Jacobs, Kurt Widmer,
Michael Piguet, Bruce Dickey, Jordi Savaii, Aline
Parker.
IC 165-99 895/96-2 2 record set.
£11.00

CHARPENTIER, Marc Antoine

harmonie
mundi

SCHOLA
CAMORLM
BASILIE\SIS
DOCUME\TA

Unfamiliar music from the Venetian school at the
time of Monteverdi; played on period instruments.
Bruce Dickley ( Cornet), Charles Toet (Trombone),
Dana Maiben ( Violin), Alice Robbins ( Cello),
Frances Fitch ( Harpischord and Organ).
1C 065-99 917.
£5.50

Catalogue on request

Special release

The Silbermann Organ at
Arlesheim Cathedral

MUSIC FOR EXETER CATHEDRAL
in support of the Cathedrals Preservation Trust
On this record are works by Tallis, Morley,
Purcell, Blow, Arne and others sung by the
HM
DELLER CONSORT directed by ALFRED
DELLER. Proceeds from the sale of this record
will go to the Cathedral Preservation Trust.

Montserrat Figueras, Josep Benet, Joaqium
Proubasta, Guillén Francesc. Das MittelalterEnsemble der Schola Cantorum Basiliensis.
Conductor:
Thomas Binkley.
IC 065-99 898.
£5-50

EX 225

£.50

One of the greatest instruments from this famous
builder of organs. Music from France and Germany
with Jean-Claude Zehnder ( Organ), Richard Erig
(Baroque Oboe).
IC 065-99 916.
£5.50

Jean Philippe Rameau: Nouvelles
Suites de Pièces de Clavecin
deutsche
(1728).
A comprehensive issue from Rameau's last major
work for harpsichord played on an instrument by
Martin Skowroneck. Alan Curtis(Harpsichord).
IC 065-99 918.

Harmonia Mundi 47-51 Chalton Street, London NW11HY
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surviving ones—are early works, mainly shortbreathed and rather old-fashioned for the 1760s. They
are for string orchestra only—at least, that's how they
are done here, though the A major work (the ' Melk'
Concerto) has horn parts, and probably once had
oboes too, in one of the two extant copies. They are
pleasing works, if only the C major one is of consistent
distinction; and they are played with poise, brilliance
and warm appreciation by Accardo and the ECO
strings—sensitively supported here, and in the
Concertante too, by continuo harpsichord. The interesting double concerto, perhaps orginally intended for
violin, organ and orchestra, emerges as a thoughtful,
carefully- constructed piece, though perhaps only its
finale is memorable. The late, great Concertante, often
recorded but seldom to such happy effect, does
feature the violin as star, though in other respects this
masterpiece quite outclasses its companions in the set.
The soloists are a splendid team, and the orchestra,
excellent throughout, here can rise to the challenge of
Haydn at his most imaginative. Apart from a few
smudged chords on my finished pressings, the recorded quality is up to the expected Philips standard.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets Op. 54 nos. 1 & 2
Orlando Quartet
Philips 9500 996

Here is ahighly distinguished record: awonderful pair
of late ( 1788) Haydn quartets, in exquisitely balanced,
warm, true recording, and played with the utmost
distinction by the Orlando Quartet. These four young
artists must be named individually: Istvan Parkanyi,
Heinz Oberdorfer, Ferdinand Erblich, and Stefan Metz.
As readers may recall, they won the European Broadcasting Union String Quartet Competition in 1978.
They are awonderfully assured, sensitive, warm-toned
and stylish ensemble; technical difficulties are calmly
surmounted, they listen to and play to each other, they
command great beauty of tone from if to pp—and
above all, they are content to serve the composer with
natural, unmannered playing, yet with no rigidity ( hear
the way they phrase the lead-ins to the theme in the
whirlwind finale to 54/1). They take the slow movements very slowly—slower than Ithink Haydn's contemporaries would have done, but they entirely avoid
any sense of scampering in the fast movements. Do I
exaggerate the virtues of the issue? I think not.
[Mr:1*]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Piano Sonatas 60 in C, 61 in D, 62 In Et,
Paul Badura-Skoda (pno)
Astrée AS 83 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
This delightful record contains Haydn's last three
keyboard sonatas, written in 1794 and 1795 for
Therese Jansen, and here played on a piano by
Johann Schantz which dates from around 1790 and is
owned by Paul Badura-Skoda. Fascinating as it is to
hear these works performed on a very fine Viennese
instrument by the maker Haydn preferred to Mozart's
beloved Walter, they were surely conceived by Haydn
on and for the even more advanced instrument of
Longman & Broderip which he had brought back from
London. The Schantz, though, indisputably suggests
the tone- qualities which the Viennese would have
associated with these works when they were at last
published there. Badura-Skoda plays them with deftness, poetry and much brilliance (the finale of 62
might have benefited from a marginally slower
tempo). Readers who imagine that late 18th century
pianos are thin- toned and rattly will get a welcome
surprise to hear this record: the clarity and cleanness is
expected, but the full, warm tone at the opening of the
Eflat Sonata, for instance, will be arevelation. Those
who already have these fine works in one of the
complete recordings will be well advised to add this
interesting sound- document to their collection; the
technical quality is high, and the accompanying notes
are admirably full. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HOLDRIDGE: Violin Concerto 2 / Lazarus and
his Beloved
'Glenn Dicterovv ( yin) ILSO IHoldridge
Varese VCDM looedio digital 45 rpm (£7.97)
(Unicorn)
Lee Holdridge (
b. 1944) has made his name in the
field of film music—he wrote the music for Jonathan
Livingston Seagull and Oliver's Story among others—
and this appears to be his first venture, as far as records
are concerned, into concert music. It may appear an
oversimplification to place both works firmly in the
category of 'easy listening', but fair, since neither
makes any great demand on the understanding. The
idiom is surprisingly 19th century, with scarcely ahint
that anything much has happened in music since the
death of Brahms. It is exceedingly competent, as one
would expect, yet curiously anonymous and, given the
parameters implied by the idiom itself, timeless. The
Lazarus music is asuite drawn from aone- act opera in
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which the vocal lines have been transferred without
apparent loss to instruments. The piece has a transcendental theme dealing with Lazarus' destiny following the Crucifixion, but the music, in this form at
least, gives little hint of coming to grips with the
problems of such a difficult idea. Dicterow, now
Concertmaster of the NY Philharmonic, gives awarm
and expressive account of the concerto, and the LSO
responds, as it always does, to the demands placed on
it. This is a twelve- inch 45 rpm record issued at the
same time as the conventional 33 rpm, and claims of
improved tracking and increased dynamic range are
made for it. The sound is very acceptable and the
balances, both within the orchestra and between
players and solist, are realistic. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

KADOSA: Violin Concerto 1, Op. ir oViolin
Concerto 2, Op. 32
*Maria Balint (yin) IDenes Kovacs (vin) IBudapest
SO I ' Leh& IBreitner
Hungaroton SLPX 12313 (£4.80) ( Parnote)
Pal Kadosa, one of the most important of Hungarian
composers of the generation after Bartok and Kodaly,
is not currently represented here, the previous
sporadic examples of his work now having apparently
been deleted. His work falls into anumber of different
styles, the pre-war works, of which the first Violin
Concerto ( 1932) is an example, being strenuously
rhythmical and highly dissonant. The second concerto
dates from 1940-41, but was revised in 1956, and is
more lyrical with broader melodic lines and tonal
language which more closely resembles Bartok's,
though Kadosa is not in any real sense indebted to his
illustrious predecessors. His wartime works are spoken
of as being marked by 'barren polyphony', but that
criticism cannot be applied to this concerto, which is
likely to appeal to the general listener more than the
sinewy first.
Both performances are to be recommended, though
Kovacs is given the easier task since he has more
opportunity to display warmth of tone and virtuosity.
The recording of both works is acceptable, reasonably
well balanced and clear. [A/B:1]Kenneth Dommett
LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Bolet IRochester PO IZinman
Vox VCL 9001 (£5.29) ( Parnote)
Like Arrau, Jorge Bolet is a pianist in the tradition of
the great 19th century masters, and it is interesting that
both of them should have issued records of the two
Liszt concertos simultaneously. Both of them have an
authoritative approach to the works, and there is not
much to choose between them. If anything, Arrau is
the more masterly, but Bolet is as impressive in many
ways. On both records the orchestral playing is excellent, and choice will depend on other matters. The
Philips recording with Arrau has a warmer and fuller
tone, but the Vox has amore brilliant upper register; on
the other hand the piano tone is liable to get hard in
forte passages, though the playing is delicate and
sensitive in the quieter sections. On the whole my vote
is for Arrau, but Bolet is no mean contender, and it is
admirable to have two such excellent recordings appearing within ashort time of each other. [A:1]
Humphrey Searle
MASSENET: 'Werther'
Carreras I Von Stade IAllen I Buchanan I Lloyd I
Crook IChildren's chorus & ROH Orchestra IDavis
Philips 8769 051 ( 3 records) (full price)
Werther is already well served by its two French
recordings under Chailly and Plasson and, in spite of
the amazingly sustained record company interest in
the operas of Massenet ( not entirely reciprocated by
the public, as far as Ican tell), it is fortunate to get a
third from a major label. It was not even Masseners
most popular work; Manon probably holds that
honour. However, if another Werther was proposed
then there could be no better person to control the
enterprise than Sir Colin Davis. Ifeel that Davis'
shapely, delicate, poised handling of the score avoids
all the worst pitfalls ( not all) and allows us to enjoy
and admire the suppleness and lyricism of Massenet
that lies behind his period façade. Iwish the recording
had been more revealing and helpful in this respect. It
is not abad one, but has what might be termed avery
ordinary sound. It is clear, it is balanced, but it lacks
reality and, while treating the voices well, is less than
flattering to the orchestra. The scene set, the stars, the
singers, now have a perfect background and they rise
to it well. Carreras is apleasingly open, manly poet and
keeps his flamboyant possibilities in check, moving
towards his dying scene with conviction and polish.
Frederica Von Stade is just right for Charlotte; a
character who might well have been modelled on her
face, figure and voice. She is Charlotte and, if she
doesn't mind me saying so, naturally decadent in her
portrayal. The rest rise to their task well; with aspecial

mention for Les Enfants from the Royal Opera House .
production who are a very professional lot. In summary, this is a very effective, moving and enjoyable
Werther; the recording is good enough but could have
been better. [A/B:1*/1]
Peter Gammond

MAXWELL DAVIES: Ave Maris Stella El
Tenebrae super Gesualdo
Mary Thomas (sop) I Timothy Walker (gtr) IFires of
London IDavies
Unicorn KP 8002 (£ 5.50)
First amoan; if Unicorn can fit half an hour of music on
side 1of this disc, why do they give only aquarter of
an hour on side 2? There are enough important pieces
by Davies still unrecorded to allow for full use of
available vinyl. Now the praise: at least new discs of
works written by Davies in the 1970s are still coming
along, and although the recording on this issue is not
perfect it is of asufficiently high quality to allow most
of the impact of the music to reach the listener
unhindered.
Tenebrae super Gesualdo was written for a 1972
South Bank Summer Music concert to accompany
Gesualdo's Tenebrae, and is dedicated to Elizabeth
Waite, aformer pupil of Davies who died at the age of
nineteen. It is adeeply introspective work in the form
of four meditations interspersed with three distillations
of the Gesualdo original. Ave Maris Stella, written for
the 1975 Bath Festival, is the more substantial work
with an important, and virtuosic, part for marimba.
Both pieces are distinctively coloured by Davies'
idiomatic use of this instrument and in these performances Gregory Knowles dextrously and perceptively
brings the writing to life without dominating the
ensemble. The remarkable skill and commitment of the
Fires of London continues unabated despite personnel
changes since the group's early days.
These stereo-compatible, ambisonic recordings are
detailed and realistic, but the base noise level is too
high for some of the quietest passages and there is a
little pre-echo. [A:1*]
Doug Hammond
MONTEVERDI: Sacred Vocal Music
The Parley of Instruments IRoy Goodman and Peter
Holman IEmma Kirkby (sop) IIan Partridge (ten) I
David Thomas (bass)
Hyperion A66021
digital (£4.99) ( Lugton's/
Unicorn)
Note the title: sacred vocal music—not choral. The
period is that when, in Venice, the Office of Vespers
had replaced the Mass as the centre of musical
elaboration, and when the emphasis was passing to
soloists. The music is dramatic, even operatic, with a
more intense concern with the verbal text. Ideal stuff,
indeed, for the musicians assembled here. The score
was prepared after lengthy research, as was the instrumentation and technique. About that, the musicologists may dispute enjoyably, while we revel in
music of exhilarating inspiration, superbly performed:
in my judgment, one of the high points of liturgical
expression of the Latin rite.
St. Jude- on- the- Hill, Hampstead, was chosen
because it offers a plan and size comparable with St.
Mark's. It provides an appropriately resonant acoustic,
within which setting Tony Faulkner (see his article on
'a phased array', August HFN) has produced arecording as near as may be to the ideal of a totally
transparent medium. Given a reproducing system
worthy of the recording, one is not conscious of it at
all: there are no ' hi-fi' noises, no edgy aura to the
voices, no acid in the upper strings. What there is, is a
spacious freedom of sound: a joyous liberation of
music into the listening- room. In aword, this is avery
remarkable recording indeed, certainly the best of the
voices of these three magnificent singers Ihave ever
heard. Carpingly—and unnecessarily—one may feel
that the three voices, when singing at once, are rather
cramped together; and that the accompaniment is
occasionally recessed. Small points indeed; for audiophile and music- lover, this one is essential. [
Airelvr]
Peter Turner
MOZART: Piano Concerto 17 in G, K453 O Piano
Concerto 18 in lib, K456
Murray Perahia (pno) IECO IPerahia
CBS 36888 digital
How nice it is to have a new recording of the B flat
concerto, one of the most undervalued and least often
recorded of Mozart's mature piano concertos. In the
main Perahia, both as soloist and conductor, gives an
enthusiastic and cleanly articulated account of it,
though the first movement does sound rather rushed
and slightly breathless. This is the first CBS digital
recording Ihave received, and Ifind the sound and
balance natural and the detail, especially of the important wind parts, welcomely clear in both peformances. The G major, though more often recorded, is
still not over- exposed and Perahia's sensitive yet
sturdy performance makes a welcome addition to
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those of Barenboim, Brendel, Engel and Ashkenazy.
The cadenzas used are Mozart's alternatives and are a
salutary lesson to aspiring cadenza- artists in their
brevity and relevance. A very attractive coupling not
duplicated by anyone else. [A:1]Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto in A, K622 O
Bassoon Concerto in Bb, K191 ( arr. Stoltzman)
Richard Stoltzman (clt) IECO ISchneider
RCA RL 13934
Irecall getting into hot water several years ago for
daring to question the virtue of rearranging concertos
for instruments other than for that for which the work
was written. In the present case Richard Stoltzman's
decision to turn Mozart's Bassoon Concerto into a
Clarinet Concerto raises the same moral question, but
the result does less affront to the original since the
transcription appears to have involved relatively little
adjustment—though it forces the soloist down into his
lowest register alot of the time. Happily this particular
player can sustain this without loss of quality. All the
same it is not an experiment to be encouraged out of
hand. The genuine concerto drives the player across
the spectrum of his instrument and reveals him to be a
fine artist. He can also be heard in a recital of French
chamber music on aDesmar release. One drawback is
the closeness of the microphone to the soloist, which
spotlights him and in quiet passages amplifies his
intakes of breath. Schneider and the ECO provide alert
and sparkling support, though again with the accompaniment of acertain amount of sniffing. [A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade
Partite'
Vienna Wind Soloists
Decca SOD 579

10

in

Bb,

K361 ' Gran

In common with most recent recordings this is based
on the revised edition published in the New Mozart
Edition, which among several detailed textural points
clears up for good the question of whether Mozart
expected acontrabassoon or acontrabass to prop up
his harmony. Most of the recordings now using this
edition—and one can really no longer recommend
those which cling to the corrupt editions—are good;
some, like Barenboim's pioneering version, excellent.
Choice is consequently difficult, and it is not eased by
the appearance of this new one by the Vienna Wind
Soloists, who sound much more at home in genuinely
conceived wind music than they do in the collection of
musical clock pieces which they have also recorded.
The two slow movements are sensitively played
though, being Viennese, they do not drool over the
sensuous writing which adorns the Adagio, and the
variations in the sixth movement are played with
sparkle and vivacity. The opening Largo introduction
is weighty and sonorous and a fitting contrast to the
following Allegro molto, which, despite the direction,
is not rushed. Altogether a fine performance to set
beside the best of the competition. The recording,
produced by that fine Mozart scholar Christopher
Raeburn, captures the infinite perfection and ceaseless
pleasure this music offers, in sound which is justly
spacious and resonant. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Sonatas—complete
Andras Schiff (pno)
Decca D222D6 ( 6 records) ( mid price)
The currently available complete sets of the Mozart
piano sonatas, by Haebler, Eschenbach and Klien—
the last being only one in which the records can be
bought
separately—offer
markedly
different
approaches to the music as do the partially completed
series by Ranki and Pires. It is difficult to place Schiff
accurately in this company; he adheres to the modern
piano but holds in check its most agressive characteristics. In this he follows Eschenbach more closely than
either Haebler or Klien who, by inference at least, are
trying to make the instrument sound like afortepiano.
Ranki, on the other hand, is much more full-blooded
and altogether more vigorous in his interpretation.
Schiff in fact tends to sound careful in the earlier
sonatas, and not to let himself go, and in this he
resembles Pires, though he is altogether less fastidious. In the more mature sonatas, particularly in the
'big' ones, the A minor, the C major ( K330), the C
minor Fantasy and Sonata and the last two, his control
enhances rather than inhibits the dramatic qualities of
the music. He, virtually alone, decorates the repeats in
the slow movements of the earlier works, but follows
the common and illogical practice of repeating only
the first sections. He has astrong sense of the lyrical
content of these pieces and occasionally makes them
sound more like Chopin than Mozart, but this is a
minor quibble in playing that throughout is invested
with intelligence and feeling. The recording is natural,
warm in tone and realistically distanced, though
through headphones the piano sounds hard. [A:1]
Kenneth Domino«
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ORFF: Carmine Burana
Hendricks IAler IHagegard ILSO & Chorus IMata
RCA RL 13925 digital
Despite Mata's gentle way with the Cours d'amour
numbers ( abetted by Barbara Hendricks' cool
sensuality—in trutina especially lovely), this Carmine
makes a rather bland impression. So familiar is Orff's
No. 1- hit- score now, that it takes aperformance every
bit as audacious as Riccardo Muti's ( HMV ASD 3900)
or as imaginative as Frühbeck de Burgos' ( HMV SAN
162) to re- kindle some of the initial excitement on
repeated hearings.
Multi tops OM's energy note for note with all the
freshness and enthusiasm he can muster. Not arhythm,
not acolourgoes unturned. He almost has one believing
at times that this really is aminor masterpiece. Turn to
Mata at virtually any point and one encounters just too
many blunted rhythms and sleepy tempi. Suddenly
whipping into top gear for the reprises of Fortune
plango vulnera, for instance, does nothing to compensate for the lack of point and colour in the verses. It
is a performance that cries out for more incisiveness.
The recording, slightly blemished for me by its rather
low level and one or two irritating pre- echoes, is
impressively spacious, but too much detail—not least
in the critical percussion writing—fails to bite through
the overall texture as it should. In taberna comes close,
but generally the sound lacks punch.
Otherwise, the LSO Chorus are suitably vigorous
and the male soloists good, if not tip to Miss Hendricks' distinction. John Aler's ' Roast Swan' song,
which astonishingly his vocal range allows him to
deliver 'straight' with no recourse to falsetto, lacks
character and humour; likewise, Hakan Hagegard's
inebriated 'Abbot of Cucany'. Incidentally, is the longsustained note of Miss Hendricks' Amor volat really
one breath or have the editing scissors yet again
deceived us? [ B/A:2/1 ]
Edward Seckerson
PARRY: Sonatas 1in D. 2in G, 3in Fand 4in F
4 Welsh Airs with variations 0 Variations on
Corelli's Gavotte Op. 6 No. 10
Sioned Williams (harp)
Meridian E45002 45 rpm (£4.99) ( Lugton's/H. R.
Taylor)
The blind Welsh harpist John Parry ( c.1710-1782),
who was acquainted with Handel, and amazed both
Welsh and English audiences with his feats of both
memory and virtuosity, was an eloquent composer for
his instrument—the Triple Harp. This recording, from
an extremely promising young modern Welsh harpist,
affords us yet another example of the imaginative
enterprise of Meridian, acompany that does not seem
to have been adversely affected by the current
oppressing economic situation for music and the
recording industry.
Sioned Williams plays with clean attack and some
eloquence, although Ifind her style just alittle rushedsounding in the allegros and the more rapidly demanding variation- movements ( occasionally she even
accelerates the pulse slightly, but more important is
her seemingly nervous restlessness; she must learn to
convey serenity, as John Parry is himself said to have
done). Otherwise, the playing is most attractive; Ithink
Ienjoy the airs with variations more than the Sonatas
(or, more strictly lessons'—they come from a publication of 1761). For those who are curious regarding
the latter, however, Sioned Williams has prepared the
first modern edition, designed to accompany the
record; this is being produced by Salvi Publications,
55 Endell Street, London WC2.
The recording is highly resonant, but crystal-clear
and realistic; timing is generous despite the fast
playing- speed, and the documentation is excellent.
[A:1]
Stephen Daw
ROSSINI: Overtures: 'William Tell' n ' Il Signor
Bruschino'
Viaggio a Reims' D ' La Scala di
Seta' D '
La Gazza Ladra' D '
Il Turco in Italia' D
'L' Italian. in Algeri'
NPO IChet),
Decca SXDL 7534 digital
There are so many selections of Rossini overtures that
it is impossible to start making comparisons. We could
mention the splendid complete set by Marriner on
Philips which all Rossini enthusiasts ought to have;
and there have been many classic performances in the
past. All that need be said here is that if anyone wishes
to acquire agood selection and is looking for af
irstrate digital recording this record, with its fairly obvious
repertoire, should fill the bill. The recording is a
splendid one with afine rounded overall sound, good
string tone, plenty of detail; all that we could wish a
good digital recording to be. And Ifound Chailly's
performances most enjoyable. They are never dull; in
fact exceptionally lively with really understanding,
sympathetic phrasing and dancing rhythms. A spirit of
enjoyment pervades the record and Ifound myself, in a
jaded state as it happens, thoroughly refreshed and

admiring Rossini's
[A*1*/1]

ebullient

art

all over again.
Peter Gammond

SAINT-SAËNS: 'Piano Concerto 1 in D, Op. 17'
ID Piano Conce ,to 2 in g, Op. 22
D Piano
Concerto 3 in E Op. 29
Piano Concerto 4 in
c. Op. 44' D Piano Concerto 5 in F, Op. 103—
'Egyptian''
D
La
Jeunesse
d'Hercule,
Symphonic Poem Op. 50'
Pascal Rogé (pno) I ' Philharmonia I2RPO IsLPO
Dutoit
Decca D244D3 (3 records) (full price)
Competition here lies with Ciccolini's HMV set ( SLS
802), and Imust say that spot comparisons with it
have largely disposed me in favour of the newcomer. It
is Rogé who dicovers the greater range of colour, who
offers deft characterisation as well as nimble fingers in
the G minor Finale, a movement which tends to invite
the head- down, sewing- machine treatment it often
receives (the difference between the two pianists is
apparent as early as bar 21). On present evidence
Rogé sees the first movement of this Concerto as an
improvisatory prelude; restraint is the watchword, with
the Chopinesque passage in thirds at the halfway
point set in motion with a delicacy familiar from his
Debussy records, He also produces ravishing half lights—and so do the Philharmonia strings—in the
arpeggios of the Fourth Concerto's opening Allegro
moderato, and he captures aquiet, genuine nostalgia
in the same movement's closing pages. Occasionally I
found myself wishing that Rogé would take this or
that gesture more by the scruff of the neck. Not even
he can convince me that the noisier pages of no. 5
emerge more impressively for being invested with so
much pianistic guile. Ciccolini, addressing such
material in direct and honest terms, seems more to the
point here.
Yet Rogé and Dutoit are appropriately sturdy in the
Beethovenian moments of the Fourth Concerto's
Allegro vivace (
one of the many ghosts which hover
over these concertos; at one point in this movement23 before N—the orchestra sets off robustly in
Beethoven's alla turca vein). All three orchestras offer
sensitive support, although the Philharmonia winds
are uncharacteristically sour after Letter D in the first
movement of no. 4, that chorale- like passage in construction and manner so like an episode in the Organ
Symphony Finale.
Imust admit to finding the Third Concerto pretty
hard going, with its frequent stretches of 'till- ready'
and a Finale which thrashes about with dogged,
misplaced energy ( nothing here so graceful and
sinuous as 'coltish'—the admirable James Harding's
description). Yet to agreater extent than Iever thought
possible, Rogé makes a lovely, improvisatory thing of
the extended solo writing aminute or two into the first
movement.
Variable music, then, though rarely less than engaging and frequently charming—and invariably well
made. Sound quality is variable too ( 1978-80),
although it is never less than acceptable and usually
more than that. The piano image tends to 'swim' alittle
in the RPO recordings ( 1978), but even there, as
throughout, everything is credibly balanced (the
crisp-sounding LPO production tends to favour the
orchestra, rather as would happen in the concert hall)
and apparently free from overzealous goings-on at the
mixing desk. [A/B:1/1*]
Andrew Keener
SCHUBERT: Winterreise / Winter Journey,
0911
Shure Gehrman (bass) INina Walker (pno)
Nimbus 2130 ( in German), 2131 ( in English) (£4•85
each) ( Parnote)
This is one of the strangest ( in some ways intriguing)
issues that has come my way. To take the most
favourable view, it is an interesting experiment, but
you could regard it as afolly. What we have in fact is
Winterreise sung in German on one disc ( 3130) as
writ by Wilhelm Müller; in English on the other (3131)
as translated by Roy Fisher. There is no indication that
the records are regarded as aset, so you can buy either
separately and have the work in the language of your
choice—or you can have it in both,and make some
interesting comparisons. All purists will of course
want the German, but there must be many who would
welcome the songs in translation. The German version
is, of course, fairly normal in concept except that it is
sung by abass and the songs don't seem quite right in
that range. At least we are far more used to tenors or
baritones. Shura Gehrman is, moreover, a rather
idiosyncratic singer with a sort of croony way of
singing which is not the classical ideal. It is an
unsteady voice and, although abass, he seems to find
the lower notes the most perilous. It is not an especially poetic performance and Nina Walker is a fairly
rigid accompanist. Turning to the English, it all
becomes alittle odder. To begin with, if you are going
to have a work in English might it not be sensible to
find someone who sings clear English? Gehrman has
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a rather strange accent that makes some of the songs
sound rather funny and occasionally as if they were
not being sung in English at all. And what of the
translation? Roy Fisher has, in fact, done very well on
paper but has given himself the difficult task of
providing a rhyming and scanning translation which
most utility translators do not have to do. With fairly
colloquial language. Igot the impression in Gute
Nacht (
and elsewhere) that Iwas listening to asong
by Kurt Weill and Brecht. Another most curious fact
emerges which Icannot explain. The timings for each
song are conveniently given and it is strange to find
that the songs almost invariably take less time when
sung in English. Goodnight clips 33 seconds off Gute
Nacht An interesting phenomenon! All very intriguing
and I would recommend the set as a fascinating
source of debate. Not. Ithink, as abasic Winterreise for
those making its first acquaintance. Personally. Ilike
Gehrman's voice, but Ithink he ought to move into
Owen Brannigan territory. The ambisonic UHJ stereocompatible sound is spacious, clear and pleasant.
[A:3]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN: Kreisleriana, Op. 16
zenen, Op. 16
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 9500 964

n Kinders-

Time and again Alfred Brendel brings new life and
interest to over- recorded favourites, adding special,
subtle levels of meaning and original and convincing
twists to the well-worn conventions associated with
their performance. Likewise, in these readings of
Kreisleriana and Kinderszenen, his approach is highly
individual, a wide range of tone coloration and
dynamic shading being employed. Despite this, he
never steps outside Schumann's idiom, never pushes
the music beyond the emotional range that the composer wrought for himself. The resulting performances
are totally absorbing. They do not replace the classic
interpretations already on disc but offer a substantial
alternative view.
Although the Philips recording has many good
points—the closeness of the miking helps the listener
to hear the intricacies of nuance and gives an appropriate feeling of intimacy to the production; the reproduction of dynamic range and timbre are reasonably
authentic—the total effect is clouded by a washy
acoustic, especially noticeable in the first piece of
Kreisleriana and in the other faster movements. This
obscures the precision of Brendel's articulation, as
does the less than distinct bass register of the instrument used ( the mid- range and treble are sweet and
clear), and seems particularly inapposite to the clarity
of his interpretations. [
13:1*]
Doug Hammond
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 43
BPO IKarajan
HMV ASD4060 digital
This is amasterly Interpretation, most notably superior
to the 1961 Philharmonia version ( SXLP30414) in the
scherzo, where the pacing of the tympani beats linking
the trio is amemorably eloquent detail. And yet Ifound
it harder to 'tune in' to Karajan's new record than to
the old one, for all its sonic limitations. A vast improvement on the first EMI digital BP() release (Tennstedt),
this production has an exaggerated and exhausting
dynamic range—thunderous tympani in ( ii), then a
string passage softer than the level of surface noise on
the German pressing. The elements seem separated
like little pieces in a jigsaw: plenty of stereo information, but not cohering as, say, the analogue
Sibelius Fourth in this series. Strings have a 'disembodied' or 'dislocated' character, and so Ihope the
Philharmonia alternative will be allowed to coexist.
Many will view this digital record as technical 'progress', but they should refer to the representation of
this
wonderful
orchestra
on
MFSL
1-513
(Ravel/Debussy, by the same producer/engineer). Or
just the beautifully pressed Fourth/ Tapiola coupling,
which is on ASD3485. [
A:1] Christopher Breunig
JOHANN & JOSEF STRAUSS: Waltzes, Polkas
and Galops
Johann Strauss Orchestra of Vienna IBoskovsky
HMV ASD4041 digital
It might justifiably be thought that we have enough of
Johann Strauss and family on record; even enough of
Boskovsky conducting Strauss; especially as this particular record is not particularly adventurous in its
repertoire—Accelerations, Lagunen. Treasure and
Morning Papers by way of waltzes; Leichtes Slut,
Explosions, Thunder and Lightning by way of polkas,
etc, their titles all put into unfamiliar English for the
sake of mass appeal. The record comes, of course, in
the demanding cause of digitality—everything must
now be re- done in digital sound (good for the record
industry if not our pockets). In matters of performance
this is entirely predictable: Boskovsky and his men
could do these things in their sleep. In fact, there might
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be acase for saying that they are getting too polished.
A bit of eccentricity and individualism in Viennese
music, such as Barbirolli used to find, might well be
good for the scene. The recording is a good one
without being as startlingly better than the normal
alternatives as one might hope. A good, round, warm
sound, clean background. A safe recommendation.
[13:2]
Peter Gammond

R. STRAUSS: 'Arabella'
Varady I Fischer-Dieskau I Donath I Dallapozza I
Schmidt I Berry I Chorus and Orchestra of the
Bavarian State Opera, Munich ISawallisch
HMV SLS 5224 digital ( 3 records) (full price)
A new Arabella has been long overdue, so depending
upon how you feel, firstly, about Fischer-Dieskau's
Mandryka, now seven years on from the first time he
put it on disc, and secondly, the nature of the orchestral sound, this new Sawallisch set in many ways
fits the bill—at least, that is, until the promised Solti
recording finally appears or Karajan decides to record
It.
Orchestral sound first. EMI's crystal-clear digital
recording brings the busy intricacies of Strauss'
chamber- like scoring sharply into focus. Arabella
does, after all, inhabit avery much less glamorous, less
opulent Vienna than Rosenkavalier and Sawallisch is
quick to point this in the orchestral writing ( marvellously realised by his Munich orchestra). It is, though,
arather tight, dry orchestral sound which some might
find a touch claustrophobic. Icertainly think a little
more air in the texture would not have gone amiss.
Otherwise, the relation between voices and orchestra
is finely judged, the staging simple and unobtrusive.
Vocally, the ladies are excellent. Julia Varady, without erasing memories of Lisa della Casa, is abeguiling
Arabella, the voice impeccably placed over the whole
range but particularly gorgeous at the top. She and
Helen Donath's radiantly sincere Zdenka perfectly
complement each other. Their big Act 1 duet, both
voices interweaving as one, is certainly ahigh spot of
the set.
Of Fischer-Dieskau's Mandryka, Iam less sure. The
earthiness of the character is there ( again Sawallisch
complements the role beautifully by accentuating the
folksiness of Mandryka's music in the orchestra), but
the years are beginning to tell in the voice. The top
sounds strained now, the tendency to 'bark' under
pressure for dramatic effect even more pronounced
than in the past.
A set with much to offer, all the same, not least
Sawallisch's urgent, characterful conducting. [
A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson
VIVALDI: 6 Flute Concertos Op. 10
Michele Petri (rec) IASM IBrown
Philips 9500 942
In the August issue of HFNIRR I reviewed Frans
Brüggen's interpretation of these six concerti. It is
pertinent, therefore, to consider the respective merits
of the two widely contrasted readings. Frans Brüggen
(RCA 'Seon' RL 30392) wisely chose to record the
Opus 10 in its pre- 1720 format which includes solo
parts for the oboe and the bassoon. He, and his team
of experts, play on period instruments. The solo part is
also divided between the recorder ( nos. 1,2,4,5) and
the transverse flute, while the continuo is shared
between the harpsichord and organ. The performances are scholarly and admit of a great variety of
instrumental tone colour. The recording is natural and
well balanced.
In marked contrast, Miss Petri opts for the 1728
arrangement for flute, strings and continuo—minus, of
course, the woodwinds of the earlier version. She
chooses a sopranino recorder for concertos 3, 4 & 6
and the standard baroque recorder for the remaining
works. While not being aware of any specific historical
precedent for giving any of these concertos on the
piccolo (or flautino as it was called in the 18th
Century), Iam obliged'to say that they do appear to
lend themselves extremely well to a performance
which utilizes the higher- pitched, more incisive instrument. Miss Petri's rendition is one of unashamed
virtuosity. She exhibits aclear, bright and concise tone
coupled with a most accomplished technique. The
accompaniments of the ASM are predictably fine.
Tempi are realistically chosen and the playing is
spirited and vital, if modern rather than baroque in
style. The recording is exceedingly well engineered
and exceptionally clear. The soloist is placed well to
the fore and the harpsichord is allowed to come
through in a meaningful yet unobtrusive way. [ A:1]
Victor McAloon
WAGNER: 'Tristan und Isolde'
Linda Esther Gray IAnne Wilkens IJohn Mitchinson I
Phillip Jo/II Gwyrme Howell' Welsh National Opera
Chorus and Orchestra IGoodall
Decca D250D5 digital ( 5 records) (full price)
This splendid recording was madè at the Brangwyn

Hall, Swansea, in November 1980 and January 1981,
by which time the Welsh National Opera production
was rather over ayear old, and cast and orchestra had
had the chance to grow into their rôles under the
inspiring direction of Reginald Goodall. A new Tristan
is always an event, and this is the first digital one—
with broad, spacious perspectives, fine balance, generous dynamic range, and precisely located detail.
Even at the mightiest, most passionate outbursts there
is no sense of strain, and Inoted no loss of quality even
on the longest sides.
Lest there are readers who still expect a Goodall
performance to be very slow, Imust indicate without
more ado that, though there is due weight and solemn
breadth when Wagner requires it, there is a thrilling
sense of urgency to the faster passages—a haste that
is not breathless, because articulation is not allowed to
suffer, but that has all the excitement and intensity
appropriate to Isolde early in Act II, and to Tristan for
much of Act III.
The fact that the opera is sung in German should
give the set acurrency in non-English speaking countries which, for all its merits, Goodall's Ring recording
perhaps lacks. The German is not uniformly good—
occasionally even the best of the artists can phrase
against the sense, or miss the quality of avowel—but I
have no doubt that the right decision was made.
The cast is of avery high quality. Linda Esther Gray,
on these records, is a wonderfully expressive Isolde:
firm and poignant at the bottom of her range, untroubled by wide intervals, and above the stave able to
ride the climaxes and colour her phrases. John
Mitchinson's Tristan is also finely sung and acutely
perceived. Ithought in Act Ithat his forte singing
might prove insufficiently varied, but there is lovely
piano and mf phrasing from him in the later acts, and
the frenzy is gripping and unexaggerated. Anne
Wilkens and Philip Joll give strong and satisfying
accounts of Brangaene and Kurwenal, Nicholas
Folwell makes the most of his brief but important
entries as Melot, the other small parts are also well
taken; and Gwynne Howell sings Marke's monologues with such dignity, understanding and tonal
beauty that no-one could wish them a single bar
shorter. The men of the Welsh National Opera Chorus
are lively and sonorous in the choral passages towards
the end of the first Act.
How does this set match up to the other four
currently available?— ln short, the new Decca seems to
me on an all- too- brief acquaintance to be the most
complete Tristan und !wide of the five. The 1953
Furtwângler set has amagic of its own, but the mono
spectrum is not ideal. Solti ( 1961) seems to me too
highpowered, Böhm in his live Bayreuth 1966 recording rather underplays the weight and dignity, Karajan
(1973) for all the beauty of his performance lacks
something in directness and simplicity. The flaws in
the new performance—occasional reminders that the
Welsh Orchestra is not one of the great star ensembles,
or that singers have not penetrated every aspect of
their roles—seem to me of small importance when set
against the freshness of approach, the sure control,
and the relaxed yet passionate commitment, of Reginald Goodall and his entire company. [
Alk:1]
Peter Branscombe

WEILL: ' Die Dreigroschenoper'
Anita Mey, Karin Huebner, Franz Kutschera, Hans
Korte etc IMembers of the Frankfurt Opera Orchestra
IRennert
Philips 6768 700 (
2 records) ( mid price)
As far as the record collector is concerned Weill's most
famous stage work is indissolubly associated with
Lotte Lenya, and it is difficult to conceive of it without
that distinctive voice which can, of course, still be
heard in the CBS set. This Frankfurt recording
emanated from astage performance and has much of
the atmosphere of a small theatre: immediacy and
vibrancy. There is absolutely no attempt at subtlety,
everything is direct; music and voices thump the ear
with about as much refinement as having a broken
bottle stuffed in one's face. But subtlety was a long
way from Brecht's and Weill's minds in 1928, and
given that neither was attempting to do more than
hang a modern morality on Gay's original, no-one
should complain about the absence of Georgian
stylishness.
All the performances here are excitingly virile, and
the orchestra captures the period manner of Weill's
cabaret-dance hall music with commendable gusto.
Over four sides the clamour is inclined to be rather
relentless and the music, despite its hallowed following, is not all that good. But it is all kept short—Weill
never overdoes any single number—and to the point.
Anyone attempting to follow from the Universal
Edition vocal score will not find it easy to tie in the
cuts, additions and changes of text in the two versions. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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egERBYLE
MUSIC OF

DELI US
fèlicityLott AnthonylkolfeJohnson: rhornas Allen
<Julian 1.10Yil Webtxx - The Ambrosian Singers.
cutuluctedby

Largely comprising the works dictated by
Delius to Eric Fenby during their historic
collaboration between 1928 and the composer's
death in 1934.
Recorded under the auspices of the
Delius Trust
SONGS OF FAREWELL IDYLL
FANTASTIC DANCE
A SONG OF SUMMER
CYNARA
IRMELIN PRELUDE A LATE LARK
LA CALINDA CAPRICE & ELEGY
TWO AQUARELLES

05t-.

with FELICITY LOTT, ANTHONY ROLFE JOHNSON, THOMAS
ALLEN, JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER, THE AMBROSIAN
SINGERS, ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

conducted by

ERIC FENBY, OBE
Two record set in folder
plus book: rrp £14.98 (ine. AI

This recording, o'f major importance, is issued as atribute to Dr Fenby in his 75th
birthday year. By arrangement with Faber & Faber, Eric Fenby's incomparable book
Delius As IKnew Him, long out-of-print, is being reprinted in paperback form to coincide
with the issue of the records and we are able to offer the book with the records at a
SPECIAL PRICE.
We consider this recording to be one of the finest and most important
we have ever issued and invite you to join us for

A DELIUS EVENING

at the Commonwealth Institute, Kensington High Street, London
on Tuesday, 13th October 7pm to 10.30pm

ENTRANCE FREE (BY TICKET ONLY)
Dr Fenby will introduce excerpts from the digital master tapes in full
Ambisonic play back form with equipment kindly provided by
IMF ELECTRONICS.
A complete showing of A SONG OF SUMMER — Ken Russell's moving film,
originally made for television, with Max Adrian as Delius and
Christopher Gable as Eric Fenby.
A LIMITED NUMBER OF SETS OF THE RECORDING, WITH COPIES
OF THE BOOK AUTOGRAPHED BY DR FENBY, WILL BE ON SALE
Refreshments available
Following the demand from our advertisements last month there are only alimited
number of tickets still available. Please write immediately, enclosing aSAE, to:

Dept FFLH Unicorn Records Ltd
The Manor House, Markfield, LEICESTER LE6 OUN
or telephone to reserve aticket in your name: Markfield (05305) 3138
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Records only:

rrp £11.98

line. VAT)

UNICORN-KANCHANA 1)KP 900t4/9
PIG rrn lititerett Ambisonie,
'ILI Encoded (
Sides 2.- 4.)
This recording will also be issued shortly
on REM:TIME CASSETTES.
Full details to be advertised nest month.

Unicrn
and Unicorn-Kanchana
record
o
sare
availa
re cord stores. In the event of
difficulty
we will
supply
di
rect,
cashwith-order
ple
ble
ase
from
plus
98p
l
eading
towards postage and packing on
orders for less than four LP's,
otherwise p81 pfree. Send for
catalogues (plus details of the
other interesting labels we
distribute/ to:

It_lniicnornieReeno.r"d.wesitllenedi
ake
Ilie Manor H ouse Al
tet L..eaicrester LE6 OtalNrkfieki

kfieki 105305) 3138
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Vocal

RICHARD CROOKS—Recital
15 songs and ballads
Richard Crooks (ten) IVarious accompaniments
Rubini GV 571 fe) (£3.99) ( Parnote)
Richard Crooks was a popular American tenor in the
twenties and thirties, and his recordings of 'The Holy
City' and 'The Star of Bethlehem' sold in their
thousands. Much of his recorded output was devoted
to ballads, but he had adistinguished operatic career
in America and the German-speaking countries,
although there is no evidence of this in the disc under
review. All the bands are examples of his ballad
singing, with the exception of 'Ah moon of my delight'
from Liza Lehmann's cantata In a Persian Garden.
Crooks sings well enough and displays a perfectly
controlled mezzo voce, but really these recordings
hardly do him justice as an artist and give no hint of
the more serious aspect of his work. Iimagine the
record will be very popular in the USA, where Crooks
had a weekly radio programme for many years, but
despite excellent dubbings I
found the whole selection rather tedious. John McCormack did this sort of
thing much better. [
H:3]
John Freestone
ELEANOR JONES- HUDSON— Recital
12 songs and arias
Eleanor
Jones-Hudson (sop)
I
accompaniments
Rubini GV 107 1 (£ 3.99) ( Parnote)

Various

When Ifirst started collecting ' historical' records and
haunted the local junk shops for possible finds, I
frequently
came
across
records
of
Eleanor
Jones-Hudson, and usually passed them by as being
of little conseqence. Inow realise my error! This recital
shows that she was indeed a singer of considerable
accomplishment, with a voice of lovely quality,
coupled with a technique which would be quite
exceptional today. She had a distinguished career
before the First World War, singing frequently at the
Queen's Hall and the Crystal Palace, and was muchrecorded.
This is a fine selection of some of her best work,
including a charming 'Sweet Spirit hear my prayer'
from Wallace's Lurline, and a faultless version of
Handel's 'Angels ever bright and fair'. The second side
of the record is devoted to some popular ballads of the
day, and gives some fine examples of the style of
singing at the turn of the century. The dubbings have
been carried out with meticulous care, and listening to
the record gave me tremendous pleasure. [
H1]
John Freestone
HOW LOVELY ARE THY DWELLINGS: An
Evensong for a Dedication from Salisbury
Cathedral
Colin Walsh (ass org) ISalisbury Cathedral Choir
Meridian E77044 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / Unicorn)
This issue commemorates the golden jubilee of the
Friends of Salisbury Cathedral, and is a notable
example of the purpose of maintaining that glorious
building. What we are given is worship according to
the Anglican rite: restrained, disciplined, of exquisite
taste and lofty standards of execution: at Salisbury
these things can still be heard. The only hint of
anxiety—and it is hardly more than ahint—occurs for
me in the Antiphon 'And when the builders laid', by
Richard Shepherd, who is a member of the choir,
where there is acertain modernity about the rhythms
which may jar upon some ears, and where intonation
receives some strain. For the rest, all is joy—not least
in the psalmody, which is superb. Diction is excellent
throug hout.
On first playing this disc, you may be tempted to
increase the volume. Isuggest that you should not:
John Shuttlewonh, Ifeel, has sought and attained a
natural nave- perspective which it would be a pity to
disturb. If you decide to, prepare to be blown through
the window by the concluding organ voluntary, in
which the full Willis organ sounds forth, to thrilling
effect. The recording is beautifully balanced via the
single- pair technique, which retains separation with
admirable clarity yet combined with a cathedral
acoustic. This is afine example of liturgical music at its
best, and will be valued far beyond the Diocese of
Salisbury. [
A*:1]
Peter Turner
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THE DRAWING- ROOM CLARINETTIST
Music by Donizetti, Pixis, Reissiger, Rossini, Spohr
and Weber
Colin Bradbury (clt) IOliver Davies (pno)
ASV ACM 2011 (
PM'. Sales)
Someone has had an excellent idea here, and Messrs
Bradbury and Davies have turned it to very good
account with a well- recorded, neatly and warmly
played recital. In the order in which the works are to be
heard, we have Weber's Variations opus 33 on atheme
from his opera Silvana—an elegant, pretty tune, skilfully varied; aset of variations by Pixis on atheme from
one of Seyfried's innumerable stage scores; adazzling,
at times poetic, Fantasy from Rossini's first visit to
Paris; a Fantasy and Variations by Spohr, using a
theme from a Danzi string quartet—a more Romantic
work, this, even passionate, before the rather tame
theme brings it down to earth; a big, pleasing Duo
Brilliant by the Dresden musician Reissiger ( published
1838—easily the latest of these six works); and finally
a tense, testing little study for solo clarinet by
Donizetti. Much as Ihave enjoyed this record, with its
clean, natural sound. Ishould mention that the Reissiger work suffers from some distortion. [
A/C:1]
Peter Branscombe
FANFARES
DEBUSSY: Fanfare du Martyre de SaintSebastien / DUKAS: Fanfare pour preceder La
Peri / JOLIVET: Fanfares pour Britannicus /
ROUSSEL: Fanfare pour un sacre paien /
SCHMITT: Antony and Cleopatra: Le Camp de
Pompée
Ensemble de Cuivres Guy Touvron I Sylvain
Cambreling
Accord ACC 140015 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
These are performances of astonishing virtuosity. Iuse
the word not only to describe the ability to play
accurately at top speed, but also to imply superb
technique at the service of quicksilver inflection, atmosphere and range of colour, imaginatively applied.
Possessed of a less brilliant, more 'covered' sonority
than that of, say, the PJBE, these players offer an
uncannily blended quality. Sometimes, as in the treading lower line of the last of six fanfares by Tomasi
(1901-71), it is difficult to credit brass alone at work,
and a muted solo cornet (?) a little over halfway
through the same piece sounds for all the world like a
reed instrument, so flexible is the phrasing. But what
of the selling power of adisc of fanfares, many of them
of but a minute's duration? To be frank, Jolivets six
pieces, written as ear- catching incidental music for a
production of Racines Britannicus, are scarcely of the
quality of invention to survive repeated listening out of
context, and one brilliant gesture preceded and succeeded by another does tend to numb the concentration. In the cases of Debussy, Dukas and Schmitt, I
longed for the music which would normally follow.
Isuspect that Accord's pressing does less than
justice to the quality of the master tape. Stereo placing
is unambiguous and the ensemble is nicely distanced,
yet the sound at forte is less expansive, sets fewer
echoes ringing, than the music demands. On my copy
the first inch of Side 1 crackled and spluttered away
like an overheated chip pan, so prospective purchasers
beware. [
B/C:1/1"4]
Andrew Keener

GERMAN CHAMBER MUSIC BEFORE BACH
Works by Reincken, J. S. Bach, Buxtehude, Pachelbel,
Rosenmüler, Schenck, Westhoff
Musica Antigua Koln IGoebel
DG 2723 078 (
3 records) ( full price)
Ah, Johannes Schenck! Who? Which only goes to
prove once again that it takes more than towering
geniuses to typify an era. Much of the music in this set
was almost certainly known to J. S. Bach, and, as the
very informative insert by Reinhard Goebel points out,
so many assumptions rest on the music from this
period, yet so little is available in authentic performances. This may all sound a little too academic, but
the interpretations are anything but dry, and anyone
acquainted with the group's widely acclaimed previous
recordings will recognise the verve of the string
playing and the slightly edgy, wiry tone. In addition to
the works by the neglected, Musica Antique perform
the substantial string sonatas by Buxtehude, which
really are splendid examples of high baroque chamber
music, and again the group relish every extravagance
and dramatic convention. It is nice to hear something
else by Pachelbel, too: the suites in G and e, and
although they do perform the Canon, it is a very

different beast under their bows! All the works were
recorded in the same location and Archiv have consistently placed the relatively small instrumental
groups very close. The acoustic is very resonant and
could be tiring for extended listening, although the
tonal range is quite outstanding. [
11:1*]
Roger Bowen

MUSIC FOR A MUSICAL CLOCK
MOZART: Fantasie in f, K608 El Few cine OrgelWalze, K816 / HAYDN: Divertimento ( St
Antoni) / MOZART: Fantasia in f, K594 /
HAYDN: Sieben Stücke für die Fliitenuhr /
BEETHOVEN: Adagio and Allegretto for
Mechanical Clock
Vienna Wind Soloists
Decca SOD 576
There is only one original composition for wind instruments in this collection, the St Antoni Chorale
Divertimento attributed to Haydn. The rest are arrangements of pieces originally written for mechanical
clocks of Flütenuhr. As is possibly well known, the
Mozart pieces, written at the end of his life, were
commissioned by Count Deym for awax- works exhibition, but transcend that entertainment by their gravity and complexity. The Beethoven work, an early one,
was probably intended for the same patron; Haydn's,
on the other hand, were for a Fr. Niemecz and, like
Mozart's, were written about 1790. A record exists of
several of these played on the sort of mechanisms for
which they were intended, but we can only guess how
the Mozart and Beethoven works sounded.
Today's performances, whether on piano, organ or,
as here, on wind instruments, are only approximations,
and in this case not very close either, for in the Mozart
works, particularly those on Side 1, the timbres are
harsh and uncomplimentary to the music—which, in
the way it has come down to us, combines its often
trenchant counterpoint with Mozart's natural mellifluity. There is no information about the source of the
arrangements, which are really the cause of the problem, for despite some fine organ versions—Lionel
Rogg recorded them recently for HMV—wind instruments are likely to be the only way we shall get close
to the original sound now. Recording is very good and
in general the playing too. [
A:1] Kenneth Dommett

•

OBOE FANTASIA
DEBUSSY: Rêverie / DELERUE: Adagio from
'Compte a Rébours' / JOSEPH, KRETZMER:
Song of Freedom ( Enemy at the Door) /
KREISLER: Caprice viennois / MUSSORGSKY:
Ballet of the Chicks in their Shells ( Pictures at
an Exhibition) / NOVACEK: Perpetual Motion /
PASCULLI:
Concerto
on
themes
from
Donizetti's ' La
Favorita'
PUCCINI-FORZANO: O Mio Babbino Caro
(Gianni Schicchi) / POULENC: Mouvements
perpetuels no. 1 / SAINT-SAËNS: Le Cygne
(Carnival des animaux) / SCARLATTI: Sonata
in C, Kk. 159 / YOUNG, WASHINGTON: Stella
by Starlight
Malcolm Messiter (obo) INat Phil IMace
RCA RL 25387
If any record was calculated to bend the unfamiliar ear
to the beauty of sound possible from the oboe, then
this is surely such adisc. Still in his twenties, Malcolm
Messiter possesses a distinctively rich, glowing tone
and awide, but nicely varied and controlled vibrato; it
sounds especially seductive in the arrangement of the
Debussy. In sheer dexterity, too, Messner yields to noone. There are formidable triplet octaves in the Pasculli, while a little later, as the theme is picked out
amid a welter of mordents, it is difficult to credit a
single player at work.
No less impressive in its way is the Scarlatti, with
token harpsichord among the orchestration ( and a
touch of solo overdubbing in the opening 'horn' call?).
And there, in my opinion, lies the major distraction of
this record. Possessed as he is of one of the most acute
pairs of ears in the business, Charles Gerhardt has
clothed many of these little pieces in scoring which I
find rich to the point of excess. Tinkling. Christmastree percussion effects abound, and Imust confess to
finding the Saint-Satins, with its spectral violin lines
weaving in and out of the texture, one of the nastiest,
most overcrowded pieces of orchestration I've heard
for some time. Given the intention, the recording
quality is certainly starworthy, being both airy and
super-sumptuous with a lovely, deep string bass
response—'cinematic' is the word which kept coming
to mind. A marvellous showcase, then, for Malcolm
Messiter's ability to produce gorgeous sound and
pyrotechnics aplenty. What else he can do—
impossible to judge from this evidence—remains to be
heard. Ihope the wait is ashort one. [
A*:1]
Andrew Keener
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STRATFORD

OXFORD

CAMBRIDGE
FROM WNW

HiFi critics and music enthusiasts alike have praised the Tannoy Oxford and
Cambridge Loudspeakers for their superb, clean and realistic sound reproduction.
Now the new Stratford joins the range to provide you with achoice of three
Tannoy Loudspeakers from around £100 to £170 apair. All three Loudspeakers will
give you superb sound with acraftsman quality of construction and finish, and offer
outstanding value for money.
Decisions have never been harder to make, so ask your HiFi dealer to let you
hear the Tannoy Stratford, Cambridge and Oxford—The Loudspeakers that could
alter your opinion on small speakers.
I.
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The Name for Loudspeakers I Address
Tannoy Products Ltd.,
Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde ML5 4TF
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Please send me details on the Stratford, Cambridge
and Oxford Loudspeakers, with list of dealers.
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DéJej vu
A reissue roundup by members
Orchestral/Concertos
p ECORDED

two years before his
" death, Pierre Monteux's Beethoven Eroica with the Concertgebouw
(not the LSO as printed on the ' Festivo'
sleeve), on Dutch pressings— Philips
6570 204—is smoother, without the
harshness of the former ' Universo' transfer. Also, Side 2 accomodates a 13'40"
rehearsal of the Funeral March (directed
in French), where Monteux insists on
taking his players right back to the beginning seven times over! A fascinating
appendage to a vital, if idiosyncratic,
reading, in its way as powerful and distinguished
as
the
classic
1956
Philharmonia/Klemperer Eroica. Monteux, too, has his second violins to the
right. The sound has aslightly husky or
dry quality, and Side 2 seems sharper
and clearer in the left channel; the horns
in the Trio are very distant— cf. the violins' page- turning. Not to be missed.
[A/C:1*]
C.B.
Alfred Brendel's 1974 Concertgebouw recordings of the two Brahma
Piano
Concertos ( No.1
SchmidtIsserstedt, No.2 Haitink) were shortlived as separate Philips issues, but reappeared as IMS imports, and are now
coupled on 6770 006, 2 recs, mid
price—the transfers extend the range of
the originals, and there is some splendid
piano sound in the D- minor, although
pedal- action noise is also heard in ( ii).
Here the accompaniment is beautifully
balanced: this conductor's final recording project. In neither slow movement is
the feeling genuinely inward, rather,
sensitive in acerebral way. Distinguished
versions nevertheless. [
A/A*1]
C.B.
Menuhin's years with his Bath Festival
Orchestra yielded several rewarding performances, not least his Mozart Violin
Concertos. The reissue of K218 and the
questionable K271a, of which he has
always been a champion ( HMV SXLP
30454), renews the opportunity to

contains some outstanding material, eg,
symphonies 4, 6. Tjeknavonan's recent
Swan (RCA) is, Ithink, preferable to
Karajan's sophisticated reading, with its
manipulated balances. Ferras is eloquent,
yet on the whole this is not one of the most
of the record review team
satisfying versions of Op.47 [
A/B:1]
C.B.
sample some committed playing from the
The preparation of Stravinsky's Rite
soloist and alert work from the orchestra.
of
Spring—
in
1977,
Simon
Rattle's
first
does not live up to the performance; it is
strident and
not particularly well major recording, for Enigma ( now ASV
balanced, the soloist being well forward ACM2030, PRT Sales)—must have
been a memorable experience for the
and the admittedly modest wind conNational Youth Orchestra. They certainly
tributions threatened by the dominant
play better than the Paris Conservatoire
string tone. [ C1 I
K.D.
Philips have got alot of service out of did, in Monteux's 1957 recording: which
the Sawallisch Schubert symphonies provided the most apt comparisons,
first issued in 1968, and still available as when Rattle seems to have followed
straightforward,
rather
a complete set ( 6747 491). Once more Monteux's
manner.
However,
this
separate discs are appearing and Nos. 4 gentle
and 8, ' Unfinished', are together Goldsmiths College production ( remar('Festivo' 6570 150). They are straight- kable in depth imaging) does lack a
forward but not especially inspired per- sense of shaping and direction essential
formances but the only medium-priced for passive enjoyment. The review copy
A/B:3]
C.B.
rival for the 4th is by Bern on DG, not was decidedly ticky. [
much to choose in interpretation but the
Chamber/Vocal
sound of the Sawallisch is not particularly likeable; thickish, very heavy
IOH N Lill's 1978 interpretations of the
bass ( particularly in the 8th), a gruffish
ui three Op. 10 Piano Sonatas by
sound in the ensembles. [
C:2]
P.c.
Beethoven, in c, Fand D respectively,
reappear on ASV ACM 2031 ( PRT
Decca have collected VPO/Solti's
Sales). Reverberance is slightly variable,
separate
discs
of
Schumann's
but is on the whole dry and clean, the
Symphonies 1-4, along with the
recording of all three sonatas compleOverture, Scherzo and Finale and Julius
menting Lill's precise attack and neat
Caesar Overture, into a3- record box set,
A/B:2]
R.B.
D190D 3 ( mid price). These all receive approach. [
A succession of albums by José Carmore than adequate performances but
they do not offer major competition to
reras has been issued recently featuring
DG's CSO/Barenboim set: Solti tends to
him in the lighter realms of musicmaking ( beside his operatic recordings).
drive the fast movements hard, malung
them too heavy for the emotionallyThey included an album of Neapolitan
charged readings of the slower moveitems, an album of Zarzuela excerpts, an
ments; Barenboim's coupling (
Manfred album of the songs of Tosti, and an
plus Konzertstuck) is musically more album of 'canciones romanticás'—all
substantial. The Decca recordings, from
with the ECO under various conductors.
1968 and 1970, are pleasantly close but a None of the albums was exactly noted
little edgy and restricted, with some prefor its subtlety of approach. Carreras of
the big operatic voice was used to full
,echo. [
111/2]
D.H.
effect with all the stops out; so this is
Karajan's Sibelius for DG ( BPO,
1965-8) reappears in German pressings essentially music for those who love
on 2740 255 ( 4 records, mid price). light music in the grand style. The four
Comparisons show improved recutting albums have now been put into a box
(Philips 6768 283, mid price) which
here, in these distinctive reissues.
Symphonies 4, 5, 6, 7; Violin Concerto should please the Carreras fan club. The
(Ferras); Valse Triste, Swan of Tuonela, recordings are all forward and resonant
Finlandia, Tapio/a. Arguably the later EMI and capable of pleasing at top level.
[A:1]
P.G.
alternatives are even finer, but this box

cassettes

GRANADOS: Goyescas Ietc— Raina—
Vol. 1—CRD CRDC4001: Vol. 2—
CRD CRDC4002
D: 1974. R: Very natural piano tone. P:
Persuasive and clearcut. [
A:1]
reviewed by Peter Gammond
HAYDN: Symphonies nos. 101
'Clock'
&
102—Concertgebouw
I
Although thissection usesthe sametechnical ratingsystem asourdisc recordsections,
Davis—Philips 7300 774
readers shou Id be aware that mass production usually degrades cassette sound quality
D: 1981. R: Clear and smooth. P: Lyrical
compared to discs. KEY: P—Performance; R—Recording; D—Original date.
and controlled—'clock' slightly fast.
[A:1]
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Quintet—
BOXED SETS
Benson (pno) IAlberni String Qt—CRD HOLST: The Planets—Philharmonia I
Rattle—HMV
digital
Cr0 2 TCCCRDC4051
RACH MAN I
NOV: Symphonies 1-3
D: 1978. R: Close and vivid. P: Forthright ASD4047
o 'Aleko'—excerpts—LSO/Previn— and convincing. [A:1]
D: Aug ' 81. R: Demonstration quality. P:
HMV TC-SLS5225 (
2 cassettes)
A*1 ]
COSTE: Music for Guitar & Oboe— Good but variable. [
D: 1973/5/7. R: Generally good to
Wynberg
I
Anderson— Chandos HUMMEL: Septet in C ' Military' /
excellent. P: 1—very good; 2—outstandKREUTZER: Grand Septet—Nash
ABT1031
ing; 3— Fabulous. A very desirable set.
D: Aug ' 81. R: Close and bright. P: Ensemble—CRD CRDC4090
[A*/A:1*/1]
D: July ' 81. R: Excitingly clear. P: Good.
Spirited virtuosity. [
A:1]
Johann & Josef STRAUSS: Waltzes,
DVORAK: String Quartet No. 12
[A*/A:1]
Polkas,
Marches &
Overtures—
MOZART: Symphonies 29 & 35
'American' /
MENDELSSOHN:
BPOIKarajan—DG digital CrO z 3382
D
Masonic
Funeral
String Quartet No. 1—Orlando *— 'Haffner'
003 (
3 cassettes)
Philips 7300 995
Music— VP° / Bohm— DG 3301 335
D: Aug' 81. R: Impressive total orchestral
D: July'81. R: Full toned and detailed. P:
D: 1981. R: Controlled quality. P:
effect. P: Richly sensitive. [
A*/A:1*/1]
Warmly emotional. [
A:1/2]
Seriously lyrical. [
A:1]
Haydn
Quartets—
ELGAR:
Symphony
2—LPO
I MOZART:
Chilingirian Qt—Vol. 1: K387/421—
Handley—CFP TC-CFP40350
SINGLE CASSETTES
D: 1981. R: Good rich quality. P: Strong CRD CRDC4062; Vol. 2: K428/458—
AR RIAGA:
String
Quartet
1—
and urgent—Boult plus. [
A:1*]
CRD CRDC4063; Vol. 3: K464/465—
Chilingirian Qt—CRD CRDC4012 /
FRANCK: Cello Sonata in A / CRD CRDC4064
String Quartets Nos. 2 & 3—
GRIEG: Cello Sonata in a—Cohen I D: Dec ' 80. R. Excellent quartet sound.
Chilingirian Qt—CRD CRDC4013
P: Amongst the best. [
A*/A:1*]
Vignoles—CRD CRDC4091
D: Aug ' 81. R: Accurate tone. P: SweepPROKOFIEV: Violin Concerto 2 /
D: 1975. R: Bold but rather hollow
SIBE LI US:
Violin
Concerto—
sound.
P: Stylish and impressive.
ing assurance. [
A:1*]
GERSHWIN: ' Porgy and Bess' (
arr.
Szeryng/LSO Rozhdestvensky—Philips
[B/C:1]
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
6 Bennett) o Second Rhapsody' 0 'Sequenza' 7311 041
'Pastoral'—Concertgebouw I JochCuban Overture—* Ortiz / LSO I D: 1966. R: Light, smooth and clear. P:
urn—Philips 'Sequenza' 7311 045
Previn—HMV digital
CrI:4
TCCRecommendable. [
A:1]
ASD3982
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 'Great
D: 1969. R: Lightweight but clear. P:
0: July '81. R: Noisy programme wellC'—Boston SO IDavis—Philips 7300
Serious, careful, pleasant. [
B:1/2]
handled. P: Brilliant all-round. [
A:1*/1] 890
BRITTEN: String Quartet 1 /
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The Donizetti Lucia di Lammermoor
conducted by Jesus López-Cobos and
starring Montserrat Caballé, first issued
in 1977, was important because it tried
to return to the work as Donizetti had
written it, getting rid of all the operatic
embellishments added by directors,
singers and conductors since. It was a
worthy and correct version but not a
highly dramatic or very individual one.
Caballé sang well with an excellent cast
and the highlights disc now issued
(Philips ' Festivo' 6570 155) makes an
attractive selection without any rival in
this price range. The sound is not entirely
natural, slightly distant with an emphasis
on the bass, but clear enough in detail.
[B:1]
Philips' decision to reissue Moralt's
almost historic Mozart Don Giovanni
(Philips 6768 033@,3 recs, low price)
was almost certainly prompted by the
several fine vocal performances it
contains. Bigger and smaller parts are
equally impressive and, if Moralt was not
the most inspired of conductors, he got
good results here from singers, chorus
and the VSO ( but with some cuts).
Sound reasonable for its years. [
C:2]
K.D.
Having just reviewed a new coupling
of the Schubert String Quartet No. 14
'Death and the Maiden' and No. 12
'Quartettsatz' by the Quartet to Italiano
in April ( 9500 751), it is rather puzzling
to find their older 1966 recording
appearing in rivalry only four months
later ( Philips ' Grandioso' 6570 180).
Especially as the older and cheaper version is preferable as a recording,
although still suffering from some of the
same hardness and scrawniness in the
upper reaches to a lesser degree. The
performances still seem remarkably alike
and are excellent, authoritative and
searching. [
13:1*/1]
FG.
As part of a new low- price 'Opera
Collection' series, Philips have resurrected their 1953 mono recording of
Moralt's Strauss Salome (
6747 406, 2
recs). The sound is rather coarse and
opaque now, the impassioned Salome
(Walburga Wagner) atouch mature and
squally, but the depravity of the piece
does come through forcefully, and the
wild abrasiveness of the orchestration.
[D:2]
E.S
D: July'81. R: Full but clear. P: Sensitive
and rhythmic. [
A:1]
SCHUBERT: String Quartets D87
& D112—Amadeus Of—DG 3301 336
D: Sept'81. R: Close with some echo. P:
Intense and romantic. [
B:1]
SCH UMAN N:
Frauenliebe
und
Leben & other Lieder— Mathis I
Eschenbach— DG 3301 323
D: Aug '81. R: Good balance. P: Feeling
and commitment. [
A:1]
TELEMANN: Sonatas, Fantasias &
Partitas—Micha/a Petri Trio—Philips
7300 941
D: July '
81. R: Soloist dominating, clear.
P: Fresh, sensitive, stylish. [
8:1]
VERDI:
' Rigoletto'—highlights—
Cappuccilli 1Cotrubas IDomingo IVPO
IGiulini— DG 3306 057
D: Sept '80. R: Utmost clarity. P:
Magical, dramatic. [
A*:1*)
VIVALDI: L'estro armonico—Berlin
PO— DG 3301 334
D: 1981. R: Clear. P: Firm and controlled.
[A:1]

COLLECTIONS
GAMELAN MUSIC FROM BALI—
Gong
Kebyar
of
Sebatu—DG
'Privilege' 3335 461
D: 1972. R: Good. P: Reportedly good.
[B:1]
GAMELAN MUSIC FROM JAVA—
various—DG '
Privilege' 3335 462
D: 1972. R: Good. P: see above. [
13:1]
JOHN McCORMACK IN OPERA
1907-1912—McCormack I various—
World Records TC-SH399 e
D: 1981. R: Historical. P: Some of the
best of McCormack. [
H:1*/1]
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"EXPERIENCE THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE"
Our Philosophy Concerning reprints & brochures. You may have noticed
that most " High End" Hi -Fi manufacturers often quote extracts from their
reviews highlighting the most wonderful aspects of their products. Naturally
anyone can " edit" a few brilliant quotes, because every company wants
people to believe they make the best.
We have only one message, experience the audible difference at your
dealer.
Likewise, when you take our brochure, it is bound to state that we have the
best product for you. So, go to your dealer and take your time in listening to
the many products that abound before selecting what fulfils your own needs
and desires.
E.A.R. Pre- Amp R.P.R. £ 480.00, E.A.R. 509 100 watt mono £ 750.00 per pair,
E.A.R. 516 50 watt per chan stereo power amp £ 480.00, EA.R. 529 500 watt
mono £ 3600.00 per pair ( ail prices include VAT)

How long can we keep up
these ridiculous LOW PRICES!
ansuL

•
an_S-1.11_

Super„Cezo
as

Wicks
super saver
price

Wicks super
saver price

Plus free 1 pair
Sansui ESP601£348
speakers

S

anSid_

R30 system

R30 receiver 2.25 watt LW/MW
D100 cass deck
FRD25 turntable
ESP601 speakers
GX-60 Audio
cabinet

Super Compo
5000 system

•
San-S— U-1—

4000: alternatively supplied
with FRD-35 turntable
Direct Drive.
GX-75 Audio
Cabinet

A-5 2.25 watt amplifier
T-5 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 PLL-servo
Turntable
D-95 m Dolby Metal
cassette deck
GX-65 Audio
cabinet

A-7 2.45 watt amplifier
1== T-7 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 turntable
D-95 m Cassette
Deck
GX-75 Audio
Cabinet
Wicks
super saver
price

For the largest selection of hifi equipment in
East Anglia with prices to match Rack systems in stock from; Akai, Aiwa, Fisher,
Hitachi, NAD, National Panasonic, Pioneer.
Revox, Sansui. Sony. Trio, Technics
Why not pay us a visit today.
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system

670 2.65 watt receiver
0100 Dolby Metal cassette Deck
FRD-35 Direct
Drive T/table
GX-60 Audio
cabinet, Acoustic
Research
AR/ 8s
speakers

an_s-m_ A"
A60 2.45 watt DC servo amp
TOOL FM/MW/LW Tuner
D100 Dolby Metal
Cass. Deck.
FRD25 turntable
GX70 Audio cabinet
AR 18s
speakers
This months
best buy at

Tremendous
value at

Plus free ESP801 speakers

NAD System

£395
Complete

Cow p/ete

'Such nice people'

Make use of your ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD. Give us your
number by phone- do it before
12 noon and we'll guarantee
same day despatch.

3020 amplifier, 4020A Tuner, 6040
cassette deck. 5080 direct drive
T/table, NAD 1 speakers, Audio
cabinet

ORDERING BY POST

£499 complete

Simply writetellino us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover
cost plus £ 5delivery charge by Securicor.

ORDERING BY TELEPHONE

To reserve equipment in stock, Just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and we'll hold it for
you for 68 hours giving you tirre 10call
personally or send your settlement by po

£419
Fisher Micro system

FOR DISCOUNT HI-FI
D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
After hours. Colchester 42166

Telephone Orders

Colchester 78807

SEND TO: D. T. Wicks & Co. 49/55 North Station Road, Colchester, Essex. Telephone Colchester 10206) 49842 13/4
Please supply
(give make and
model number)

CA- M100 amplifier
Special Offer
FM-M100L tuner
CR M100 cuss deck
SME -100 speakers
compkte

£269

• MASSIVE RANGE ALWAYS IN STOCK
I
• FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE • BIG
•ISCOUNTS lie HELPFUL COURTEOUS
ALES STAFF • ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

WICKS— THE HOME OF ALL THAT
IS BEST IN
AUDIO ETC

• SANSUI • SONY • SHURE • TECHNICS
• TANOBERG • YAMAHA AND MANY MORE

£369

Plus free ESP601 speakers

including audio rack and speakers

complete

San_szel_

£368

Aiwa Micro SOR system

£299.95

Super Compo
5000 eyetem

AGENTS FOR • ANAI • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
• AIWA • CELESTION • FERGUSON • FISHER
• HITACHI • KEF • HAD • NATIONAL PANASONIC
• NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • ROTEL • REVOX

I

imam

Ienclose cheque!
P.O. for £
made payableto D. T. Wicks Et Co. or
debit my AccessiBarclaycard• account
Number:
(deleteas applicable )
Signature

NAME'
ADDRESS:
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ROCK

style and natural feel often goes out
the window. Yet Debbie Harry is far
from pure sham. When she caresses
asong like Nile and Edwards' wispy
Now IKnow You Know and treats
it with such sensitivity you begin to
dream
of
Holiday, then
her
mannered raps and other deficiences are quickly forgotten.
Maybe, one day when the boogie's
over and she's nabbed her Oscar
from the titans of Tinseltown,
Debbie will make an album that'll
tear your heart apart. That she's
capable, Ihave no doubt. In the
meantime we're stuck with a middling album in ' Koo Koo'. [
A*:2]
Back in the days of Mafeking,
when Ifirst started out on the road
Fred Deliar
to rock ' n' ruin, there were music
HEN staying ahead of the gatherings that ran on acoustic
field, the name of the game guitars, wheezy harmonicas, boris image switch. The Beatles disco- rowed blues and associated acapelvered this early on, and so did las. And always, but always, someDylan. Never hang on to one part- where onstage there'd be Pete
icular line of goods too long, read Seeger singing Woody Guthrie and
the rules. If you're acoustic, go Joan Baez warbling Dylan. The
electric. If you've been Ziggy Star- latest Bread And Roses offering
(Fantasy F 79011), which docudust for more than aweek or two,
then a Thin White Duke guise ments action from afestival of the
should be hired from Burton's. same name, reveals that, as far as
Keep 'em guessing. Familiarity California charity soirées are conbreeds contempt. So true, so very cerned, little has changed. Joanie's
true. Which is why Debbie Harry's up there with Forever Young, Pete's
no
longer
Monroe
and
the around to provide Lonesome
Valley, while folk like Hoyt Axton,
peroxide's gone down the plughole. Now she's mousey, just in Mimi Farina, Maria Muldaur and
time for Koo Koo (
Chrysalis CH R John Hammond are still to be heard
1347), adébut solo release. Musi- issuing the Newport news, assisted
cally, another switch was called for. on this occasion by the likes of
Which is where Nile Rodgers and Norton Buffalo, Chick Corea, The
Roches, Paul Siebel, David Crosby,
Bernard Edwards come in. Successful not only with Chic but also Graham Nash and several others, all
with Sister Sledge and Diana Ross, of whom provide the sort of music
it seemed that they could edge redolent of sunny skies, sleeping
neatly into fashion- funk without bags and innumerable Coke cans.
alienating the hordes of existing, Though nothing happens that'll acfully
paid- up,
card-carrying tually shake you to your soul and
Blondieites. And, after a brace of only aNash ditty that begins ' In an
'Koo Koo' hearings, it would seem upstairs room in Blackpool' breaks
that they faced up to their task the all-American festival mould, it's
pretty well. Certainly nothing on an enjoyable set ( double album, no
the album fails rhythmically. In fact less) and, yes, let me not keep you
the invitation to dance comes clear in suspense any longer, it does
and strong, particularly on the close with everybody getting togblack- fired Back Fired, an apt ether for This Land Is Your Land.
choice for an opening single. But, But then you guessed that, didn't
A:2]
elsewhere, Iget niggles and nudges you? [
and Isometimes feel that it's all part
Heavier sounds issue forth from
of some Hollywood scenario, with Breaking All The Rules (
A & M
Debbie just acting arole, proffering AMLK 63722), a Peter Frampton
lines ( many of them incredibly newie on which the one-time
banal) in a manner likely to gain Herdsman enlists the aid of Arthur
favour with those who still remain Stead ( keyboards), Steve Lukather
brainwashed by Rock Follies. All is (guitars), John Regan ( bass) and

w
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Jeff Porcaro ( drums) to deliver
samples of the strut- your- stuff fare
guaranteed to thrill Americans demanding
something
slightly
tougher than bands toting West
Coast harmonies and their attendant trimmings. However, the album
tells you nothing you weren't
already aware of—that Frampton is
afine guitarist and non- charismatic
vocalist whose songwriting ability
has faded somewhat since his arrival at Ellis Island, or wherever he
landed in the good ol' U.S. of A.
But don't write him off—anyone
who includes Friday On My Mind
among his repertoire can't be all
bad. Any Vanda and Young fan will
tell you that. [ 13:2/3]
Whatever
the
faults
of
Frampton's album, they pale into
insignificance compared to those
that beset Mass' Labour Of Love
(4AD CAD- 107), a recent indies
chart climber. Iknow nothing about
Mass and the record's packaging
reveals no names, no numbers—
nobody is owning up to this one.
But Iseem to remember Melody
Maker once reviewing an import
album by aGerman- American band
named Mass and judging by the
adjectives which were used on that
occasion—'dreadful,
uncoordinated, unexciting, unimaginative,
immature
and
unbearable'— 1
strongly suspect that ' Labour Of
Love', which sounds vaguely like
the first rehearsal by an inept
heavy-metal outfit trying on new
fashions, is by the same outfit. You
have been warned. [
8:4]
Better indie contenders are Birds
With Ears, who hail from Brighton
and offer Youth In Asia (
Attrix
RB 12), adébut album that merits
investigation. The direction is, to
coin aphrase, punkapolitan, the dip
and dive rhythms of the band being
offset by the rough Dury-cumByrne vocals of Ian Smith, alyricist
of decidely oddball tendencies. But
the more one listens, the more one
comprehends. There are definite
signs of life among the birddroppings and if Ihad to place abet
on some 50-1 outsiders, then Birds
With Ears, who employ an inventive
keyboardist in Bill Cowie, would
seem worth a trip to Ladbroke's.
[A:2]
It's back to known quantities
with Hoy Hoy (
Warner Bros
K66100), adouble- album reminding us of the wonder that once was
Little Feat. Many complications
comprising previously unreleased
material by defunct bands prove to
be shoddy in the extreme—but
that's not the case with ' Hoy Hoy',
which offers ' 16 new Little Feat
classics' and actually makes you
wish there were more. There's alive
version of Teenage Nervous Break:
down guaranteed to send eastfacing listening rooms spinning in
the opposite direction, asnippet of
Lowell George working his way
through a demo of Rocket In My
Pocket, apresumably different take
of Forty Four Blues, the Ry Coodergraced Howling Wolf item that
featured on the band's first album,
an All That You Dream that has

Linda Ronstadt handling the vocal
leads on a 1979 Lowell George
Tribute concert date, plus ahost of
other worthy workouts on band
originals and ' borrowed' shots that
range
from
Hank
Williams'
Lonesome Whistle through to
Lieber and Stoller's Framed. Jazz,
country, sophisto-rock and homespun jams—all are readied for inspection and acceptance of the
'passed for general consumption'
stamp. One to hang on to, I'd say.
[13:1 j
For our final few bars, I'll skip the
usual ' Quick Flashes' section and
merely mention Motown's Superstar series, a low- price line comprising some 30 albums, ranging
from Stevie Wonder's Uptight
(Motown STMS 5023), which first
surfaced here in 1966 ( though the
title track dates from ' 62), through
to the comparatively newer Diana
Ross Live (
STMS 5019) and
Commodores' Movin On (
STMS
5003), plus items that formerly
graced labels other than Motown,
this latter category including Sunshower (
STMS 5030), a Thelma
Houston sings Jim Webb set that's
appeared on at least three other
labels but remains easily her best
album, and Grover Washington's
Mister Magic, a hit release for
CTI not so very long ago. However,
for one reason or another, it's the
more aged issues that really grab
the attention, the tackily titled
Supremes A- Go Go (
SYMS
5013) being collectable for its
wonderfully dated sleeve alone—
then, though, purchasers will have
have to endure mid-' 60s fillers like
These Boots Were Made For
Walking—while
the
1963
Heatwave (
STMS 5009) from
Martha and The Vandellas is
similarly inviting in the manner in
which it is dressed, the song sample
on this one being even more
bizarre, with versions of Ortolani's
More and Bert Kaempfert's Danke
Schen nestling alongside the
Holland- Dozier- Holland classics,
Nevertheless, there are plenty of
other more musically rewarding
discs in the series, The Miracles'
Tears Of A Clown (
STMS 5010)
and Marvin Gaye and Tammi
Terrell's You're All INeed (
STMS
5005) being a brace that come to
mind, and historic issues also
abound, such as the first Jacksons
album, Diana Ross Presents
The Jackson 5(
STMS 5006), the
Smokey Robinson solo offering,
Smokey (
STMS 5011) and Stevie
Wonder's long- deleted Down To
Earth (
STMS 5022), another 1966
production. Sometimes the music
ranks alongside the best there's
ever been, sometimes the artists can
be heard plainly wasting their talents. But, at least for abrief while
(the
EMI- Motown
relationship
could be ended any day now), a
whole slice of Motown history is
available to those who missed out
the first time around. Take my
advice and grab those items most
precious to you—and don't be put
off by the fact that I've neglected to
allocate ratings on this occasion.
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folk
Paul Oliver
r A NUIT est tombée sur les
I— grands bois de Louisianne. Le
lune qui est pleine, eclaire l'ecore
du bayou..." Heavy romantic stuff
to introduce Jai vu le Loup, le
Renard et la Belette (
Cezame
CEZ 1008, distributed by Free
Bird). But if the scene setting is
rather highly coloured there is some
justification in relating the 'swamp
sound' of Cajun music to the lush
bayou country's mysterious appeal.
Cajun music is simple and rather
repetitive but the combination of
the violin, accordion, guitar and,
often, triangle or other simple
rhythmic accompaniment, is very
compelling. This album is devoted
to ' Les Frères Balfa' and is traditional in its approach. The title
theme is aparticularly attractive folk
tune with amarked French quality,
but some other pieces, like Les
Veuves de la Coulée, have roots in
country waltzes, ballads and songs
of the nineteenth century American
folk idioms of mixed ancestry. This
is most obvious in Kasey Jones,
transformed with French vocal and
fiddle choruses. Most appealing
with its gritty vocal and satisfied
sentiments is Je suis content d'etre
un Cajun. [
A:2]
Cajun House Party (
Arhoolie
5021) has more vigour. The lead
singer and musician is Wallace
'Cheese' Read, whose powerful
voice and nimble fiddle playing is
backed up by the urgent, choppy
rhythms of Marc Savoy's accordion. Comparison of their version
of Les Veuves de la Coulée with
that of the Balfa Brothers demonstrates clearly the superiority of the
former as dance music. It is unquestionably more exciting, though
the smooth fluency of the Balfa
group is missing. The folk synthesis
is evident on this album to greater
degree still, with the old New
Orleans standard Keep aKnocking
appearing
unexpectedly
in
a
sprightly version. There are hints of
the Hackberry Ramblers, and Read
was evidently also an admirer of
Bob Wills. This may suggest an
over- eclectic approach but the outcome is pure Cajun, played with
authority and style on Bosco Stomp
or Le Pays de L'acadien. [
A:1]
Marc Savoy has an album to himself on Oh What a Night
(Arhoolie 5023). Savoy runs a
Music Center near Eunice, La. and
some of the best Cajun accordions
are hand- made by him there. He is
widely acknowledged as one of the
best living Cajun instrumentalists,
who has known and played with
just about every musician in the
idiom. The performers on this
album were chosen by him from his
friends and relatives, his wife Ann
playing guitar and singing on
Lacassine Special, on which she
duets with Jeanie McLerie, and on
Reno Waltz with her husband. An
unexpected track is La Point Aux
Picques with fine ( though to my
ears not quite ' Cajun') fiddling by
Karen England. Discreet fiddle
playing by Mike Doucet stitches
the themes together. Side 2 is, in
Chris Strachwitz's justifiably proud
words as producer, 'just about the
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best Cajun music on record'. Made
last year in Crowley, La. it is especially notable for the fiddle playing of
Doc Guidry, as on La Queue de
Tortue, on which steel guitar player
Rod Miller also plays. Tavern
keeper Frank Savoy, Marc's cousin,
takes a number of vocals; good,
though not the equal of Wallace
Read who'd manage the difficult
theme of Le Reve des Soulards
more comfortably, Ifeel. Frank's
asides make this a very relaxed
item. [
A*:1]
Also from Eunice is John
Delafosse. Zydeco Man (
Arhoolie
1083) illustrates the subtle distinctions between the black, zydeco
form and the Cajun, white music.
Blues and R'n"B themes are evident
and there's a West Indian beat to
Co-Fé. Some of the themes are in
English, like You Took my Heartache, but Delafosse and his group
slip easily into gumbo French on
Une Heure Trop Tarde and most
other tracks. In fact, it is the similarities with white Cajun rather than
the divergences which strikes me
most forcefully in vocal, guitar or
accordion playing; but then John's
two sons on frottoir (
chest Rubboard) and drums come in with a
blues beat on / Just Want to be
your Lovin' Man, and the black
idiom is marked. [
A:1/2]
Leading exponent of Zydeco
Clifton Chenier remains as ' King'.
No one can touch him for inventiveness; for dynamism; with his
brother Cleveland on frottoir, for
rhythm; or for sheer communication
through music. Classic Clifton
(Arhoolie 1082) brings together a
dozen tracks from no less than eight
Arhoolie albums of his work. It includes the inevitable Zydeco Sont
Pas Sale, blues standards like Black
Gal and Black Snake, and gumbo
French items like Tu Le Ton Son
Ton or Sa M'Appel Fou. He is atrue
original who has taken an enierging
tradition as Louis Armstrong did for
New Orleans jazz, and imprinted it
with his own musical personality.
An
exceptional
collection.
[A/B:1*]

Peter Gammond
DOUBT if the name of Sir Frederic
I Cowen means much to many
people nowadays. A new LP is Sir
Frederic Cowen (
Rare Recorded
Editions RRE190
C4.50). On
one side Sir Fred conducts various
light pieces; on the second we hear
a number of his songs by such
illustrious
names
as
Dearth,
Tetrazzini, Kirby and Butt, including
an interesting setting of Onaway,
awake, beloved. Iam as fascinated,
as Iam sure other enthusiasts will
be, to hear these samples of anow
neglected late-Victorian/Edwardian
worthy, and welcome the staunch
issue of such arecord. It is difficult
to feel, however, that Cowen's
music was worthy of much but
neglect; it seems to have no flash of
inspiration. One of his best-known
pieces, played everywhere and
sung by everyone, was The better
land. It is hard to see why as it
is a totally unmemorable piece.

However, this is anotable issue that
fills a gap in our practical knowledge of aonce well-known name.
The recordings, of 1909 to 1929
vintage, are what you would
expect. [
H]
The name of Marek Weber, on
the other hand, is still much revered
by those who know. He had the
advantage of being an interpreter
rather than a mere composer; one
whose reputation improves rather
than declines with time. Marek
Weber
and
his
Famous
Orchestra,
Vol.
2 ( Rare
Recorded
Editions
RRE189,
£4.50)—Vol. 1 is still available on
RRE180—presents a selection of
'light music from Berlin' ( 1921-25)
when Weber was kingpin of the
palm courts at the Hotel Esplanade,
Berlin. The Weber orchestra played
most light music to perfection, only
missing the boat, as most Germans
did, when it came to a bit of ragtime or jazz ( Berlin's Dixie, for
example)—they never did understand swing. As fascinating as the
playing is the music played; a revealing hotchpotch of pieces by
such as Jacobi ( awaltz from Sybil),
Canne,
Baynes,
Lehár ( Three
Graces) and so on. The '78' recordings make perfectly acceptable
hearing. Let's hope a Vol. 3 may
follow. [
H]
Brass and military band followers
have a wide variety of choice this
month. Under the collective title of
Radetzky March comes asuberb
collection of Prussian and Austrian
marches played by the wind of the
BPO under Karajan ( DG ' Special'
2536 647). You'd think they spent
their lives marching in parades and
playing in bandstands, so right and
proper is the pomp and swagger of
their playing. Reversing the criteria
for once, it could be said that the
Berlin players and Karajan manage
the job with even greater panáche
than the best military or brass
bands; a display of suberb timing
and aperfect sense of rhythm and
lilt with many dynamic touches that
a lesser conductor would not attempt. The selection, which includes such well-known pieces as
the Radetzky march, Under the
Double Eagle, Wien, Bleibt Wien
and Old Comrades, as well as less
familiar material, is culled from the
2- LP set of 1974 ( DG 2721 077)
with the Radetzky thrown in for
good measure:
[
A*:1*]. The
Thurrock
Marching
Brass
(Grosvenor GRS1096) indulges in
a programme of popularly- slanted
pieces which, to my taste, just
misses the mark as an ideal brass
demonstration. There is not enough
in the true brass idiom and too
much attempt at modern rhythms
and with- it styling in such as
Sailing, Spanish eyes and Consider
yourself. The recording is of fair
quality, though not the best we
have heard from this excellent label:
[A/B:1/2]. The Black Dyke Mills
Band offer us A Russian Festival
(Chandos BBR1071), and this
tends to err in the other direction as
the brass plough their way through
material like Sheherazade where a
symphony orchestra is bound to be
superior. But the lighter pieces,
traditionally used in brass circles,
like the Russian and Ludmila Overture, come off well; and the sound
is satisfactory: [
A:1]. The greatest
success among the LPs offering
new material is God Bless the
Prince of Wales (
ASV RCD1),

where the Band of the Welsh
Guards are in absolutely splendid
form, not least in the Davies/Jones
The Princess of Wales, which
should get into the hit parade. A
marvellous sound too: clean, spacious, crisp, open and well-balanced
to highlight some fine playing from
the band's soloists: [
A*:1*/1].
The Spectacular Royal Marines
(EMI NTS225) shows off the
highly
skilled
Royal
Marines
School of Music Band in such display pieces as 1812 Overture,
'Jupiter' from The Planets and
Walton's Crown Imperial. Worthwhile: [
A:1]. It is impossible to
assume that arecord of the music
heard at The Royal Tournament
1981 (
EMI NTS224) can be treated
as anything but a souvenir of the
occasion for those who went. It is
not for purely musical listening. ( Its
proceeds go to Service Charities.)
Those still snapping up mementos of the Royal Wedding will
find an uplifting and digitiallyrecorded selection of music that is
but loosely connected with the
occasion on 1000 Voices sing
God Bless the Prince of Wales
(Chandos digital ABRD1030), a
live recording from the Albert Hall
made in May with Massed English
Male Choirs and the Royal Doulton
Band. A very successful and decidedly stirring effort: [
A:1]. The
Morriston Orpheus Choir offer their
own choice on a timely reissue
called God Bless the Prince of
Wales (EMI OU2236), first put
out in 1969. Of their usual high
standard and atypical Welsh choir
programme of Welsh airs, Mozart
and Sullivan. [
A/B:1]
Tommy
Reilly's
Romantic
Melodies (Philips 9500 997) is a
little hard to take. Things like Ave
Maria, the ballet music from Faust
and Moskowski's Spanish dance
No. 2 do not all adapt equally well
to the harmonica and the limited
tones of the harp which provides
the accompaniment, in the accomplished hands of Skaila Kanga,
only added alittle more monotony.
Good recorded sound. [
A:1]
Some varied items include: for
the film buff—The Western Film
World of Dimitri Tiomkin (
Unicorn-Kanchana digital DKP9002),
with his music from such films as
Red River and High Noon lavishly
played by the London Studio SO
under
Laurie Johnson
in
a
demonstration- type
recording:
[A*:1]; John Williams and the
Boston Pops in That's Entertainment (Philips digital 6302 124)—
music from Fiddler, Night Music,
Chorus Line, Evita etc in souped- up
style and another 'soundstream' recording: [
A*/A:1]; the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir in their first digital
offering with the Columbia SO in
The Power (
CBS digital 746436661 - 1 ), aprogramme of heavenly and martial choruses sung with
their usual celestial precision and
fervour. [
A*:1]
Finally, a record which categorises itself as ' Songs and Poems
for Children' called Islands of the
Moon (
ASV ASW6001), which
features The Barrow Poets ( socalled because they originally intended to hawk their poems from a
street barrow, not because of any
locality). Four voices are enjoyably
given a nicely varied background
from a group of lively instrumentalists who offer some delightful
fare on their own account. [
A:1]
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JAZZ
Ken Hyder

THERE'S an awful lot of good
music available on record at
the moment. Things may be tough
in the country's economy department, but creativity is still thriving.
The problem is down to whether
the people who want to hear it—
and the people who need to hear
it—can afford to go to concerts or
buy albums. All the signs are that
it's not working out at all well.
Record sales are plummetting and
most ordinary gigs are suffering.
The exception may be the festivaltype promotions. It's only a few
months ago that there were actually
ticket touts doing business outside
the Roundhouse at the Camden
Jazz Festival. More and more
people are having to make choices,
not between this record or that, but
between this record or acouple of
days' food. Of course it's at times
like these that we especially need
spiritual regeneration and most of
the albums reviewed here this
month should do the trick. Cecil
Taylor's Live in the Black Forest
on
M PS
0068.220—P11 J—is
some of the most enjoyable music
I've heard from his band. Maybe it's
because I'm getting more used to
Taylor's music, but my relationship
to what he does has moved from
appreciation to enjoyment. The
New Cecil Taylor unit consists of
Taylor, piano, Ralphe Malik, trumpet, Jimmy Lyons, alto, Ramsey
Ameen, violin, Sirone, bass and
Ronald Jackson, drums. On this
album they play with awarm togetherness and eclectic familiarity,
going for the dense complexity
you'd normally associate with
Taylor's groups. The music here
seems more considered and structured. Not that it loses any spontaneous edge in the process.
Perhaps it's just that when the right
moment comes along, recognition
and
reaction
spread
quickly
through the group. This is strong,
uplifting music which goes for the
heart, mind and soul with confidence and determination. Accessible is not aword I'd normally use
in conjunction with Taylor, but this
album is easier to get off on than
some others, and if you haven't
allowed this pianist to convince
you of his music yet, this would be
agood album to make that happen.
One of my deaf spots is for West
Coast jazz. I've never been able to
get into the smooth sophistication
of that scene. The exception is perhaps Jimmy Giuffre, whose light
swinging folksiness is tempered
with his penchant for experimentation. Tangents In Jazz on
Affinity AFF60 was recorded in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

1955, and while there's obviously a
strong West Coast influence going
on, the music is alot deeper than a
superficial hearing might suggest.
For a start, the quartet—Giuffre,
reeds, plus Jack Sheldon, trumpet,
Ralph Pena, bass and Artie Anton,
drums—approach the music in a
distinctive way. For much of the
time they suspend the standard
swingalong rhythm- section- andfront- line setup. The first thing you
notice is ... space. Phrases played
by one or two musicians are echoed
or reinterpreted in rotation, round
the band. It gets into the area of jazz
fugue, and sometimes it can sound
too organised and even precious.
But when it gels together it's an
impressive way of avoiding the
clichés of the time. On clarinet,
Giuffre is at his most attractive. His
sound is nutty, wistful and floating.
'Poised' is the word/people tend to
use to describe his music, and I'd
go along with that as far as this
album's concerned: [ 13:1/2). But
Thesis—recorded 6 years later—
on Verve 2304 499 is quite adifferent album. Here Giuffre's approach
and that of his sidemen, Paul Bley,
piano and Steve Swallow, bass is
more advanced and adventurous.
Just as the earlier album sounds
especially innovative for its time, so
does the 1961 record. While attention was on the more strident
experiments of the time, Giuffre
was quietly working away at amore
subtle way forward. This album is
reminiscent of some of the music
ECM later epitomised. That's to say
akind of chamber jazz with classical and folk connections. The interesting thing about this album is the
amount of freedom the musicians
have. While the earlier recording
achieved its spatial impact through
premeditated devices, here the
players work to atemplate of free—
albeit restrained—expression. The
collective improvisation is often
well within the embryonic style of
this kind of playing, with aleaning
towards
phrase- swapping,
for
example. Nevertheless this is an
interesting album, valuable to
anyone interested in the development of free music. [
B:1/2]
Twenty years later, and free
music has developed into several
different schools or styles. Pisa
1980 on Incus 37 more or less
brings us up to date with aselection of tracks recorded at the improvisors' symposium. The album
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blasts off with aduet of some considerable power and breadth of
sound from Evan Parker, tenor and
George Lewis, trombone. If any of
you heard Parker at this year's
Bracknell festival you'll know just
how
much
he
has
recently
expanded on what was a formidable personal music. His new
techniques
of
playing
the
saxophone are astounding, but
that's not what it's all about. It's
how the technique is applied that
matters. In an area where there are
few verbal signposts available to
describe the music, people often
fall back on birdsong/bumble bee
analogies. And we could talk about
that all night. What is so amazing
about Parker's playing is his absolute control over the sound he
generates and his facility of moving
vpry quickly from one kind of sound
or rhythmical phrase to another.
Lewis demonstrates a wide range
of sounds too, and this duet ( later
Parker plays soprano)
moves
around very swiftly in symmetric
and asymmetric tandem. The duo
tracks are probably my favourites
on the album, and their live recordings qualities come across with
performance- impact. The participants on the album reflect the international nature of the music, and
throughout there's a no-nonsense
approach from players who have
been developing their music for a
number of years and know what
they want to say. If you feel it's time
to catch up with what's happening
now—other than jazz- funk—this is
for you. [
Kk/A:1]
Nonstop! on Polydor POLS
1029 sees James Brown once
again back on the good foot doing
what he does best and retreating from disco overkill. There's
Popcorn 80s, for example, which
is an effective reworking of an
oldie. But if you've got the original
version, you don't need to go out of
your way to get this. Apart from a
dip in quality a year or two ago,
James Brown has kept delivering
the goods without really taking the
music anywhere. It's not that
there's anything wrong with this
album, but rather that it's not much
different from many others. Having
said that, I'd rather listen to
Brown's funk than any amount of
disco music. He started it off, and
he can still cut it. [
A:1/2]
Capers is a double live album
from Steve Lacy on hat Hut 2R14

with Ronnie Boykins, bass, and
Dennis Charles, drums. The themes
are typical: Lacy, jaunty and quirky
with humorous touches. He's an
economical saxophonist who plays
inside the pieces, understating
rather than overstating. As awhole,
this is less satisfying than some
other recent Lacy releases. There
are some deadish spots and the
music would have been more impressive selectively edited on to a
single album. Lacy is fine, but I
don't think this trio works so well
together as others he has had.
[A:1/2]
One of the most exciting albums
of the month is not ajazz album in
the strictest sense—but then, who
wants to be strict about music? I
suppose Who's To Know appears
on a jazz label because of the
performer's association with John
McLaughlin in Shakti. Shankar is a
violinist from the Indian classical
tradition where, like jazz, improvisation is the main thrust of the
music. This album, however, is not
at all a jazz/ethnic fusion, and
Shankar and the two Indian percussionists stay true to the tradition. Shankar, however, is something special. His virtuosity is
stunning,
and everybody I've
played this album to has been well
impressed. The violin he plays is a
unique instrument. It has two fivestring necks—rather like a twinnecked guitar—and playing on one
neck causes sympathetic vibrations
to occur on the other. The tabla and
mridangam players are also dexterous and precise in their execution
of twisting, bobbing patterns of
rhythmic progressions. There are
exceedingly complex rhythm cycles
on Side 1, which Icouldn't begin to
unravel—and maybe that's why a
conductor is credited on the sleeve
with tala keeping. The second side
is also interesting for the way
Shankar plays the changes, moving
through a progression of modes.
But in the end it's not fancy instruments or flashy technique that
make good music, it's what it
sounds like when you put it all
together. There's no doubt that this
is a stimulating fusion of soulful
and intellectual musics set within a
tradition where these values have
been prized for centuries. If you like
Indian music at all you'll treasure
this album—and if you don't, you
don't know what you're missing.
It's on ECM 1195. [Alr:1]
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS

Zerostat Pistol red . . . £7.25
Z- Track Damper £ 8.99
VR P Sleeves 10
£1-95
Disc Organiser £8•95

D4 Record Cleaner £7.25
04 Fluid 1oz. . . . ...... 99p
6oz. £4•75 16oz. £ 8.99
Disc Kit complete £23.95

GOLD EN LEADS
2 Phono -2 Phono 0.5m . .£5.50
2 Phono 2 Phono 1m . £6.30
2 Phono 2 Phono 2m . . .£7-25
5 DIN- 4 Phono 1m
£8.99
Postage and Packing 50p per order

QUAD EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL PRICES WRITE OR PHONE

THORENS TURNTABLES
We stock and enthusiastically recommend the full range of these fine
turntables all at competitive prices.
TD16011 BC Turntable without arm. Your choice of pickup arms may be
fitted and we will gladly advise.
10160 C The reintroduction of a popular model. Ready fitted with the
low mass Thorens arm.
TD160 Super Upgraded "Audiophile" version of the TD16011 BC. With
even better performance. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD104 Mkt IComplete with arm. 33 & 45 rpm plus fine speed adjustment
& strobe.
TD105 Mk11 As 10104 but semi- auto arm operation.
10115 M kl IComplete with low mass arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm coupled with
fine speed control & stroboscope. Semi automatic.
TD126 Ill BC. Turntable without arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm with fine speed
control & stroboscope. Arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD126 Ill C Ready fitted with low mass arm. Semi-auto operation.
Thorens conversion kit to upgrade 'TD160 ir £25.00 post free.
We also stock spare belts E1-78 P&P 30p-headshells-arm tubes etc.
Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms-ready fitted if required at an attractive
package price.

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm
P0.A.
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
P0.A.
AT1010
P 0.A.
Signet XK50
P O.A.
HADCOCK
GH220 special offer . . . PO A.
GH220 ' S' special offer .. P.0 A
GH230 special offer . . £99-95'
GH228 Type E
£86.00'
GH228 Super
£68.00'
1ml. Silcone Fluid £2.07
2ml. Silcone Fluid
3.34
£
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk Ill. . . £ 59-80'
Thorens 160 Board .£ 5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series III
£118-50'
SME Series IIIS
£84.70'
Damper for IIIS
£12.75
CA1 Arm for Series II I £18-95
3009 R Arm
£130-40'
£136.75'
F300212R RDam
per
£15•50
3009 II Fixed Head £64-95'
3009 II Detachable £70-95'
S4 Headshell
10-00
£
S2 Headshells . . . . £7•50
S2R Headshell .
£9-00
17 5
5
FD200 Fluid Damper
£235
Damping Fluid
Reducing
Fluid
2.14
Refill £
£
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head. . £64-35'
LMF•2 Detachable. . £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . . £33-50'
•Post: £ 1-00: Other Items 50p

73p PER FOOT

P & P £ 1-00 PER ORDER

ACCESSORIES

from the "480" series giving top performance at lowest cost to the no
compromise " 1000 ZXL" prices and literature on request.

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £14-50 Double Albums £22-00 ( Post Free)
Full UK range stocked, many new titles-Ask for list

( P&P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P

£ 3-00)
£3-00)
£ 3.00)
£ 3-00)
£1.00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£29.95
Matching Pack MP1
£ 1-95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£26-95
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand, pair
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator PPI 2
£24-00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£15-00
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty (B amp) 6/4 . . £19-95
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1-76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way-18/1
£12-50
£9-00
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2P
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£16-00
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-19/1
£18-95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each
99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way-2/2
£6.75
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 or DIN, 24/2
£18-95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN 22/1
£19-00
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way DIN 23/1
£23-95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£24.95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
£29.95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£17.95
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKII HC2
£16-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£9-95
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£15-95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£6-60
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£5.90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£6-90
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1-DIN 21/2
£17-50
Dust Cover Renovation DCR-2
£3.90
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£2-99
4mm Spade Terminators ( Pack of 4) 40/4
£1-98
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
£2-99
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
£1 -98
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre
35
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8, Black or White
per metre
.
70
P&P on cable-n-00 per order. Other items Post Free
-Q.E.D. catalogue sent on request

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at July 1981. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E&OE.

100

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

"DEMONSTERABLY BETTER"

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

MONSTER CABLE

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS
DH- 101 Pre- amp kit form of assembled
DH- 102 Mc Module for DH- 101
DH- 200 Power amp. Kit form or assembled
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST

SS- 1, 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£49-95
SS- 110. 10- band Graphic Equaliser
£89•95
SS- 2 Mk 11 12- band Graphic Equaliser . . . . £139-95
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser
£199-95
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record £38-84

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

Allsop 3 cassette cleaner . . .£2.99
Mayware Protractor £3•45
Shure Stylus Scale
£5•99
MONITOR AUDIO SOUND CALES
Flat 3.6m pair
£11-50'
7.5m pair
£20•95'
10m pair
23.75'
Round 10m pair
22.75'
"The Mat" by Audio- Ref.
18-95'
G. A. Glass Soundisc . . .
14-95'
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair
19-95'
0M-10 Diskmat
£8.50'
Disk 22 Mat
£12.99'
Stylus Microscope £2.95
Protractor £2•95
Headshell-Mag alloy
Copper-litz wires
£5.95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
Ag 99L Headshell Wires . . .£3•40
RC- 100 Cleaner £7.95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10-95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£4.99
TDK Cassette Head
Demagnetiser
£7.99,
Pixall II Roller
£5.75
Pixall Refils .......
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill
£3.50
Permostat Jumbso Refills . £6•95
Microsorber feet
£9.90
•Postage £ 1-00. Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & P £ 1-00
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
£8.50
ATH03
£13-95
ATHOS
£17-95
ATH07
£59-90
STAX
STAX SR.44 Complete £67-00
STAX SR.5'
£53-40
STAX SRX3'
£102-35
STAX LAMBDA'
£120-15
STAX SIGMA'
£176-00
'Energiser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER . £35-60
SRD7 SB ENERGISER . £50-00
SRDX ENERGISER
£62-30
YAMAHA
YH100
£39-95
HP1
£29-50
HP3
£15-95
SENNHEISER
HD222
£31-50
HD400
£12.99
HD414X
£21-90
HD424X
£31-50
H0420
£25-90
HD430
£35-50
HD224X
£39.50
WHARFEDALE
lsodynamic 102
£24-90

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI

el

P 50p)

REPLACEMENT STYLI

AKG P8ES Cartridges Sp. Offer £45-00
ADC ZLM
£57.14
RSZ
ADC XLM III
£36-29
RSX
£18-35
ADC VLM Ill
£25-04
RSV
£15-08
Glanz MFG- 11T
£15.00
N- 11T
£9.40
Glans MFG- 31E
£25-00
N-31 E
£15-00
Glanz MFG- 311
£30-00
N-311
£18-00
Glans MFG- 51E
£39-00
N- 51E
£23-50
Glans MFG- 511
£50-00
N-511
£30-40
Glans MFG- 711E
£72-00
N- 71E
£43.40
Glans MFG- 711
£86-00
N-711
£52-00
Goldring 0900E
£16-50
0140E
£9-95
Goldring G900SE 11
£33-00
D140SE
£16-50
Goldring G900 'IGC'
PO.A.
0140 IGC
£29-75
Goldring G920 'IGC'
£29-95
0170 IGC
£16-50
Goldring G910 'IGC'
PO.A.
0160 IGC
£29-75
Grado FTE+1
£10-75
FTE/S
£8-00
Grado FCE+1
£13-75
FCE+
£9.50
Grado F3E+
£19-25
F3E+
£13-50
Grado F2+
£29•50
F2/S
£22-50
Grado F1+
£41•25
F1+
£28-50
J.V.C. Z2E
£38•33
22E
£19-90
J.V.C. X2
£69-51
X2/X1
£37.50
Nagaoka MP10
£13.00
N-10MP
£5-50
Nagaoka MP11
£15-00
N-11MP
£7-00
Nagaoka MP15
£31-00
N-15MP
£22-00
Nagaoka MP20
£37-00
N-20MP
£25-00
Nagaoka MP30
£46-00
N-30MP
£35-00
Nagaoka MP50
£74-00
N-50MP
£52-00
Ortofon SME 30H
£79•95
130H
£31-00
Ortofon Concorde 30
£48-00
CL30
£31.00
Ortofon Concorde 20
£36-00
CL20
£23-00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£25-00
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon Concorde Std £19•75
Std Stylus
£11-70
Ortofon LM30/H
£44-00
CL30/130H
£31-00
Ortofon LM20/20H
£30-00
CL20/120H .
£23-00
Ortofon 1M15
£23.75
115
£15-75
Ortofon LM10
£17.35
CL10
£11-70
Ortofon M20FL Super £31•90
020FL Super .
£25.00
Ortofon M20E Super
£27-95
020E Super . .
£21-00
Onofon VMS10E
£16-90
010E11
£11-25
Ortofon VMS5E11
£9•95
05511
£6-50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in. £12.95
D5E11. . . . . . . .£6-50
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£24-95
D2OE Mk Iand II . £17-95
Upgrade your VMS20 with a D30 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 II
£34.35
D30 II . . . . . . . £23•90
Ortofon FF15E II
£10.50
NF15E Mk I & II . .£8•95
Stanton 980 LZS
£98.00
D98S
£53-00
Stanton 881S
£59-95
081
£33•60
Stanton 681 EEE
£32-00
nee)
D6800EEE
Stanton 680EE
£19-95
£13-99
D680
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
£10.40
D5100EE
Stanton 500E
£11.75
£8-80
D5100E
Shure M44E
£9-60
£5-95
N44E
Shure M55E
£10-95
N55E
£6-95
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£15-90
N75EJ Type 2. . . £7-65
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
£18-30 • N75H-EJ Type 2 £11-70
Shure M75ED Type 2
£'18-20
N75ED Type 2 . . £12-70
Shure M75HE Type 2 . . . £20-75
N75HE Type 2. . £13-99
'Upgrade your Shure M75 with a new - HE" Stylus
Shure M95EJ
£16-75
N95EJ
£9-45
Shure M95ED
£24-75
N95ED
£16-50
Shure M95HE
£25-40
N95HE
£17-10
Shure M97EJ
£25-75
N97EJ
£10-65
Shure M97HE
£37.95
N97HE
£20-70
Shure M97HE-AH
£39-95
N97HE
£20-70
Shure V15 Ill
£54-00
VN35E
£17-45
Shure V15 Ill HE
£61-99
VN35HE
£18-55
Shure V15 IV. . . . . ..
£74-00
VN45HE
£25-60
Shure MV3OHE ( SMEIII) .
£89-99
N3OHE
£23.25

£26.53

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT32
Yamaha MC- 7
Yamaha MC- 1S
Dynavector Ruby'
Dynavector 20A Mk11
Dynavector 10X Mk11
Mayware MC- 2V
Mayware MC- 2C
Mayware MC- 31
Mayware Exchanges . .
Mayware 124 T'former.

P0.A.
£39-95
£69-95
£82-50
£69-95
£48.00
£59.80
£49.45
£49-45
£34.50
£57-50

Post 50p

Satin MII7G Sp. Off . . £49-95
Satin MII7S Sp. Off . £79•95
Ortofon MC- 10 Sp. Off £25.75
Ortofon MC- 20
£49-95
Ortofon MC- 201I
£85-00
MCA- 10 Pre-amp £58-50
Fidelity Research
FR1 Mk2
£69-95
FR1 Mk3F
£89.95
Entré-1
£80-00
Lentek
PO.A.
_ _ pre- amp

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES
Trade-in or trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn), for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge; these exchange
prices
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 10XMk11
£33-50
Dynavector 20A Mk11
£47-95
Dynavector Karat Ruby . . £ 51.95
Dynavector 20B Mk11
£61-95

TEST RECORDS

Ortofon 2
£8-00
Shure TTR-110
£4.25

post 65p
HFS 81
£4.95
Shure TTR 115 £ 5-00

AUDIO -TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
.
.
£9.90
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner . . . £9-95
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
£ 15-95
PDQ11 Cleaning System
£9.00
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm
£ 5-00

EQUIPMENT REVIEW)

by Noel Keywood

Valves normally co

Esoteric Audio Research
amplifier combination

Manufacturer:
Esoteric Audio
Research, St. Ives, Cambs.
Tel: 0480 67788. Price inc VAT:
EAR 509 £345 each; preamp £390.

IT IS AN unfortunate fact that most modern
I valve amplifiers are no more than old
designs rehashed. There appear to be few
designers around nowadays with sufficient
knowledge of valves and, in particular, audio
transformers to originate a new design that
could take advantage of modern components
and techniques. Tim de Paravicini is the exception. His EAR valve power amplifiers and preamplifiers are different. They are modern,
unique, sophisticated designs that don't
plagiarise manufacturers' application notes and
don't rely on the copying of other manufacturers' circuits.
The twin mono EAR 509 power amplifiers
reviewed here have an output specified at
100W each for less than 0.25% distortion. In
spite of this power delivery they are relatively
compact, measuring 30cm wide, 23cm deep
and 16.5 cm high. Put together, the two power
amps take up little more space than one 100Wper- channel solid-state power amplifier. If
100W is not enough, two units can be bridged
to give 200 W. If this is still inadequate, Tim can
supply a500 W valve power amplifier!
Ifirst heard about Tim Paravicini from another manufacturer of valve amplifiers. They had
found somebody, they said, who was part
English, part Italian, had lived in Japan for
many years working for Lux—where he was
involved in the design of their valve amps—and
was agenius with output transformers. This, I
thought, was impossible. Such people don't
exist. As afurther embellishment Iwas also told
that the said gentleman was about 6ft. 4ins
tall, spoke fluent Japanese, had a small
Japanese wife, and was somewhat eccentric.
Definitely unreal, Ithought. This is what happens when you've had one shock too many
from the HT line of a valve amplifier. It disorganises the grey matter!
Iwas wrong: when Imet Tim he towered
over me and I'm six feet tall. Over a meal he
alternated rapidly between talking about output
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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trannies, and various
obscurities associated with valves, and talking
rapid Japanese with his wife. Perhaps Ihad
better mention that Tim is just as happy working with solid-state devices and believes, like
most other engineers, that it is not the devices
themselves that matter, but the way in which
they are used.
What he was eager to demonstrate to me,
however, was his ' baby'—a 100W valve amp
he had perfected whilst in Japan. This, he
assured me, out- performed all other valve
amps, old and new, and would knock the spots
off most transistor amps too. Iwas treated to a
rapid-fire list of statistics such as response flat
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz, distortion less than
0.2% between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, at any output
level up to 100W, and limited use of
feedback—very deliberately not taken from the
secondary of the output transformer.
The secret behind all this—much of which
sounded barely credible by valve amp
standards—was apparently the output transformer which Tim designs and, at least on
prototypes, winds himself. This device, which is
the crucial component in valve power amps and
responsible for the subjective failure of so
many, was by far the most advanced and complex design ever used, Tim modestly told me.
The EAR 509 power amps are the final
commercial incarnation of Tim's ' baby' and his
experience in Japan shows through in the
quality of construction of both his EAR 509
power amplifiers and the matching preamp.
They come sturdily packaged in strong boxes
and a comprehensive and informative users'
manual is supplied. The first page carries aspec.
and an ' in a hurry. set up' diagram, but the
manual then covers connection to the amps in
more detail, showing how either 4 ohm or 8
ohm loudspeakers are catered for, and showing how two amplifiers can be connected together in bridging mode for either 4 ohm or 8
ohm loudspeakers, in order to gain 200W
output. Then there is a two- page circuit dia-

gram and instructions on how to adjust bias if
an output valve needs replacing. This is servicing information: adjusting the bias on the EAR
509s brings you close to its 520 VHT line, which
will provide you with afree ticket to the moon if
you're not careful. The message is: don't poke
around in a valve amplifier unless you know
what you are doing.
These power amplifiers gain their model
number from the high- power television lineoutput beam-tetrode valves they employ, the
PL509. This is an American valve, but Ifound it
was easy to obtain in the UK. The PL509 is
compact and reliable, and preferable in Tim's
view to the KT66/77/88s often seen in UK
amplifiers—usually those based on GEC product application notes. Two PL509s and three
double- triode preamp and driver valves—all
operated as differential pairs—sit in a strong
steel mesh cage. You need a long bladed
'posidriver' to get at the two retaining screws
holding this item down, which Ithought was a
bit of ahassle. On reflection, though, perhaps it
is just as well that the cage is not easily
removed, especially by inquisitive children.
Power output valves run hot enough to cause
burns and the PL509s have an anode cap at the
top of the glass envelope which is at 520 V.
However, connection to this is through awell
shielded ceramic connector which makes accidental contact nearly impossible.
Behind the cage sits amains transformer and
an output transformer. Since each power amp
has its own supply, they are, of course, independent of each other as far as crosstalk
through the power supply is concerned, and
therefore compare with solid-state amps that
boast 'dual independent power supplies'.
The supply section is fairly straightforward,
using solid-state rectifier diodes, four 600 pF
smoothing capacitors and AC to the heaters.
As Imentioned earlier, and as Tim impressed
upon me, it is the output transformer and the
output stage design that is the pièce de résistance of this amplifier, and upon which
everything hangs. The transformer uses a ' 13
section bifilar wound bobbin on a grain
orientated core' and, as can be seen in the
photographs, it is massive.
The basic configuration of the output stage is
shown in fig. la. For comparison Ihave also
included the output stage configurations of
other well-known valve amplifiers. Fig. lb
shows the respected 50W McIntosh, lc shows
the famous 15W low distortion Williamson,
and 1d a popular 50W ' ultra- linear' amplifier
design by GEC. Quad used the output arrangement shown in fig. le in their valve amplifier.
Peter Walker of Quad and D. T. N. Williamson
(Ferranti and originator of the Williamson amp)
wrote an interesting paper on basic output
stage configurations which appeared in the
September 1952 edition of Wireless World.
This neatly summarises many points, explains
the ultra- linear connection and, most pertinently to this review, explains the technique of
distributed loading whereby part of the output
transformer primary winding is placed in the
anode circuit, and part in the cathode circuit of
the output valve. ( Fig. 1eshows this for one half
only of the push-pull arrangement.)
It is usual for the output transformer to be
placed entirely in the anode/screen circuit, as in
the Williamson and GEC amplifiers (figs. 1c &
1d), which apart from any other considerations
makes for asimpler transformer. Moving part of
the winding into the cathode circuit effectively
introduces feedback into that section, about
which Peter Walker says ' It is, of course, feedback of the most desirable kind, since it is the
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most practical method of applying voltage
feedback over a single stage without either
throwing gain away wastefully or increasing
the load on the previous valve'. The Quad II
amplifier (fig. le), McIntosh (fig. lb) and the
EAR 509 (fig. la) all use distributed loading,
which takes advantage of inherent local feedback to linearise the stage and minimise distortion. It is interesting that in the light of this, all
three amplifiers do not use overall feedback
taken from the transformer secondary to the first
valve, as do the Williamson and GEC designs.
Of the EAR output stage, the handbook says
'the output tubes are operated as what are
essentially cathode- followers' and 'since the
output transformer is fed from alow impedance
source ( cathodes of the PL509s), it introduces negligible amounts of distortion—its presence is as harm less as the output choke of about
4pH used in solid-state amps. Thérefore,
it can be considered an ideal transformer'.
In fact, the circuit isn't a pure cathodefollower arrangement. These are rarely found in
valve amplifiers because they introduce significant design problems, even though being
theoretically attractive. The EAR uses a complex distributed loading arrangement, using
parallel feed to the PL509 screens, and further
feedback from an independent winding to the
earlier stages. Ithink it is probably true to say,
after scrutinising many circuits, that the EAR
509 amps appear to use about the most
sophisticated output stage ever designed. The
question is, does it work?
Test report
On the test bench the review amps delivered
120W into 8ohms at mid- band frequencies
and 112W into 4ohms. It is at low frequencies
that output transformers often introduce problems, but output at 20 Hz fell little, being 112W
into 8- ohms and 100W into 4- ohms. The
power bandwidth was astonishing for avalve
amplifier, extending from 8Hz-100 kHz. The
amplifier would deliver a clean 50W up to
80 kHz and down to 12 Hz!
The frequency response was flat, + 0dB and
—1 dB, from 13 Hz-36 kHz and there were no
peaks, oscillations or funnies up to, or past
100 kHz. The top end smoothly rolled off above
40 kHz. The worst result was achieved when
feeding a4ohm load from the 8ohm tapping.
This brought the top end response limit down
to 21 kHz, which is still fine. Such asituation
may occur where anominal 8- ohm loudspeaker
had atreble unit with an impedance falling with
frequency. In the opposite case, feeding a 4ohm speaker which had arising impedance, the
response measures 13 Hz-60 kHz, so changes
in speaker impedance do not introduce
problems.
Because feedback is not taken from the secondary of the output transformer—or it is used
'passively' in Tim's terminology—reactive loads
have less effect on the amplifier and it will
remain perfectly stable.
Distortion, especially at low frequencies and
high power outputs, is another weak area of
measured performance in valve amps, even
though this does not usually come through as a
subjective problem. At 5W output in the midband, equivalent to an average listening level,
distortion measured 0.02% for either 4ohm or
8ohm loads. This really is quite aperformance
for a valve amp, and fig. 2a shows that the
distortion residual was primarily second harmonic in content, a wave analyser indicating
0.018% second harmonic and 0.008% third
harmonic. Since the minimal amount of third
comes largely from the test signal generator,
and second—especially at such alow level—is
considered subjectively innocuous, you can see
that the EAR 509s do compare with the best
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solid—state power amps. And they don't use
masses of overall feedback to achieve this
either.
Still at 5W, or normal listening levels, the
distortion at 16 kHz measured 0.06% and at
40 Hz it was 0.035%—both extremely low
values. But look at the distortion residual for
16 kHz, shown in fig. 2b. This indicates virtually
pure second harmonic, with none of those
spikey high- order nasties typical of solid-state
amplifiers. The wave analyser •did, in fact,
measure 0.016% third and 0.06% second. In
this case the generator had its own distortion
removed by apassive tuned circuit at 16 kHz, so
the figures are correct and don't include generator distortion. The EAR 509s can boast less
than 0.1% distortion from 40 Hz-20 kHz,
whether the 4ohm or 8ohm outputs are used.
The distortion residual for 50W output at
16 kHz is shown in the lower trace of fig, 2c,
where second and third harmonics are nearly
equal in level. At 90% full power, or around
100W output, mid- band distortion rose to
0.06%, treble distortion increased to 0.19%
and—astonishingly—bass distortion measured
0.09% (fig. 2d). Ithink the latter figure must
break all records for 100W output from avalve
amplifier—into 4ohm or 8ohm loads. These are
the sorts of distortion levels you would expect
on very loud musical peaks. There's no doubt
that Tim's circuitry and output transformer do
offer
the
promised
performance—quite
amazing.
What you make of these figures depends
upon your viewpoint with regard to amplifier
measurements and sound quality. Iplace little
reliance on measured steady-state performance, since the correlation with sound quality
is weak in most areas. Steady single- frequency
tones bear little relationship to the stress placed
upon an amplifier by music and it would
be simplistic to think that afew distortion measurements can be directly translated into an objective summary of sound quality. There is, for
example, evidence to suggest that an amplifier
that doesn't measure particularly well might
nevertheless be an excellent design as far as its
sound is concerned. Martin Colioms' recent
report on the ElectroCompaniet (
HFNIRR June
1981) would appear to bear this out.
Ihave experimented with various feedback
arrangements and levels on ahigh quality valve
amplifier, and auditioning revealed that it
sounded best without any overall feedback.
The basic open- loop performance was pretty
good, as it usually is with valve amps ( even
back in 19471), and was subjectively preferred.
Having now reviewed countless solid-state
amplifiers, Iam very wary about drawing firm
conclusions about subjective performance on
the basis of measurement. In the case of the
EAR 509s the measurements show just how
well valves can perform in objective terms, and
this achievement is in itself fascinating. The
measured performance figures Ihave se far
discussed certainly suggest that the amps have
a good chance of sounding good, but they
don't guarantee it. Keeps you guessing, doesn't
it!
The power amplifiers have an input level
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EAR 509s. Iconnected them to a variety of
preamps, including Hitachi, Meridian, NAD
(the front-end of a3140) and, of course, EAR's
own valve preamp. The inputs are via phono
sockets, and outputs by screw terminals with
4mm sockets incorporated. Valve amps do, of
course, turn on quietly and take aminute or so
to warm up. There are no thumps or DC offsets,
nor is there much chance of any form of loudspeaker damage occurring, due to trans :
former coupling. Since shorting the output
terminals is not catastrophic—although not
Fig 2a-0400ft/on (lower trace) at 1kilz, for about 5W
recommended—there is no need for any form of
output. Level measuretteol 996, predominantbi 2rrd harmonic.
protection circuitry, for the benefit of either amp
or speakers.
It has already been said elsewhere that the
EAR 509s sound more like agood solid-state
amplifier than most valve designs. There is in
fact some truth in this, in that they possess
fewer of the subjective problems associated
with mediocre valve amplifiers—notably loss of
detail and wallowing bass—and therefore are
closer to a notionally ideal sound. As the few
first-class solid-state amplifiers available also
approach this ideal—albeit from a different
angle—obviously, the two will begin to sound
more alike. However, Ifind that Ican usually
Fig 2b—Denortion at 16 kHz for 5 W output, showing lust
asmooth 2nd harmonic waveform free of notches and solidtolerate the weaknesses of valve amplifiers
state nastier.
more easily than those of solid-state amplifiers.
Iwasn't the least bit surprised to find that the
EAR 509s gave agreat sense of image depth
and afeeling of dimension to the stereo stage.
One of the most attractive features of valve
amplifiers, Ifeel, is that they generally don't
produce that flat, featureless wallpaper of
sound that has so aptly and controversially
promoted the adjective ' boring' to be applied to
the sound of certain amplifiers. When you
review ranks of the things there's no doubt that
most modern solid-state amplifiers form a
turgid sea of mediocrity, amongst which just a
few models stand out as bright landmarks.
Fig 2c—Delivering 50,141at 16 kHz distortion remains low at
Ican't help but note, however, that valve
0.19% and consists of both 2nd and 3rd harmonic components.
amplifiers do tend to miss out acertain amount
of fine detail when compared with solid-state
designs, and even the 509s did fail in this
respect. They certainly don't lack a beautiful
feeling of openess and clarity, but there is some
loss of the most delicate, underlying nuances.
Some people find this loss upsetting. To me it's
simply acase of swings and roundabouts and
this is one of the things that generally has to be
accepted. This loss, however, is gratifyingly
small with the 509s, when compared with a
good transistor amplifier. It was the bottomend delivery that surprised me most when using
the amplifiers. They have one of the tightest and
most powerful bass deliveries Ihave heard for a
long time. Itake care to listen to valve amps on
Fig 2d—Tha oscilo gram that will cause despair amongst all
avariety of speakers, since generally they gain
other valve amp. manufacturers. No less than 80 W output
at 40 Hz arid still no visible distortion on the test seal (above).
from being paired with certain types, most
This perforitence puts the EAR 509s streets ahead. Below is the
notably those that are efficient and have bass
distortion residual which measured 0.09% and possesses .2nd
and 3rd components.
units of up to medium size. Iwas pleasantly
surprised to find that the 509s did, however,
drive apair of Leak 3090s—which have a13in.
control which adjusts sensitivity. At maximum,
sandwich bass unit—just as well as they did
100W output is provided for an input of
Mission 770s. They have ample power for this
280 mV, which is afairly low value. The EAR
work and don't show any sign of strain, even
509s will work from any preamp, solid-state or
when delivering very high levels.
valve, and at a pinch can work from the tape
Treble performance was somewhat less
output el any normal amplifier. Their input
liquid and sweet than that often encountered
impedance is 25k- ohms, which should not
with a valve amplifier. There wasn't that depresent a loading problem for a preamp. The
licate and sonorous ring to cymbals, for
sensitivity controls do not affect frequency reexample, that is so often afeature of the valve
sponse at any setting.
sound—and which Iappreciate so much. I
grew
There seems little point in quoting hum and
used to this and forgot about if fairly quickly,
noise figures for the power amps alone, since in
but was reminded on listening to another valve
use they will be modified to agreater or lesser
design. The 509s have avery easy-going treble
degree by the preamp. However, both were
quality, all the same, and are totally inoffensive
extremely low, and hum in particular, which is a
in this region.
traditional problem with valves, was negligible.
Ifound it telling that a large number of
people simply preferred the 509s to any other
Subjective report
There were no problems involved in using the
model in agroup of amplifiers with which they
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were being compared over a period of a few
months. Since this isn't a group review, and
since the comparative listening sessions were in
the main casual affairs with friends who are
involved, one way or another, in the music
business, this isn't the place to name names of
other products, or the people concerned. But
many of the best solid-state amplifiers currently
available did not have the sense of depth and
solidity of imaging, nor did they have the bass
delivery, of the EAR 509s.

The EAR preamplifier
A short time after the power amps arrived I
received a prototype preamp—which uses
valves, of course. Although this item was more
or less in its final physical form, it nevertheless
was a prototype with the inevitable ad hoc
additions to be seen here and there, and components such as control knobs likely to change
before final production. In consequence of this I
propose to look at the preamp more in broad
outline, rather than in fine detail.
It is perfectly conventional in layout and, in
consequence, was totally free of any operational or matching problems. All inputs are via
phono sockets and arotary switch on the front
panel selects disc, aux or tuner. Push-button
switches also select between two tape inputs,
with provision for dubbing between them.
There are no tone controls. The preamp is as
massively built as the power amps, its front and
rear panels being machined from a slab of
aluminium 6mm thick. The chassis is equally
strong and the whole can be rack- mounted for
professional use, since it uses standard centres
between front panel holes for securing bolts.
The top plate can be lifted off after removing
four retaining screws. On the prototype this
gave access to asmall slide- switch on the rear
panel which selected either moving- coil or
moving- magnet working for the single disc
input. Iwonder whether it might be better to
have a separate set of sockets for these two
functions, rather than internal switching, but I
suppose most users, unlike reviewers, will only
use one or other type of cartridge.
The big question with a valve preamp is
whether it can achieve adequately low noise
levels, especially on amoving- coil input of high
sensitivity. By noise, Imean both hiss and hum.
Hum, in particular, can be quite aproblem with
valve amps, the only saving grace available to
the modern designer being the availability of
compact solid-state power supplies of very
high performance. This means that smooth DC
may be fed to heaters, in addition to the usual
high tension (
HT) supply, which must also be
free of AC noise.
The power supply of the preamp occupies its
own screened area on the chassis and the
preamp circuitry only comes on-line when a
relay trips after about 15s. Both switch- on and
switch- off are totally silent.
Test report
Itested the preamp in conjuction with the
power amps in order to see how the units work
as a whole. The system has surplus gain—or
alternatively you could say that the power amps
were too sensitive. In the power amp instruction manual it is advised that these should be
run at half full setting on the input level control.
Ifound that this made the moving- magnet disc
input over- sensitive, causing the volume control to be backed right off. Since this has an
adverse effect on frequency response ( see
later) the power amp level controls were set for
3mV sensitivity for the moving- magnet disc
input, equivalent to a 10 o'clock position. All
this is of some consequence, as Iwill explain.
Measuring frequency response through the
aux/tape inputs produced 20 Hz-28 kHz limit
values at all volume control settings. The situ103
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ation through the disc input was different,
however. At half- full volume the left channel
measured 14 Hz-23 kHz, but the right had
dropped by 1dB at 19.7 kHz. At lower
volume settings the HF response fell earlier,
with a worst- case value of 19 kHz. At higher
than half- full settings, matters got better with
the right channel—which suffered most—
measuring flat to 28 kHz at three- quarters- full
volume. Obviously, it was best to run the power
amps at a low sensitivity setting in order to
ensure that the volume control on the preamp
was always well advanced. This problem of
varying response with volume control position
is not uncommon, even on certain amplifiers
from the biggest manufacturers in Japan.
Since this effect usually comes about
through impedance mis matching into and out
of the volume control, it isn't difficult to rectify
and I
feel certain that production versions of the
preamp will not exhibit this characteristic. It
could, for example, be caused by something as
simple as the capacitance of ascreened cable,
in which case just changing or shortening the
cable would effect acure.
Iwas surprised to find that when switched to
moving- coil the problem of varying frequency
response with volume control position disappeared.
Frequency response measured
35 Hz-28 kHz even with the extra stages needed
to provide further gain, so getting awide enough
response on disc is no problem. Subsonic response on disc input extends to 10 Hz (fig. 3)
with the switchable high-pass filter curtailing
this to 17 Hz.
As previously mentioned, before measuring
noise levels Iset the system sensitivity such
that a3mV signal into the moving- magnet disc
stage produced a full output of 100 W, so
enabling
direct
comparison
with
other
amplifiers, since this is a typical sensitivity
rating. Set like this, tuner sensitivity then
became 240 mV and moving- coil sensitivity
450 pV. The tuner figure is fine, but the m- c
cartridge figure is low and represents an additional gain factor of x6.6, whereas afigure of
x20 minimum is more appropriate. All this
means is that changing from moving- magnet to
moving- coil, the volume control is likely to
need considerable re- adjustment when using
'typical' cartridges. Obviously this is hardly a
significant problem. Whilst on the subject, 'I
must mention that turning up the power amp
sensitivity controls to maximum gives a very
high moving- coil input sensitivity figure of
70 pV; this is more than enough even for
Ortofons, which possess very low output.
Getting back to noise levels, with sensitivity
set as explained in the previous paragraph,

'moving- magnet' disc noise measured —64dB
unweighted, and —76 dB CCIR weighted—both
excellent figures comparable to those from
modern solid-state amplifiers. With movingcoil selected, these values became —43dB
(average between channels) and —66 dB CCI Rweighted. The right channel suffered more hum
than the left. Again, these figures match those
of many solid-state amps, although the low
sensitivity of the moving- coil input does aid
these results. However, as the system has
too much gain even these values could be
improved upon, because providing gain and
then losing it worsens S/N ratios.
In conclusion, in this area of performance
the EAR amplifier should match all movingmagnet and moving- coil cartridges in terms of
level, because of its reserves of gain.
Furthermore, the noise levels were broadly as
low as those encountered in solid-state
amplifiers, give or take afew decibels. Iought
to say too that many of the cheap solid-state
moving- coil preamps available are, in fact,
much noisier than the EAR system when their
equivalent input noise figures are compared.
Also, there is more hum on the EAR than is
generally encountered on transistor amplifiers,
although this was not intrusive in use.
On disc input, separation between channels
was 60dB average with moving- magnet selected, and also 60dB with moving- coil
selected, at 1kHz ( fig. 3). The figures worsened
slightly to 32dB at 20 kHz with movingmagnet or moving- coil selected. All these
figures are adequate, if not exceptional.
On moving- coil input the overload levels
measured were 80 mV at 1kHz and 100 mV at
20 kHz. These are very high values and are more
than adequate, even for high output movingmagnet cartridges. With moving- magnet the
values rose to 700 mV and 3V, so there will not
be any overload problems. Overload on
tuner/aux was higher than 7V, which again is
more than enough since the maximum output
of most tuners is around 1V for maximum
modulation.

Iexpect to report again on the EAR preamp
because, obviously, it has alot of potential and I
feel reasonably confident that it will perform
better subjectively. In the meantime, the power
amplifiers are easily driven from any quality
solid-state pre- amp, but it is best to use apreamp with agood, switchable, subsonic filter. It
is not wise to pump high-level very low frequency energy through output transformers,
since they can start to distort.
Imust admit that after afew months use Iam
still finding out how good and how different
the EAR 509s can sound. There's no doubt in
my mind that they wipe the floor with 80%, or
more,
of 'quality'
solid-state
amplifiers
available. They are beautiful to listen to and
bring back the excitement and dynamic quality
to music that other amplifiers hide so well. They
also bring back life and the dynamic quality in
reviewers suffering boredom attributed to advanced solid-state fatigue!
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Overall Conclusions

Subjective report
At the time of measuring, the preamp distortion levels were very low and the limiting
distortion of the system was set by the power
amplifiers. However, when conducting listening tests at alater date this appeared to change.
Initially, the EAR 509 power amplifiers were
used with solid-state preamps. When the prototype EAR valve preamp arrived it appears to
work very well, although Ihad reservations
about the amount of detail being conveyed and
felt that there was possibly some lack of clarity.
Nevertheless, it sounded smooth, in typical
valve amp fashion, and very amenable.

Preamp keeps signal
circuitry (left)separate
from solid-state psu
(right)
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Later listening tests became very difficult,
however, because there appeared to be asubtle
and intermittent problem present. One channel
started fading at one point in the tests and then
righted itself. After this the preamp began to
sound progressively muddier and then lapsed
into distortion. Itook it back to the test bench
and measured 0.05% THD on the right channel,
whilst the left channel suffered no distortion at
all. I'm not at all certain that what Iheard could
possibly have been as low as 0-05%, but the
fact that one channel did possess measureable
distortion whilst the other didn't suggested
something was awry.
Back in use the distortion had cleared, but
thé preamp was now definitely lacking clarity.
All .this became very confusing and Isuspect
that the hot weather which existed at the time,
with temperatures up around 2e C, might have
had something to do with it.
1wasn't happy about the sound quality offered bythe preamp in the end, but Isuspect
that this was due to some problem within the
unit. Operationally, it appeared perfect. Both
hum and hiss levels were low enough to be
unnoticeable on both moving- magnet and
moving- coil inputs, provided afairly reasonable
cartridge output is available. With an Ortofon
MC30—which has very low output—hiss did
become apparent and Iwouldn't recommend
the preamp for this model even though it has
ample gain. Moving- coil cartridges with an
output around 300pV at 5cm/s RMS or more
are suitable. The moving- coil input impedance
is 70 ohms, which suits most models. An input
capacitanceof 92pF on the m- m input should not
upset the response of modern cartridges.
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1111CIRTO
Pl
NAKAMICHI N6802X. N670,2%. N6802%.
582. 581. 480 a.lavelable et BAILEYS.
131 THE PARADE. HIGH ST .
WATFORD. HEM Te 34644
*TAPE RECORDERS ( PM> ( 13 50)
Mat 0040000
Tees 03. 07. 076. 0106 010
SPECIAL PRICE

Open a Credit Charge Account with torts Fi- Fi ( Callers only)
Credit

available

prices,
fions.

with

at

written

Typical

Licensed

discount

APR

Credit

quota 34 -5%.
Broker.

*TUNERS ( P/11 £4.00)
Ake AT2200 ( Se et
Hitachi FT3400
linos. FT4400

ON SALE
.

£ 67.50
£89.90

NAO 4020A. . .
f89.50
P.O.,... F7
£15900
%Mg TX710L. .
£11300
Pue FM3
P 0.A.
Rogers 175 ( Series 2)7.10WElnu ,
P.O.A.
Sensu ,T80 5/8 ( Se. ON) £ 74.90
Stem 15 5/8 . .
£69.50
Sensu, 17 5/8
f8A50
SansurT9 5/B ... . . . £107.00
Sensu, 1007
£139-00
Sensui TUSO ..... . . .
Sonso, T77 digilal .

P.O.A.
f9e00

*STEM AMPLIFIERS iP P ,..10,,.
Hi.. HA2700
£ 59.90
Hom. HA3700 .
£69.90
Hisser HA57005. £159.90
Hasch, HMA7500 Mosfe,
ON SALE
Hitachi HAA5005
£109.00
Hitachi HA4700
f94.00

Sansui AUD5
Sensu, AU07

£69.50
. £97-50
f119-00
£15e00
£199.00

San. , SyMeen 9000 ex =. • ' • £ 699.00
Sanyo Min, 10
P O.A.
Tees Leeo 3000
£299.00
Test Liber° 5500
P.O.A.

•P1CKUP ARMS Iti ACS
( P•P C2 501
ADC LMF1 ( Sp off ) £ 59.90
ADC LEAF2
ON SALE
ADC LMG1 Headshell £4.50
AOC LMH2 Shell
£ 6.75
AOC ALTO
£ 37-50
Hadcock EArrn & Unoldt pie free
ON SALE
Haskock 00220
P.OA.

•LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prises par Pair ( P/P on application)
Ama SCE50
£99-90
Aiwa SCE307
£74.90
AR18 . .

P.O.A.

£3e00
P.O.A.
SME S2 Headshen £ 8.50
AR385
SME 3009 5/2 Del Head £65-00
AR Rest of Range
Woolf.
SME 3009 Fumel Head
£ 59.00
Aude Pro 82.50 Sub
P.O.A.
SME Sema 3 .
ON SALE
Ceotle Howard ( Se 010 Mk2 £169•00
£79.00
Celesten Cou. . . . . £ 89.00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P il . 00)
Ca
lme. Ditin
o 120 ( Sp oft ) £ 69•90
£19.25
Celesoon Deon 121 ( Sp off ) £ 67.90
SME Col Sen« 3 Simee Arm 540
Ce...on Ditton 130
£109.90
£16.90
Celesten Centon 150
£139.90
SME 3012111
.
£149.00
Celano. Didon 200
£184.90
SME S2R
.
£8.99
Celeslion Didon 300. . . . £ 219.90
ON SALE
Celesten UL6. UL8
Crtwell L53/5A. FMI la PM410
Goodmans
PM55. PM210
01365 ( Se Oft)

Sugden SAU2

ON PCA.
SALE

Goodmans Kappa. . .
. .. ON SALE
Goodmons Min, 2 ( Se.
oit)
£47.50
.
Goodman. 040
Goodman,
030 (...
Se off
.). . . £
£32•50
213.95
Goodmans 060 ( Sp. off
O )
£114-50
C7900
Good
mans
080( Sp
)
KEF C
modo
amsts
CEP Ref
101
LI 02-00
erence . . . .
KEF Reference 105 Mk2
KEF Reference 1032
CEP Reference 1054 .

. P.O.A.
P.O.A.39.95
P.O.A

KEF Celes
ff
le4 ( Sp. o.)
od
Donne Peri.

KEF Concade 4( Sp ofi
)
CEP Cell i.
CEP code

.

.
£98.00

Aiwa AP080 . . . . £99.90
Aka, APO 50C
£127.00
Amen RD8OSL
P.O.A.
«r
BIC s
£
BIC 85
£49-95
BSR 01:15 95 Module inc con . £ 35.00
Garrard 5P25 Mk8 Chams . .. £ 29.50

£ 49.90
ON SALE
£e00

ON SALE

Monllor Aude MA84
Monter Audio Baby Mondor

ON SALE
£ 59.50

Sansui FR055

Mordu. Short Gamma Tk/Wal
ON SALE
Mordeum Shon F.oval TIONal
N SALE
O
Morde., Shon Pageant $anas
ONS ALE
retordeur.
« $hort Sen.. Tle/Wol
ON SALE
Matcherespeakersfor Pioneer rack sYsteme
%ne. C5535
B94.50
oneer CS343
£49•90
Peoneer CS545
89.90
C
6
11 75
Pioneer 5849.
i Bl k & B rouette*.
Oted Electroslatc
oc

.

STOP PRESS
New Saneul & Pioneer Systems
Peneer X3005 • Speakers £ 299.90

Sensu. Systern 4400 excl sers

SPE,C1.
0 /

Sansui System 6600 excl se.
Sensu. System 7700 excl sers
San., $0910019900 excl se.

Introd uCtOry

P.O.A.
Thorons 10110 ( manu.)
P 0.0.
Thorens TO115 (automne) . P.O.A.
Thaens10128 Mk3 BC
P 0.0.
Thorens 7016013/C 811,2
P 0.A.
Thorons TD1808/C/SME 3009 . P.OA.
Thom,. 701808C+4009 Food . P.O.A.
Thorons 70160C
P O.A.
CARTRIDGES ( P/P El - 50)
ADC XLM 00,3 Improved
ne®
AOC OLM 8183 (SP. OR.)
casse

Sanson System 970 excl sers
Sans. Ovate. 920 excl sel.

csdoo
VLM WC Improved
tvido
OLM 32/3
£8.90
OLM 34/3
£9.90
OLM 313/3 improved
El 9.90
OLM 36 Impuoved £ 15-90
P6E
£16.50

AKG P7E (Sp. off )
£17e0
AKG P8E ( Sse olf.)
£39•50
AKG P8ES (
Sp off.). , .
£54.00
Empire 999 RE% ( Se Off.) £ 500
Clodo FCE•1
£ 13.75
Gia do F3E. (
Sp. off.) £ 15.99
'° o
.
£41.00
FT.1
Grado
E
(se off.) £
Goldring 6900 IGC ..... £48-50
Goering G900 IGC & Snell
( Se- off.)
£49.90
008100g G900E ( Se oft 1
£ 15.90
Goleng G800 . . . £ 5.25
Goldnng 0800E
£8•90

•STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P C1 501
Aiwa HPA2 Lightweight
CM - 90
Akai ASE7
E11-70
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.).
AKG 1,241

Wharfedale Sheh. XP2 et £ 38-90
Wharfedale Limon XP2 kit
49.90
... orientale Melon XP2 lui
£ 29.90

£159•00

ADC
ADC
ADC
AOC
ADC
AKG

00.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
t71P1S

Spendor OCT 8162. SA1 & SA2 . P.O.A.
Tannoy Range
• 0.A.
Tees LSX7 Mini ( Se ofl )
£I*10
Wharledale E20. 030. E50. E70
ON SALE

DRIVE UNITS ( P/P on applmaton)
Celesten HF 13008 and 15onm £ 13.50
CEP Camante Kv ( Add £ 5 P- P, £ 165.00
CEP 104 A8Ket ( Add ( 5 P• PI
tl 29.00
KEF B110 SP1003
£12.25
CEP 13139 5E11004
£27.75
CEP 0200 SP1014
£13.50
CEP 00122 per ( 104ABC/over) £ 47.00
KEF 127 SP1032
£8.66

Sensu. P50 ( Sp off )
E49.90
Thorens 1605 excl. arm .
ON SALE
Thorons TD126 Mk3 BC/Series 35

ADC XLM Super. Case and Wshell

Oued 63-PHONE FOR A DEMON.
STRATION
RAM 60. 70. 80
Rogers Studio 1and Slands . . .
Rogers L53/5A Teak and Walnut
Sansui J11

"'KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS,

Hitachi HTOOS
£ 59.50
00910 eut spkrs
£37&00
Head. 1.11324 Mk2 .
£49-50
66210 excl spkrs
f30900
Hitachi 41415
£ 57.50
XR310 excl sers
£ 379-00
Pioneer.P1.8
£1 39 -90
X3305 excl spi.
f"31000
Reference Hydrates. ElecIronic
25505 exct spins
£399.00
Focus 1oALT . . . . .
P.O.A.
X770S excl sets
£499.00
Sans. SR8200.-Can ( Sp. off.) £39.90
)(9900 a. sers
Sansui FRD3S ( S0 off) £ 59-90
Tvemen wohmlltabone,C8990E24..
Sansui FR025
£ 5e90
Sansu iSystem 1100 «el spkrs
Sansui FRD35 5/8
£75.50
Sens. FRD45 . . £110
.50
Sons.
splirs
Sansui System
Syslem 3300
2200 excl
«cl splies

CEP Caner'
£ 99.00
.
CEP
£ 149-00
CEP CAP...
C ar
leton.- -. .
£239.00
Mondor Audio MA2
ON SALE
Monda Audio MA9
ON SALE
Monda Audio MA16
ON SALE
Montt. Audio MA18
ON SALE
Moniloe Apelle MA83

£19.90

Sugden SAU4
£45.00
TURNTABLE
PACKAGES ( P•P
£500)
ADC 1600 (
sp. oil.)
£69.50
ADC 17000.
ON SALE
Ama APD30
.
£79-90
Ama AP060
.
£ 129.90
Aiwa AP3000 Linear
ON SALE
Aiwa AP035 . . £ 59.00

N75EDT2
£13.25
N7SEJT2
£ 7.90
NOSED
El 6-90
N95EJ
£9.90
N95HE
£ 14-90
05450E
£ 20.75
VN35HE
£19.75

PRACKS, ACCESSORIES
(PiP 00 ApPlecaten)
AOC SS1 Sound Shop..
ON SALE
ADC SS2 Mk2 Lented Pei. ON SALE
ADC SS 110
ON SALE
ADC SS 3
ON SALE
%ne« DT500 Terne.
£45.00
Pioneer C89 Tall Rock
[1119.00
San.. 0065
£44-00
Sans. 0070
£49.90
Sans. GX77
£ 109.50
LOWSPOOtx SIOnds variable epdth and
heoght models
£ 1e 90
Loudspeak. Wall erackets
P.O.A.
2erostai
. £6.50

AR28S

£39.90
£4500

£ 1e90
£ 1490

*RECEIVERS ( Pie £4.00)
6,1005, 50703 ( Sp. M.)
£ 129-90
Hitachi 50903 ( So off.) . .
f175-00
Hotacho 562010L ( Se. off.) £79.90
Hooch, 0640101 . . . . £96-50
Maranta 2238BL(Sp off.) £ 220.00
Pioneer SX600L
£121.00
Pioneer 507001
£ 129.00
Sarnm 630 ( So off 1
£ 89.90
Sansui R50 ( Se off ) £ 99.90
Tees AG5700 ( Se a.)
£ 189-90
•STEREO SYSTEMS A PACKAGES
(P/P on apfal.) (
Soma exclude sOIrs )
A.. M301
.
£ 314-90
Alwa M501
£429.90
Aviva Mme 25 syslem
ON SALE

AKG E40
Bayer ET1000 ( SO off.)
Beyer DT202/K1007
Beyer 01220 .
Beyee 01440
Beyet 01449
Koss K6A .
Koss K6ALC. .
Koss K145. . .
Koss Tech 2 .
Koss Pro 4 Triple A.
Koss Tech VER
Koss HV2A . .
Koss HV1A
Koss HV1LC
000000(
Koss HVXLC

£ 11.90
C99.90
£43-50
£26.50
£ 26-50
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE
ON SALE

Ami. Mme° 306 system
Aiwa Morro 308 Ince splers

Koss KC180 .
Koss ESP10 .

ON SALE
ON SALE

es sp.
£ 399.90
Mata. Sylla. 350.200
lm SPk.
£449.00
Mea. DC9i2L syslem
ON SALE
Penser X77 ex speakers
ON SALE
Rome 0)(30 Rack ( Sp oll )
ON SALE
Sans. Sen. 1000 ex spkrs
C249-00
Sonsui Semer. 2000 ex soties £ 279.00
Sensu. System 4000 es spkrs £ 299-00
Sensu, System 5000 ex Sers £ 339-00
Sans. SyStem 6000 ex sri. £ 359.00
Sensu, System 7000 ex splirs £425-00
Sensu, System 8000 ex spkrs
£489.00

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shum
Shore
Shyl•
Shore

Mecro.Seeke MA303 Ann ( Sp off )

AKG K80
AKG K41

ON SALE
ON SALE

BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARO accepted for normal prices.

All prises correct at lime of preparation and subjectto variations without notice. E b0E.

San., AUD9
P.O.A.
Sensu, 877 0 C77(Sp off ) £189.90

An. Micro 50A Syslem
ON SALE
Ama M'or° 508 SySten,
ON SALE
At. Micro 50R system
ON SALE
Ama MT50 Mme° me,
ON SALE
Aken AC3500 lented stock
ON SALE
Al. UC5 M.
£ 5.3.00
Ali. UC2 Moro
E279.90
Akai Pro 503
£429-90
Hetachi ACT 02 ( 50 0111
P.O.A.
Mata. Smart, 310 VR100
es fers
£ 32e00
Mars. System 310 VR200
es sers
£ 335.00
Mare. Semer,. 350 VR100

prises include VAT 8115%. Cheques acceptedf or Mail Orders,
.P.O.A.= Price on application. Sp.of f -= Special &ratante lot cash. P.P.T.B.A.= P & P to be advised.

CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES. MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

Hitachi HCA6500 Control Arno £65-50
Hitachi HMA8500 Power Ane (
SP •nt .
£125.00
Wharledale Donen XP2 Teak . . £
00
Huc* HCA7500.
ON SALE
Whadedale Laser 40 Te.. . . ON SALE
Hitachr HA7700 ( 5p oil )
£209.00
Wharfedale Laser 60 Teak .. . ON SALE
Manou PM310
.
£ 59.90
NAD 3020
£ 89.50
Wharfedale Laser 80 Teak . , . ON SALE9.99
Wharfedale Laser 100 Teak . . ON SALE
Pioneer A7
£ 209.00
Wharfedale Laser 200 Walnut ON SALE
Pioneer SA410 .
ON SALE
Wharfedale Laser 400 Walnut ON SALE
%mer SA510 .
ON SALE
Wharfedale TSR range
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA610
ON SALE
Whaeledale New LIAI. . .
£49 ,90
Pioneer stol 0
ON SALE
Ouad 44/33/303. /33/405
P.O.A.
Wharledale New Denlon
£ 6e90
Whartedale New Glendale
£99-90
Rogers A75 ( Sm« 3) Al 00 , 0 ,A,
FREE Del UK Mainland
Sans. AU317 Mk2 (Sp. off I £149.911
ivery
Sensu, A5 5)8
Umm A7 5/8 ..... .
Sansui A9 5/13

cards only accepted tor counter sales with only one cheque per transaction. All

ON SALE=Special Low prices for Iimited stock

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

AR185
AR25
*CASSETTE RECORDERS
(PM' ( 4 501
Ama 606900 Mk2 ( Sp off
ON SALE
•
ADM600 ( Se All) £159.00
enia ADM800
£280.00
Aiwa 60145
£135.00
Anva 003100
£109.90
Ama AD3200
£12e00
Anna AD3300
£159.00
Ama AD3500.
£165-00
Anva 003600
£17e00
Hoa.» 0580
£14e00
Hemel 0850 ( Se olf ) £ 171-50
Huche 0900 ( Sp oil) 3- head £199.00
Hooch, 0E25
£79-00
/Mach, 0605
£109.00
Hem. D1100M
£23e00
Haathe 055S
£9e90
Kim.» DE95 ( Sp oll ) £158.50
Hoa.» 03300M
ON SALE
Flitachr 05500M ( Se off ) £ 369.90
VC K A3
£ 121-00
Maranta CD312 ( Sp. off I
£69.90
Maranta CD320 ( Se oil) £79.00
Maranta CD330 Portable Dolby £ 124.00
Maranta C205 Portable £ 87.00
Mare. 503020
£ 99.00
Pen«, CTF1250
ON SALE
Poteneet C7200
£79•90
Sensu, 0955/8
£7e50
Sensu, 13350MS/13 . £155-00
Sans. 13550MS/13
il 8900
Sensu, SC5100
ON SALE
Te. A108 SontSync ( Sp off ) 0N SALE
Tete C.3%. C3310. C0350. A430. 6660
07700 ee
PHONE FOR LOW PR ICES
Tete 09
t112.50
Teen C0400
£139 00

Open 9.15-1.2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat. Shut 1.00 Wed. Choques with £50 CROQUE

Goldrong G950E
£10.50
Goldring 09201 GC
£25-50
Goldring 09101 GC . . . . £ 55.00
Lemek Preamp DIN or phono
Lenmk Entre
Onolon FF 10E
Onolon FF15E EAU ...
One. MC1CloSTM72

£ 57-00
£99-90
£6.99

Cassette Docks
Pioneer £1320
Peoneer CTS20

Prices

£ 85-00.
£109-00

Pioneer £ 7720
£ 159-00
Pionee, £ T4 Dolby C
£129-00
%Mer CTS Dolby C
£ 155.00
Pioneer C180 Dolby C . £ 189-00
%ne« CT7R Dolby C
£ 239-00
Peneee CT8R Dolby C . £ 319-00
Pioneer CT9R Dolby C
£ 345.00
Sensu, 0150M S oe O
.
£ 89-90
$ensu, 0300M 5 or 8
£117.00
Nakamichi full ganga phone for low onces
on Dolby 6m44,1.
Amplifier.
Hitachi 11A4800
P.O.A.
Pioneee SA420
£62-00
Pioneer SA620
£ 126.00
Pioneer SA720
ft 45-00
Pioneer AS
£119.00
Pioneer A6
£ 169.50
Pioneer A13
£ 289.00
Pioneer 69
[379.00
Torero
HOC, FT5500
Pion. TX5201.
£68.00
Pioneer TX7201.. £ 135.00
Pioneer F5L
£125-00
Pioneer F9
£ 199-00
Beseivers
Pioneer SX4001.
Sensu, R992
Sensu, GRASS'. casse.er
Sensu, CRM & cassever
Loudepeakers

£ 89.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A

ON SALE
£ 59-90

Colesten Deuon 100
Celesten Deon 110

£ 6e00
£ 99.00

Onolon Fl5E 8182 .
£14.90
Onolon M20FL Super ( Se off.) - £ 31 '
90

Pioneer C5353
Pion. CS454

£ 57.50
£ 67.50

Poona. CS656
Poon.r C5757
Pooneer C5323
Wharled. Laser 20
Wharfedale Laser 150
FM•dphown
ARO E340
Koss P004%
Peneer SEM10

£ 97-00
£145.00
£ 39-90
P.O.A.
P.O A.

Ons4on VMS 5E/2 (
Se off ) . . £8.90
Onolon VMS $ E/2 Filted Shell
( SP. Off./
£11.75
Onolon Concorde STD ( Se. Off.) £19.90
Ortolan VMS 10E/2 . . £14-75
Onolon VMS 20E/2 ( Sp off ) £23.50
Onolon MC20 M'il
£37.25
Ortolon VMS 30E/2
£ 29.90
Onolon SME 300 carl/arm £79-90
Shum M44E
£8-50
Shme M55E
£11.25
Shore M70EJ ( 50. e) .
£59059.00
Shure M75-65
tess
Shore M758 Type 2
.
£ 13.15
Shore M75ED Type 2
£19.00
Shuee M75EJ Type 2
£ 15.50
Shure M95ED ( Sp off 1
£21-50
Shure M95EJ ( Se off 1
Shure M95HE ( Sp. olf 1

£ 17.50
£22.50135.00

£79-00
£ 52-50
£56.75

TurntabM % Giap« MW cartridges
PLI
Pioneer
20 • PC210 £
Pioneer PL620iPC3MC £105.170
Pioneer PL720•PC3MC £13e00
P.0100 PLL800•PC4MC £ 259.00
Pion.. PL2 - PC210
£ 5e00
Pioneer PL4 • PC3MC
£ 95-00
Pioneee PL6 - PC3MC
PeoneetPL7 • PC3MC

£ 105-00
£

Koss Phase 2 . . . £ 39.90
Pion,0, Mon., 10
£ 3P00
Rime. 5E2
.
£10.75
Perme. SEI
£1675
Pionee 5E6
£20.75
Pione. 5E450
£13.75
Pioneer 5E550
£19.95
Pioneer SE850
£ 24-75
Poseneer SEL3
.
£12-75
Peone., SELS . .
Lien
Sensu, 5560 level control £1e75
Sen... 602240
£37.50
Sen... 110414X £20.90
5..4e...00222 £29.90

Shure M97ED ( Se elf.) £ 33-50
Shure M97EJ
.
£26-90
SNOB M97HE.
£37.50
Stem V15 Type 4
£75-50
Shure V15 Type 3HE
£ 62.75
Silure M97HEAH ( Sp off ) £36-50
Stanton 500E
£12.50
Stanton 500A
£10.65
Stanton 500EE
£13-50
Stanton 680EE
.
£19.90
Stanton 681EEE
£ 33-50
S'antan 8815
£ 57.50
Ulurno 100 Mlil ( Se off 1
ON SALE
Dynevector 0010%2
£49.90

Ceoleldgee
NEW RANGES
ADC Imegra range
ADC Phase range
Goldrong IGC range
Phone for oued.. °Hers 01 really low
puces
Graphie Equaliaers
New AOC IC /ange
SS11C. 552IC. 553IC. 55110IC
tretroducory offes al low puces
New AOC SpecIrum enete.00
SA1 post free UK maelend £122.150
Styli)

Sen... 110424X £ 29-90
Sen... 00400
£11.90
Sennhemer 00420
£ 25-50
Sennhesser 00430
£ 33- SO
Sennherser Umpo(e 2000
C99-90
Sut SRS
£53-00
Sur 5044 Electret
£ 55.00
Si., SRD6S8
£39.90
$tax $1107 Power Una
£ 52.00
Stax SRX3
£110.00
SI. Sigma
£179.60
Sum Lambda
£120.1:0
Wharf edale IsedynarniC ( Sp off I £24.50

Ka. Ruby Exchange £49-90
0010 02 Exc4nge
£ 29.90
WITYLI ( P/P CI 50)
Goldoni) D110SR
£ 3.50
Goldring 01100
[5.90
Geado M'ES
£7.00
Grado FCEP
£9.00
Odolon 020E 2 f50 off I
£15.50
Onolon 030SE
£ 22.00
Ortolon NF, 5E 2
£9•75
SA,,.. 5440
£5.90
Sien NOSE
£ 6- SO
Shure N75-6
£5.90

Shum 8175 MM. UPGRADE to Me tee
somaci stykes developed Irom the Me
of the range HE models. wee Ille
NTSHETlea ( yacks a, 075 lo 159101
£14.00
NTSHEJTTP*2 ( tracks at 1-25 to
2.6gm) E11.90
NEW SHORE CARTRIDGES
811300E cartridge & SME seras
cerey arm combined £89.90
M75HEType2
£2100
M75HEJType2 £ 18.50

166 St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, WD24AS.Telephone: 40633

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

by Trevor Attevvell—Part 2

Quad ESL- 63 loudspeaker
Land with its subjective performance. Continued listening during the
AST MONTH we dealt with principles and realisation of the ESL- 63,

interim has proved to be absolutely compulsive, and aconstant source of
pleasure. Some excellent Proms relays have been available, and the sense
of being physically present has never been sharper than with these units.
It is now time to look at the measurements, carried out as always by
James Moir and Associates at about 7m above ground in the open air.
The sine response was taken at 1m on axis, and is within ± 2dB from
about 60 Hz to 8kHz, being only 6dB down at 35 Hz. In a room the
ground reflection extends the bass response, and Quad have tailored the
bass roll- off to avoid boom. A few peaks and troughs at the highest
frequencies are partly due to reflections at the dust- cover, but our
measurements are higher than those obtained by other laboratories.
Since movements of the microphone produce some shifts in position and
amplitude, and since we were measuring at 1m instead of the 2m for
which the far field is designed to be flat, we suspect that this is another
example of the influence of geometry on sharp features of the sine
response, often produced by boundary conditions. Such features would
not normally be audible, even if 'true', in aroom, and were not heard. The
third- octave pink noise response confirms this.
The distortion performance proved difficult to measure, because we
were limited by the swept- oscillator distortion content! The distortion
plot was amplified by 20dB from 20 to 150 Hz, above which the
loudspeaker distortion could not be measured by sweep methods.
Single- frequency measurements at various points throughout the band
showed the distortion to be generally below 01%, and frequently as low
as 0.03%, where it was close to the residual noise level. Ihave never seen
results like these for afundamental output of 96 dB spl at 1m from any
other loudspeaker. Even the levels below 150 Hz are better than almost all
conventional designs, and the 3% second harmonic at 20 Hz ( due to the
rise in flux density in the input transformers) is quite respectable so far
outside the intended passband.
The ESL- 63 is unusual in having an impedance that varies with input
level at low frequencies. We platted the modulus for three constantvoltage inputs, and it will be seen that the impedance falls at very low
inputs, for which the result is unimportant, the current demands on the
driving amplifier being insignificant. The effect is due to decrease in lowfrequency incremental permeability of the core material at low flux
densities, and must be distinguished from the quite different effect
already discussed in which an exc:essive peak flux produces distortion at
low frequencies. In all significant areas of operation the impedance is
substantially resistive, giving amplifiers an easy time except under gross
overload conditions. This is another improvement over its predecessor,
which presented the amplifier with ahighly capacitative load, falling to a
very low resistive value at aresonance ( about 1- ohm at 12 kHz, if memory
serves).
to p. 109
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Everybody's talking about these
two new Celestion speakers.
The Ditton loo and Ditton 110,
completing the already successful
'Supernaturals' range.
Celestion have always been
famous for speakers with high
definition, smooth extended response,
and low distortion. That Celestion
attention to quality extended to our
first four 'Supematurals' launched at
Harrogate last year. Since then they've
won international critical acclaim.
Now the two new additions to
the range are already winning the
same sort of accolades in the U.S.A.
Ditton 100
A true mini-speaker, just 13'
high. Driver configuration is a61
/"
2
acoustic suspension woofer crossing
over at 2300 kHz to Celestion's
ULTRA* tweeter, that combines high
efilidency with good power handling.
In tests by The Complete
Buyers Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment" (USA), the Ditton 100 was the
clear winner i
noverall sound ' well
when compared to aspeaker well
over twice its price:'

Ditton 110
An alternative model, but the
basic promise is the same. Celestion
laser technology has brought the
price cf superior parts and manufacturing techniques within the reach of
the low-priced buyer.
With improved specifications,
increased power handling, and campatability with awide range of
amplifiers, the Supernatural range of
six models offers quite exceptional
value for money at prices between
£70 and £240 apair.
Make sure you fend out more —
see your local dealer.

Ahead
by design

hot.

QSSIP
Celestion complete the
Supernaturals range

"ULTRA accurate laser topographic response analysis.

Celestion
speakers
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Rola Celestion Ltd., Ditton Works, Faxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Telephone: 0473 73131.

TAPE Douglas Brown
MATTERS
T entries in this year's British Amateur Tape
HE most encouraging thing about the best

Recording Contest was their imaginative treatment of original ideas. We are long past the
stage where the technical quality of a tape
recording should be adecisive factor in deciding Contest winners: nothing but the best is
good enough, and amateurs should be capable
of consistently turning in recordings comparable with BBC material as heard in the average
home. So it is the idea that counts, and the way
it is developed.
Wilma Gillanders and her 12- year- old class
in Aberdeen have once again demonstrated
how it should be done. When the British
Contest jury met in the Mullard Theatre to listen
to the twenty best tapes—those which survived
an earlier preliminary judging—they had no
hesitation in putting the Quarryhill Primary
School tape Flower and Dean Street into the
'Tape of the Year' slot.
This particular class of children have been
recording for two years. Miss Gillanders'
achievement is that she seems able, in acouple

of years, to turn any class'of 12- year- olds into a
first-class recording team. Jack the Ripper provides the theme for Flower and Dean Street. It
tells of Dolly Armstrong, adancer with lodgings
in that London street during 1888, and of the
fear that stalked her path as she made her way
home each night. A beautiful script and clever
production creates the atmosphere of the
Victorian East End very successfully—even
though all the Cockney characters speak with
rich Scots accents! And there is a striking
climax to the tape. As Dolly Armstrong nears
the safety of her lodgings the ominous footsteps draw nearer. ' Only afew yards to go ... '
And we are not told whether she made it or
not—the suspense is left unrelieved, the question unanswered, the listener's imagination
stretched to the limit.
Peter Bastin, who produced the runner-up
tape The Story of Jamie, has also used his
imagination well, and appeals effectively to the
listeners. He recreates the atmosphere of
medieval England at the time of the Black
Death. Jamie is a deaf-mute with a healing
hand, who cures ahundred of the sick before he
succumbs to the pestilence himself. This tenminute mono tape is agood example of competent story- telling.
The entry placed third—On the Bridge by
Ron Parsons and Dudley Stilton—depends

Our normal sensitivity check produced 93 dB spi of pink noise at 1m
on axis for one unit in an 83 m3 listening room for an input at the
terminals of about 7V, which is agood figure.
Under the general heading of tests it may be relevant to describe
Quad's own routine test, which Iwatched at the factory. Asquare pulse is
fed to one loudspeaker, and the audio output from aB & Kmicrophone
observed on a storage oscilloscope, which shows an incredibly good
representation of the original pulse. Next, pulses of opposite polarity are
fed simultaneously to two units, with the microphone in front and
between them. Moving the microphone produces anull, which becomes
astraight line with no more than 0.5 dB adjustment to one input!
This Quad design is avery real technological advance based on an
elegant concept, followed by apainstaking practical realisation in which
the basic ideas have been further refined. It may not be perfect, and I
should be surprised if P.J.W. is not already gathering some long-term
ideas for the future, but Ifind it extremely difficult to envisage how any
multiway moving- coil arrangement can be made to compete in terms of
accuracy, precision, lack of coloration and imaging. Some m- cunits do
make some recordings sound more exciting, or musical, or whatever is
the current buzzword, but the ESL- 63 is causing at least some recording
engineers to take another look at their techniques, so the number of discs

Unlike the "old ESL, the
ESL- 63 is a true doublet.
Those who particularly like
the rear view can use them
this way round.
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almost entirely on the quality of its idea: two
would-be suicides meet on abridge, one stops
the other jumping—but only for a few moments. When she does jump, the police are at
hand and the survivor is arrested for murder.
The two last-named tapes took the top places
in the Contest's ' Speech and Drama' Class.
Flower and Dean Street took premier award in
the Schools Class. Other class winners were:
Documentary, A. Millar of Colchester, for A
musical journey through Thailand; Music, O. N.
Breton of Jersey, for Organ and bells;
Reportage, J. Rattle of Rainham, for Adult
Education in the '80s; Technical Experiment, R.
Rix of Norwich, for Promenade; Sounds from
Nature, Charles Myers of Shrewsbury, for
Golden Oriole; Set Subject (
How Isee the
Netherlands), Ron Parsons and Dudley Stilton
of Leeds. No tapes were considered worthy of
the special Humour and Clubs awards.
Six of the winning tapes in the British
Contest now go forward into the International
Amateur Recording Contest, in which entries
from a dozen countries will be judged in
Amsterdam in October. Winners of awards in
British and International Contests will be
guests at aprize- giving party in London during
November. Among the prizes will be trophies
presented by Philips, 3M, BASF, Tandberg,
EMI, Grundig and Agfa-Gevaert.

that can be ' improved' by suitable errors in loudspeakers may, hopefully,
fall.
The listener who actually knows the sound and real excitement of live
performances, and who wants to hear the true subtleties of music- making
in any genre through loudspeakers, rather than the character of speakers
via the music, is the natural possessor of the ESL- 63, and will not easily
be satisfied with less once they have been auditioned. The price is high,
but it is justified, and the results are worth every penny. 'The closest
approach to the original sound' has moved decidedly closer •

Gramophile from p. 83
our sampling—the improvement to
surfaces is generally large, often
huge, and, we think, well worth the
expense of replacing those least
acceptable English Deccas from
your
own
collection. ( Sadly,
Polygram cannot of course take responsibility for the pressing deficiences of the Decca company previous to their takeover.)
The sampling above happens to
represent those releases most important to the Records and Music
Editors ( and most faulty in their own
original English pressings); but the
results give us reason to expect a
similar improvement throughout the
wide range of pressings previously
affected by ' Decca Crackle' and
progressive swish.

dents of the city, centring, of
course, on Schoenberg and Stravinsky. Tilson Thomas will maintain
his links as guest conductor with
the
Israel
Philharmonic,
the
Concertgebouw, the ECO and
Philharmonia.

Dell' Arte

Dell' Arte Records Ltd is a new,
small record company being set up
primarily to issue and reissue various recordings of outstanding historic interest. The initial launch in
November comprises three reissues
arranged in collaboration with the
Leopold Stokowski Society. These
are: adisc of the original 1920s and
30s Philadelphia recordings of various J.S. Bach works, including
Brandenburg 2 and the ( 1927)
Toccata and Fugue; some highlights from the 1952 recording of
Boris Godunov with Nicola RossiTilson Thomas
Lemeni and the San Francisco SO
Michael Tilson Thomas has been and Chorus; and the 1976 Pye
appointed Principal Guest Conduc- 'Overture' disc which includes
tor of the Los Angeles Philhar- Leonora 3, William Tell, Giovanni,
monic Orchestra, sharing the main Rosamunde and Roman Carnival.
workload with the orchestra's Future plans include further RCA
Musical Director, Carlo Maria and Pye reissues of Stokowski and
Giulini. At the end of November, previously unreleased material by
Tilson Thomas begins his contri- Stokowski again, Toscanini and
bution to the first season during Siviatoslav Richter. There is some
which he will conduct six weeks of Koussevitzky in the pipeline, too.
concerts. Two projects he will be The records are being cut and
particularly involved with are a pressed by Nimbus and will retail
'Stravinsky retrospective' and, to for £3.99. Further details from
celebrate LA's bicentennary, a Philip G. Moores, 40 Marshall
series of concerts comprising works Lane,
Greenbank,
Northwich,
written by composers while resi- Cheshire, CW81 LA.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW
Two budget receivers

by Gordon King
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TWO receivers investigated here fall in the so-called budget
THEcategory,
and while budget equipment may be of minor moment to
the devotee audiophile and technical pundit, Iwould say that the
majority of basic hi-fi types who use their equipment for the love of music
would be hard- pushed truthfully to declare that they are able to discern
significant differences between the sonic yields of abudget receiver and
one costing two or three times as much. These models sell at around
£140 ( Marantz) and £97 ( Sansui), both VAT- inclusive.
Price, however, is reflected in the lab results, and with receivers there is
the FM radio part which, although not directly contributing to the
'quality' of the audio message passing through the amplifier section, can
be expensive to develop and produce if the aim is set in the state- of- art
region. FM sections such as the latter would again be of greater interest
to ' professionals', to those in problem reception areas, and to fans who
delight in exploring the band for the joy of receiving weak and distant
signals. Price is also reflected in amplifier power yield. If you crave for
many watts to produce loud sounds from inefficient speakers, then you
will have to pay more for the amplifier section.
A hi-fi receiver is convenient because it integrates the preamp, power
amp and radio sections in asingle housing with acommon power supply,
and for this reason is usually less expensive than equivalent items. It is
also easier to connect, there are fewer trailing wires, and it is favoured
more by the distaff side. It can thus be used alone with apair of speakers
or can be coupled to arecord deck and tape deck. There is also an output
for tape recording.
Most budget receivers are equipped with an AM radio section in
addition to stereo FM, and many are now including LW as well as MW.
You don't usually have to bother with an external AM aerial for picking
up BBC and Continental stations, since most models come complete
with a ferrite rod or ( the latest idea) loop aerial. However, you do
generally need agood external FM aerial for the best stereo reception.
Since there are two main sections involved it was considered logical to
test the radio and amplifier parts separately in the lab and to assess the
overall performance sonically by audition. Consequently, in the lab the
radio part was tested from the tape recording output and the amplifier
part from the speaker output, with the test signals applied to the tape play
or auxiliary input in the latter case and to the aerial input in the former.
Most radio attention was directed to the FM section. Two data charts are
thus included for each receiver, along with appropriate pen charts and
oscillograms, one for the radio part and the other for the amplifier part.
Despite the budget nature of the receivers, each was subjected to
detailed testing, for only in this way it is possible to detect design flaws or
shortfalls, to see how they compare, and to acquire ajudgement against
the more expensive of their brethren.

In common with many Japane,e-sourced tuners and receivers, Marantz's SR 1100L uses aframe
aerial for AM reception

the direction to tune for accuracy. Only the red- glowing pointer is
applicable to AM.
The red pointer and arrows are difficult to see in awell lit room, though
the change to green is more apparent. When the power is switched on the
only indication of this is via the red— or green— glowing cursor and adimglowing fascia LED showing the band selected, and for this meagre
indication the receiver needs to be switched to radio anyway. A pilotlight adjacent to the power push- switch would be useful.
Active scale length is about 180 mm and the frequency calibration is
not very definite. Tuning runs fairly smoothly, but is not as free- running
as Ihave experienced. Another fascia LED shows when astereo signal is
tuned. The tuning knob is large and sited conveniently at the left-hand
side of the fascia, while smaller knobs control bass, treble, volume and
balance.
Although there are connectors for two pairs of speakers, only one pair
can be switched in circuit at a time by a press- button. Similar buttons
activate tape monitor 1, mono/stereo ( mono position also lifting FM
muting), loudness, 8kHz filter, and MW/LW AM switching. A standard
headphone jack socket resides at the extreme left-hand bottom corner of
the fascia and this was found to deliver adequate signal for most ' phones.
Excluding the clearance at the rear for the swivel loop aerial, approximate overall dimensions are 416 x80 x340 mm (W xH xD).
MARANTZ
SR-1100L

SUREO PRURIENCY RESPONSE SOpe

10dB

Marantz SL- 1100L
THIS NATTY slim- line model was so new that it arrived without
instruction booklet or specification. It was submitted as a ' pre- production
prototype', afact which may have some bearing on the findings. It thus
passed through my lab as though it was my job to write the specification,
but no undue problems were encountered. It was not difficult to discover
how to get the receiver working and it handled the searching and
protracted lab and auditioning tests without protest.
Fascia is of a 'gold' tint which looks expensive and pleasing, and the
enclosure of blending- finish metal. Inputs and outputs are accommodated at the black- finished metal rear by RCA ' phono' sockets, screw
terminals for aerials and earth, and spring- loaded connectors for speaker
pairs 1and 2. There are no DIN interfaces. Instead of the usual ferrite rod
aerial for AM, the rear is equipped with aswivel loop aerial which worked
quite effectively. You can connect an external AM aerial, and for FM both
75 ohms coax and 300 ohms balanced feeder are catered for. Mains input
is by adetachable cable.
The radio section is equipped with MW and LW, plus stereo FM of
course. FM/AM selection is by a small rotary switch which also has
positions for m- m pickup and aux ( which also serves for tape 2and copy
from tape 2 to tape 1). There are thus two tape inputs and one record
output—left and right channel pairs.
The tuning cursor runs behind adark- windowed slit along the length
of the fascia and the frequencies are printed in black along the metal
edging. The cursor consists of a diminutive glowing pointer which
changes from red to green when an FM station is tuned, and at each side
is an arrow which also glows when there is mistuning—thereby showing
110
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Lab Performance FM Section
The majority of users would have no complaint about the ultimate
sensitivity of the receiver, the noise- floor dropping swiftly with increasing aerial input such that in mono mode it was down to the useful
—76.5 dB with 1mV aerial input. Stereo noise- floor is always higher, and
it requires in theory about 20dB more stereo than mono signal for the
same S/N ratio up to about 60dB. With higher ratios the difference
reduces, this model showing about 6.5dB improvement in mono over
stereo at 1mV aerial input, which is theoretically valid with the noise
weighting used. The receiver also approached full limiting with an input
not much higher than that required for a30 dB mono S/N ratio.
Although adequate for most applications, the spurious response ratios
were not particularly exciting. To get the RFIM ratio up to 70 dB or more
calls for detailed design to the aerial input and RF and mixer circuits,
which costs money. In some difficult cases, therefore, it may be necessary
to employ an aerial attenuator.
For abudget receiver the capture and selectivity ratios were very good,
and, like the sensitivity, the selectivity would be unlikely to cause
complaint. Although Ihave measured considerably lower full modulation
distortion, the results obtained were perfectly acceptable, being generally
less than the distortion experienced with off- air program material.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Stereo frequency response was excellent and, as depicted by pen chart
fig. 1a, was on a very even keel to 16 kHz or more, with a slow roll- off
down to low bass. Output from the non- speaking channel was essentially clear of spuriae, the absolute separation at 1kHz measuring
more than 50 dB through abandpass filter. Despite the extended uppertreble, both the pilot- tone and stereo subcarrier were usefully attenuated,
no doubt resulting from the receiver's ' pilot canceller' as indicated on the
fascia. Sharp 19 kHz or low-pass filtering often causes violent transient
'rings' which can affect tonal quality, but the Marantz chaps seemed to
have solved this as witnessed by the squarewave ( fig. 2a) which reveals
just a minor starting notch but no ' rings'.
The signal strength meter, which consists of a line of LEDs, had a
relatively poor dynamic range as all the LEDs lit on 250 pV input and the
first one on 15 pV. Tape recording yield from radio would be compatible
with the input of most tape decks.
Overall, then, a happy result. There were one or two criticisms and
minor shortfalls, but judged at the budget references very little cause for
complaint.

Lab Performance Amplifier Section
For its size the amplifier section packed a goodly amount of ' heating
power' and did not react adversely on low- value pure resistive loads. In
fact, as you will see from the lab data, the equivalent of 81 W per channel
on 20 ms bursts was obtained into 2.7 ohms. Headrooms were pretty
good, but the amplifier failed to react so favourably on my reactive load of
60 degrees phase- angle and 5 ohms modulus. Relative to 8 ohms pure
resistance, the output was almost 4.5 dB down across the reactive load,
limited by severe waveform distortion at the threshold voltage. Although
there are not many speakers whose phase- angle is likely to approach or
exceed 60 degrees at any frequency, the impression was gleaned that the
protection was set too tightly.
To some extent this also shows on the distortion analysis, where with
pure resistance the + 10 dB output distortion was less than 0.1%, yet
greater than 0.2% at 16 kHz with the reactive load. In all cases, though,

there were no problems with high offset voltages across the speaker
terminals.

Auditioning Impressions
Using speakers of average efficiency, hi-fi sound levels could be raised in
aroom some 60 m 3 before clipping distortion and sonic discomfort were
discerned. We experienced no problems with interfacing acassette deck
or record deck, and the FM section was adequately sensitive and
selective for all domestic needs at the test location. Quality of AM
reception was considerably below that of FM, which was not surprising,
but sensitivity with the rear loop was good and the aerial appeared to be
less responsive to interference than some ferrite rods.
As things stand, only FM can be regarded as ahi-fi medium, and in this
mode the receiver behaved very favourably when fed with clean signals
of good modulation quality. Slight sibilance was present on certain offair transmissions, and upper- treble stridence could sometimes be detected. Bass was atriffle ' fluffy', but low- middle rendering was not bad
and stereo imagery effective. Background was hum- free and low-level
ambience well portrayed.
Using a known record deck and pickup system Iwas happy with the
general clarity, definition and coherence. There were criticisms such as
vaguely muted dynamics and slightly unnatural ' loudness' with forward
'brashness' in the middle register when driven hard, while low bass could
have been tighter with less thudding. But for abudget receiver Iregarded
the net results as most satisfactory.
MARANTZ
SR-1100L
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Fig. 2a
the distortion was essentially 2nd- harmonic or even- order, which is
more palatable than 3rd- harmonic and odd- order.
Mains ripple floor was well down with the amplifier under full drive,
but it increased drastically when the amplifier was driven into clipping.
This is acommon shortfall of most budget designs, which is one reason
why you should avoid clipping them! On the other hand, recovery from
burst overload was extremely quick, although afair degree of asymmetry was detected.
Idon't think anyone would suffer transient intermodulation distortion
when using the amplifier correctly. Small- signal frequency response was
nicely tailored to the speed of the output transistors, but Icouldn't help
feeling that the frequency response of the pickup preamplifier was too
extended. This was still dead flat at 40 kHz with the input to pickup and
output from tape record. Damping factors were not all that high, but
adequate in my opinion.
The pen chart ( fig. 3a) also indicates competently engineered tone
controls and atypical loudness response; but the high filter would be too
slow for serious hi-fi application. Its main use would be for cutting noise
and HF whistles from AM radio reception.
The pickup preamplifier was endowed with adequate headroom at all
frequencies and its noise performance was perfectly acceptable. Residual
hum- plus- noise and weighted noise alone were well down in level, and
27.
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Sansui R- 5L
THIS RECEIVER arrived with operating instructions and a specification
which placed the power as 25+25W minimum into 8 ohms over
40 Hz-20 kHz for less than 0.08% total harmonic distortion. Like the
Marantz, you can tune LW as well as MW on AM, but instead of a loop
aerial a smallish ferrite rod is fitted at the rear, adjustable over a limited
angle. A traditional tuning scale behind awindow runs along a brushed
aluminium fascia on which the frequency numbers and lines glow quite
effectively when the receiver is switched on. The cursor is similar to that
of the Marantz except that the red- glowing pointer does not change
colour when astation is tuned, but there are arrows which indicate the
direction of mistuning within the passband. Active scale length is about
210 mm and the tuning works smoothly under flywheel assistance.
Large metal knobs are used for both tuning and volume, while smaller
matching ones are used for bass, treble and balance. Long rectangular
press- switches operate power on/off, waveband and pickup selection,
with smaller square ones for speaker pair A or B ( not both pairs together),
speaker off, loudness, mono/stereo mode ( FM muting being lifted only in
the mono position) and tape monitor. This model has just one tape input
and tape record output, so you can only connect one extra source in
addition to pickup, which would usually be tape play. The three pairs of
connections are made at rear RCA ' phono' sockets, while the speaker and
aerial cables are coupled to turn- lock terminals.
Other features include a standard headphone jack socket, a line of
LEDs for signal strength indication, and a stereo LED. Presentation is
substantially different from the Marantz, reflecting more the early Oriental
style, but the largish brushed- aluminium fascia is toned down a bit by a
black stripe beneath the tuning scale. Top is of grey- finished metal and
the sides are matching- colour plastic mouldings. Dimensions approximate 430 x132 x259 mm.
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Although the 1mV S/N ratios correspond closely to those of the Marantz,
the absolute sensitivity of the sample was not quite as high, with 150 pV
(for example) being required for a60 dB stereo S/N ratio; but, frankly, it
would be virtually impossible to detect the difference in practice. In
particularly strong signal areas it might be necessary to attenuate the
III

receiver. During the tests, however, it was discovered that the precise FM
tuning affected both the distortion and the bandpass-filtered stereo
separation quite substantially. The tuning arrows on the cursor were
slightly out of balance, indicative of circuit maladjustment.

SANSUI
R- SL

1

STEREO FREOIIENCY RESPONSE 50as
10d8
SEPARATION INCLUDING SPURIAE
IlkHz VIA BANDPASS PLTER 55d8
1

aerial input to tame spuriae, though the performance in this respect was
typical of this class of receiver.
The selectivity ratios, although lower than the Marantz, should be
adequate for the majority of ordinary reception conditions, and the
capture- ratio was quite respectable. Distortion performance was similar
to that of the Marantz, although the IM result was ashade better.
However, Iwas not impressed by the leakage of pilot- tone and stereo
subcarrier into the audio channel. It would seem that Sansui have
decided not to use 19 kHz and 38 kHz filtering in this modell The effect is
also revealed by the pen chart (fig. 1b), for here the apparently poor
stereo separation is stemming mostly from the presence of these spuriae.
Using abandpass filter it was possible to measure the absolute separation
at 1kHz, the value then being up to 45dB which is well within
specification.
On the other hand, the lack of filtering produced agood squarewave
result (
e.g., barely any ' rings'), but the tilt (fig. 2b) is afunction of the LF
roll- off shown by the frequency response plot. You will also see that the
response almost reached 20 kHz, albeit with aslight lift.
As with many budget receivers and FM tuners, the dynamic range of
the signal strength indicator was poor: it needed 10 pV to light the first
pair of LEDs and 150 pV to light them all. For each change in indication a
pair of lights is involved, which gives the impression that the range of the
indicator is greater than it really is!
Muting threshold was set to auseful level and the audio yield for tape
recording would suit pretty well all cassette decks with ' phono' sockets.
Apart from the pilot- tone and stereo subcarrier leakage into the audio
channel and the low- bass roll- off, the results were quite fair for abudget
MARANTZ
SR- 1100L

TUNER FM SECTION

SANSUI R- 6L

Signal-to- Noise ( input for)
30dB S/N mono (pV):
50dB S/N mono/stereo (pV):
60dB S/N mono/stereo (pV):
-1 dB limiting ( pV):

0-9
3-2/32
10/100
1-25

1.5
5/50
15/150
1.5

S/N 1mV input
mono (dB):
stereo ( dB):

765
70

76.5
70.5

RFIM 3rd- order (dB):

63.5 average

64.5 average

Repeat spot suppression ratio (
dB):

85

76

Capture ratio IHF (
dB):

2.-1-5

kl

Selectivity IHF
alternate channel (dB):
adjacent channel (dB):

+.74
10

64
5

Distortion factor 1kHz
mono (%):
stereo (%):
stereo subchannel (%):

0.3
0-5
0.2

0.3
0.3
0.25

Distortion IM 4+5 kHz 50% peak
mod stereo (%):

0.6

0.4

Pilot-tone residual (dB):

-58

-32

Stereo subcarrier residual (dB):

-54

-29

AM rejection ratio 30% AM (
dB):

7

45

52

Fig. 1(a) pen chart
(separation at
1kHz BPF 52dB)

Fig. 1(b) pen chart
(separation at
1kHz BPF 45dB)

Signal strength indication min/max ( pV):

15/250 (24.4dB
dynamic range)

10/150 ( 23.5dB
dynamic range)

Tuning indication and wavebands:

analogue
FM 88-108 MHz
AM LW 150370 kHz
AM MW 5401600 kHz

analogue
FM 88-108 MHz
AM LW 150350 kHz
AM MW 5301605 kHz

840/ch, tape output

600/ch. tape output

Squat-away° 1kHz aerial input and AF
output:

Fig. 2(a) oscillogram

Fig. 2(b) oscillogram

Muting threshold ( pV):

15

5

Stereo frequency response and
separation
20% mod 400 Hz with 50 ps pre- emphasis:

Audio output (
mV):

Notes: Unless otherwise stated FM 100% including 10% pilot tone, main test frequency 98 MHz
aerial input 1mV across 75 ohms and S/N weighting CCIR/ARM.
Separation and distortion critical of tuning.
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Lab Performance Amplifier Section
Over the power test range of 20 Hz-20 kHz Iwas unable to obtain the
specified 8- ohm power. The shortfall was at LF, for the power came up to
specification somewhere between 20 and 40 Hz—which is undoubtedly
why the power is specified from 40 HzI Headroom was quite substantial
at 1kHz, as the power at that frequency was up by some 34% at 8ohms
and 55% at 4ohms with respect to the 20 Hz-20 kHz results given in the
lab data. Dynamic headroom was also slightly greater than that of the
Marantz, which is indicative of ahigher impedance power source.
At its lowish power level the amplifier catered for the 2- 7- ohm test load
quite well, showing 47 W of burst power. Recovery from overload was
almost of the order of the Marantz, but with better symmetry. Encouragingly low distortion was measured in all modes, and even at 16 kHz
across the wide phase- angle test load (
ZL)it was no more than 0-1%.
Moreover, there was not the premature protection shortfall of the
Marantz, the 16 kHz output across ZL being similar to that across 8ohms
of pure resistance. Despite its lower ' heating power', therefore, the
MARANTZ
SR-1100L

AMPLIFIER SECTION

SANSUI R- 5L

Output per channel max 20 Hz-20 kHz
8ohms both driven (W/dB):
4 ohms both driven (W/dB):
8 ohms one driven (W/dB):
4 ohms one driven (W/dB):

45/16.5
50/14
66/18-2
781158

23/13.6 ( main limita 22/10-4 lion at 20Hz,
32/15 see headroom
44/13-5 below)

Headroom 1kHz 8ohms/4 ohms (dB):

0-8/0-8

1-3/1-9

Dynamicheadroom1 kHz 20ms IHF bursts
4 ohms one channel driven (dB):

OS

1

Output per channel max 1kHz IHF bursts
2.7 ohms one channel driven ( dB):

14-5 (corresponding
to 5-5A and 81W
on bursts)

12 (corresponding to
4.2A and 47W on
bursts)

Recovery from 10dB IHF burst overload
(ms):

instantaneous
(25% asymmetry)

virtually
instantaneous
(good symmetry)

Output per channel max 16 kHz one
driven 8 ohms/2,, ( dB):

17S/13.4'

156/156

Dist worst channel 10dB output 8 ohms
300Hz (%):
10dB outpüt 2, 16 kHz (%):

0-08 (mostly 2nd
harmonic)
0-22 (mostly evenorder)

0.024

0-07 (mostly 2nd
harmonic)

0-014

Vector sum of mains ripple
(50, 100, 150 Hz)
at maximum 300 Hz 8-ohm output (dB)

-80dB ( severe increase at clipping
and beyond)

-72dB ( severe increase at clipping
point)

Slew factor IHF at 8 ohms and rated
output ( dB):

>5

>5

Damping factor 3dB output ( BSI)
40/1 k/20k Hz:

33/30/28

66/66/100

10dB output 8 ohms 1kHz
50 mV input to MM pickup (%):

01

Frequency response and tone controls:

ng. 3(a) pen chart

Fig. 3(b) pen chart

Filter responses:

F. 3(a) pen chan
(low-pass)

no filters
(loudness only)

Pickup frequency response RIAA
eq tape o/p:

Fig. 3(a) pen chart

Fig. 3(b) pen chan

15/150/1500/- (to slew
limiting)

18/180/1000/- (to slew
limiting)

Pickup overload input
10Hz (
mV):
1kHz (
mV):
40 kHz (mV):
Pickup S/N ref 0dB output
(inputs loaded IHF)
MM ref 5mV input (dB):

75.5

71.5

Residual hum+noise wideband ( pV):

780

800

Residual noise (
pV):

220

165

Offset voltage at output L/R ( DCmV):

-18/-25

8-6/-3.4

Notes: Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated load.
Noise weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewave into 8ohms
resistive 500 mV input to aux or tuner, and tests made with control preamplifier and power
amplifier sections coupled together as for normal operation.
4.corresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation of 5ohms modulus of impedance and 60
degrees phase angle at 16 kHz approx.
'Indicative of premature protection on wide phase- angle load.
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always sure whether Iwas dead on tune owing to the imbalance of the
cursor arrows.
AM results were considered to be above average and the ferrite rod
gave sufficient input from my ' local' AM stations, but a greater range
of adjustment would have been useful.
Sonic results were better from pickup and tape machine, but any overenthusiasm with the volume control quickly changed the nature of the
sound! As predicted from the lab results, the amplifier does not overload
all that gracefully. The loudness button produced far too much bass and
treble lift for my liking, and with the test speakers used Ihad little call to
use.the tone controls. Indeed, advancing the bass control too much on
program material rich in LF tended to produce discontinuity and asevere
impairment of cohesion at highish sound intensity, which probably had
something to do with the greater limitation of LF power.
SANSUI
R-5L

DE VIATI ONF
ROMR
IAS TAP
E00

-

Fig. 2h
Sansui was capable of about 2-2dB more output than the Marantz at
16 kHz across ZL.
Ripple content at full two- channel 300 kHz drive was not particularly
low, and the residual hum plus noise was higher than the Marantz result;
but, curiously, the weighted noise was lower. Ripple content increased
dramatically at peak clipping and beyond (another pointer to a riot
particularly low power source impedance), so here is an amplifier section
which would not take kindly to overdrive.
Tailoring of the small- signal response to the speed of the output
transistors was okay, so you would be unlikely to evoke transient
intermodulation distortion under normal conditions of use. No trouble,
either, with the damping factors.
Amplifier section pen-chart (fig. 3b) shows aminute deviation from
RIAA at lower- middle, an extended LF response and a mildly rising
extreme HF response (+ 1dB at 40 kHz), which Ithought sad. Tone
control characteristics were nicely tamed, the centre' trace corresponding to the frequency response from tape play to speaker with controls at
'neutral' ( labelled ' defeat'). The radio response was almost 4dB down at
40 kHz, which ranked high in my book; a pity that corresponding FIF
attention was not given to the pickup preamplifier. Loudness response
was crazy, with too much bass and particularly treble boost. The pidkup
preamplifier was well endowed with headroom but with alittle more than
average noise. DC across the speaker terminals was very low.
On the whole the tuner and amplifier sections were well matched, but
as the power yield is limited and the power supply impedance not too tow
you will have to avoid running too close to peak clipping, which means
keeping a rein on sound intensity, especially when using inefficient
speakers in alargish room.

Auditioning Impressions
FM reproduction was atrifle 'anaemic', lacking solid body and impressive
bass. Treble, too, was regarded as a shade aggressive but not
unpleasant—more of a forward projection or ' presence' effect. Mild
sibilance was heard on some signals, but again not obtrusive, and at high
modulation levels vague 'spitting' was detected.
The RF section gave no cause for comment at the test site on off- air
signals. Tuning was easy, aided by the clearly marked scale, but Iwas not
BOOKS from page 71
HAYON: THE EARLY YEARS1732-1765 by H. C. Robbins
Landon. Hard covers, 655 pages, 66 illustrations and numerous taceimiles and music examples. Price £35-00. Published
by Thames and Hudson; 30-34 Bloomsbury Street London
WC1B 3OP.

IN MY END is my beginning' might well be the
thought of the reader who has been eagerly
awaiting the publication of this, the last volume
to be published of Robbins Landon's Haydn:
Chronicle and Works, yet covering the eadiest
period. 1.11fith it, the scholar has atruly prodigious quantity of material evadable excerpts from
contemporary documents of all kinds, memoirs,
letters, rare printed material, journals and other
ephemera. Some of this mountain of material is
not quite where one might expect to find it—
indeed some of it has hardly been digested. Yet
the reward for searching for one piece of
wanted information is as often as not the
discovery of several fascinating and unexpected items.
Is everything one expected actually somewhere here in these five immense and handsome volumes? Well, not quite everything, I
think ( the indexes are extensive, but not flawHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A little upper- frequency edginess was apparent on record reproduction, which could be partly though not wholly reduced by turning
down the treble. Perhaps Iam becoming too critical here, for we must
keep in mind that after all this is a £ 100 receiver. It has good as well as
bad points, and this applies to 'super' as well as budget receivers—it's a
question of scale!

Conclusions—Both Models
AS BUDGET receivers, both models reviewed have their merits. In
general Idon't think you would detect all that much difference between
them under audition. The Marantz is the most powerful of the pair, but
because the output under difficult loading conditions tends to fall, it is
possible that on some speakers the sound intensity reached before
distortion becomes apparent would not be much less from the Sansui.
The Marantz had the edge on ultimate FM sensitivity, but again you
would be hard put to detect differences between the two on this
parameter under normal conditions of operation. However, Ifelt that the
Sansui was letting through too much stereo sub- channel spuriae and
was rolling- off the low audio frequencies too early. On the credit side, the
Sansui presented anon- ring FM squarewave but with aslope indicating
the LF shortfall. That of the Marantz was 'flatter' but exhibited acurious
starting ' nitch'.
The Marantz, Ifelt, was the neatest and best looking of the pair—the
Sansui being somewhat 'Oriental conventional'. For the prices both
models must be regarded as good value for money.

less): tdo not recall coming across any reference to one of Haydn's minor and perhaps
only temporary activities, that of theatre censor;
nor have Inoted any reference to Haydn's
accompanying (at the organ) of some amateur
theatricals of the Esterházys at Eisenstadt.
Despite Landon's immense feats of exploration and sifting (for example, there are six, not
three organ concertos), gaps still remain, and
are likely to remain in our knowledge of
Haydn's early years. Yet the general picture, as
well as the detailed one, is now clearer than it
has ever been. This volume examines the musical (and briefly the sociological) situation in
Austria at the start of Haydn's career. A lengthy
sub- chapter is devoted to the state of Viennese
music around 1750 as avaluable preliminary to
an analysis of Haydn's early works; and there is
a wealth of documentary material of a social
and economic kind which helps us to understand Haydn's position. A fine bonus is the
section on the dissemination of Haydn's music,
with many facsimiles of copyists' hands. Not
the least important part of the book are the 30
pages of addenda and errata to the first four
volumes.

There are minor flaws: the proof-reading,
though better than in earlier volumes, still
leaves quite a bit to be desired; the English is
occasionally slapdash, the chronology quirky;
'Bernardon', the adopted stage- name of
Joseph Kurz, is still mis spelt ' Bernadon'.
But let there be no doubt: the reader's delight
in and admiration for this book and its lavishly
produced companions will continue to grow as
he uses it more. In due course, perhaps, a
supplementary volume will
be deemed
necessary—for Professor Landon would be the
first to agree that research does
not stand still, and to
welcome the considered
reactions or others to
2
this eminently civilized
and delightful
magnum opus.
Peter Branscombe

Joseph Haydn
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THE PRO/4X FROM KOSS

Announcing a major technological breakthrough
By combining asolid state Piezoelectric Tweeter with a ' Rare earth moving transducer, Koss has
created the ultimate in stereophone listening and the sound of Koss; The new Koss Pro/4X. It is a
new first in hybrid transducer technology.
The Pro/4X's unique tweeter design features a Piezoelectric Bimorph disc mounted to an acrylic
impregnated cone. Incredibly the Piezoelectric's Bimorph disc moves the cone at frequencies from
3,500-40,000 Hz. This allows the listener to hear the full timbre of each musical instrument. Once
you have heard the new Pro/4X you will never reach for any other stereophone.
Of course you will have more with the new Koss Pro/4X than just an incredible Piezoelectric
tweeter. There is asamarium cobalt magnet moving coil transducer that reproduces a deep rich
bass and clean, clear midrange. And there is even a new floating earplate and pneumalite
earcushion design that conforms automatically to the optimum position for both superb comfort
and maximum seal around the ear for bass performance to below audibility.

HKOSS
114

® INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: 4129 N. Port Washington Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53212
Facilities: Canada, France, Germany, Ireland

EQUIPMENT REVIEW
land berg 3000 series
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T heralding Tandberg's resurgence into the
HE NEW RANGE of no- compromise hi-fi

hi-fi arena includes the three items of this
review, namely the 3002 Control Amplifier,
3003 Power Amplifier and 3001 FM Tuner.
Their suggested VAT- inclusive retail prices are
respectively £ 315, £ 399 and £651—totting up
to £ 1,365; but I would suspect that a fair
discount should be negotiable on an up-market
system like this.
The modern slim- line, matching- style separates are intended for vertical stacking aided
by bottom runners and matching top grooves to
avoid slip, and each is metal encased with black
side inserts and agrey- finished brushed aluminium fascia contrasted by 'silver' knobs and
switches. To enhance the appearance further,
black acrylic side walls are available as optional
extras for the free-standing items, each pair
costing £30. Standard professional 19- in, rack
mounting kits are also available, or for more
domestic applications you can buy a special
cabinet for £8501
The internal electronics are of excellent
design and construction, use being made of
high quality, clean- looking printed circuit
boards and interconnections. The items are
coupled together in- system via rear RCA
'phono' sockets ( no DIN interfacing), and each
item is separately mains powered by way of a
two- conductor socket ( no earth) and plug-in
mains cable.
Each item was separately tested in the lab,
after which the three were connected together
for auditioning using the latest up- dated IMF
Monitor TLS80 speakers.

3002 Control Amplifier
A four- position rotary switch selects tuner, aux,
m- m or m- c pickup while small LED indicated
lilt
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buttons select tape circuit 1 or 2 monitoring,
tape copy from circuit 1to 2or ditto from 2to 1.
The accurate channel tracking main volume control is conveniently disposed at the
extreme right-hand side of the fascia and
operates over soft indents. A smaller adjacent
control with centre indent provides channel
balance. Two similar controls at the middle of
the fascia, also indented, are for bass and treble
control, while another control of the same size
at the left-hand side regulates the level of the
headphone signal ( delivered by astandard 1- in.
jack socket).
Small buttons, matching those for the tape
circuits, provide for loudness ( geared to the
main volume control), mono mode, tone defeat,

subsonic filtering and mains on/off, all with
LED indicators. Signal sources and tape machines are connected to RCA ' phono' sockets,

by Gordon King
those for m- c pickup being gold-plated. A
convenient earthing terminal resides close to
the m- csockets.
There are also two three- position lever
switches either side of the m- m pickup sockets
which provide achoice of m- m cartridge loading, the settings being for 33, 47 and 100 kohms resistive and 20, 120 and 350 pF
capacitive, nine combinations in all. Intrinsic
loading for m- ccartridges is 1k- ohm, a happy
value. The rear is machined to accommodate
four mains supply outlets, but these were
blanked off on the UK sample—it seems a pity
that BEAB-approved outlets could not have
been used!
The designers have undoubtedly paid agood
deal of attention to the prevailing requirements
for top hi-fi performance, for the circuit features
include pickup input buffer stages with passive
75 ps de- emphasis and active bass eq, specially
developed minimum phase- shift m- m and m- c
input
inductive 'emitter
compensation
(9dB/octave slope) and buffer stages at all
inputs.
Lab Results
These features are reflected in the excellent lab
results. Distortion at all inputs was below the
test noise floor of — 90 dB at 1V output ( the full
drive requirement of the power amplifier) and
the rise was slight and linear with increasing
output to clipping level. Iwas unable to detect
any transient intermodulation distortion, and
pickup squarewave symmetry was very good.
Clipping level was a substantial 10V at the
preamp outputs and 7V at the tape recording
outputs, so you will have plenty of headroom in
hand! Headphone output is from a 470 ohm
source so the voltage will depend on the load.
The voltage and power yields at three loads are
given in the lab chart ( p.117). Mains ripple on the
outputs was extremely small and not clearly
detectable on a spectrum analyser; but with a
mere 25 pV wideband residual you will get the
message! Residual noise with CCIR/ARM

weighting was next to nothing at 3.5 pV.
1 was also impressed by the outstanding
pickup S/N ratios which, based on the IHF test
method, were close to those specified by the
manufacturer, and the excellent full- band
stereo separation. Pickup overload margins
were also very good and well within specification, the 40 kHz result giving an impression of
the pickup preamplifier slew rate.
Fig. 1shows the RIAA pickup accuracy and
frequency response both from tape recording
output and the main preamp output. As these
are not significantly different ( being within the
±0.2 dB or the specification) the indication is
that the stages following the pickup pream115

plifier are not themselves modifying the
response.
The same pen chart shows the tuner input
frequency response in tone control defeat
1

ohms resistive, the protection thus bring insensitive to phase- angle. In my opinion, therefore,
the amplifier would accommodate pretty well
any speaker that you may care to connect to it.
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cut in level by 20dB, while fig. 3 shows the
distortion factor residual corresponding to
0.009% at 16 kHz across the difficult Z, load at
+10 dB output.
Again Ihave high praise for this item of the
series. Although the designers have seen fit to
retain an extended upper- frequency response,
that is their privilege and in this particular
design it does not impair the performance by
any means; Isuppose the question is, can it
improve the nth- degree subjective results? With
the approximate dimensions of 435 x 83 x
350 mm ( W x H x D) and aweight of 11.3 kg
the amplifer certainly packs alot of punch for its
size.

3001 Programmable FM Tuner
mode, the tone control responses ( which are
low impedance, low noise, very well balanced
and pleasantly curtailed), the loudness response with the volume control at — 30dB
attenuation ( the loudness correction increases
with greater attenuation and reduced with less
attenuation) and the subsonic filter response,
which is minimum- phase- shift 12 dB/octave.
There is no low-pass ( high) filtering and,
notwithstanding the fact that the design philosophy has, in fact, been based on high slew
rates, Iam always unhappy to see small- signal
responses still substantially flat right up at
40 kHz. The preamplifier response was not 1dB
down, even at 100 kHz. At the bass end, of
course, you can activate the subsonic filter to
eliminate unwanted rubbish!
Having had my usual little quibble about ( in
my opinion) unnecessarily extended smallsignal frequency responses, Icannot help but
enthuse over the exemplary lab performance of
this control amplifier, which would represent an
excellent lab standard. Having dimensions
approximating 435 x83 x350 mm ( Wx HxD) it
is also aconvenient size.

3003 Power Amplifier
This is devoid of unnecessary frills and is
equipped with a front panel sporting merely a
mains on/off button with LED and two LEDs
which indicate left and right channel clipping
levels.
It has an American FTC power rating of
150+150W into 8- ohm loads for adistortion of
0.02%, and like its partnering control amplifier
has 9dB/octave slope input stage emitter compensation leading to a slew rate greater than
70 V/ps.
Massive yet open internal heat sinks provide
efficient cooling of the power transistors and
the amplifier can be operated at high levels for
protracted periods without distress. At the back
are two pairs of substantial speaker terminals, a
power fuse and a pair of RCA ' phono' input
sockets. There is no headphone or speaker
switching.
No fewer than five different protection circuits are used, including output transistor protection against loads lower than 2 ohms,
speaker protection, and protection against
return transients from inductive loads. Operating power is provided by an efficient, low
extraneous field, toroidal mains transformer, a
25 A heat-sinked rectifier and two 15,000 pF
capacitors. The design uses moderate overall
feedback along with individual stage feedback.
Lab Results
Iwas unable to detect any impairment resulting from the protection circuits. In fact, across
2-7 ohms you will see from the lab chart that an
output as high as 20.5 dB ( corresponding to 11
amperes and 327W) was obtained on 20 ms
bursts. At 16 kHz driving into adifficult load of
wide phase- angle there was no reduction in
output relative to the output obtained across 8
116

Steady-state power was well up to the specification over the full audio range, as you will
see, and there was not agreat reduction relative
to 1kHz at the spectrum extremes. Dynamic
headroom was about the same, which proves
the great energy reserve of the power supply.
Again, the distortion was below my noise floor
at + 10dB output and 1kHz, but it tended to
rise a little with increasing frequency and
output power. Iwas unable to detect with
certainty
any
transient
intermodulation
distortion.
The slew factor ( I
HF) was greater than 5and
even at 100 kHz the amplifier was still producing
98W per channel into 8- ohm loads! Frankly, I
cannot personally see any point in measuring
slew factors above 5 ( that is, above 100 kHz
with the input as for the rated output at 1kHz).
The small- signal frequency responses was less
than 3dB down at 100 kHz, and although Iam
in full agreement with designing for ultra- fast
power amplifier operation, my views on the
small- signal response of power amplifiers are
the same as for control amplifiers. In Tandberg's
case no harm will come of this, owing to the
very fast power section slew rate; but Iam not
convinced that there is any real need to keep
the amplifier wide open to RF— not in the UK,
anyway. Who wants almost 100W at 0.1 MHz?
Small- signal frequency response was very
flat, well within specification. Damping factor
was adequately high, representing awideband
source around 80 milli- ohms, but it tended to
reduce with increasing frequency. Residual
hum plus noise and noise alone were very
small, the CCIR/ARM weighted value corresponding to a S/N ratio ( referred to the rated
output) of 131 - 4dB.
Offset voltage across one output was higher
than across the other—relatively high but not
serious.
Fig. 2 shows the amplifier in 1kHz 20ms
burst overload and the virtually instantaneous
recovery from this when the signal is suddenly

Fig. 2. 3003 Power Amplifier: oscillogram showing very
swift recovery from burst overload.
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The most expensive item of the 3000 series,
this tuner is FM only and adopts ordinary
analogue tuning. Ordinary, though, it not really
the word to describe any part of this tuner,
which is one of the most highly performing and
exacting that Ihave ever tried.
The coloured tuning scale has an active
length of around 130 mm, so it is not very long
as scales go these days. It is pleasantly illuminated and is marked from 88 to 1
.
08 MHz
and in FM channel numbers. A white cursor
seeks across the scale smoothly as the large
knob at the right-hand side of the fascia is
turned. The control is inertia assisted for
smoothness. Beside the scale are two meters,
also with illuminated coloured scales, and a
'digital' indicator of the electronic kind. The first
meter has a centre 'zero' correct tuning point
either side of which are indicated approximately ' off- tune' frequencies up to a maximum of
±300 kHz. This meter also indicates the frequency to which the circuits are tuned in the
press- button preselected station mode, about
which more anon.
The second meter gives agood indication of
tuned aerial signal strength over a scale
calibrated from 1to 1,000 pV. Now, should the
signal strength exceed 1,000 j.iV the meter
automatically re- ranges so as to read from 1mV
upwards to amaximum of 3,000 mV. When this
happens afront LED lights to indicate that the
range has been extended 1,000 times. This is
the widest dynamic range signal strength
metering that I have ever encountered in a
domestic tuner—and one of the most accurate.
Up to eight stations can be preset for push
button selection and the number of the button
pressed appears on the digital indicator. Data
on the tuned frequency and hence the station
relating to that number are memorised by pressing a button labelled 'store program', after
which recall is possible by pressing the appropriate selector button. Station data are retained
even when the tuner is disconnected from the
mains supply for up to a year by an inbuilt
NiCad battery which is charged continuously
while the tuner is switched on. It is said that the
battery has alife span of ten years—aservicing
operation then being required for its replacement. The tuned frequency of the preset station
is revealed by the first meter mentioned, as the
centre 'zero' tuning facility is obviously not
required in this mode.
To counter possible frequency drift or selection error the design includes a 'servo', akind of
automatic frequency correcting circuit which is
activated by another front button. There are

TANDBERG CONTROL AMPLIFIER 3002

TANDBERG 3003 POWER AMPLIFIER

Output per channel 20 Hz-20 kHz
to clipping threshold
preamp:
headphones 600/200/8 ohms:

Output per channel max 20 Hz- 20 kHz'
8 ohms both driven:
4 ohms ditto:
8 ohms one driven:
4 ohms ditto:

162W/22 dB
225W/20.5 dB
180W/22.5 dB
272W/21.3 dB

Headroom 1kHz 8 ohms/4 ohms:

0 4dB/0.3dB

Dynamic headroom 4 ohms one ch driven:

0.4 dB

tape recording:

10 V variable
10V (0.16W) / 5.4V ( 0.14 W)/0.3 V
(0.01 W)
20V unloaded separately variable
7V

Distortion 20 Hz-20 kHz 1V output
pickup input:
other inputs:
TID:

(1 V required for full PA drive)
<0.003%
<0.003%
negligible

Output per channel max 1kHz bursts
2.7 ohms one channel driven:

Mains ripple ( vector sum of all
components):

lower than - 90dB ref. 1V output

Frequency response tuner input:

within 0.5dB 10 Hz- 100 kHz

Output per channel max 16 kHz
one driven 8 ohms/Z,

Pickup S/N ratio ref. 0.5V output
m- m ref. 5mV input:
m- c ref. 0-5mV input:

79dB ( 1kohm load)
73dB ( 100 ohms load)

Pickup overload threshold
10 Hz m-m/m-c:
1kHz m-m/m-c:
40 kHz:

30mV/3.5mV
300mV/22.5mV
2700mV/200mV ( to slew limiting)

Input sensitivity
m- m pickup:
m- c pickup:
others:

1mV
80pV
70mV

Input impedance
m- m pickup:
m- c pickup:
others:

33, 47 or 100 k- ohms with 20, 120
or 350 pF
1 k- ohms
47 k- ohms

Output impedance
preamp:
headphones:

560 ohms+10pF series
470 ohms

Residual hum+noise wideband:

25pV

Residual noise ( CCIR/ARM):

3.5pV

Gain max 1kHz tuner input:

17.7dB

MC step-up relative to MM:
Recording output 1kHz with
5mV MM pickup input:

21.9 dB approx.
353mV

Price including VAT ( approx.):

£315

Distributor

Tandberg UK Ltd, Unit 1, Revie
Road Industrial Estate, Elland Road,
Leeds LS11 8JG.

Fig. S. 3003 Power
Amplifier: oscillogram
showing distortion factor
at 16 kHz and + 10dB
across 4 corresponding to 0.00996.

Recovery time bursts overload:

22.5 dB/22.5 dB
<0.01% ( < 0.003%
1kHz)
0-009% (see oscillogram)
immeasurable

Distortion 16 kHz ZL+10 dB:
Transient intermodulation distortion:
Slew factor 8 ohms and rated output:

>5 (*distortion free* 98W
still present at
100 kHz!)

Damping factor 8 ohms + 3dB output
40 Hz/1 kHz/20 kHz:

200/100/80

Frequency response 0dB:

10 Hz-100 kHz
+0.3/-1.7dB

Residual hum and noise wideband:

290 pV

Residual noise CCIR/ARM:

40 pV

.

Offset voltage at output 8 ohms:

-1.7mV Ieft/-71mV rig ht

Input 1kHz for rated 150W output:

1.035V

Voltage step-up 1kHz ( high impedance
input and 8 ohms output) .

30.5dB

Price:

£399

Notes:
*0 dB refers to 2.828V rms across stated load.
• corresponds to reactive load for speaker simulation of approx. 5 ohms modulus and 60'
phase angle at 16 kHz.
TANDBERG 3001 (TUNER FM SECTION)
Input for
30dB S/N mono ( pV):
50dB S/N mono/stereo ( pV):
60dB S/N mono/stereo ( pV):
-1 dB limiting ( pV):

0.6 ( 0.8W; 0.5N)
2.3/23 ( > 5pV with
ANC on)•
7/70
0.6

S/N 1mV input 50 ps de- emphasis
mono ( dB):
stereo ( dB):

(better at 75 ps)
88.5'•
80-5 ( includes
spuriae)•••

RFIM 3rd- order (dB):

.,:-...72

Repeat spot suppression
ratio (dB):

>100

Capture ratio 1HF (dB):

1 ( 0.4W; 2-5N)

Selectivity IHF
alternative channel ( dB):
adjacent channel (dB):

'
2:90 ( 2-....30W; > 90N)
11/ ( k.3W; :--, 38N)

stereo subchannel (%):
Distortion IM 4+5 kHz 50% peak
mod stereo (%):

0-056 ( 0.03W; 0.3N)
0-3 (0-018W; 3N).
see text ref. tuning
0.3 ( 0.06W; 1N).
see text ref. tuning
0.3 (> 0-1W; 1N)
(see spectrogram)

Pilot tone residual ( dB):

>90 modulation off

Stereo subcarrier residual
(dB):

>90 modulation off

AM rejection ratio 30%
AM ( dB):
Signal strength indication
min/max ( pV):

Fig. 6. 3001 Tuner:
oscillogram showing
1kHz square wave
performance. The 'rings
are incited by the fast
output filtering.

instantaneous
(see oscillogram)

Distortion 20 Hz-20 kHz+10 dB 8 ohms:

Distortion factor 1kHz
mono (%):
stereo (%):

Fig. B. 3001 Tuner:
spectrogram showing
2nd- and 3rd- order
intermodulation products
arising from two-tone
4+5kHz signal and 50%
peak modulation, stereo
mode, corresponding to
about 0-05%. Selectivity
wide mode

327W/20.5dB ( 11
amperes)

>70 ( limited by test
instruments)
1 to 3000mV
(auto-ranging)

Tuning indication and
wavebands:

Analogue FM only
88-108 MHz, 8
programmable presets

Audio output ( mV):

8-5 to 2003 ( var);
2003 (fixed)

Stereo threshold/muting:

k 5pV/variable

Price including VAT (approx.):

£651

Notes: Unless otherwise stated FM 100% including 10% pilot tone, main test frequency 98 MHz,
aerial input 1mV across 75 ohms and S/N weighting CCI R/AR M. De- emphasis used 50 ps. Tests
made is normal selectivity mode unless otherwise stated (
W = wide and N = narrow).
•Stereo separation then greatly diminished since per- channel audio output falls. Also see stereo
separation pen chan.
• • Test noise floor ( specification states 95 dB mono S/N ratio).
•• • Improves with spuriae filtering (specification states 92 dB stereo S/N ratio). Would seem that
specification refers to 75 ps de- emphasis.
to page 121
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Only one Hi Fi Company offers an unconditional five year parts and two year laboL
And with our guarantee, it's got to be years ahead of the rest.
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Jarantee on all their equipment. It's new It's very high quality.

Ask your nearest Rogers Dealer
for ademonstration of the
excellence of both our loudspeaker
and amplifier range. Expert advice
on compatibility with your existing
or proposed ancilliary equipment
is available from any of our selected
network of Franchised Dealers:—
BATH. Avon, Ptul Green HiFi BECKENHAM, Kent.
Fi Connections • BIRMINGHAM. Fiveways HiFi
HiLtd • BOLTON. Greater Manchester. Clearlone Ltd •
BRIGHTON, Sussex. Brighton Cassette &
Centre • BRISTOL, Avon. Audio Bristol • BRISTOL.
Avon. Radford HiFi Ltd • BROMLEY. Kent Halcyon
Electronics • BLRY ST. EDMUNDS. Sulfolk Anglia
Audio • CAMBFUDGE, Cambs. Renbro Ltd •
CANTERBURY.IKent. John Marley HiFi Centre Ltd •
CASTLEFORD. Yorks. Eric Wiley Ltd • CHANDLERS
FORD. Hants. Hampshire Audio Ltd CHRISTCHURCH. Dorset. H A. T. V. CIRENCESTER. Glos. T.V. & Hi Fi Centre •
CROYDON. Surrey. Spalding Electrical Ltd •
DARLINGTON. Durham. Gilson Audio • DEVIZES.
Wilts. Louis J. Rutter Ltd • DOVER. Kent. John
Marley HiFi Ceetre Ltd • EASTBOURNE. Sussex.
Jeffries Hi Fi Ltd • ENFIELD. Middx. A.T. Labs EPPING. Essex. Chew & Osborne • EXETER. Exon
Audio • FLEET. Hampshire. Ken Rose Audio Ltd •
GUILDFORD. &grey. P.J. Equipment • ILFORD.
Essex. A.T. La • IPSWICH. Suffolk. Eastern Audio
(Ipswich) Ltd INGSTON. Surrey. Surbiton Park
Radio • KING'S _YNN. Norfolk, Martins • LEEDS,
Yorks. Superb • GATESHEAD. Tyne & Wear.
Lintone Audio • LIVERPOOL, Merseyside. W. A.
Brady & Son • LONDON N.W.6. Audio T. • LONDON
E.10. D & JElectronics HiFi Centre • LONDON N.1,
Grahams Electrical (City) Ltd- LONDON N.16.
Martins HiFi Centre- LONDON W.2, Thomas
Heinitz • LONDON W.C.1. Imhols • LONDON W.2.
Nandos Radio • LONDON W.2. NU Sound. Edgware
Rd- LONDON W.C.1. NU Sound. High Holborn •
LONDON S.W.W. M. O'Brien LONDON W.1,
Telesonic • MAIDSTONE. Kent. John Marley HiFi
Centre Ltd • ISLE OF MAN. Manx Audio •
MANSFIELD. Notts. Syd Booth •
MIDDLESBROUGH. Cleveland. Gilson Audio •
NEWBURY, Berks. Donnington AudioNEWCASTLE UNDER LYME. Staffs. Clement Wain •
NORTHAMPTON. Richard Reeves • NORWICH. Norfolk. Martins Ltd • NOTTINGHAM. Notts. Superfi
Ltd - ORPINGT0N. Kent. John Marley HiFi Centre
Ltd • OXFORD. Oxon. Absolute Sound & Video •
PETERBOROUGH. Hunts Soundsense •
PLYMOUTH. Devon. Framptons • PLYMOUTH.
Devon. Peter Resells Hi Fi Attic • RAYLEIGH,
Essex. Rayleigh HiFi Ltd • READING. Berks.
Reading Cassette & HiFi Centre • RIPLEY.
Derbyshire. J. R. Hurst Ltd • SAFFRON WALDEN.
Essex, Chew & Osborne • SHEFFIELD. Yorks.
Sheffield Sound Centre - SOMERTON, Somerset.
Watts Radio • SWINDON. Wilts, Absolute Sound &
Video • TELFORD. Salop. Sound Services Ltd •
TONBRIDGE, Kent, Standens Ltd • TRURO,
Cornwall. E.T.S. • URMSTON, Manchester. Lloyd
Paton Ltd • WELLING. Kent, H.C. & C. Coppins Ltd •
WHITEHAVEN, Cum bria, H.L. Elliot • WILMSLOW.
Cheshire. Swiftof Wilmslow • WINDSOR, Berks.
Radford HiFi Ltd - WOLVERHAMPTON, W.
Midlands, MidLind HiFi Studio • WORTHING,
Sussex. Bower, & Wilkins Ltd
ABERDEEN. Scotland. Holborn Hi Fi • AYR.
Scotland. Vennal Audio Visual Ltd • EDINBURGH.
Scotland. Audio Aids • EDINBURGH. Scotland. HiFi
Corner • GLASGOW. Scotland. The Music Room •
INVERNESS. Scotland. Maim Music Shop
CARDIFF. S. Wales. Houlden HiFi • PORT TALBOT.
S. Wales. Elect•ophonic Ltd • SWANSEA. S Wales.
Holt Hi Fidelity Ltd

Rogers range of Electronics
A100 Preset Digital Amplifier.
T100 FM Tuner.
A75 Series 3Amplifier.
T75 Series 2FM Tuner.

'Rememl1er the purity of dawn
on aNovember ntornile when the soitnd of new things
is as powerjiil as thegentle swell ofsilo Ice that quality, that clarity, that elusive step nearer perfection.
We cannot bring you asunrise nor the smell offresh air
but we can take you astep nearer audio perfection:

Rogers range of Loudspeakers
LS3/5A BBC— licensed Monitor.
Compact Monitor Loudspeaker.
Studio 1Loudspeaker.
Reference Monitor System.
LS 5/8 BBC-licensed Studio
Monitoring Loudspeaker.
Send alarge stamped addressed
envelope now for our latest
literature and review reprints.

Rogers
BRITISH

HIGH-FIDELITY

4 14 Barmeston Rd. London SE6 3BN.
Telephone: 01-697 8511.
Telex: 893980 SWISST.
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TANDBERG 3001 TUNER
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also matching buttons for mono mode, automatic noise cancelling ( ANC) in stereo mode,
and muting whose level is adjustable from
below 3pV to above 1mV by a front knob.
Small LEDs let you know: which button has
been pressed, when the centre 'zero' meter is
indicating the amount of mistuning, when a
stereo signal is tuned, and the selected
bandwidth mode.
To go from preselected station to manual
mode one merely needs to touch the tuning
knob, the station number on the digital display
then changing to the capital letter F. If the
'servo' is active, touching the knob also defeats
this and allows the correct manual tuning to be
performed, the 'servo' reactivating when the
figures are removed from the knob.
The RF bandwidth can be altered with a
three- position rotary switch, marked ' wide',
'normal' and ' narrow'. The first gives the very
best quality from stations not bugged by adjacent interference, and the last the shdrpest selectivity and the lowest small- signal noise floor.
Audio signals are delivered by rear RCA
'phono' sockets, one pair at highish nonadjustable level and a second pair at the level
established by the setting of a front control.
Two further sockets provide for X and Y oscilloscope interfacing as avisual determination of
multipath ( reflected signals) reception. A final
socket gives an output from the FM detector for
coupling to aDolby or four- channel decoder—
not applicable to the UK at the present. The
aerial is coupled at 75 ohms to an inverted
•coaxial socket ( unbalanced). Like the other
items, the mains is switched by a left-hand
bottom corner button. At the rear is also athreeposition switch with de- emphasis positions of
75, 50 and 25 ps ( Dolby requirement). The
50 ps setting is required for the UK and Europe.
Lab Results
One of the most astonishing measurements
made on this tuner was the incredibly high
1mV input S/N ratios. You will see from the lab
chart that Imeasured aratio of almost 90 dB in
mono mode. Even the ratio measured in stereo
mode was the highest Iever obtained from any
tuner, and neither of these is as high as given in
the specification. There seemed to be two reasons for this: (
i) that Imeasured with 50 ps deemphasis; and (
ii) in stereo mode Iwas reading also very low-level spuriae as well as noise.
By switching to 75 ps de- emphasis and using a
special filter in stereo mode I more closely
approached the specified values of 95 dB mono
and 92dB stereo, especially at inputs in advance of 1mV. With 75 ps de- emphasis the
noise power bandwidth is slightly less than
with 50 ps de- emphasis, of course.
Imust admit that my instruments were being
hard pushed to measure such low noise levels,
for it needs only a very slight trace of residual
FM on the generator signal or slight noise or
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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hum pick-up on the noise meter to swing the
results to mediocre values. In the end Iused a
very low noise FM generator and batterypowered noise metering!
Imust congratulate the Tandberg designers
for achieving these sort of results, which will
always be significantly better than the noise on
real transmissions. The absolute mono sensitivity was to the ultimate as predicted by scientific
calculation within the bandwidth selected ( see
my book Audio Equipment Tests under FM
Tuner
Tests
pp
29-30,
published
by
Newnes-Butterworth 1979).
Iwas also interested to see how the ANC
worked. Without ANC the 50dB stereo S/N
ratio was obtained with an input around 23 pV.
By activating the ANC a similar ratio was
obtained with an input of 5pV. However, under
these conditions there was hardly any stereo
separation because the audio output was reduced and the signal in the non- speaking
channel almost as high. By increasing the
signal slowly above 50, though, the audio
level increased and the non- speaking channel
output decreased,
increasing the stereo
separation.
Fig. 4 shows how the stereo separation was
found to improve with increasing signal level
from 101.1V to 5mV input with ANC active. A
noteworthy aspect is that the separation holds
substantially constant over the entire frequency
spectrum at its established level, this differing
from the noise reduction system of other tuners
where the separation diminishes progressively
with increasing audio frequency.
Without ANC the stereo separation had the
remarkable ratio of around 60dB with 1mV
aerial input. Again, this is the first time that I
have ever measured such agood normal- mode
stereo separation.
Spurious response rejection ratio (
eg repeat
spot) was excellent, as also the third- order RF
intermodulation performance, which Isuspect
was even better than the figure measured and
given in the lab chart. Selectivity ratios, too,
were astonishing and very difficult to measure
accurately. In the normal selectivity mode,
though, Ifelt that the selectivity was too tight at
90 dB on the alternate channel, which showed
up on the particular test sample as not overexciting normal mode distortion figures. I
would suggest that users adopt the wide mode
and use either of the other modes only when
interference is really troublesome or when DXing, which the tuner handles very well.
In wide mode you will see from the lab chart
that the measured distortion was very low
indeed, including 4+5 kHz intermodulation
distortion which was less than 0.1% ( fig. 5).
This was measured at 50% peak modulation
level while the other distortion measurements
were made at 100% level. The specification
quotes normal selectivity distortion lower than I

was able to measure; but Idid find that the net
result was affected by small tuning changes
within the centre 'zero' indication of the tuning
meter, which is perfectly normal, leading to an
improved result.
Pilot tone residual and stereo sub- channel
were very well down from full modulation, but
despite this the frequency response was well up
at 15 kHz. A circuit was not at hand at the time
of writing, but Isuspect the rings' on the 1kHz
squarewave in fig. 6 were incited by fast lowpass filtering in the audio section. The squarewave was modulated on to the VHF carrier and
subjected to 50 ps pre- emphasis.
The tuner is endowed with exceedingly good
front-end selectivity, too, obtained from no
fewer than eight ganged- tuned circuits with
varicaps, which only goes to show that these
devices need not unduly detract from the noise
performance. Mechanical gangs may have the
edge over varicaps in terms of ultimate largesignal RFIM, but just imagine the size of an
eight- gang variable capacitor! The IF filters
consist of phase- linear blocks and pure LC
filters.
Other interesting aspect of the design are a
seventh- order MPX filter and aunique discrete
component stereo decoder with the design
focused on the taming of noise, distortion and
low-level birdies and beats. A special beat note
rejection cicuit, based on the cancelling technique, is also used. Iwas unable to raise beats
or birdies in the lab or listening room. The
freedom from high amplitude beats is also
indicated in fig. 5.
This is certainly one of the very best FM
tuners that Ihave ever experienced. My only
query is the bandwidth value used in the normal
selectivity mode, especially when there is an
even narrower mode giving adjacent channel
rejection around 38dB, which is phenomenal.
Undoubtedly a standard- setting tuner for the
real enthusiast and professional and one which
would not be out of place for broadcast monitoring by the transmitting authorities.
Dimensions approximate 435 x83 x350 mm
(w x xID) and weight 7kg.

Conclusions
Well, what can Isay about the performance
of Tandberg Series 3000 Separates except that
the results on some counts were to ascale not
previously encountered in my lab—and by now
Ihave evaluated agood few hi-fi items!
As to the results under audition, Icould focus
attention on variations in sonic results, differences with respect to other equipment and
so forth; but frankly, to do so would be nit
picking. Iam pretty convinced myself that any
seeming sonic variations were functions of the
program source material, speakers and listening
room and not of the electronics making up this
suberb system. The results were excellent.
As for price, you are expected to pay a lot,
especially for the tuner which is not as glistening and knob and electronic- display- endowed
as some. f651 for a tuner is certainly a lot of
petty cash and many people listening to
ordinary radio programmes will barely be able
to tell any sonic difference between the 3001
and amodel costing asixth of the price. But this
tuner is for the real enthusiast or professional
who is cognisant of the technical needs for
nth- degree results from top- grade program
material.
The two amplifier items fall into a more
recognisable upper- price bracket, where fine
design, current technology and agood turn of
effort- free power are the orders of the day.
It is good to see that Tandberg are well and
truly on their feet once again with a winning
system on their hands, and Iwish them every
success with their endeavours •
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When you're ready
to " face" the music
we have atip
for reduced
distortion
The hyperelliptical stylus tip, acclaimed for its low
distortion and high trackability, is now available in awhole
series of Shure pickups. Whether yodre seeking to
reproduce the full dynamic range of today's new
superdiscs, or simply to obtain maximum listening
pleasure from treasured records in your collection, you'll
find an HE pickup with the combination of features and
performance that best meets your needs from the list
below:

V15 Type IV
Perfectionist's Choice! With unprecedented trackability,
ultra- flat response, Dynamic Stabilizer, low effective stylus
mass.
V15 Ill- HE
One of the best-selling pickups ever! Performance second
only to the V15 Type IV — but at amo-e modest price.
M97HE
Top- of- the- line features and excellent performance at an
intermediate price. Features Dynarn ,cStabilizer and SIDEGUARD stylus protector.
M97HE-AH The HeadlinerTM
All the design and performance of the M97HE plus the
simplicity of plug-in connection. Allows instant attachment
to the tone arm of most turntables.
M95HE
Features high trackability, flat frequercy response, lowloss/high output magnetic pole piece, at amodest price.

The HE Family:
11v pc
ical-Equipped

V15 Type IV
,grams

V15 LT
1; grams

M75HE Type 2
NEW!
The first time HE stylus offered in such alow price range!
High trackability, and excellent performance.

r\ s"
AlIV3OHE
;-1, grams

V15 Type Ill- HE
grams

M97HE
grams

M97 LT
1-1 grams

NI95HE
-1; grams
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NI75HE Type 2
grams

,N175HE-J Type 2
11-2,1
,
grams

M75HE-J Type 2
NEW!
Designed to deliver the best performance from heavier
tracking tone arms. Exceptionally modest price.
V15LT & M97LT ( Linear Tracking Models)
NEW!
Get the most from advanced tech -lology linear tracking
turntables! Performance comparable to V15 Type IV and
M97HE ( respectively).
MV3OHE
Sleek, integral pickup/carrier arm combination for use with
SME Series III and SME Series IIIS tone arms. Performance
similar to V15 Type IV

For more information about Shure pickup
cartridges please write to us at the address below

Setting the World Standard in Sound

gor
a
jig Si—I 1

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road
Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

The new Sony TC-FX5 has se the features
you'd expecttofind on atop class cassette deck.
ABSL motor for play and record.Asecond
motor for fast forward and rewind. Feather
touch controls with logic circuitry to let you go
from play to rewind without stopping.4-position
tape selector Dolby B,Sendust and Ferrite
REC/PB head, Ferrite and Ferrite erase 'lead.
Awow and flutter level of 0.04% rms and signal
to noise ratio of 59dB.
What you may be surprised to find,
however, is an optional cordless remote control
unit. Its infra-red transmitter lets you control

the TC-FX5 from anywhere in the room.So you
can slump in achair or jump up and jive at the
touch of abutton.
The Sony TC-FX5 with optional cordless
remote control. Acassette deck that won't
tie you down somy

For apersonal demonstration and further information about the TC-FX5 cassette deck,visit the Sony Showroom,134 Regent Street, London W1.

ear Dolby
reduce noise
The Dolby system helps overcome the
problem of tape noise. But have you heard what the
new dbx Recording Technology Series units can do?
Your local dbx demonstrating dealer will be
delighted to show you.

ASIMPLE TEST
Take along ablank cassette of your favourite
brand of tape.
First, he'll play it to you straight on atypical
deck. Naturally, there will be plenty of hiss.
Next, he'll switch in the deck's Dolby circuits
and you'll hear anoticeable reduction in noise.
(Although there will still be plenty of clearly audible
noise remaining, particularly in the low frequency
region.)
Then, without changing levels, he'll switch
out Dolby and switch in aconnected dbx 222 or
224 unit.
You'll be stunned by the silence!
No, we haven't worked amiracle. To be

honest, the noise is still there. But at alevel that
renders it virtually inaudible to most of us.

HOW dbx WORKS ITS MAGIC
During recording, adbx Recording Technology
Series unit uses linear compression to decrease
dynamic range so that the loud parts are recorded
below tape saturation level and the quiet parts are
recorded above tape noise. On playback, the unit
carries out the operation in reverse producing a
mirror image of the source material but without
audible tape noise.

dbx demonstrating dealers

LONDON
ACV, 27 Leigham Court Road, SW16. Tel: 01-769 3763.
Amber Audio, 11 Ashheld Parade, N14. Tel: 01-886 3094.
Analog Audio, 849 High Road, N12. Tel: 01-445 3267.
Atkins Radio. 210 Brixton Hill, SW2. Tel: 01-674 2033.
Chelsea HiFi, 305 Kings Road, SW3. Tel: 01-351 020D.
Nandos, 328 Edgware Road, W2. Tel: 01-723 6809.

Martins HiFi Centre, 125 Stoke Newington High Street, N16.
Tel: 01-254 5053.
Redfern Limited, 798 Holloway Road, N19. Tel: 01-272 2183.
R.E.W., Tottenham Court Road, Wl. Tel: 01-637 2624.
R.E W., 146 Charing Cross Road, WC2. Tel: 01-2403064.
Telesonrc, 92 Tottenham Court Road, Wl. Tel: 01-636 8177.*
AYLESBURY Chiltern HiFi, 146 High Street. Tel: 31020.
BARK INGSIDE Audiotime, 100 High Street. Tel: 01-550 2856.
BARROW Barrow.HiFt, 122 Dalton Road. Tel: 20473.

BECKENHAM HiFi Connections, 51 Beckenham Road.
Tel: 01-658 3450.
BEDFORD Bedford Audio, 79 Bedford Road. Tel: 854133
BIRMINGHAM Forum HiFi, Tivoli Centre, Coventry Road.
South Yardley. Tel: 021-707 3640.
BRIGHTON Jeffries HiFi. 69 London Road. Tel: 609431.
BRISTOL Radford HiFi, 52/54 Gloucester Road. Tel: 422709.
BROMLEY Sound Systems, 218 High St. Tel: 01.4604000.*
BROMLEY Halcyon Electronics, 38 Widmore Road.
Tel: 01-464 2260.
BURY ST. EDMUNDS Anglia Audio, The Street, Hessett.
Tel: 70212.
BRADFORD Ram Computer Services, 15-17 North Parade.
Tel: 391166.
CAMBRIDGE Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victoria Road.
Tel: 68305.
CANTERBURY Canterbury HiFi, 1-2 The Friars. Tel: 65315.
CARDIFF Houlden HiFi. 27 Morgan Arcade. Tel: 44011.

CARLISLE Dunglinsons, Victoria Viaduct. Tel: 24918.
CHELMSFORD Rush HiFi, 5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 57593.
CHELTENHAM Robbs, 170-2 Bath Road. Tel: 513195.
COVENTRY Forum HiFi, 78 Lower Precinct. Tel: 21218.
CRANHAM Cranham HiFi, Front Lane.Tel: 29937.
DENMEADDen mead HiFi, Hambledon Road. Tel: 50312.
DERBY Bur:klands, London Road. Tel: 48425.
EASTBOURNE Jeffries HiFi, 4Albert Parade, Green Street.
Tel: 31336.
ENFIELD AT. Laboratories, 191 ChaseSide. Tel: 01-363 7981.
EXETER Homeseunci. 145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 72814.
GLOUCESTER Robbs, 13-15 Worcester Street. Tel: 23051.
GUILDFORD Merrow Sound, 22 Tunsgpte. Tel: 33224.*
HIGH WYCOMBE Hughes HiFi, 7High St. Tel: 30138.
HORSHAM Merrow Sound, 28 Queen Street. Tel: 69329.*
HUDDERSFIELD Huddersfield HiFi, 2-4 Cross
Church Street. Tel: 44668.
ILFORD A.T. Labs.. 442 Cranbrook Road. Tel: 01-5180915.
KENDAL Kenctal HiFi, 185 Highgate. Tel: 25728.
KINGS LYNN Martins HiFi, 5High Street, Tel: 61683.
LEICESTER Mays HiFi, 27 Churchgate. Tel 58662.
LICHFIELD R.T.T.S., 21 Tamworth Street. Tel: 22877.
LINCOLN Critics Choice, 64A High St. rel: 38718.

As typical laboratory test readings shown
here confirm, dbx
surpasses the
capability of other
noise reduction
e,
systems. Across the
2
whole frequency range.
And most importantly,
n

without distortion
audible
adding any
or

2041
200
FREQUENCY (
Ho)
Noise from biased chromium dioxide cassette tape.
One third octave analysis.

changing the tonal character of the sound.

YOU CAN USE dbx WITH YOUR
EXISTING SYSTEM
dbx Recording Technology Series are self
contained units that simply hook up between your
existing tape deck and amplifier.

Besides an astonishing noise reduction
capability, they provide the additional benefits of
better frequency response, lower distortion and
greater ease of recording.
And there's yet another useful bonus. dbx
units allow you to play the widely acclaimed and fast
growing collection of dbx Encoded Discs.
Recordings that reproduce the full dynamic range of
an original performance, with virtually no record
surface noise. Ask your dbx dealer to demonstrate.
Model 224 4channel system. Allows monitoring
of the noise-free signal during recording.
Model 222 2channel version of above without
monitoring facility.
* Recording and playback of material may require consent. See
Copyright Act 1956 and Performers Protection Acts 1958 to 1972.
* ' Dolby' is aregistered trade mark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Hear dbx
SIMULTANEOUS ENCODE/DECODE
TYPE II TAPE NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM

MAIDENHEAD D. Coles & Son, 9-11 St. Marks
Crescent. Tel: 26755.
MANCHESTER Cleartone, 166 Blackburn Road, Bolton.
Tel 22636.
MANSFIELD Syd Booth, 9-11 Queen Street. Tel: 26315.
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME Clement Wain, 42 Merria I
Street.
Tel: 613119.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE J.G. Windows, 1-7 Central Arcade.
Tel: 21356.
NEWPORT HiFi Western, 48-52 Cambrian Road. Tel: 62790.
NORTHAMPTON Richard Reeves, 174 Kettering Road.
Tel: 33578.
NORWICH Martins Electronics Centre, 85/87 Ber Street.
Tel: 27010.
NOTTINGHAM Su perfi, 15 Market Street. Tel: 412137.
NOTTINGHAM Forum HiFi, 600-602 Mansfield Road,
Sherwood. Tel 622150.
OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video, 19 Old High Street,
Head ington. Tel: 65961.
PAIGNTON Upton Electronics, 31 Torquay Road. Tel: 551329.*
PETERBOROUGH HiFi Consultants, 27 Long Causeway.
Tel: 51007.
PLYMOUTH Peter Russell HiFi, 58 New George St. Tel: 669511.

ROCHDALE Cleartone, Drake Street. TeT. 524652.
SALISBURY Salisbury HiFi, 3Butcher Row. Tel: 29438.
ST. LEONARDS B& K HiFi, 3Marine Court. Tel: 439150.
STOCKPORT Bespoke Audio, 372 Buxton Road.
Tel: 061456 8515.
SOUTHAMPTON Hamilton Electronics, 35 London Rd.
Tel 28622.
SOUTHPORT Southport HiFi, 6Princes Street. Tel: 36901.
STOKE-ON-TRENT H.K. Bowen, 31 Pall Mall, Hanley.
Tel 25194.
SWINDON T.V. & HiFi Centre, 91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 28383.
TAUNTON Homesound, 36-38 Station Road. Tel: 73321.
WIGAN Wigan HiFi, 12 Woodcock Street. Tel: 37977.
WINDSOR Radford HiFi, 43 King Edward Court. Tel: 56931.
WOKING Merrow Sound, 45 Commercial Way. Tel: 66600.
WOLVERHAMPTON Midland HiFi, Wulfruna Street.
Tel: 771774.
WORTHING Phase 3HiFi, 53 The Broadway,
Lower Brighton Road. Tel: 206820.
JERSEY Sound Engineering, 69 King St., St. Helier. Tel: 21735.
*dbx records only.

dbx Incorporated, Powke Lane, Warley, West Midlands, B64 5QH. Telephone (0384) 65191.

SHACKMAN

For crystal clear electrostatic sound
BRITAIN '
S GREAT LOUDSPEAKER ACHIEVEMENT
THE SHACKMAN WIDE RANGE ELECTROSTATIC

You are cordially invited to attend demonstrations and hear the
suberb/clarity and naturalness of the reproduction of the sound of
live musical instruments of every possible type.
Also available the Shackman AS7 incorporating the Shackman
Mid/Top ESU at £495 per pair and the Shackman Dynastatic mark
Ill at £ 395 per pair

The Shackman WIDE RANGE ESL is the most advanced
electrostatic loudspeaker available at the present time for
the following reasons.
1. It will reproduce the pedal
notes of acathedral organ at
full volume.
2. It does not require a100 watt
amplifier
3. 25 WPC amplifier will produce
full domestic volume but you
can use a100 watt WPC
amplifier if you happen to have
one lying around
4. It covers afrequency range
from 35 Hz to 30 kHz
5. Positioning in room is not
critical
6. The enclosure is abeautiful
piece of cabinet work
7. The price is only £695 the pair
8. It is the loudspeaker of the
future

FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS

The Shackman Mid/Top ES unit
Shackman ES units are available either in chassis form or in
acoustically transparent cabinets to incorporate in your loudspeaker system. A volume control is fitted for you to balance
the sensitive ES unit with your woofer.
The units come ready to connect to your amplifier but require
woofers crossing over at 500 Hz. The units are priced at £ 120
the pair in chassis form and £ 150 the pair in cabinets. Suitable
woofers and bass enclosures are available on request.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
Literature - send SAE For full details
Specialist consultancy
service freely available
to those attending
demonstrations

ALUM
SERVICES LIMITED

82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts, Tel: 01-449 6605 Shop hours 09.30 - 18.00 Tuesday to
Saturday. Closed all day Monday. We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard
RI

D

Shackman speakers are also available from Wilmslow Audio, Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: Wilmslow 529599
who also deal with all export enquiries. Sole agents W. Germany: R.A.E. G.m.b.H, Adalbertsteinweg
253D-5100 Aachen.

ATREMENDOUS OFFER TO HI-FI NEWS READERS
FROM CAVENDISH - THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS

The superb Technics ill
system for only £386.95
complete with £20
headphone voucher
It's the system they are all talking about The marvellous new Technics Z11
incorporates the finest in Hi-Rtechnology. Consisting of the SL-B2 semi-automatic
"front control" FG Servo turntable with aW + Fof only 0.045% and the EPC-270C
cartridge; the SUZ11 Stereo Amplifier giving 25 watts per channel and aTHD of
only 0.08%; the ST-Z11L FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner with easy-to-read 5point LED
signal indicator: the RS-M215 Metal Tape Compatible Stereo Cassette Deck with
Dolby; SB-3030 Stereo Speakers; SH-553 HiFi cabinet and all leads.
Come along to the specialists today for ademonstration.
*To be used to select headphones of your choice from our wide range.

If headphone voucher is not required - the Z11 system is available at only £
369.95.
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317 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Just 2mins from Whitechapel Underground Station

Telephone 01-247 3453 or 01-3779833
Open9.15am-6pmMonday-Saturday

Also at Cassette Centre: 279/283 Whitechapel Road, London El
and Video Centre: 291 Whitechapel Road, London E1
126
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To: Cavendish Sales Cassette Centre Limited 279/283 VVhitechapel Road, London El
Please send me aTechnics Z11 System with/without' headphone offer at E3B6.95/E369.95* plus £12 Securicor del ivery
I
enclose my cheque/postal order for either £ 98.95/£381. 95* ( including Securicor delivery) made payable to:
Cavendish Sales Cassette Centre Limited or debit my Access/American Express/Barclaycard/Diners Card'

No

I
Name
IAddress

L

ISignature
elete as applicable. Please allow 10-14 days for delivery.
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V-3FX 3- motor, IC full logic transport control, Newly developed CA (Cobalt Amorphous) head

Dynamic Range:
110dB. It will
astonish you.

If you haven't heard a TEAC dbx*
cassette deck, you have a big surprise
in store. The dbx system
can give you dynamic ranges
up as high as 110 dB— that as
wide as a live orchestra,
big band or rock group. From
the mighty blast of the
full orchestra, to the tiniest
sound of a pianissimo
soloist, you get it all.
And tape hiss? Gone. Banished
by the incredible dbx system.
Until you've heard it, you simply don't
know how fantastic cassettes can
sound. From TEAC, naturally.

V-5RX
3- motor, IC full logic
transport control

TEAC
Where Art and Technology Meet

harman ( AUDIO) U.K. LTD

WI Street Slough BerRs.. SL2 5DD Slough ( 0753) 76911
" "(11 ,x— is atrademark ol tIltx incorporated

rik Nakamichi
The cassette deck that
had Angus McKenzie
lost for words!
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Brent,

Pitch Control

Tape Control
Panel

flu<110/1

Headphone Jack

Memory Switch

Bias-Se Switch

Auto
Calib ation
Switches

Power Switch

Timer Switch

Test-Tone Switch

Monitor
Switch

NoiseReduction
Switch

Filter Switch
Eject Button

:rew

Meter Switch

Playback Equalization Standby,Set Switch

NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL

46
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Ifeel Ihave run out of superlatives
for perhaps the first time ever in this
review, for there was virtually nothing
at all wrong anywhere with this deck,
asuperb scientific instrument, which
produces the finest possible results
with the cassette medium.
Angus McKenzie, Hi Fi Choice,
Cassette Decks and Tapes Guide.

Manual- Set Switch

Tape Memory Avray

ee

rk Nakamichi
Although superlatives have been liberally applied to
Nakamichi in the past, we've not allowed ourselves
to become complacent. So, we proudly introduce a
new cassette deck that is to the 1980's what the
Nakamichi 1000 was to the 1970's.
It's called the Nakamichi 1000ZXL and its radical
departure from conventional technology has
produced the most amazing results.
It has established anew bandwidth with aresponse
of 25 (yes) 25 kHz. Not only will it adapt to all the
premium tapes of today, it has been designed to take
those of tomorrow, too.
Talking of tapes, it actually asks the tape how it was
recorded and then sets up the ideal playback
conditions — automatically. The 1000ZXL has taken
advantage of the microchip age by harnessing the
power of two microprocessors to produce a
performance that really does redefine the state of
the art.
For example, previously it has been impossible to
adjust the parameters of adeck to match atape
perfectly. The crucial parameters we refer to are
azimuth, bias, level and equalisation.
Ilue, some recorders offer manual and useradjustable controls but only the 1000ZXL has a
computer that adjusts all four parameters— and
achieves aresponse accuracy of 18to25,000-Hz ± 3dB.
First, the computer sees that the record head
azimuth is correct for differences in cassette
housing. This ensures perfect phase alignment and
wideband response.
Next, bias, level and equalisation are adjusted.
As there are 256 bias and level possibilities on each
channel the calibration is accurate in the extreme.
Final response is extraordinarily uniform
( 0.75dB) from 20 to 20,000Hz and encompasses
the 18 to25,000-Hz band within ±3dB.
The computer does away with the need for atape
selector switch. Just load atape and give the
command to start. The parameters are instantly
adjusted. Data for the tape, including your choice of
playback equalisation and noise reduction, can be
stored on one of the four tape memories. Use the
tape again and the data can be recalled from the
memory, instantly, and the computer set to the right
azimuth alignment.
The easy-to-read display keeps you right in touch
with what's going on. When all the lamps are lit the
deck is ready and the tape automatically rewinds to
0000 on the electronic tape counter.
In keeping with the advanced nature of the
electronics we use anew concept on the mechanical
side, too. It's adual capstan diffused resonance
transport system, and it provides ultra smooth
motion and low modulation noise. Unlike other
methods, the Nakamichi system is asymmetric.
Capstans and pinch rollers are of different diameters
and rotate at adifferent speed, preventing common
resonance modes. The result? The flutter spectrum
is free of peaks, and flutter is completely inaudible.

Specifications
Tape Speed
Frequency Response
(-20 dB Record Level)
Signal-to- Noise Ratio
(w/Dolby NR, ZX Tape,
70 p.$)
Total Harmonic Distortion

Wow and Flutter

1-7/8 ips (4.8 cm/s)
20-20,000 Hz ± 0.75 dB
(Nakamichi ZX,SX, EX II, EX)
18-25,000 Hz zt: 3dB
Better than 66 dB ( IHF A-wtd rms,
ref. 400 Hz, 3% THD)
Better than 60 dB ( IHF A-wtd rms,
ref. 400 Hz, 0dB)
Less than 0.8% at 400 Hz, 0dB,
ZX Tape; Less than 1.0% at 400 Hz,
0dB, SX/EX II Tape
Less than 0.08% VVTD peak
Less than 0.04% VVTD rms

To absorb motor vibration, the chassis is constructed
of special materials to further reduce flutter and
modulation noise.
Tape tension is controlled so precisely that the
in- cassette pressure pad is unnecessary.
The 1000ZXL features the famous Nakamichi
discrete 3-head technology It has an ultra- narrow
gap (0.6 micron) Crystalloy play head, 3.5 micron
Crystalloy record head and Dual Gap Direct-Flux
erase head. The play head provides low frequency
response and the figures speak for themselves —
-± 0.75dB to 20Hz, ±3dB at 18Hz. The record head
has asharp critical zone that minimises self
erasure and improves high frequency response.
In conjunction with Paramatic Erasure the unique
Dual- Gap Direct-Flux head is unmatched when it
comes to obliterating every vestige of lowfrequency programme material.
Naturally, the Nakamichi 1000ZXL is expensive.
But although it left Mr. McKenzie lost for words it's
certainly not lost for truly revolutionary features.

Available for use with the 1000ZXL: aremote control unit
RM300 and the latest Dolby C Noise Reduction Processor.
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BEST

AVAILABLE

OPE N: 9.00-6.00 MONDA YSATURDAY - 2.00- 7.00 SUNDAY ( Phone frsty

244-256 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE ,SURREY. TEL: WEY BRIDGE ( 0932) 5452 2/51753/43769.
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE ON SELECTED ITEMS — SECURICOR DELIVERY £4.00 PER ITEM UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
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rà Nakamichi
,.and the talents ofthe world most expensive cassette deck
run in the family See and hear for yourself.*
*Limited supply has made the 1000ZXL scarce, consult your local dealer about availability.
T. Laboranaries
Chase Suie Enfield Middlesex
01-363 7,81
isolute Sound & Video
Old High Street Headington
dord
0865 65%1
dio Aids
George Street Edinburgh
.031 225 011
alb T
)West End Lane London NW6
I01.791 7348

soiao21

Canterbury HIFi
21 The Burgate Canterbury Kent
Tel 0227 65315

Gilson Audio Limited
234 Linthorpe Road
Middlesborough Cleveland
Tel. 0642 248793
The Gramophone TV& Wireless
Rose Street Edinburgh
Tel 031 225 9535

Midland HiFi Studio
Homesound Music Centre
145 Sidwell Street Exeter Devon Royal London Building
Wulfruna Street Wdlverhampton
Tel 0392 72814
Tel 090 2771774
Huddersfield HiFi
Misons Ltd
2. 4Crosschurch Street
11 Warwick Road Carlisle Cimbria
Huddersfield West Yorks
Tel 0228 22620
Tel 0484 14668

Paul Green HIFi
Kensington Showrooms
London Roadi Bath Avon
Tel. 0225 316197

J. Koczur
185 Yorkshire Street Rochdale
Lancashire
Tel 0706 42107

Griffin Radio
91 Bristol Street Birmingham
West Midlands
Tel. 02t 6921359

Alan Laurenson
Pump Corner 2South Street
Dorking Surrey
Tel 0306 882130

Hamiltons Electronics Ltd
35 London Road Southampton
Hampshire
Tel 0703 28622

Lintone Audio
711 Park Lane Gateshead
Tyne & Wear
Tel 0632 774167

Coventry Tape Recorder Service
3Regent Grove Leamington Spa
Warwickshire
Tel 0926 29265

at Radio
Charlotte Street London WI
I01-5801632
ileys Limited
IThe Parade Watford Herts
0923 34644
'ro' Electronics
Borougi Road Middlesborough
eveland
I0642 217166

men Hi- Fl Centre
Pall Mall —Ianley Stoke-on-Trent
0782 25194

HiFi Habitat
135 Sheffield Road Chesterfield
Derbyshire
Tel 0216 34923

Cosmic Radio
248 256 Station Road Addlestone
Wtybridge Surrey
Tel 97 54522

Z Radio
8Springbank VVest Hull
I0482

sun BoxsiSall Audio
Victoria Road Cambridge
0223 68305

Framprons Cameras
90 Cornwall Street Plymouth
Devon
Tel 0752 660264

Noel Cbney Audio
Leinster Mews 151 Leinster Road
Rathmines Dublin 6
Ireland
Tel 0001961316

Dtland

3enfell Limited
Westfielc Road Blackpool Larks
1.0253 4%25

WA Brady & Sons
101 Smandown Road Liverpool
Merseyside
Tel 051 733 6859

Nick Dakin HiFi
45 Radford Road Nottingham
Tel 0602 783862
Donnington Audio
938 Northbrook Road Newbury
Berkshire
Tel 0635 45973

Hampshire Audio
Lloyd Paton Ltd
8,12 Hurstey Road Chandlers Ford 31 Moorfield Walk Urmston
Hampshire
Manchester
Tel 04215 2827
Tel 061 747 9722

D. J. Electronics
206 Lea Bridge Road Leyton
London EIO
Tel 01-556 0017

HAT.V.
183 Barrack Road
Christchurch Dorset
Tel 0202 473901

Ellis Marketing
79 High Street South Norwood
London 5E25
Tel 01-653 4224

HIFi Corner ( Edinburgh) Ltd
1Haddington Place Edinburgh
Scotland
Tel 031 556 7901

G. E. Mandera
2./4 Edwards Street Grimsby
South Humberside
Tel 0472 51391
Martins of Chelsea
33F Kings Road London SW3
Tel 01-730 3328

So you've fancied some
WHARFEDALE E90 speakers —

41.1
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E50 kit £182 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance £ 8
E70 kit £220 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance £ 8
E90 kit £330 perpair including VAT, carriage and insurance £ 10

WILMSLOW
MUM
The firm for Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

.t1I\

Rayleigh HIFi
94A High Street Rayleigh Essex
Tel 0268 779762
R.EW
230 Tottenham Court Road
London W1
Tel 01-637 2624

The Music Room
221 St Vincent Street Glasgow
Tel 011 221 2527

L. J. Rutter
17 The Britton Devizes Wiltshire
Tel 0383 2268

Nusound
Sevenoalcs
376/378 Edgware Road London W2 118 London Road Sevenoaks Kent
Tel 01-7240454
Tel 0732 59556
R. J. Parkers & Sons Ltd
11 INest End Lane Bitterne
Southampton Hampshire
Tel 0703 145926

Sheffield Sound Centre
101/107 Ecclesall Road Sheffield
South Yorkshire
Tel. 0742 23365

Planet HiFi
88 High Street Edgware Middlesex
Tel 01-952 3238

Sounds Supreme
136 Portland Road Hove Sussex
Tel 0273 723399

Radford Hi-Fi
52 54 Gloucester Road
Bristol 7Avon
Tel 0272 44593

Telemech AV. Engineers Ltd
23-33 Manschal Street Aber deco
Scotland
Tel 0224 2:':17
Teletape Ltd
33 Edgware Road London W2
Tel 01-723 1942
Unllet Products Ltd
35 High Street New Malden Surrey
Tel 01-912 9567
Vermal Audio Visual Ltd
15 High Street (Central Arcade)
Ayr Scotland
Tel -0292 64124

Mukiproduce Ltd
Peter Russells HIFi
Lion House 227 229
58 New George Street
Tottenham Court Road London WI
Plymouth Devon
Tel 01-637 1601
Tel 0752 669511

Eric Wiley
64 Beancroft Road Castleford
VVest Yorkshire
Tel 0977 553066
D.T. Wicks
19. 55 North Station Road
Cokhester Essex
Tel 0206 49842
J. G. Windows Ltd
6Central Arcade Newcastle
Tyne & Wear
Tel 0632 21356

All the dealers listed stock awide range
of Nakamichi Cassette Decks
For alist of other Nakamichi Dealers
write to Natural Sound Systems
Spakiings Electrical
Please note our new address
352- 354 Lower Addescombe Road Natural Sound Systems
Croydon Surrey
Strathcona Road North Wembley
Tel. 01-654 1231
Middx HA9 BQL Tel 01.9040141

•i!arim

Credit terms available: Deposit 20%, balance over 12 months (charges currently 26.9 APR)

i

Ram Computer Services Ltd
15/17 North Parade Bradford
IAlest Yorkshire
Tel: 0274 391166

Superfi
34/36 Queen Victoria Street Leeds
Tel 0532 149075

i"Álrolle/iyÁVA110

IS\"I

The kits contain all cabinet components — accurately machined for easy
assembly — all drive units, crossover networks, acoustic wadding, reflex
port trim, nuts, bolts, terminals, grille fabric, etc. The cabinets can be
painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer. Easy, foolproof
assembly instructions are supplied — no electronic or woodworking
knowledge necessary.
Prices:

Monitor Sound
54 Chapel Street Chorley Lancs
Tel 02572 71935

Radford HIFi
43 King Edward Court Windsor
Berkshire
Tel 0753 569351

Alb! III N. II 141:1

But the bank manager won't co-operatel Don't despair
now there are
Wilmslow Audio
flat- pack kits for
the Wharfedale
E50, E70 and E90.
A few hours of
easy and
interesting work
will complete
your speakers at
avery
considerable
saving on buying
'assembled'
E systems.'

Micron Audio
172 Baslow Road Totley
South Yorks
Tel 0742 360295

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

SK9 1AS
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In the October issue of Television and Home Video
magazine we have a 'heart to heart' with Ken Russell. He talks
openly on some of his films such as
Women in Love: 'The Devils' and his
latest extravaganza 'Altered States:
Plus we have abehind the
scenes look at World in Action in
the making.
There's also aspecial report
on the new Toshiba 4head Beta
format video recorder. (It explains
why 4heads are better than two
for `frame-freezing'). Plus our
regular monthly feature What
Video Index' of popular video
products.
October issue out now. 70p.
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THE MAGAZINE THAT READS BETWEEN THE LINES.
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A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION
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local specialist guide
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EAST SUSSEX

YORKSHIRE

ERIC WILEY
LINSLEY-HOOD
300 SERIES

e,é
•

t•

AMPLIFIERS

These latest designs from the drawing board of John
Linsley- Hood, engineered to the very highest standard,
represent the very best that is available on the kit market
today. The delicacy and transparency of the tone
quality enable these amplifiers to outperform, on aside
by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard set by his earlier 75 watt design.

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE
0977-553066
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S. Video Stockists

Aberdeen
Holburn Hi- Fi, 445 Holburn Street.
Tel. Aberdeen 25713
Edinburgh
Audio Aids, 52 George Street.
Tel 031-226-3979
Audio Aids, 43 South Clerk Street.
Tel. 031-667-2877
The Gramophone, Television &
Wireless Co., Pedestrian Precinct,
Rose Street, Tel. 031-225-9535

Three versions are offered, a 30 watt with Darlington
output transistors, and a 35 and 45 watt both with

Hi -Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place,
Leith Wafts. Tel. 031-556-7901

Mosfet output devices. All are of identical outside
appearance which is designed to match and stack with
our Linsley- Hood cassette recorder 2.
We

Send for further details. Reprints of all articles 75p.
Post and VAT FREE.

better

Hart replacement cassette heads.
Bring back deck performance to as new or better with
our super quality cassette heads. Don't let the low

build

hi-fi

you

system

appraise—just

Hart triple purpose test cassette TC1.
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU
level, head azimuth and tape speed. Invaluable when
fitting new heads. Only £ 2.70 plus VAT and 50p
postage.

will

Glasgow
McCormacks of Glasgow,
22 Bath Street. Tel 041-332-6644

a
to

phone

Victor Morris, 340 Argyle Street.
Tel. 041-221-8958

us.

Nairn

Errickeof Bradford

Nairn Music, 1 Greig Street,
Inverness 220440

First Floor Rawson Square
Falkirk
Hi -Fi Corner, 44 Cow Wynd
Tel. Falkirk 29011.

Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4 lines

prices fool you, these heads are the best there are, they
are cheap because we are the actual importers.
HC20 Standard quality permalloy stereo R/P head
£4.25.
HM90 Hardwearing high beta permalloy
Compatible with metal tape. £ 7.20.

WHERE THE BEST
COSTS LESS

head,

HS16 Super sendust alloy head. Longer life than
permalloy, higher output than ferrite. Fantastic

0

..« &

frequency response, hyperbolic face for
better tape contact. £ 8.20. Many others
in stock, see our lists. All prices exclude VAT
, and postage.

I

. QUAD,
ROGERS,
SUGDEN,
EXPOSURE,
GRANT
LUMLEY, QUANTUM:: CRIMSELECT,
1SL WORTH
AND, CAMBRIDGE, SAE, Site, AfilSiON, TEAC,

easy ordering,

just telephone your requirements and
or telephone for our free lists
giving further information
L
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. TASCAM, REVOX, SONY, BLACK TULIP, TECHNICS,
SYSTEMDEK, NAKAMICHI ETC.
—

Barclay/Access number. Please write

on these and
other kits.

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
Hi Fi Consultants for

•-

ssi2esSee
,,

ece`°%1C,

Also, Worksop's only

Bang &

Olufsen

deal..

Demonstration, uy appointment only
101A Ecclesam Road
39 Carbon Road
SHEFFIELD Sit SHY &
WORKSOP, Notts.
Tel: 23365
Tel: 87762

—HOW CAN
ISELL MY

JEFFRIES HI-FI
As recommended by HI-FI ANSWERS—April 1979
Oracle, Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox,
Nytech, A & R., Rega, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal
Ferrograph, Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg,
Sansui, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK,
Thorens,
Entre,
Grace,
S.M.C.,
A.K.G.,
Mordaunt

Short,

Castle,

Gale,

Hadcock,

JR.,

Nakamichi, Tannoy, J.B.E., Trio, Black Tulip,
K.E.F., ARC., Azak, Syrinx, Griffen, Tresham,
Sony, Heybrook, Ariston, etc...

HI-FI EQUIPMENT?

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.

—WHY NOT TRY

Open Tues.-Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

HI-FI NEWS

HiFi SPECIALISTS.
•

FULL CREDIT FACILITES
Up w 3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee

CONTACT

Late night dems. Wed. 6-9.00 pm.
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Albert

Eastbourne.

JEFFRIES
HI-FI

Parade,

Tel:

Green

( 0323)

Street,
31336

69 London Rd., Brighton. Tel: 609431
Brighton closed Monday
Rega, Eastbourne only.

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

NEIL TERRY
OR
MARTIN MILES
—686--2599

More information from:RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD.
BRADFORD ROAD. GOMERSAL. CLECKHEATON. BD19 4AZ.

Ratari,411an
The Hi-Fi Show of the South!
POST HOUSE HOTELSOUTHAMPTON

OCTOBER 24th 25th

Now established as a major regional Hi Fi show,
Solent Awdio 81 is bigger than ever.
In conjunction with Hamilton Electronics, thirty leading
manufacturers will be exhibiting the very best and latest
in High Fidelity Audio equipment.
'Their expert staff will be in attendance in each of the
individua: demonstration rooms throughout the show.

Opening hours
Saturday 24th
Sunday 25th

10 am
10 am

to 8 pm
to 6 pm

high fidelity specialists

35 London Road, Southampton.
Tel . Southampton 28622

ADMISSION FREE

For Rossini or Rock . . tight, extended bass,
smooth overall response - superbly engineered
drive units and craftsman built enclosures
made in our own factories.
Considering an upgrade? - then demand to
hear them . . . . if not, beware - you will be
dissatisfied with your present speakers.
Please send me details ofyour speakers
and Ambisonic UHJ records.
NAME •
ADDRESS •

iiitaffee-tt fieezioifies icso
AA SIGNPOSTED

Don't be misled . . .
We pioneered T.L.S. (Transmission Line Bass)
and A.L.S. ( Active Line Bass)
speaker systems . . .

PLENTY OF
FREE PARKINGLI

N
Westbourne Street High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel High Wycombe 35576
N America 5226 State Street
Saginaw Michigan 48603
Tel ( 517) 790 2121

IMF
EL ECT RON ICS

DISCOUNT

RETAILER
OF THE ,
YEAR
AWARD

HIFI VIDEO
Radio Television
and TV. Rental
Photographic

PRESENTED
JANUARY 1981

Electrical and
Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES - THAT'S A PROMISE

If you find that any item you intend

buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price elsewhere - let us know and . . .

WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT. . . on all

brand new current merchandise in stock.

Turntables - continued

AXAI
AMU022x 26
AMU112x 23
AMU 22 2x30
AMU 33 2x45

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
54.99
59.90
79.90
109.90

ALBA
3035 2x30

54.99

MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x 25
PM350 2x 38

64.90
89.90

PIONEER
SA 7800 2x 65
SA 4202 x20
SA 5202 x30
SA 620 2x15
SA 7202 x65
DT 510 Timer
SG300 graphic equaliser
ROTEL
RA 400 2x25
RA 5002 x37
RE 500 seven band graphic equaliser
RA 550 2x50 with MC head amp .
SANSUI
A5 2x25
B55 2x35 watt Linear-A
DC servo power amp, with 8
band spectrum analyser
C55 control pre-amp/mixer fader,
mic/guitar input, facility to
record one input whilst
listening to another
RG7 graphic equaliser and
reverberation unit
SONY
TAAX2 2x25
TAAX3 2x40
TAAX4 2x50
TAAX5 2x65

116.99
64.90
99.90
129.90
149.90
44.90
84.90

59.90
67.90
67.90
79.99

69.90

99.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

FERGUSON
3925B 3waveband inc. stereo cassette
3926 2x20 watts RMS 4waveband
with Dolby cassette .

79.90
I39.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AXAI
AAR2IL 2x25 LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD
EX222 2x25
PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc.
5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc.
7pre-sets
SANSUI
R5L 2x25 AM/FM
R502 x45
R70 2x65 AM/FM

119.90

29.90

99.90

89.90
119.90
139.90
184.90

STRVX 2L 2x25 LW/MW/FM
STRVX 3L 2x35 LW/MW/FM
STRS 5L 2x50 LW/MW/FM
digital display, 7FM pre-sets,
7AM/LW pre-sets
TENSAI
TE 1045 2x35 LW/MW/FM

SANSUI
FRD 25 belt drive auto/return
inc. magnetic cartridge
SONY
PSL X2 direct-drive, semi-auto,
inc. mag. cartridge
PSL X4 direct-drive, semi-auto,
quartz locked, inc. mag. cartridge.
PSL X5 direct-drive, fully auto,
quartz locked, inc. mag cartridge
PS X 600 direct-drive, fully auto,
quartz locked. Biotracer electronic
tone arm, automatic record size
selector

139.90

49.90
59.99

64.90

79.90
99.90
119.90

279.90
59.99

59.90
89.90

AMSTRAD
EX 303 MW/LW/FM

21.99

MARANTZ
ST3I0 AM/FM

64.90

PIONEER
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM
TX 520L MW/LW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
ROTEL
RT 400 LW/MW/FM (for use only
with RA400 amp)
RT 500 LW/MW/FM
SANSUI
T5 AM/FM
11-77 AM/FM, 8presets, auto
search, digital display
SONY
STJX 2L LW/MW/FM
STJX 4L LW/MW/FM digital
display
STJX 5L LW/MW/FM digital
display

134

AXAI
APB2I C belt drive inc. mag.
cartridge
APD30C direct-drive inc. mag.
cartridge
APD 33C direct drive inc.
mag. cartridge

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AKAI
SRH 302 way
SRH 503 way
SW7 Mk 2mini speaker 2way

49.90
74.90
59.90

AMSTRAD
AC40 2way
Micro 101 2way

26.90
39.90

CELESTION
SP 10 2way
SPIS 3way
SP20 3way

64.90
99.90
129.90

49.90
74.99
69.90
112.90
74.90
124.90
154.90

AMSTRAD
BD800 belt drive inc. mag.
cartridge
GARRARD
DD400 direct-drive inc. mag.
cartridge
MARANTZ
6025 CI' belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
PIONEER
PL120 belt drive, inc. mag.
cartridge
PL320 direct drive, inc. mag.
cartridge, auto arm return
PL620 Quartz Locked direct drive,
auto arm return with high output
PC3MC moving coil cartridge

GOODMAN S
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Quartet Q60 3way
Quartet Q80 3way
Mini 22way

29.90
39.
90
64.90
89.90
49.90

MARANTZ
SP235 2way
HD 345 3way

47.90
59.90

66.90
79.90

ALBA
3002 belt drive inc. mag.
cartridge

89.99
119.99
69.90
139.90

49.90

39.90

29.99

44.99

49.90

59.90
84.90

109.90

79.90
99.90
159.90
199.90

TENSAI
TS 91302 way
TS 920 Mini 2way
TS 9135 3way

29.90
49.90
49.90

TS 9155 3way
TS 9170 3way

64.90
83.90

WHARFEDALE
'
New' Damon 2way
'New' Linton2 way

49.90
69.90

'
New' Gériciale ABR 3way
Laser 602 way
Laser 802 way
Laser 1003 way
E20 High power 3way
E30 High power 3way

AKG
PIE

TURNTABLES

AXAI
ATK IIL LW/MW/FM
ATK 22L LW/MW/FM

56.00

SSE 44 2way
SSE 50 3way
SSE 70 3way
SSGI Mk. II 3way

99.90
77.90
98.90
127.90
154.90
194.90

GEM)

139.90

99.90
154.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

179.90

109.90

WM
84.90
99.99

Speakers- continued
SONY
SSE 342 way

94.90

SONY
69.90

PL720 Quartz Locked direct drive,
fully automatic with high output
PC3MC moving coil cartridge....
ROTEL
RP400 belt drive, inc. cartridge
RP500 belt drive semi auto inc. mag.
cartridge

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
combinations

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

PIONEER
CS 343 W2 way
CS 353 2way
CS 454 3way
CS 656 3way
CS 757 3way
S-X3 Mk. II 2way
ROTEL
RL 400 2way

39.99
59.90
69.90
99.90
149.90
79.90

39.90

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 70
AT 71
GOLDRING
G800
G950 inc head shell
G950E inc, head shell
G920 IGC
900 IOC
ORTOFON
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20EMk. II
MCIO Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for SL20E
and MCIO
M20FL
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

20.90
3.90
4.90
6.25
9.90
12.90
29.90
54.90

9.90
23.90
24.90
13.50
22.90

11.90
14.90
18.50

MED
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATSI IE (for AT 11E)
GOLDRING
DI10 Stylus (G800)
D656 (for use with N.E.C.
LP2500)
D150 (G950)
D110E Stylus (G800E)
13150E (G950E)
DIIOSE Stylus (G800 Super E)

4.59

3.50
3.90
4.90
5.90
6.90
8.90

SAN SUI
ESP601 2way
J55 3way

39 .
90
112.90

SOLA VOX
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. Il 3way
HS55 3way
HS 70 4way

ORTOFO'N
NF I
5E Mk. II for FF I5E Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS 20E /v1k. II

6.90
14.90

32.99
49.99
64.99
84.90
119.99

SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED Stylus

6.90
9.90
12.90
15.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.

HiFi Cassette Tape Recorders coruinued

HEADPHONES
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AKG
K40
K41
KI4OS
AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

11.90
14.90
19.90

11.90

GOODMANS
OHPIO

12.90

KOSS
K125

11.90

PIONEER
SE2
SL3
SE4

12.90
13.90
19.90

PLAYTRON
Self-build headphone kit
SANSUI
SS-L3

5.50

11.90

SOLAVOX
300
SONY
MDR3
MDR4 L2S

5.90

AICAI
CSM3 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CSM4 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
CS-F9 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
CSFI Iwith metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CSM4OR, Auto reverse, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
ALBA
3300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
MARANTZ
1015/1010 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CD 320 mains/batt. Dolby NR
stereo cassette deck
SD 1030 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
PIONEER
CT320 metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT200, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT520 metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby
NR with Ribbon Sendust Head ..

ROTEL
RD 400 Metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
RD 500 metal tape facility,
adjustable bias and Dolby NR
RD550 metal tape facility,
LED metering and
Dolby NR
SANSUI
D95M metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
D150M metal tape facility,
soft touch, "amps", and
Dolby NR
SHARP
RTIOE, metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
RT3I HE metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
SONY
TCFX 5metal tape facility,
Logic Control, Dolby NR
TCF X2 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, full logic control
TCF X3 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, logic controls,
IWO motors

14.90
16.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
AD3100 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
AD3200 with metal tape facility,
switchable Dolby Band C
ADL300 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
ADL450 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, IC logic controls,
Sendust head, LH fine bias
AD 3500 metal tape facility,
switchable Dolby Band C, auto
head demagnetizer

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

TCF X6C metal tape facility,
switchable Dolby Band C,
automatic music sensor, 32 segment
LED level display
TCF X7 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, quartz locked, directdrive, logic control
TENSAI
TFL 816 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR

69.90
79.90

89.99

1.90
0.80
1.15
0.99
1.25
1.45
1.90
3.25
4.35

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60
D C90
D C120

0.65
0.80
1.20

109.90

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120

0.99
1.20
1.90

199.90

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

1.05
1.48

74.90

89.90

59.90
89.90

144.90
94.90

259.90

59.90

99.90

169.90

69.90

PHILIPS
N7I50 4motors, 3speed, sound on
sound
N7300 4motors, 3speed, sound on
sound, pitch control, my," reels.

329.90

109.90
149.99

69.90

64.90
79.90
84.90

89.90
99.90
114.90
169.90

BASF CHROMDIOXID
COO
C90 Twin pack
CI20

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90

1.85
2.75
2.60
3.70

MICROPHONES
AIWA
CM307 Dual point stereo
AXAI
ADM20

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH
C60 3pack
C90 3pack

1.30
1.70
130
2.05

399.90

79.90
99.90

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SAX C60
SAX C90

229.90

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack (pair)
1.85
2.45

1.20
2.50
2.50

MAXELL
UL C90 Twin Pack
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 Twin Pack
UD CI20
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL1 C90 Twin Pack
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UDXL2 C90 Twin Pack
XLIS COO
XLIS C90
XLIIS COO
XLIIS C90

1.58
0.95
1.29
2.30
1.85
1.29
1.65
2.78
1.35
1.75
2.98
1.49
1.89
1.59
2.09

MAXELL METAL
MX C60
MX C90

2.69
3.69

PIONEER
DM2I mic
SONY
FOOT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

3.98
11.08

SONY
CHF C60 3pack
CHF 90
CHF 120
AFH 60
AFH 90
CDA 60
CDA 90
Metal C60
Metal C90

OPEN REEL TAPE
RECORDERS
AXAI
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack

MAXELL OPEN REEL
UD 35 90 (7' 1800')
UD 35 180 (
me 3600')

0.79
1.90
2.50
2.90

99.90

coas ma"

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

MEMOREX
MRX3 C90
MRX1 C.60 Twin Pack
MAXI C90 Twin Pack
MAXI CI20 Twin Pack

99.90
129.90

Blank Tapes - continued

1,
4a/t4

14.99

5.90

13.90
9.90
12.90

IDEAL
L30 HiFi rack
L20 HI-Ft cabinet

17.50
27.90

MARAA1TZ
VR100

49.90

PIONEER
CB9
CB550
CB990

69.99
54.90
79.90

ROTEL
RK400
RK150

44.90
49.90

SANSUI
GX65

44.90

AICAI
VS5 14 day programmable timer
Remote control sleepti mer
VSIO 14 day programmable timer
multi-function remote control
Dolby NR
VS9800 fast/slow replay, freeze-frame,
remote control
FERGUSON
3V25 9day timer with built-in
tuner/charger
3V20 colour camera with 6xpower
zoom and built-in mic
3V24 portable VHS recorder
3V26 charger for above
3V23 14 day programmable timer,
multi-function remote control,
Dolby NR
GRUNDIG
V2 x4up to 8hours rec./playback,
programmable timer
2x4Super. 99 day programmable
timer with 5events up to 8hours
rec. and playback
SANYO
VTC 9300PN Betacord up to 3Y,
hours record, remote pause
SHARP
VC 7300 24 hour timer, front
loading
VC 7700, Auto programme locate
device, infra-red remote control,
still frame, frame-by-frame,
speed and double speed
replay, micro process control, auto
front loading
SONY
SLC 5video recorder
SLC 7video recorder
SL 3000 UB portable Beta
recorder
TT 3000 UB TV Tuner, with
7day timer
VCR 4Tele-Cine convertor
AC 345 Power Pack for
SL 300OUB
HVC 2000P Camera with
6x power zoom
HVS 2000P special effects
generator
HVT 2100 Titler

629.90

729.90
509.90

179.90
499.90
529.90
59.90

689.90

449.90

629.90

389.80

448.50

659.90

468.90
658.90
578.90
249.90
119.89
54.90
558.90
69.90
25.89

VIDEO TAPES
SONY
BETA L500 (2hrs. 10 mins.)
BETA L750 ( 3hrs. 15 mins.)

6.25
8.75

GRUNDIG/BASF
VCC 240(2 x2hrs.)
VCC 360(2 x3hrs.)
VCC 480 (2x4 hrs.)

10.90
15.90
21.90

VHS
E120 (2hrs.)
E180 (V1(250 3hrs.)

7.25
8.90

VIP
Book binder for VHS (pack of 10)..

11.90

ALLSOP
3VHS video head cleaner

13.90

METRO SOUND/CAMBRA
Video 20 tape cabinet

19.90

All offers subject to availability.
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ffir SYSTEMS

gre111

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

FEATURED SYSTEM
OF THE MONTH

MICRO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE BASED
AMSTRAD
8080 Micro amplifier, tuner, cassette combination with loudspeakers. 2x10 watts output
power. Operates from mains/12 volt car
battery or at reducedoutput power on internal
dry cells.

Hi.F1 Racked Systems - continued
X770S 2 x45. SA620 amp, TX720L tuner,
PL620 direct-drive quartelocked turntable
inc. high output moving coil cartridge. CT520
cassette, CB550 rack, speakers extra.

COMET PRICE £529.90
Recommended speakers for above:
PIONEER CS656 £99.90 (
per pair)
X990S 2 x65. SA720 amp, TX720L tuner,
PL720 direct-drive quartz- locked turntable
inc. high output moving coil cartridge, CT720
3motor cassette, CB550 rack, speakers extra.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90
JVC

COMET PRICE £624.90

PC5L 2x20 watts. Portable component HiFi,
mains or 12V, LW/MW/FM, Dolby cassette
with metal tape facility, logic controls, cassette
deck can be used for independent recording,
pair of PCBS loudspeakers.

Recommended speakers for above:
PIONEER CS757 £ 149.90 ( per pair)
Optional extra for above PIONEER
systems - PIONEER DT510 digital timer.

COMET PRICE £44.90

COMET PRICE £299.90
ROTEL

ROTEL

MICRO 70 2x20 Dolby cassette deck with
metal facility including loudspeakers.

SYSTEM 12x25. RA400 amp., RT400 tuner,
RD4C10 cassette, RP400 turntable inc. mag.
cartridge. RL400 speakers and RK150 rack.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £319.40

SHELF SYSTEMS
WITH TURNTABLE

TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £299.90
SANSUI

SANSUI
55 2x35 watts,C55 pre amp/mixer, B55 power
amp, T77 digital AM/FM tuner, FRD25 semi
auto, belt•drive turntable inc. magnetic
cartridge. D150M cassette deck and J55
loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £550.40
SONY
GG 15F 2x38. Amp., preamp., tuner, Dolby
NR cassette deck, turntable and speakers.

COMET PRICE £559.99

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
AMSTRAD
TS30 2x8. Complete with cassette, turntable
and speakers.

COMET PRICE £ 159.90
TS40 Mk. Il 2x12. Complete with cassette,
turntable and speakers.

PIONEER XR-110 SYSTEM
With the impressive XR-110 System, Pioneer have put together aIiiFi
package that will bring the best out of your records and tapes. Each
component has been carefully selected with peak performance in mind,and
the beautif ully-designed rack adds atouch of elegance to your listening room.
SX-400L FM/MW/LW RECEIVER Delivers a low-distortion 20 watts RMS per
channel, and the sound is full and round -even at low volume. Reception is crisp and
clear on all three wavebands, and features include: FM muting, LED stereo beacon,
loudness control and tape monitoring facility.
PL- 120 TURNTABLE Abelt- driven unit featuring front panel operation and full autoreturn. The straight, low- mass Polymer Graphite tonearm comes complete with a
Pioneer PC-210 cartridge.
CT-320 CASSETTTE DECK Features Dolby B noise reduction, metal/Cr02/
standard tape capability, soft-touch controls, music search facility. LED peak meters,
and timer stand-by for use with optional timer.
CB-550 RACK A handsome and practical unit with its rosewood-type finish and
glass doors, the CB-550 incorporates an adjustable shelf and external headphone
socket.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE £284.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 189.90

CS-353 LOUDSPEAKERS (Optional extra) With amaximum input of 30 watts,
this bass-reflex 2-way speaker system is in matching rosewood- type finish.
COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

1535 2x10 LW/MW/FM tuner, metal facility,
twin cassette decks (for creative recording)
turntable, rack and loudspeakers.

DT-510 DIGITAL TIMER (Optional extra) Feather-touch controls, " timer-set"
manual override and sleep timer are major features of this 24-hour electronic digital
timer. COMET PRICE £44.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 199.90
TS41 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with cassette with
LED meters, turntable and speakers plus LCD
clock timer.

HI-FI RACKED
SYSTEMS

COMET PRICE £225.90
ROTEL
RCX 400 2x20 watts, LED power indicators,
MW/LW/FM tuner section, Dolby cassette
with metal tape facility, plus RP400 belt drive
turntable inc. magnetic cartridge, RC400
loudspeakers and rack.

COMET PRICE £259.90
SANYO
10-20 2x20 watts, LW/MW/FM tuner, Dolby
cassette with metal tape facility, belt-drive,
auto return turntable and loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90
UMC 9003H 2x15. Complete with tuneramp.
Dolby NR cassette, belt-drive turntable and
speakers.
COMET PRICE £229.90

All prices quoted include VAT.

AKAI
PRO 10112 x23. AM.Ull amp , AT.K11 tuner,
AP•1321C turntable, CS.M3 cassette deck.
SRH.33 loudspeakers and rack.

COMET PRICE £349.90
PRO 10222 x30. AM.U22 amp , AT K22 tuner,
1)33C turntable, CS.F9 cassette deck,
SRH-44 loudspeakers and rack.

COMET PRICE £429.90
PRO 10332 x45 AM.U33 amp_ AT.K33 tuner,
AP-D33C turntable, CS- F11 cassette deck.
SRH-55 loudspeakers and rack.

COMET PRICE £539.90
PRO 9211 2 x 28. AA- R21 tuner amp.,
AP•1321C turntable, CS.M3 cassette deck,
SRH.44 loudspeakers and rack.

COMET PRICE £299.90

MARANTZ
v100 2x25. PM 310 amp., ST 310 tuner, AM/

FM, SD 1030 cassette deck with Dolby NR and
metal tape facility, 6025 CT belt.drive turntable
inc. mag. cartridge. VR 100 rack and SP 235
loudspeakers.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £362.40
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £349.90
PIONEER
X330S 2 x20. SA420 amp, TX520L tuner,
PL120X belt drive turntable in mag. cartridge.
CT320 cassette, CEt550 rack, speakers extra.

COMET PRICE £324.90
Recommended speakers for above:
PIONEER CS353 £59.90 (
per pair)
X550S 2 x30. SA520 amp, TX520L tuner,
PL320direct drive turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
CT520 cassette, CB550 rack, speakers extra.

COMET PRICE £409.90
Recommended speakers for above:
PIONEER CS454 £69.90 (
per Pair)

Super Compo 1000 2x25 R5L tuneramplifier,
095M Dolby NR cassette deck with metal
facility, FRD25 belt sdrive auto return turntable
inc. magnetic cartridge plus rack and loud'
speakers.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £314.50
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £294.90
Super Compo 500 2x25. AS amplifier with
"Record Out" ( this is to record from tuner while
listening to arecord). T5 AM/FM tuner, D95M
cassette deck. FRD 25 turntable, plus rack
and loudspeakers.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £364.40
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £344.90
SHARP
System 700 2 x 25. SC700X tuner amp..
AM/FM with twin cassette decks, metal facility
and Dolby NR, belt- drive turntable, rack and
speakers.

COMET PRICE £369.90
SONY
ZR1 2 x25. STR.VX2L LW/MW/FM tuner
amp, PS-LX2 direct.drive, semi auto turntable
inc. mag. cartridge. TCFX2 cassette deck
with metal tape facility, Dolby NR plus full logic
control,SU127 rack plusSS-E34 loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £399.90
21 2x25.TA-AX2 amp,ST-JX2L LW/MW/FM
tuner, PS-LX2direct.drive, semiauto turntable
inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX2 cassette deck
with metal tape facility, Dolby NR plus full
logic i:ontrol, SU L27 rack plus SS-E34 loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £459.90
Z2 2x40. TA.AX3amp,ST-JX2L LW/MW/FM
tuner, PS.LX4 direct.drive quartz- locked semi
auto iurnfable inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX3
cassette deck with metal tape facility, Dolby
NR, full logic control, SU.L27 rack plusSS-E44
loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £559.90
S80 Zx50. STR.S5L LW/MW/FM tuner amp,
with digital display,? presets FM and 7presets
MW/LW, PS.LX5 direct-drive quartz- locked,
fully automatic turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
TC-FX6 cassette deck with metal tape facility,
Dolby NR. RM.S5 remote control unit,SL/127
rack plus SS.E50 Mk II loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £899.90
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There's abranch
near you

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

All branches are opendailytothe public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked)
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031-554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
Uddingston 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
0224 29434
§AYR
0292 262284
SOIJMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 35136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
§KIRKCALDY
0592 68405/6
§PERTH
• 0738 36316
SHAWFIELD ( Nr . Rutherglen) ... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051-647 5555
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051-928 6688
MANCHESTER
061-682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 29896
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
STOCKPORT
061-477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061-308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BAH.OW-IN-FURNiSS ... 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRADFORD
0274 35353
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214

CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
ORIFFIELD
GOOLE
HAUFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
• WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0377 43277
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0484 40281
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051-708 7170
0625 610030
061-834 1861
061-998 1183
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 69615/6
0704 31813
0744 35118
0783 59993
0924 71499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021-472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021-706 0684
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON TRENT
028345751/2
0384 214511
DUDLEY
049358828/9
GREAT YARMOUTH

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED.

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
See your local Telephone Directory
NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS

on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

COMIY
CREDIT CAK

You may apply at any Comet branch to
open a Budget Account, or send your
requirements to the Mail Order
Department marked " CREDIT MAIL ORDER" and wewill
send you an application form entirely without obligation.
Just decide how much you wish to repay each month(any
amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have credit of
up to 24 times your monthly repayment.
For example, a monthly repayment of £ 10 will give you
credit of £ 240.
12,45678
A CUSTOmfia

Interest of 2% of the balance outstanding
wilt

be

charged to your account each

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . 0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
•PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01-595 5111
HACKBRIDGE (Nr. Croydon)
01-669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASOEN
01-459 8877
0707 43491
POTTERS BAR
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01-301 1881
BROMLEY
01-464 0430
CATFORD
01-690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01-352 4846
FINCHLEY
01.444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01.549 8799
PUTNEY
01-785 9891
SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 U4771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
0272 559841
CLEVEDON
NEWPORT
0272 876041
PLYMOUTH
0633 50431
0752 29501
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
0225 64302/3
BRISTOL
0272 293395/6
CARDIFF
0222 566138/9
CHELTENHAM25786
0242
EXETER
0392 76435
GLOUCESTER
0452 411233
HEREFORD
0432 59259
0792 41094
TSA
WUANNTSOENA
0823 86116/7
TORQUAY
0803 211581/2
WREXHAM
0978 57115

0273 692421/6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

one

28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

McONOMY -ACOMETDISCOUNTCOMPANY
•CARDIFF
0222 394016

IMAIL ORDER
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CARD".
Securicor Delivery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland U.K.
only). Please add £4.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 60p, Styli 50p, Headphones £ 1.25,
Microphones £ 1.
Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 75p, Cassettes 50p,
Video tapes 50p.

MAIL ORDER

FORM:

To Comet Discount Warehouses,

78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF

Qty.

Manufacturer

Model

Aa
A
„,,k

Description

Comet
Discount Price

Securicor Delivery
P+ P*
Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL .£

month.

A.P.R. — 26.81%
(Bankers Order repayment from Sept. 1st)
A.P.R. for alternative methods of
payment is 34.49% (
Interest may vary
from time to time).

made payable to Comet or debit my
0 der by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

ACCESS*D

Name
Address

Comet is a Credit Broker for this Service.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press

/ BARCLAYCARD* D / COMET CREDIT CARD" ID

nick appropriate box) CARD No.

LHFN

Signature

10/81
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ADVERTISEMENT

JORDAN

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless alonger delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's
money must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as
this may be needed.

50 mm modules and system designs

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post in advance of delivery, this publication (
HiFi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this publication (
HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £3,950 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
this publication (
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

JORDAN 50mm modules have now achieved
international recognition as the most outstanding
loudspeaker units ever produced.
JORDAN 50 mm modules and system designs
permit the home constructer to build loudspeaker
systems with performance features far in advance
of any commercially built systems currently
available.
PLEASE WRITE for free brochure or send
£2.50 for your copy of the JORDAN Manual.

wép;ei
rirx•va
u-rzda
mum

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
STONYWAY BOVINGDON GREEN
MARLOW BUCKS SL7 2J H
Telephone: Marlow (06284) 2526

IN CASE YOU DIDN'T KNOW—
HIFI IS ALIVE AND WELL IN

JBE C
OR
STD
A&R
Grado
Diesis
Lentek
Ariston
Quantum
Michell
Heybrook
Systemdek
Pink Triangle

N

Mordaunt-Short
Dynavector
Meridian
Krystal
Hadcock
Sugden
Celef
Elite
Dual
Quad

AL

L

ADC
SME

YOU PAY FOR THE QUALITY. . .
THE LOOKS COME FREE
Tel NEWQUAY (
06373) 6380
Evenings, Saturdays and Sundays

ilegnow Odle.
CORNWALL'S

HI-FI

SPECIALIST

"EASTCROFT", 39 PARGOLLA ROAD,
NEWOUAY, CORNWALL TR71RP
138

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI- FIeveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD 8, ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

W. J. TAYLOR (muse LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM 844 8QA.

re 021-3821312

It's easy
to complain
about
advertisements.

t

NEIVCIUAY 633+1

The Advertising Standards Authority.
If an advertisement is wrong, we're here to put it right.
ASA Ltd Brook House,Tornngton Place, London WC1E 7HN

Nothing fancy about it,
we've scaled it down to the
basic essentials, to fundamental
simple engineering design and
manufacture that will provide
consistent faithful sound
reproduction.
The cheapest independent
arm and cartridge that will do
the job. There's no better way to
spend £40 + VAT than on the
Basik. Real value and
performance to go with your
Linn Sondek LP 12.

LINN
BAS K
Linn Products Ltd. Sondek Division,
235 Drakemire Drive, GLASGOW G45 9SZ. Tel: 041-634 0371(10 lines) Telex: 77301.
ANS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.

hi -fi newts

i

local specialist guide

record review

LINCOLNSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE

AUDIO HI- Fl CENTRE

Main agents for Linn, Ariston, Thorens, S.T.D.,
THE
CRITICS CHOICE
Minhell, Rey«, Nytech, Meridian, Mission,

Bang and Olufsen, Tandberg, Quad, Sony, KEF,
IMF, etc.

Classic, Quantum, Crimson, B & 0, Technics,
Optonica, Pioneer, Trio, Hitachi, Sansui, B & W,
Celef, Dual, Castle, IMF, Sigma, Bose, Lentek,
Heybrook, etc, etc,.

Receivers. Amplifiers, Cassette and Reel Decks
Accessories and High Quality Music Centres
All plus our enviable after sales service
Hi Fi and Acoustic Engineers for 40 years

64 A HIGH STREET, LINCOLN.

51/53 Old Milton Road, New Milton, Hants.
Tel: 611290

Telephone Lincoln 38 718

EULMI
I

WE NOW HAVE FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES IN OUR NEW
FACTORY AND WELCOME ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
ONE OF OUR EXCEPTIONAL AMPLIFIERS TO CONTACT US FOR A
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT
OUR ADVICE IS FREE ANO A SELECTED RANGE OF COMPATIBLE
EQUIPMENT IS STOCKED SO THAT WE CAN SUPPLY COMPLETE
SYSTEMS MINIMISING THE CHANCE OF ANY MISMATCH
AGENCYS INCLUDE:
CABLE OALLISCSN oHELIUS ° ROGERS 0ELEKRACABLE
OMISSION GCE*. ° BADGER oSWALLOW [' CLEARWATER
oSUPEX °GRACE oLOGIC oZEN oLEMAT ° GALE DARISTON
ETC.
WE ALSO SPECIALISE IN ACTIVE & DIY SYSTEMS

(NEW MILTON) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN SOUND!

el. 9CLAYM1LL ROAD, LEICESTER 105331 761920

rinisatiqudig

CHESHIRE
RADLETT AUDIO
CONSULTANTS

_4•;
)•
N
/

For all that's bast in real Hi -Fi

SIMPLYTHE BEST

WEST MIDLANDS

Raga, Celef, Oracle, Koetsu, Threshold,
ProAc, Linn Sondek, A & R, Lentek,
Systemdek, Electro-companiet, Supex,
Syrinx, Tresham Audio,
Dynavector,
Michell, Fidelity Research, J BE, Diesis,
Quad, Quantum, Nagaoka, Ortofori, Elite,
Mission, Heybrook, Nagatronics, Jeweltone, JBL, Sugden, Trio, Stax, Entre,
Nytech, Meridian, Discwasher, MFSL,

81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME.
MANCHESTER M14 55U.
061-2254448 061-2486206

1Zia

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Demonstration facilities and specialist service for awide range of high
quality sound equipment including:
ADC Aiwa, Akin, ASO. A&R. Ariston Audiomaster. Audio Technica.
B&W, Beyer. Celt«. Cambridge, Castle. Ce/el. Chartwell, Connoisseur.
Deny°. Dual Omagh:am Elite. Empire. Entré. Formula 4, Garrard
Glanz Grado, Hadcock Haller. Harbeth, Heybrook. IMF. JR, JVC KEF,
Lentek. Linn. INS Lowther. Lou, Maranta Meridian Michell. Mission.
Monitor Audio. Mordaunt-Short.Nakemichi Neal Ortolan Pioneer,
QEDQuad.RAM.Reference. Reyox, Rogers, Ratel SansuiSerinheiser,
Shure, Signet SMC..SME. Sonia. Spender. sro. Sugden. Tangent
Thorens, Toshiba, Tria, Ultimo, Wharfedale, Yamaha.

Demonstrations strictly by appointment.
Phone Radlett 3773

THE
HI- F1 & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI, TECHNICS, J.V.C,
AR., K.E.F., MORDAUNT SHORT, MARANTZ, SONY,
QUAD, AKAI, ROTEL, TANNOY, TOSHIBA, TEAC,
NAT- PAN,
TDK,
TRIO,
MONITOR
AUDIO,
AUDIOMASTER, SENNHEISER,
FISHER, AUR EX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL. 22317

Radlett Audio Consultants,
141

Fiyeways High Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,

Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 110.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
9.30-6.00 Monday- Saturday

WEST SUSSEX

IRELAND

For the
finest
names
in

REAL HI-FI
IN IRELAND

4

Lost in the Hifi Jungle?

LINNSONDEK
A& R A60

Phone WILMSLOW 526213
tor an expert guide to
the territories of:

SUPEX
JR

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH
ELITE

NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

SPENDOR

DENY°

QED

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT
LENTEK

HEYBROOK

DISCVVASHER

HiFi

NAGAOKA
ENTRE

SATIN

BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(BOWERS

e

WILKINS )

Littlehampton Road • Tel.Worthing 64141

GALE & MISSION

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
please phone

NOEL CLONEY

AIWA • ARISTON • AUDIOMASTER • F3
,
N •DALESFORD• DUAL
GRADO • HARRETH • MIACHI• JVC • KEF • LINN • MITSUBISHI'
NAGAOKA • ORTOFON • RAM • ROGERS • SALORA • STD •
fHORENS • ULTIMO • VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE •

AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmines,
Dublin 6

SOUND ADVICE FROM EXPERT STAFF,
MINIMUM OF 2 TEARS GUARANTEE ON ALL PRODUCTS
'SERVICE DEPT ON THE PREMISES,
OUR PRICES ARE USUALLV LOWER THAN THOSE QUOTED Ire
THE SO CALLED DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES'

*
SWIFT
)
Of

WILMSLOW

5.Swan Street,
Wilmslow. Cheshire.

IT HELPS TO
MENTION HI-FI NEWS
WHEN ANSWERING

Tel: 961316
•

e

ADVERTISEMENTS

HAMPSHIRE
• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents: ADC, Aiwa, AKG, AR, A & R, Ariston,
Audioref, Audio Technica, B&W. Beyer, Celef, Celestion,
Chartwell,Crimson,Decca,Denon,Diesis, Dual, EAR, Electro.
Elite, Entre, Gale, Glanz, Grace, Grado, Hadcock, Harbeth,
Heybrook, JPW, KEE, Lentek, Linn Isobarik,Linn Sondek,
Maxell, Meridian MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio,
Monster, Nagaoka, Nakamichi. Nightingale, Optonica,
Ortofon. QED, Quad, Radford, RAM, RCL, Reference,
Revox. Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser. Spendor,
Stanton, Stax, STD, Sugden, Supex, Swallow, Syrinx,
Systemdek, Tangent, Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha, and
others.
ACTIVE SYSTEMS BY MERIDIAN, SWALLOW AND
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel

140

2827 or 65232

EAST MIDLANDS

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN,
QUAD, BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL, LENTEK, HEYBROOK,
NAKAMICHI, TEAC, REVOX
and many other leading makes at
competitive prices
ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM 783862

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents for

Yamaha, JVC, KEF, Sansui,
Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Raga, Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, PIAD,
Mission, Thorens.
136 PORTLAND

ROAD,

HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50. Box Nos. £ 2.00 extra.
Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £ 6.75. Copy and remittance for advertisements in NOVEMBER issue must reach
these offices by 5th October addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- private
Lim lsobarik DMS speakers with stands. Nairn 250/I2S/Snaps
amplifier system. Linn Sondek turntable with Ittok arm and asak
cartridge, all in mint condition. £ 1,800 complete. Telephone
Darlington 721329 after 7.00 pm. and weekends.
K.
Tedmics ST 3500 Tuner £65, °moron MC20 + MCA 76 £60.all
ono. Telephone Leighton Buzzard 377094.
K.
Quad Electrostatic Loudspeakers (bronze). Excellent, regularly
checked to specification by makers, careful owner. £300 pair or
offers Watford 31660.
K.
STD305D turntable, Hadcock GH228 arm, Mayware cartridge;
£200. Consider separating. B 8c K measuring amplifier/frequency
analyser
type
2107.
Peak /Average/RMS,
100 V- I000 V
2Hz-40 kHz. 6-29% filters; £300. Telephone 0206 865397.
K.
Neal 302 cassette recorder 18 months old £250 ono. Telephone
0622 28753.
K.
Quad stacked ELS Loudspeaker system ( Black) immaculate but
unsuitable for heavy rock. Will split if required £700 ono. Stafford
58707.
K.
Cambridge Audio R.40 mkl loudspeakers. 1 pair £ 120 Tel.
Daytime 021 643 2998. evening 021 554 7491. Birmingham.
K.

HiFi News December 1963 to March 1980: Tape Recording
February 1957 (Vol. I. No I) to June 1970; Tape Recorder May
1960 to September 1968. Offers to Swindon (0793) 26969
(evenings).
K.

WE CAN MAKE IT!
(IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT)

Its.no
exaggeration
to say that
we offer
the largest
selection of
i.craf tsman made
hi-f
ilrecord,
cassette and
video housing

SME 3012 series Il arm. Shure M75EDII cartridge, Goldring 88
Turntable. Armstrong 526 receiver in oak unit. £ 150 all-in. Will
sell separately. 0570 ( Lampeter) 422058.
K.
Yamaha CA 1020 120 watt amplifier immaculate. A or B
operation MC input box and all instructions. Best offer around
£250. 01 866 6107 evenings.
K.

C
'
ee le081 'ro7±"

Nairn 12/160: £410. Thorens 125: £ 100. Mission Arm £ 100. JVC
XI £35. Spendor BC3s £390. Ashford ( Kent) 35261.
K.

The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Wn"

MUDS COOMUCTI011 CO

ITOR TO HARROGATE ARE WELCOME
AT OUR WORKSHOP PREMISES:The Old Chapel- 282 Skipton Road Harrogate
(near junction of A61 and A59) or phone
0423- 500442 for appointment with Mr Edwards

Lowther 115 walnut never used still in sealed boxes cost £420
accept £220. Also Tannoy Dorsets 12 months old £ 180. May
accept Quality Tuner in exchange Evesham 6756.
K.

Quad 22 control unit 45333 Quad 2amplifier 58209 electrostatic
speaker 13406 £ 100 each. Will split. Owner collects, Colchester
64506.
K.

WILMSLOW
GM ni o

market

Exchange G.P. 14 sailing dinghy for stereo system or part
system speakers. deck etc. Phone 051 489 2668.
K.

Grace G707 Tone arm, supex SD900 super cartridge Linn Arm
Board (All 1year old v.g.c.) £ 175. Aiwa AD6400 cassette deck ( 1
year old also v.g.c.) £ 100. Phone Portsmouth 667807.
K.

- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack Cabinet kits.
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available

For our new catalogue send

XIVOnOrrl= el CPC

Bang & Olufsen Beolab 8000 system the latest top of the range
HiFi comprising of Beomaster 8000 Beocord 8000 Beogram 8000
MS 150 loudspeakers headphones and remote control. Cost
£2200.00 offers around Elmo®. For further details and demonstration Phone Chelmsford (0245) 73030.
L.

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!

Complete B & 0 music system remote controlled. Linear
Tracking Record Player. Tape Deck. Tuner/Amplifier. plus
Speakers. Oct. 1980 purchase. £700 Brighton (2073) 509947.
K.
Quad 44/405/FM3 £350. Linn Sondek LPI2/3009 Mk3/VI5 4
£350. Spendor SCI's £ 175. All 18 months old, excellent condition.
Phone Chester- Le-Street (0385) 884673 after 6pm.
K.
Quad 33/FM3 in teak sleeve excellent
Telephone Droitwich (0905) 775811.

condition. £ 125.
K.

FOR SALE-trade
Audiophile Accessories from DB Systems include: DBP-6 Phono
(capacitance) Equalization Kit, DBP-6MC Resistive Loading Kit.
DBP-I0 Phono Alignment Protractor. Audio Cables and Gold
plated Connectors. Cramolin contact treatment removes oxides.
dramatically improves audio signals. DBP-CK Cramolin Audio
Kit £7 Currency ( air Delivery). Complete accessory literature
available free ( surface). £ 1. air mail from DB Systems. P.O. Box
3472. Jaffrey. Nh 03452 USA.
K.
Van den hul stylii Mounted to all types of cartridges, speciality
Deccas. vast improvements in sonic structure, the Decca mk6E
will track high velocity cuttings with sopranos. piano. also inner
groove performance improms tremendously. price total modification about £ 10080 for Deccas. other cartridges cheaper, please
inquire stating make and if possible cantilever material. Audio
Consult ApS H.C. Oerstedsvej 42. Dk 1879 Copenhagen V.
Denmark Telephone 01045 137 36 80.
B.

Thorens TD 125 Deck fitted with SME 3009 and Shure M75E
type 2. Offers welcome area £ 125 or what you think? Tunbridge
Wells (0892) 26963.
K.

Quad Electrostatic Loudspeakers, Superb sound £300. Mold
56910.
K.

High end equipment, All kinds of American, Japanese & German
Audiophile products like: Koetsu, Zen. Goldmund. SAEC.
Oracle. Micro. Conrad-Johnson. Ausio Research. Threshold. Air.
Audiostatic. Ampliton, Dynavector. Magneplauar. SoundLab. + many others at lowest prices. Ask for latest price list. HiFiSystems. Selling, Lengsdofer Hauptstrasse 75. 53 Bonn. West
Germany, Ring 01049 228 253111 evenings.
K.

ARC 202 speakers, little used, as new. boxed. £395 o.n.o. S.E.
Middlesex area Box No. 0682.
K.

Neal 302 Transcription cassette recorder. Immaculate £285.
Deal (03045) 2949 day or evening.
K.

Pre-packed, screws, Nuts washers, solder tags. studding. Send
for price list. A ISales. P.O. Box 402 London SW66LU.
X.

Quantity of HiFi News from 1970 1980. Must be sold. Phone
540 2037.
K.

Marriott 2500 receiver. 250 wpc £500 Telephone 01 661 9353. K.
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SERVICING

PERSONAL

WANTED
Wanted Decca Mark 3, SH4E. SC4E. ffss arm, several of each.
State condition and price. Will buy or trade with any comparably
priced American cartridges of your choice. Contact Andrew Liu.
162-20 9th Avenue. Apartment 9c. Whitestone. New York. 11357
USA.
K.

REVOX SERVICE
A77, B77 & A700 Tape Recorders. Line up & rebiasing. Replacement heads & brakes. Full troubleshooting, repair and test facilities. Other makes considered.

Close Encounters Group. Personal introductions dances, parties.
talks, social events. Meet interesting, attractive people. All areas.
Tel. ( Liverpool) 051 931 2844 ( 24 hours).
X.

Any Information on Jennings Amplifier. Model No. PA50
Serial No. 1069. All expenses will be paid by me. A. McGillick, 38
Sherbourne Walk. Corby. Northants. NN18 ODR. Phone Corby
63231

MOBITRACK SOUND
PROCESSES LTD.,
4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW1 1BN, Mx;.
01-891-2815. ( 24 hours answering).

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings, Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio, I3a Hamilton
Way, London N3 Tel. 01-346 0033.
X.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters studio
mobile, Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. IBroomfield Close,
Rydes Hill. Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684.
X.

STUDIO FACILITIES
Warren
Recordings ( members
A.P.R.ST.
Tape-disc,
demos/discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW44 4LP. Tel. 01-203 0306.
X.

SERVICES
Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration. etc Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel 01-504 5467.
X.

These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAudax. Peerless,
Coles, Celestion, Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E.
(15ip stamp) for new price list PL13. ( Overseas Air $ 2
surface $ 1)

Armstrong HI-FI Service Centre. Service and repairs to
Armstrong Products and all brands of HI-Fl. Armstrong
Amplifiers Lid. 32a Biackhorese Lane. London E17. 6H.I. 01 523
0051.
B.

RECORDS FOR SALE

Mail Orders and callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8.11"
Telephone: 0508-78272
"e

SAVE Urs on new classical LPs and sets. You choose, we order.
No minimum quantity. Bargain lists also available. Personal
Service Enquiries lo: Records-by-Post. 45 Appleton Road. Chester.
UK. Eire and Europe only.
K.
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... in amidst the drudgery,
treachery, betrayal and
boredom of our existence;
let MUSIC touch your mind.

Mission Electronics Ltd.
Unit 9a George St. Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire [ O4E30] 57151

The first 10"ofour
tape makes
the following 5,330"
sound perfect.
Right from the start you'll notice something different about a Maxell
cassette. Our leader tape.
Unlike others, it's not spliced on as an after-thought. It has avery hmportant job to do.
Without damaging your tape heads, it takes off all the gunk that other
tapes leave on.
Ingenious? Not really.
So simple in fact, we're amazed so few other people thought of it.
But then not many other cassette leaders tell you what side of the tape
you're playing (A or B). Or which direction it's travelling.
And they certainly don't give you afive second cueing mark.
If you tlihik this sounds pretty impressive, wait 'till you hear what
follows it:
The recording tape itself.
For acassette, the quality is outstanding.
And you don't have to have equipment full of knobs, dials and blinking lights to appreciate it either.
As we see it, there's only one snag to our cassettes:
Because of the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish,
we make other cassettes sound better than they are.

maxell

Maxell ( UK) Ltd., 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow. .)Aiddlesex HA1 3AF Tel: 01-423 0688

